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A PRINCESS OF FIJI.

I.

THE PICTURES OF MEMORY.

WHEN
I look back over fifty years to wild

scenes amid wild folk in a distant quarter of

the globe, and recall to mind that I shared in all this

wildness, that my companions were fierce savages,

that my very existence depended on the mercy of

men to whom mercy was but a transient emotion,

that the club always hung above my head and there

was no lack of brawny arms to swing it, that the

oven was always hot to receive me and there was

no lack of shining teeth to eat, then I am filled

with a diversity of thought and I scarcely know

what to think of it all. Fifty years ago I was just

coming into manhood and enjoying the new strength

and freedom of life, everything was still before me,

and reckless of the future I heaped day on day, with

never a recollection of the past, for at one-and-twenty

one has no reminiscences. At one-and-seventy one

has no future, though indeed I am, for an old man,
i i



2 A PRINCESS OF FIJI.

so hale that I may yet live to round out my century;

but the prospect has nothing to offer me, life is all

in the past and hope has given place entirely to

memory. After a busy life I have again reached a

point where once more I am reckless of what may
come, though now it is a quiet unconcern

;
once more

I heap the scarcely noticed day upon the unheeded

yesterday, for my finished thought is always in the

past; I spend my time in recalling the incidents of

life. The events of more than a generation ago are of

greater moment than the life of to-day, let others live

that life and ponder over its reminiscences when I

am dead and forgotten save in the misty tradition

of distant savage races. While I review the past,

which grows clearer and clearer as it recedes from

me, my reminiscences linger longest and return most

often to the life I led in cannibal company just half

a century ago.

As I have said, it puzzles me. I know not what

to think of it, I know not how to think of it. Some-

times one side is uppermost, and when next it comes

to my mind it shows a different face.

Sometimes my artistic feeling rules my memory,
and then I see nothing but the most beautiful tropical

landscape with the haze of the great South Sea over

all; I see the boisterous barrier reefs, bulwarks

against the charges of the ever-battling ocean; in

fancy I can almost hear the roar of the surges

sweeping shoreward and hissing like the bursting of

ten million bubbles, as they comb over the rampart
of the coral and shatter into rainbows and banks of

gleaming opal, and I can almost feel and taste the
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fine spray carried down to leeward. My nostrils

are filled with the hot reek of the tropical jungle, as

once again I tread the narrow paths over the black

fatness of the earth, and pick my way between the

tall brakes of cane, where painted spiders hang
their snares, or thread in and out the huge trunks

of monstrous timbers. The old familiar fragrance

lifts me out of myself; I pluck once more the gaudy
flowers to string them for a wreath to hang about

my neck; once again I chase the flashing butterflies

and listen to the note of strange birds. Again I

feel the balm of that soft air which makes the mere

fact of living the most delicious of luxuries; I

enjoy the heat of the vertical sun, and the temper-

ing purr of the steady trade-wind, and above all do

I recall the calm nights when my eyes gazed upon
the new stars of the southern hemisphere; when I

watched the blazing constellation of the Southern

Cross that serves men for a time-piece; when I

peered into the black and starless Coal-holes which

give one a chance to bring himself face to face

with unpeopled infinitude of measureless space;

when sometimes I picked out, low lying on the north-

ern sea-line, the two stars which are the last in the

tail of the Greater Bear, and thought without regret

of colder lands where that Dipper points other-pole-

wards. So I fall asleep with the quiet feeling that

I have known Paradise, which once to know is to

carry forever in the heart.

The mood, changes and another face of the old

life looks upon me with a menace and a frown

through all the years. I see stout ships tossed like
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chips upon the angry reef and dashed into splinters,

their cargo sinking to the unfathomed depths of the

immense stillness where ships and seamen rest ever-

more. I see hardy sailors bruised and cut by the

sharp branches of the coral, struggling in the tem-

pestuous whirl of waters, only to sink exhausted and

leave but a glittering bubble to mark their end, a

bubble that flashes with brilliant hues for one mo-

ment on the crest of the incoming wave, then breaks

and is lost in the smother as the breath of one man's

life that made it is absorbed in the ocean of air from

which it was drawn, and happier so. I see the

swimmer dart in agony from the sea, and splash

back, a mutilated trunk, into an ever-widening, ever-

thinning streak of blood which marks the stealthy

rush and savage snap of the ravening shark. I see

him pass the dangers of the sea, and come to land

only to fall a victim to the club of some fierce savage

and be dragged headlong to the oven to be cooked

for a horrible repast. I see ships' companies over-

powered and massacred, to satisfy the cravings of

the same dreadful appetite. I see stout craft burnt

in mere lust of destruction. I see treachery steal-

ing through the jungle to pounce upon unguarded
women and children unsuspicious of evil about to

descend. I see clubs brandished by sinewy arms,

I hear,their soft swish as they descend through the

gentle air, and the crashing of the skulls they fall

upon, and there an end. I see spears poised over

brawny shoulders and hear their whir as they fly

straight to a living mark. I hear the strident

whiz of the light arrow and I see the death it carries
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from afar. I see savage faces distorted with the

rage of killing and blackened for war. I see blood

and wounds, and thatched houses licked up in flames.

I see the long train of women and children led away
into slavery, and the aged men, too old to fight, bat-

tered with clubs or jumped on until they die the

death that comes to men of savage instincts. All

this ungentle barbarity of savagery comes up at

times to my memory clear and distinct as though
it were of yesterday; and I shudder at the picture,

even whose truthful outlines I hesitate to draw,
and whose horrible details of daily crime I lock

within my breast. I shudder to think of myself
as in the midst of such scenes, and wonder that

I am spared to recall them. Yet it was not thus I

viewed it all when I shared that life these many
years ago. I looked with disgust and loathing upon
the violence and the treachery, not with fear, even

though I knew well that the club which swung upon

my neighbor to-day might be bloodily bespattered

with my brains to-morrow. Adventure has its

charm for the young man, the greater spice of pleas-

ure drawn from its danger thickly overlies the peril

which produces it. Yet when he is older grown he

is no longer in touch with his younger self, he can-

not sympathize with his youthful feelings, advent-

ure then seems to him but the trick of the foolhardy,

danger no longer adds zest and peril seems deadly.
So it comes to pass that when this face of the past
scowls upon me as I sit in jny comfortable easy-

chair, I lean heavily on its padded arms and frown

and mutter half aloud, "I was a young fool," until
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the children whom I love to have playing about me
draw back in fear and recall me to myself.

Otherwhiles, my changing mood shows to me the

years I spent among savages as so many years fool-

ishly misspent. They taught me nothing that has

in aught advantaged me in the busy years that came

after. I learnt to make a fire by the rubbing of two

sticks, and to this day I have kept the knack, for I

sometimes do it to amuse the children. I learnt to

eat strange food, to wear strange clothes, to sing the

strange chants of the cannibals. But I brought away
not one thing which could help me to amass the

dollars to provide for my simple requirements now

that I am old and sit and think and think and think

ever of the past and never of the present, which has

scant interest for me. So as I sit thinking, some-

times the blunt, utilitarian side of me looks on with

a sneer and a little stab and bids me acknowledge
those years as wasted years.

No, that cannot be. Dollars to keep an old man

musing in his padded arm-chair are not the sum of

life. Those years were not wasted, even though

they did not lead me to a single grain of silver nor

yet of gold. 1 did not throw my life away among
the cannibals. I learnt lessons of self-reliance, of

patience which eats away obstacles no matter how

high, deep or thick soever they may be, of endurance,
of courage, ay, even of love that is strong, unselfish

and true. All this I learnt and more. I learnt the

greatest lesson of all life, the lesson that naught but

experience can bring; the lesson that men are men
the world around, and women, women; and that
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the children of savages grow up to be murderers by
reason of their environment; the lesson that even in

the lowest depth of savagery there may be a desire

and a striving for something that is better, which

fret against the environment which hems it in.

Therefore it is with the deep conviction that savages

and cannibals are after all but men and women, like

us in their vague hopes, like us in their passions, and

in conduct like that we should be if we dared, that

I pen this account of my life among them. If there

is any moral in the tale, you who read will easily

grasp it if you will faithfully confess to yourself

the sincere belief that humanity is one from pole

to pole and under every shade of skin which it may
assume.

Fifty years ago I was in Fiji: I have never had

the heart to go back. I read all the stray references

to it in the papers, and I learn that it is vastly

changed, that the people are no longer cannibals,

that they all profess Christianity and read and write,

that steamships connect them with all parts of the

world, and that civilization has been accepted fully.

My recollections run back to a Fiji of fifty years ago,

vastly different from this, a Fiji so barbarous, so

fiendish in its barbarity, that the very name was

long a synonym for all that is debased and cruel.

I have well-nigh forgotten the soft and liquid tongue
I learned to speak in the very worst of this old-

time cruelty, yet if one should come to me now after

these many years, and should say to me,
" Good-

morning, sir," in the old and loved Fijian fashion of

Sa yadra, turaga, I am sure my memory would prove
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good enough to answer him in the like fashion of

Sa yadra noqui tau, and to make of him a friend in-

deed, and to give him of the best I have for the sake

of the old times which in an old man's thought are

the new times and the only times.



II.

IN DISTANT SEAS.

IN
June, 1840, the people living on the shining

beach which rings the bay of the Black Duck
at the southwestern corner of the island of Kadavu

saw a brig making a fair wind of the steady trade

and bearing down toward them. Kadavu is the third

in size of the two hundred and fifty islands which

go to make up the Viti or Fijian group, and at this

early period had a worse reputation for cruelty than

any of its neighbors. Its tortuous shore-line is in-

dented with many little bays and inlets which would

afford ample protection to a canoe or a small sail-

boat, but Ga Loa, the bay of the Black Duck, is the

only harbor where a ship might ride in safety. The
entrance to the harbor is somewhat narrow and at

one point brings the ship a trifle too close to the

wind for a master to feel comfortable as he notices

the vessel sag down to leeward and sees the bris-

tling reefs only a cable's length away from him; but

once past this danger point the ship is in a spacious

bay, well sheltered against any gale and with clear

water for manoeuvring and good holding ground.
This bay already had some reputation among the

hardy skippers who traded with the islands, and a

few of them visited it despite the mysterious disap-

9
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pearance of several ships which had been accounted

for as far as this bay, where all trace of them had

been lost. The people of the villages about the bay
were therefore not absolutely unacquainted with

white men, and when they saw the square sails of

their new visitor, they made preparations to receive

the trader. A canoe was manned and a pilot put

out to guide the vessel through the narrow passage;
others ran to gather their store of articles, which

they might barter for the goods of the white man.

The brig stood boldly on toward the gap in the

reef, and picked up the native pilot from his canoe.

She boldly essayed the pass, and in a few minutes

was anchored close to shore and surrounded by a

fleet of canoes filled with strange people. We had

enough to keep us busy in stowing sail and clearing

up the raffle about deck, and for awhile I could give
little attention to the strange scenes about me. At

last all was snug alow and aloft, and I had leisure

to lean upon the bulwarks and look around.

Every canoe carried a freight of men noisily attract-

ing our attention to the fruit which by signs they
offered to exchange for tobacco. They were sturdy

men, of more than the average height with us; their

skins were dark brown, and glistened with oil;

their teeth were large and perfectly white; their

hair was dressed in a long mop standing out from

their heads on all sides and colored to the shade

of brick-dust; for clothing each wore a strip of their

native cloth caught about the waist by a peculiar fold,

and thence hanging almost to the ankles. I had

heard so many wild tales of the Fijian ferocity from
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my shipmates aboard the brig that I must confess

to a feeling of disappointment, when I looked down

upon the specimens noisily chattering and laughing
below me. I could hardly think that these men
were cannibals and murderers, and at once rejected

all the tales that had been told me. In fact my
only feeling at the sight was a wonder at their all

looking alike, for I could not distinguish one from

the other; this I have noticed is usually the case

when one first looks upon an unfamiliar type of

humanity, they all appear exactly the same, and I

suppose it must be because the race characteristics

for the first time seen temporarily obliterate the

more purely personal distinctions. Indeed I was a

trifle put out that the cannibals did not come up to

my horrible preconception of their appearance, and

I was somewhat disgusted that those I now saw did

not have matted, unkempt hair and fierce bloodshot

eyes, and gnaw upon a crossbone with the appetite

of hyenas and the savage growling of some fierce

dog at his surly meal. From the humanity which

disappointed by its failure to present unmistakable,

evidences of ferocity, I turned to a contemplation of

the scenery which locked us in. The water of the

bay was smooth, with that long silky sheen that

seems so motionless, yet rocks so merrily the canoes

that float upon it. Long ripples lazily floated up
the glistening beach, tarried a moment, left a wavy
line of white bubbles at the verge of the gray sand,

and then seemed to be swallowed by the darker sand

below. Back from the water stretched this glisten-

ing gray spread of sand for many yards, until it was
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lost in the tangle of vines which hold the soil for

the first groves of cocoanuts. Still farther back, the

eye rested on the feathery leaves of these trees,

waving and tossing high in air above the rusty

brown thatch of the houses clustered beneath them.

With a wider sweep the eye passed on to the steeply

rising slopes, rich with green of the orange, the

lemon and the lime, higher still to the towering

pines massed like sombre emeralds, and above all

to the bare red scarp of the mountains which stretched

onward peak after peak as far as the eye could

pierce to the eastward. Fairer spots than the bay
of the Black Duck earth may have to show, but they
must be few indeed. From the mountain top to the

shining sea beneath all is beauty, and memory fresh-

ly recalls the enchantment of that distant day when
first I scanned those banks of leafy delight.

In those days it was a far cry from New York to

Fiji. Nowadays, when it can be accomplished in a

month, I suppose no one would think anything of

starting from Broadway, confident of looking upon
Levuka roads or Suva harbor, before he has found

it nacessary to tear the leaflet from his calendar, but

in my time it was far different. From any white

man who might be found among the savages, more
than one word of explanation would be exacted;
therefore let me explain how it happened that I

was there.

New York was still small enough when I was a

boy for men to be well known to all the citizens.

Few were better known than my father, Gerardus

Wynkoop, merchant of hides and leather, and de-
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scended from an old.Dutch family of Nieuw Amster-

dammers. In business he was known to be a warm

man, as they called it in those days, and a common
councillor. We lived on Amity street, the recol-

lection of which fashionable suburb has long since

faded away, as the city has moved out of town.

Here I was brought up, and, being an only son, I

was more petted than was good for me. When
word was brought to my father of my childish

pranks he used to dismiss the complainant with:
"
Tut, tut ! Richard is but a boy at his frolic,

"
and if

there were any damage to be made good, he would

put his hand into his pocket, and if he happened
to recall the circumstance, would later stop the

amount out of my weekly spending money. It is

scarcely necessary to remark, that Richard thus

lightly disciplined did very much as he pleased,

and grew up a most headstrong boy. Other boys of

my age wore leather aprons as apprentices to some

trade, or ran the errands of the merchants down town,

hoping in time to scramble to high stools, and write

all day with little sifters of pounce before them, and

red ink quills snugly tucked in over their ears.

But I was considered a fit subject for further school-

ing, and started every morning to wait upon the

dominie with my books; the dominie, however, was

fonder of his studies in the Hebrew than of disciplin-

ing an unruly boy, and as his stipend was paid with un-

failing regularity by my father's cashier, he winked

at my truancy. I had a boat on the East river and

spent all these days that I could steal from my care-

less tutor, either rowing along by the fields which
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then came down to the river or stepping the mast and

sailing down to the Buttermilk channel, where the

fishing was always good. As I grew older and cared

less for the fishing, I fell into the way of making fast
7 my boat at the wharf in Coenties slip, and passing my
days with the sailors lounging in the shade and tell-

ing strange tales of distant oceans and far countries

under warmer suns. These were stories which I

never tired of hearing; my world was no longer
bounded by the two rivers but spread out in a misty

disregard of latitude and longitude to that border

land of truth and fiction which never loses its

charm for a boy. Sometimes I was able to ferry

some ship-master across the river who wanted to

take a run through the orchards over in Brooklyn,
and more than once some such service was re-

warded by the gift of some quaint little trinket in

ivory cunningly carved by the Chinamen, or a

bright shell that still hummed the monsoons of the

East Indies, or a fragrant bean from Africa, trifles

that were sure to be treasured and dreamed over

until I had fitted them to their place in that hazy

geography which I was picking up along shore. If

in all these days of idleness I learnt scant lessons

of the sort taught in books, I yet found some good
in watching men ply their several trades in the open

shops where I always found a welcome. Thus I

picked up little bits of information about mechani-

cal devices which afterward proved of great assist-

ance.

The captains and the seamen sailed away and new
mariners filled their places with new stories of yet
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other lands, and still I sat in the shade lounging my
time away. Not a proper fitting, you will say, for

the business of selling hides and leather, and so I

found it when brought directly to give an account

of my time.

My father never seemed to recognize that I was

growing up, and always dismissed me from his

thought with the old remark: "Tut, tut! Richard is

but a boy." Therefore as a boy I slipped along in

idleness until my eighteenth birth-day brought me
to a realizing sense of leather, and my father to con-

sciousness of the fact that it was my manifest destiny

to succeed him in business and that if that were ever

to be brought to pass now was a good time to begin

by taking me into the counting-house. Above all

places on earth I hated that counting-house and

abhorred the prospect of totting up long columns of

figures in the big account-books. My geographical

studies down at Coenties slip had unfitted me to

take kindly to my father's plans as he outlined them

to me on my birth-day, and I bluntly told him that

leather was not the life for me. He as bluntly an-

swered that I should go into the counting-house willy-

nilly and dismissed the matter from his mind. Not

so I. I determined to go see some of those strange

lands which so long had filled my thought. Too long
had I listened to sailors' stories to settle down con-

tentedly to leather, and now that the time had come

to make my choice I chose to run away. Packing
a stout and serviceable change of clothing in a car-

pet-bag I slipped out of the house and down to the

river to my boat. At break of day I routed up one
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of my sailor friends aboard a vessel moored in the

slip, briefly told my story, and asked for assistance

in getting away to sea. He told me that the whaling

barque Narwhal lay at anchor off Robbins Reef and

would sail on the next tide. With the advice of the

sailor I bought a sea-chest and spent the several dol-

lars saved from my pocket-money in filling it with

what I should need on a long voyage. Stowing my
chest in the boat I hoisted sail, stood down the bay,

and soon was regularly shipped on the whaler for a

three years' cruise. Before my father had time to

discover my absence I was at sea watching the

Highlands of the Navesink fading away into blue

dimness.

One whaling voyage is so like another that there

is no need to go into details of this one. I made

enough sennit to stretch from stem to stern, I took

my trick at the wheel and soon learned to do my
work alow and aloft. At last we entered the straits

of Magellan and refitted at Sandy Point, thence

stretched away to the southward and soon were fight-

ing whales at the edge of the southern ice-cap. We
had fair luck and killed whales enough to make a

fair showing until the approach of winter drove us

away from the Antarctic. Our master ran for New
Zealand and put into the Bay of Islands to equip
for the chase of the sperm among the tropical

islands. By this time I had had enough of it, there

was too much hard work and too much abuse to suit

me. The stories of the old sailors had neglected to

mention these things, they had said nothing about

the poor food and the worse treatment. Anything,
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it seemed to me, would be better than this, and I de-

serted, in the faint hope of bettering my condition

and eventually seeing those strange and wonderful

countries which still formed part of my geographical
faith. I slipped ashore, and from a safe concealment

in the bush watched the Narwhal sail away without

me, then, with no more possessions than the clothes

I stood in, I turned to begin life anew among the

Maoris.

It was a hard time there in the Bay of Islands for

me and for others. The country was but thinly set-

tled, the little town had no trade except supplying
the whale ships, and there was a large number of

deserters who were far better adapted to shift for

themselves than was I, who not so many months be-

fore had left a comfortable home and had never done

a stroke of work for myself or any one else until I

went to sea. Several months went by, I lived from

hand to mouth by such odd jobs as I could pick up

alongshore and a very poor living I made of it. One

day the brig Janet, of Auckland, put into the bay.

I took her master off to his ship and in return was

entered on her crew. Thus I made a second start at

sea, and this time, as one of the crew of an island

trader, I felt that I was sailing straight for the geog-

raphy of my fancy.

I doubt if it be possible to gather in one ship a

greater collection of rogues and ruffians than we
were. The master and his mate were bullies who
never spoke without a torrent of vile oaths, and

never gave an order without a pull on a belaying pin
to sheet it home. The crew were all deserters from

2
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other ships, and some of them, I feel convinced, were

runagates from the penal settlements in New Hol-

land. The cat was as essential to our navigation as

Hadley's quadrant, and I am sure it was handled

with more skill.

So we sailed on, brawling and fighting among our-

selves, always on the very edge of mutiny, yet span-

ieling our masters, beaten like curs as most of us

deserved to be, and all attracted by the vague hope
of picking up wealth among the savages. The
dreadful voyage found its end at last, we picked up
the land and bore down to the harbor which was

marked on a rude pen-and-ink chart which in some

way had come into the master's possession. The
anchor was down

;
the others saw but a chance for

license and brutality, I looked out upon the first

grand division of the geography which I had dreamed
into being.
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THE FIRST VIEW OF FIJI.

HOW
the master of the Janet intended to treat

the savages was easy to see from the outset.

A great, boisterous ruffian of the type which mer-

chants and owners despised, yet for purposes of gain

professed to commend as the true sea-dogs, he was

loud in his talk, quick at profane abuse, never lacking

an excuse to fell a man to the deck, and kick him

to insensibility with cruelly heavy sea-boots. He

tippled all the time and was more often wholly drunk

than wholly sober, to the great admiration of the

mate, who patterned himself in every way upon his

superior and, as is usually the case, somewhat over-

did the copy.
" Hold hard, Mister Mate," the master took occa-

sion to say one day when they were each too drunk

to take the sun and make it eight bells.
" Hold

hard! I don't mind your piping yourself to grog
in your watch below, for I do a little in that way

myself ;
but look ye here ! you've got to take it watch

and watch with me. That's shipshape and brister

fashion, d'ye see?" With that they took up their

quadrants again and made the meridian altitude,

and I doubt not put us a hundred miles or so out of

position, but as we were in the open sea to the north-

19
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ward of the Kermadecs that wrought us no peril on

this occasion; and ever afterward our two officers

were more careful and each took his sober watch

and his drunken watch in conscientious alternation,

whereby the business of the voyage w^as not allowed

to suffer but only the sailors about deck. They
were kicked and beaten and sworn out of reason un-

til it would seem that the tiniest spark of manhood

would have led them to rebel. But they did not

rebel and pocketed all the abuse, for they were only

sailors, and after all a sailor is but a whipped dog by

profession; and rebellion aboard ship even against

merciless tyranny in those days, before the law con-

cerned itself with ships' forecastles, spelt mutiny;
and the way of spelling mutiny began with clanking

irons whose rust cankered the flesh and ended with a

gibbet and a long rope and a tarred corpse swing-

ing in the wind and carrying terror to all save the

crows, who ever fatten on such carrion fate.

Yet the crew murmured to themselves in their

watch below and some little bruit of their murmur-

ings stole aft to the cuddy, as such things do on any

ship, and it moved the master and his mate to use us

no more kindly but rather to ride us doubly hard.

But the remembrance of it clung in the besotted

and rum-fired mind of the master and made him think

on caution to prevent the sailors from any successful

chance at mutiny, and the cutlasses and the muskets

which had hung in the cuddy in racks about the

mainmast he removed into his own cabin, and as for

the powder the chests which held it were all stowed

in the lazaretto hold, to which the only entrance was
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given through a hatch in the master's cabin. But

when the brig had come to an anchor in the Bay of

the Black Duck and the Fijians swarmed about us

in canoes the mate said to the master, for the one

had been there before while the other was new to

the island trade: "You must keep all these niggers

in their canoes and serve out the arms to the crew,

for these people are full of treachery and seek noth-

ing so much as white men to eat."

But the master, rejecting the interference, bade

the mate go forward, which indeed is his proper end

of the ship; and with much profane swearing said:
" Leave me to manage the niggers after my own fash-

ion and I'll go bail we'll get along well enough.
But as for arming these rogues of ours I'm not such

a fool. Once let them get their fists clutched on a

cutlass or their shoulders pressed against a gun-stock
and you and I go no more a-sailing, Mister Mate;
and as for the brig they can easily run up the Jolly

Roger and sail away for Manila and the Spanish
Indies and be out of reach."

Yet the caution of the mate was not without its

effect, for the master went below into the cuddy and

when he came on deck again it was plain to see that

he had met with some of that courage called Dutch,
and in his belt were thrust four great pistols and in

his hand he carried a naked blade, the which he

straightway sharpened, summoning the carpenter to

turn the grindstone. Having made all these prep-

arations as much against the white men whom he

felt he had good reason to distrust as against the

brown savages, he stepped to the quarter-deck in
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readiness to address himself to the men in the ca-

noes. But before beginning his oration he hailed

the mate on the top-gallant forecastle and bade him

tell him, since he had once touched at these islands,

how in Fijian one named a chief.
"
Turaga" said the mate in reply, and that was

almost the sum of his knowledge of the language,

while as for the rest of us we knew not a word.

But as I foresee that I must from time to time

make use of some Fijian words let me here make it

plain how they should be pronounced, and in the

spelling I follow the custom of the missionaries

who came later and reduced the tongue to writing
and wrote books in it and taught the people to read

them. Understand, then, that the vowels are spoken
as in the Italian tongue and the consonants all have

their customary English sound except the five here

noted. B is always sounded with an obscure M be-

fore it; C has the sound we give to the TH in

"this;" D is preceded by a faint N; G is always

spoken like the NG in
"
singer" arid Q represents

the harder NG in "finger." All these sounds are

easy enough to give after a vowel, but it takes a lit-

tle knack to give them properly when they begin a

word. The only other point to bear in mind is that

every vowel or diphthong makes a syllable. With

these few rules any one can read Fijian well enough
to be understood by those to whom it is the mother-

tongue.

So the master learnt his first word of Fijian.

One other he learnt in all the six weeks of his trad-

ing there, and being a poor linguist and withal heart-
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ily scorning the people with whom he dealt that was

all he learnt and indeed all he cared to know. In

talking with the natives his sluggish ear caught the

word ko iko and at last he asked the mate what it

might mean.
"
'Tis the nigger fashion of saying 'You,'" an-

swered the mate.

From that time on the master used the word in

all sorts of ways which seemed comical enough to

me as I learnt the language, calling every native
"
Queego," as though that were his name, and refer-

ring to them all as "these rascally Queegoes."

However, he did not long have the chance to corrupt

the language, for he died, and the time and manner

of it I shall soon show in its proper place. Now I

must hurry on to get him killed and out of my story,

which is a tale of simple savages not of a civilized

brute. I left him standing on the quarter-deck hav-

ing just learned from the mate that turaga means

chief. Leaning on the rail and looking down upon
the small fleet of canoes he called out

"
Turaga /

Here you, turaga !
"

There was a movement among the canoes and the

largest of them all was paddled alongside the brig.

In its stern stood a tall and finely formed man of

forty years or so, bearing himself with pleasing

gravity and having unmistakable lines of thought

upon his face. He seized the rope that was thrown

over the side and nimbly hauling himself up by his

hands, an evidence of his great agility, he stood upon
the deck towering high above the diminutive bully

who it was plain to see felt and strutted his civilized
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superiority, yet even then I could not help drawing

comparisons little to the advantage of the white

man.

"Halloa! You turaga?" offensively asked the

master.

A dignified inclination of the head was the chief's

response.
"
Well, then, we might just as well get to business,"

continued the dumpy white man, looking up at the

tall savage as a physical fact and in feeling looking
down upon him from an enormous altitude.

" Me got

calico, you got copra, savey? You call ten fellow-

men on big canoe, me show you trade, then fix price,

savey? Mind you, only ten," assisting that univer-

sally comprehensible broken English by a show of

hands, or rather of the outstretched fingers.

Without, of course, at all understanding the words,
but somehow or other grasping the idea, the native

prince leaned over the side and spoke a few words

in his own tongue. In an orderly fashion several

Fijians clambered aboard, evidently those whom
their lord had summoned to attend him. Somewhat

nervously fingering the butt of one of the pistols

protruding from his belt, and not noticing the half

smile that, for a moment played upon the lips of the

observant savage the master watched the arrival

of the visitors and counted them as they came aboard.

When the tenth and last was swinging his leg over

the rail, the master forgetting what he had said,

gave the man a stout shove and toppled him into

the sea. Easily swimming to his canoe, for they
learn to swim as children long before they can walk,
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the insulted guest hastily smeared his face with

some black substance and raised a great shout.

The chief hardly lifted his voice, as he spoke a few

quiet words, quelling the disturbance which might
have soon grown into a bloody fray.

Calling the mate to his assistance, and opening a

great chest, the master displayed the gaudy prints

and strings of beads, cheap knives and axes, scraps

of old and worthless iron, tobacco and spirits, which

then formed the staple articles of barter with the

savages. With the help of such words as the mate

could remember, and by the liberal use of panto-

mime, which the natives were remarkably clever in

comprehending, a commercial treaty was soon con-

cluded by which the rate of exchange in barter was

fixed, and it was agreed that the visitors and the

residents should be honorable in their dealings with

one another, and that neither should meditate or at-

tempt to execute any act of violence or treachery.

This arrangement having been amicably concluded

the master dismissed the Fijian commissioners, giv-

ing to each a fathom of calico, a knife, tobacco, and a

dram of gin. The fleet paddled ashore, for it was

agreed that the natives should never board the brig,

except on express invitation, and we of the crew went

to work breaking open the hatches, and making ready
for a long stay.

In the morning the boats were loaded with boxes

of goods, with which to stock the warehouse that

was placed at our disposal. As this would contain

a large supply of our wares and the island products
which we should receive in exchange, it was nee-
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essary to leave a man ashore in charge of it; at

least it so seemed to the master, for, judging savages

by his own acquaintance with civilization, he could

not bring himself to believe that he might safely

trust the savage honesty. For the reason that the

officers thought that I could be more safely trusted

with fire-arms than the others, they ordered me to

sleep in the warehouse and released me from the

ordinary boat work by day. The rest of the crew

had really little to occupy their time at first, for

our pearl shell, sandal wood, dried cocoanut meat

and other purchases were to be stored ashore until

nearly sailing time. Their requests for shore leave

met with a surly assent, and without a word of cau-

tion these scum and off-scourings of civilization

were allowed to mingle with the savages. Less from

regard for the savages than out of consideration for

the integrity of their own precious hides, the officers

served them out no arms and therefore the crew were

cautious at first in their intercourse with the villa-

gers. But when they found that they met only with

smiling hospitality and generous treatment they

plucked up heart of disgrace, and began to appear in

their true light. Following the example set by their

superiors these low men bullied and annoyed their

entertainers in all the ways which knavish' ingenuity
could invent. They broke up the games of the

children, pulled the little plaits of hair which hang
down before the ears of the maidens, took possession
of any house which struck their fancy, defiling with

tobacco the clean mats which were the proud care of

the native house-wives. Being of such a vastly
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superior race, they scorned the language of their

entertainers and made known their wants by means
of an extensive vocabulary of oaths and abusive

terms, and when these failed of comprehension they

helped themselves to what they wanted. Further

than this they dared not pursue their wicked inclina-

tions, for by general repute, they knew the Fijians

to be the fiercest and wildest people in this island

quarter of the globe. Courage alone was lacking
to their villainy, not appetite.

As for me I separated myself from them as far as

possible and would never share in their amusements.

At sunset the last straggler of the crew went back

to the brig and I saw them no more until the next

day, for so long as the light burned in the lantern

that swung from the top of the cocoanut-tree before

my house, the anchor watch aboard the vessel in the

harbor could see that all went well, and even had there

been need of help, I had doubts at the time whether

any would have come to the rescue of their shipmate,
so great was the terror of the cannibals which came

over them with the evening shadows. Yet I felt no

fear and saw no reason to look for anything but kind

treatment. When the last boat had gone off to the

brig, I ran up my signal lantern and then visited

the house of the chief or some other villager to

share the evening meal, and I must confess that I

was always cordially made welcome. I watched their

evening amusements and listened to their stories, and

as I rapidly acquired facility in the language, I was

in a short time able to make some sort of an attempt
at satisfying the multitude of questions with which
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they plied me regarding the civilization which was

all so new and strange to them. At an early hour I

returned to the store and went to sleep, disturbed

by no untoward event, nor by any fear of such

which often worries one more than the occurrence

itself.

With the first daylight I arose and made my break-

fast, and when the master or the mate came ashore

to relieve me of my charge, the day was all my own
to do with as I pleased. For a certain and large part

because I had no pleasure in watching the uncouth

antics of my shipmates in their intercourse with the

people, and also because that imaginary geography
of mine, which I had gone sea-faring to seek, was

filled with fragrant jungles, dark with warm aromas,

I struck out for myself in the wildness of timber

that hemmed in our village. Following up some

faint path, that led knee-deep through the wealth of

tropical vegetation, I would sometimes come upon
a stream and watch the taro cultivators, as they built

their terraces and dams and ditches with no mean

engineering skill, though of course only in a small

way. Other faint paths would lead me to the hill-

side fields where the toilers were digging up the

earth with staves sharpened and toughened in the

fire; these were the farms of the yam and the almost

sacred sweet-potato. But the paths which pleased me
most of all were those that crooked in and out through
the trees with no particular purpose of going with

any definite aim, that bent aside here to pass by a

stalk of brilliant yellow flowers, and there turned

toward a bush all aflame with scarlet blooms that
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flashed through the sweet air. These were the paths

of the laughter-loving children, and these were the

paths my feet learnt first and most gladly to tread.

Often have I strolled along one of these paths, here

stopping to pluck the flowers which ten paces away
I would reject for some still richer in their beauty;

here lingering to watch the deadly duel of two mail-

clad little scorpions, there tarrying to scan the

scampering on some pebbly spot of the diminutive

hermit crabs, still farther along peering into the

dim tree-tops to spy the flying foxes, hanging topsy-

turvy from some twig dreaming in the garish light

of day until the evening shadows fell again. Many
and many a day did I delight to follow out these

paths, only to turn aside to lie idly thinking upon
some bank of soft fern fragrant with the rich sweet-

ness of the earth, there to lie hid and watch the

children scouting hither and yon to find me. They
soon learnt that there was sport for them when they

did find me, and more than once have I watched

some dark little body peering under the ferns and

into the tree-tops only to burst in upon me suddenly,

to stand for one astonished moment in which pleas-

ure chased away the first stroke of fear, and then to

raise that peculiar cry of the Fijians that heard at a

distance sounds like a sweet peal of the heartiest,

merriest laughter. In a moment the jungle echoed

the laugh on every hand as the divided party hur-

ried to find me.

At the first they were shy and held aloof from me,
darted out of sight when I encountered them in the

woods, rushed trembling to their mothers when I
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entered their houses; once upon the green a tiny

Ajax in his first lustre defied me with a pigmy reed.

But that soon wore off when they found that I meant

them no harm, and that is something which children

are quick to see. As they grew more confident, they
would steal slyly up to feel of my skin and then

look at their fingers to see if the white or red would

come off; when I emptied my pockets and showed

them the little trifles which I carried, their curiosity

held them to better acquaintance; and their delight

knew no bounds when I showed them the juvenile

machinery of the cats' cradle, and with pieces of

paper made all sorts of queer little toys. In return

for these never-flagging novelties, they taught me
their own games and their own speech. When they

caught me in the woods, and I had gone through my
whole list of interesting accomplishments, they so-

bered down into a demure little faculty of Fijian hu-

manities. On chubby fingers they taught me their

numbers running by tens and hundreds up to a mill-

ion, by object lessons they gave me a steadily in-

creasing vocabulary of nouns, and by wonderfully

ingenious pantomime they equipped me with a plen-

tiful supply of adjectives and verbs. Mistakes I

made of course, and at any such they burst into peals
of laughter, only to quiet down suddenly through

generous fear of hurting my feelings, and then re-

sumed the role of teachers. With such teachers it

is small wonder that I progressed rapidly in my
study, and was ready to take my part in the evening
discussions of the elders, at which the children, dis-

creetly silent in the presence of their parents, stood
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ready to prompt me to any word which migh.t

chance to slip my memory.
So sweet is the charm of the tropic life that awak-

ing is ever sorrow. My awaking from the fragrant

dream of such geography as Marco Polo never knew

nor has Hakluyt recorded, was to scenes of treachery,

bloodshed, and murder.

In six weeks' daily trading the villagers had dis-

posed of all the articles which they had preserved

themselves, or had gathered from other towns, whose

people they would not admit to free trade with the

white men, and yet the hold of the Janet was but

half full. The master determined to sail still farther

into the group, to some place where white men had

never yet been, and to further this purpose, he made

up his mind to secure a boat's crew from the village

where we then were. He had seen that I could talk

readily with the natives and though he did not make

me privy to his plans, he used me as an interpreter.

The cargo had all been stowed arid our store dis-

mantled, in fact all was ready for sailing, when the

master called me to accompany him to the house of

this
"
queego turaga.

"
Having reached the spot he

delivered this speech, which I rendered as faithfully

as possible:
"
Here, you nigger piece of royalty, we've done

all the business we can with you; the bills of lading
are all signed, so to speak; we've cleared the cus-

toms so far as there is any; and Blue Peter flying

at the fore means that we're going to sail at once.

Now just to show that all's friendly between us,

suppose you get up some sort of a feast here ashore
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to-night and I'll send you some stores and one

thing and another to help along the festivities, and

when it comes time for drinking healths I'll respond
to any toast you've a mind to name." The chief

evidently supposed this to be some custom of the

white men, and readily agreed to get up the feast.

The brig contributed some salted meats and a few

odds and ends of cabin stores, principally biscuit, of

which the people had grown to be inordinately fond.

Soon after sunset we heard the ringing sound of the

native drum, and calling me to scull him ashore in

the dinghy the master set out for the feast, carrying
two or three cases of gin, what they call square-faces

aboard ship. The feast went off finely, and I had

to interpret a speech which the master, being Eng-
lish and therefore devoutly believing in the asso-

ciation of oratory and dining, insisted upon making.
It expressed the utmost friendship, and wound up

by a promise to return soon. Then he set the gin in

motion, plying all the people to drink. It was

something quite new to them, for he had not dared

to use it in his trading, being fearful of his own

safety, and the unaccustomed use of spirits soon

brought them to a hilarious stage of tipsiness.

Seeing that this end had been accomplished, the

master motioned me to follow him, and at the door

of the house bade me say that he would give as

much spirit as ten men could carry, if they would

but go cff to the brig and fetch it. At once there

was a rush to volunteer and all scrambled to be of the

party. Ten stout young men were quickly picked

out, and jumping into a canoe towed us in the dinghy
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out to the brig, which could be plainly seen in the

moonlight. On reaching the brig the master bade

the natives follow him into his cabin to get the

gin, and on the same pretense cajoled them into

the lazaretto hold, and immediately slammed down

the hatch above them. Meanwhile I heard the clank

of the windlass pawl where the crew were getting

the anchor and I became aware of the hideous

treachery.

Nor was I the only one to whom that sound

brought warning. The clink of iron on iron sound-

ed across the moonlit waters of the Bay of the

Black Duck, and showed the trickery to the feasters

on the shore. Instantly seizing their weapons they

jumped into canoes, which brawny arms soon brought

alongside the brig, and before the anchor had been

fairly catted, a cloud of arrows drove the men from

the windlass. The agile warriors swarmed up the

ship's side and on deck. Too late the master served

out the arms, a few Fijians were shot, but what did

a dozen amount to in hundreds? They swept the

deck resistlessly, and with arrows, spears, and

clubs put to death every one of the ship's company.

Hastily unkeying the lazaretto hatch, and releasing

the captives, though why I should stay my flight to

do it I never could tell, I dropped out of a stern port

and into the bay. Fortunately the drift of the brig

had drawn all the canoes forward about the stem,

and thus it happened that no one noticed my escape.

I allowed myself to float along, slowly paddling

with my hands in such a manner as to attract no

attention, and passing beyond the village came to
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land just around a little point where I could be out

of sight. As I sat on the sand peeping through a

little friendly bush, I saw the brig strike stern fore-

most on the beach. Knowing that there could be

no safety where I was, I took to the water again to

conceal my tracks, and made for a little stream not

far distant. Stealing up the bed of this watercourse

I managed to reach a place just about daylight,

which might afford me shelter; but for how long I

could not know. That I was not after all far from

the village, was easily to be seen from the distinct-

ness with which I heard the sound of the chorus:

A-ba-babale, A-ba-babale

Babale, Babale, A-a, A -a, A!

Thus for the first time I heard the cannibal chant

of bodies dragged ashore to be eaten, nor yet did I

know what it was. Notwithstanding the horror of

the massacre, and the desperate peril of my plight,

I was worn out. With that grim chorus still sound-

ing in my ears, I threw myself upon the ground and

fell asleep.



IV,

HOW
long I slept worn out by the scene of blood

through which I had passed I cannot tell. I

was tired in every muscle and sinew, for I had had

a long swim, and, in hurrying up the foaming bed

of the watercourse, I had dashed on regardless of

obstacles, cruelly bruising my legs against the

bowlders, slipping on the water- polished rocks,

knocking the breath from my body by coming

blindly against the low branches of trees, for I had

but one thought and that was to flee from the wicked

scenes aboard the accursed brig. Great as was my
physical weariness, it was as nothing in comparison
with the fatigue of the mind and soul, which lay

upon me. There was in my thought the image of a

simple people easily stirred to pleasure, and engaged
in a charming rite of hospitality to speed a guest;
then in successive flashes of gloom, I saw the

madness of drink rouse their baser passions; I saw
the meditated treachery of the honored guest accom-

plished; I saw the swift and unerring descent of

retribution which I could but acknowledge was just
and righteous though horrible; my eyes still burned

with the moonlit sight of men gushing blood from

jagged wounds; my weary ears still rang with the

35
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infuriated shouts of merciless fighters; and heart-

sick, I fell asleep to the mad crooning of the wo-

men, whom I had ever found gentle and kind, now
transformed into eldritch witches, and chanting with

high and strident voices the cannibal chorus as they

dragged ovenward the bodies of those who no mat-

ter how uncompanionable, had yet been my com-

panions in that close company, which life afloat

brings to fellow-voyagers. The fatigue of the soul

proved too much for me; with little thought for my
own safety, with little concern as to what might be-

fall me, I lay sleeping in the spot where daylight
overtook me.

How long I slept the deep sleep of utter exhaus-

tion, which scarcely rests the body though clearing

the mind, I had no thought. When I threw myself
down the gray of the eastern sky showed faint rays

of the coming crimson glory of the sunrise battling

against the soft moonbeams. When my eyes opened
it was to be dazzled by the vertical glare of the mid-

day sun shooting through the rifts of the crown of

foliage overhead, and filling the prospect along the

shady alleys of the jungle with dainty pillars of

gleaming light, here fretted and carved by the danc-

ing clouds of insect life and there blazing with gor-

geous hues drawn from some brilliant flower, which

in the pride of its tropic strength turned toward the

torrid sun. For some time I lay where I had slept,

drawing as a screen to my eyes the tattered breadth

of a plantain leaf that overhung me, and as I lay

there passed before me the whole occurrence of the

night, as a tragedy on the stage is put before the
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curious spectator; nor as yet did it seem to me that

I had any interest in that which came to me only as a

gloomy phantasm of a feverish brain. But the sway
of the stomach overpowered the rule of the mind;

with waking came hunger, and I began to cast about

for food to eat. It was only as I slowly raised myself

upon my feet, and found that I was forced to cling

to the friendly plantain for support, that I began to

realize in some sort that I was in some way, not yet

clear to me, part and parcel of the horrid dream.

In the terror-stricken figure flying in horror from

the butchery and leaping into the restful coolness

of the sea, I at last recognized myself; but how it

came about, what it 'all meant, still eluded my
power of comprehension. All that I could yet grasp

was that I was pitifully weak and hungry, oh so

hungry, that the swarms of mosquitoes were mad-

dening, and that the little hordes of black and shin-

ing scorpions menaced my naked feet, caked with

patches of blood that had dried on unnoticed

wounds. Instinctively I set out in search of food,

without which I knew that I should perish.

Aimlessly wandering through the forest which

once it had been my delight to thread, I turned aside

to dark patches of huge green leaves where globes

of yellow blossoms wrapped like cardinals in dark

red robes gave promise of ripe bananas, only to find

nothing but fragrance, which stays no hungry stom-

ach. I sought for fruits that I might eat, and found

none, for my brain seemed to fail me; I gnawed

upon a raw yam and made no fire to cook it, for I had

forgotten entirely that I could kindle flame by the
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rubbing of two sticks. Hungry in the midst pf

plenty that I was blind to see I hurried up steep ac-

clivities, and ceasing my purposeless rush as 'sud-

denly as I had begun it, I sat on some decaying

trunk heavy with the burden of utter vacuity of

thought until the famine and the madness stung me

onward. Careless of whither my steps might carry

me, careless of everything about me, I hurried o~h

and on and on driven by the hunger and the mad-

dening memories. At last I crested a forest-clad

ridge and there saw just below me, so near that I

could distinguish faces and hear voices, the town

whose people I had learnt to know and trust. Hope
and despair battled in me as I sunk exhausted to the

ground. I could not drag my weary limbs a step

farther, I could not whisper when I opened my lips

to shout, I could just lie where I had fallen, and

die with my face to that savage town, which I felt

meant life to me. So there I lay on the long sweet

grass, in the dull apathy of the man overpowered

by fate, and feasted my eyes on the last hope which

yet was so far beyond my reach. I saw the brown

thatch of the houses, which were the homes of men
and women whom I had learned to love, and I even

noted here a sun-bleached conch or there a cowrie,

with which the protruding ridge-poles were dec-

orated. I marked the glistening course of the little

brook from the soft green beds of taro at the edge
of the jungle down past the little settlement, to

where it foamed as it met the gentle surge of the

bay, ever striving to sweeten the sea that is forever

salt. I could smell the savory smoke that rose in
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faint curls and spirals of blue tenuity from little

cones of earth just beyond the town; I had never

before seen this score of petty volcanoes, yet such

was my weakness that the sight aroused no curiosity,

the savor which tantalized my hunger with hope of

food, fell upon my blunted senses and gave me no

hint; I knew that I was dying of hunger, too faint

to reach the food I sniffed in the gentle air. From
the brig which I idly noticed careened upon the

beach, my eye wandered back to the village, and

then for the first time, so sluggish was my percep-

tion, I noticed that the people were sitting in orderly

ranks upon ^tlie green, and that they were listening

intently to an impassioned address by their priest,

Cikinovu. What he may have said before my list-

less thought rested on him, I cannot tell, but as I

slowly began to grasp the meaning of the words that

rose in the still air and fell distinctly on my ear,

my attention was riveted in growing horror; and

my heart sickened as the oratory was interrupted

by the beating of pleased palms upon the hard earth,

for they were the hands of men and women whom
I had been told were wretched fiends of savagery;

yet whom by day and night for six weeks I had

grown to look upon as men and women like-minded

with myself, differing only in education and eager
to reduce that difference.

"So it came from beyond the horizon, this big

canoe," were the first words I noticed of the priest's

harangue.
" And we sat upon the beach and watched

it lifted upon the horizon, steadily rising until it

reached the level water where it could sail. At
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first it looked like the frigate bird, which brings
the fair wind, as it rested, a gleaming speck of

white, on the edge of the sea. But it rose higher and

higher, and we saw one sail above another, and we
knew it to be a white man's canoe, such as have

brought destruction with them as often as they

have entered this Bay of the Black Duck; but only
one has sailed away again, for the rest have been

burned and the sailors have been eaten by the other

villages to which they had come, but none had yet

come to Na Sau. So all the women who had seen

the white men's treasures in other towns besought

you to lead the big canoe to our town, and with

their words in your ears you men came to i-eibose

when the drum sounded. In the council I spoke

against that which you had in mind to do, when

you saw the canoe sailing for our bay, I told you
to remember how last year men were stolen away
from one town, and have never come back, to re-

member how the white men have used their hard

reeds, that make a hole in a man and he dies. I

warned you that what they had done in other towns

they would do in this also. I bade you beware.

But you were filled with longing for the strange

treasures, and you would not listen to my words of

counsel nor yet of those few who thought with me;

you spoke in council according to right, and you

agreed to welcome the white man, and to do what he

wished. Last of all when the men of the town had

said their words, spoke Na Saqa Levu, the chief, a

brave warrior and shrewd in counsel, but here he

erred, for he gave ear to the loudness of the words
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wherewith you spoke your minds. Disregarding

my advice, he gave orders to man a great canoe to

pilot the stranger to Na Sail, and to do it at once

that we might be beforehand of our neighbors and

secure the treasure to ourselves. As he commanded

so was it done; for it was the order of the chief, and

heavy is a chief's command. Then the chief went

on the white man's canoe, and called ten of us to

stand with him, and I was the tenth. But as I went

aboard the white chief threw me into the water,

and I blacked my face to fight, but Na Saqa Levu

forbade me and I went away to my own house in

anger. That night I went to the house of Na Saqa

Levu, who is my brother, for his wife was my sister

Draudraukawai, and I asked him to order that we

treat the white men well in order that their suspicion

might go away, and then we would fall upon them

suddenly and seize them and take their canoe and

all the treasure would be ours. But he said no,

for that he had in mind a thought, but what was

his thought I knew not then, nor know I now, for

he has not told me the word of it. Yet this I

know, for I have seen it, and that is that in the

end ail has come to pass as I foretold and in the

end we- have done what I advised; and better had

we done it at the first, and saved the brave warriors

we have lost."

For a moment's pause he rested and the people sat

in silent rows save for the slight rustle of expecta-

tion of what next might come. His narrative over,

such a sober speech as might well grace the decorous

council deliberations, Cikinovu underwent a change.
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No longer the calm collected orator but the prophet
and the poet filled with inspiration, full of fire and

fury, he whirled his club about his head, and with

savage posturings and fierce gestures, broke into a

chant in a rude trochaic rhythm.
" The moon shines on the land and on the sea.
" On the land the moon sees men feasting in the

council house, and it sees them drinking the white

man's water, that makes them mad. On the sea the

moon looks down upon the white man's canoe filled

with our cocoanuts and our pearls and our sandal-

wood, all ready to sail away.
" The moon shines on the sea and on the land.
"
Desire seizes on the heart of the white man, and

on the Fijian's heart.
"
Desire comes to the white man's heart to have

warriors who know how to fight, who know not fear,

men who might make him a great chief on his own
island far away, he wants ten, two strong handfuls

of Fijians. Desire comes to the Fijian heart to

drink still more of the mad water.
"
Desire seizes on the heart of the Fijian and on

the white man's heart.

"Two handfuls of brave Fijians go to the white

man's canoe. It moves, it begins to sail, our

brothers will be stolen from us, they will be carried

away as slaves to dig in distant yam patches. We
rush to our canoes and pursue the great canoe that

steals our brothers. We climb upon it and see not

our brothers. The hard reeds thunder and Fijians
have holes in them so that they die. Our arrows

gleam in the moonlight, and the hurrying shadows
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on the deck look like the early drops of rain before

a storm. It is a storm of blood. Our clubs swing,

they crush heads, the white men die, our brothers

come up from the middle darkness and join us,

the great canoe strikes the shore and sticks fast.

We bring the bodies ashore; they are all there but

one, he is missing; nevermind, we have enough and

the sharks too have had their feast as we shall have

ours.

"The women dragged the bodies up the beach in

the moonlight, and sang the appointed song as they

dragged them to the green. We have cut them open,

stuffed them with yams, and swathed them in green

leaves. We have dug open the pits and lined them

with fresh stones, we have built great fires in them

until the stones grew so hot that they cracked. We
have swept the fire from the ovens and put the

bodies in them, one in each, and covered them with

earth that they might be baked. See! The steam

rises from the ovens, the bokola are cooked, we shall

eat.

"We have been brave in battle by moonlight, we
shall eat and grow strong with the strength of the

white men, who knew how to fight yet could not

withstand us. Let us eat, let the ovens be opened!"
There was a rush to carry out the order of the

priest. I saw eager hands digging away the hot

earth, and then I saw the horror no more, for I

swooned.

When next I opened my eyes, I saw the people

sitting before their houses quietly eating, the buzz

of thoughtless, idle conversation rose to where
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I lay, and it was broken only by some pleasant jest

passed from one group to the next. It was a decent

and orderly meal, but I knew what food they were

feeding on and for the first time I came to a realizing

sense of my position alone among cannibals. The

knowledge of my imminent danger gave me new

strength. I stole silently away from the place, and

crept stealthily through the forest intent upon reach-

ing my hiding place of the preceding night. If my
senses had been dull before, they were now painfully

keen. I saw abundance of fruit, with which I ap-

peased my hunger, and gained the strength of which

I stood so much in need. Carefully avoiding every

path and warily on the lookout against all natives,

who I felt were now fierce enemies, I hastened to

my asylum up the stream
;
and though the sun had

not yet set I made a couch of soft fern fronds and

slept, for I felt the futility of looking for safety.

The gnawing hunger had ceased, and this second

horror added to that I had already witnessed over-

powered me.

When I woke the sun was yet low in the eastern

sky. I was refreshed, the weariness had gone from

my body, the fever had left me and my brain was

clear to plan for ~ny present safety and for the

future. Look at it as I might, the prospect was a

dark one. My immediate needs were easily satis-

fied; food there was a plenty all about me, and all

I had to do was to reach out my hand and pluck

it, and the rippling stream gave an unfailing supply
of delicious water. Had I been in full possession

of my senses when I came ashore from the massacre,
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I could hardly have chosen a hiding-place more

wisely. The stream above and below passed through

narrow gorges crowded in the throat with huge

bowlders, monuments to all time of some ancient vol-

canic activity. From the upper gorge to the lower

was a space of a hundred yards, hemmed in by rugged
walls of living rock four or five score feet in height,

and forbidding approach on either side. Between the

gorges the walls spread out to a distance of a hun-

dred feet or so, leaving in the heart of the rock a fruit-

ful little basin, through which trickled the laughing
stream. Two cocoanuts towered skyward before the

upper, and two before the lower gorge, like the masts

before the propylon of some ancient Egyptian temple
in the days when Osiris had not yet gone to the

abiding place of dead gods. The rest was a tangle

of luxurious vegetation feeding on the rich soil,

bananas, plantains, and yams abounding, with here

and there an orange, a custard-apple and fruits

which have no name for us who know them not. I

had never heard of this valley in the rock in any of

my wanderings with the savage children, and though
it was not far from Na Sau I felt confident that it

had been forgotten. I knew that they had accounted

already for my disappearance by laying the blame,

not unjustly, on the sharks, and I trusted for present

immunity from chance intrusion to the forbidding

frown of my rocky walls. Having completed my
survey, I made a fire and soon was busy with my
meal of yams and small fish, which I scooped from

the brook.

As I ate this simple meal my thoughts from very
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vanity of trying to peer into the future fell to a

review of the last scene I had witnessed. Even

though the food the people ate at that repellent

feast had only the day before been the rough and

noisy crew who had been my companions, I could

review the scene fairly and honestly. That which

I had seen was as widely separated from my expecta-

tion as is possible. From what I had heard of can-

nibalism, that Caribbean custom, which seems to

have marked the earliest stage of all our nations, yet

owes its name to the voyages of Columbus, from the

tales told me in ships' forecastles and built upon

by a fertile imagination, I had expected to see a

horde of men with fierce, blood-shot eyes and un-

kempt masses of tangled hair, rushing upon their vic-

tims like raging beasts, tearing them limb from limb

in haste to toast the still quivering flesh in lashing

flames, sneaking away to some hole or corner, there

to bite the bleeding meat and gnaw upon the bones

like mongrel curs who snap and snarl over their inhar-

monious meal. Yet how different did I find it from

the horrible scene that fancy had painted. With-

out any outburst of savage fury the well-cooked

meat was carved into joints, which were decently

apportioned to the several households. Before

each house the joints were still further carved for

the members of the family, who ate with evident

relish but with no grim features, which indeed

would scarcely be compatible with plates of clean

plantain leaves and wooden forks carefully pre-

served against the recurrence of such feasts. I could

not comprehend how the reality could so widely vary
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from the picture that imagination had drawn, nor did

I begin to understand until I had more closely

shared the life of the people. Then I learnt that

they had no meat at all and would never know the

taste of flesh did they not cook those whom they had

slain in war. To their minds the practice needed

no apology or excuse, their natural inclinations

led them to this just as to other things, and as in-

clination had been found their best guide in other

affairs, there was no reason to doubt it in this.

From my wondering meditation over this, the first

cannibal feast that I had witnessed, I was" aroused

by the sound of voices. Recalled once more to my
situation, so full of peril, I hastened noiselessly

to stamp out my fire, and blessed my lucky stars that

I had laid it of dry cocoanut husks, which give great

heat with almost no smoke. The voices sounded

down below the lower gorge, and thither I stealthily

made my way intent to see what was going on.

From rock to rock I stole along with all the caution

of an Indian on the prairies. Just below the mouth
of the gorge was a tiny plain covered with soft

grass, and there all the children of the village were

gathered; it was their voices which had aroused me.

Hidden from their sight I watched what they did.

They seemed to mourn, and a very few words sufficed

to assure me that I was the cause of their grief.

They bewailed my loss and solemnly cursed the

shark that had eaten me. Then from one and an-

other in the ring arose some tribute of regard for

me, some reminiscence of pleasure which I had af-

forded, some recollection of a gift to this one or to
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that. My mourners were sincere, and the thought

gave me a sort of faint pleasure at heart, though I

knew not how soon they might have to bewail my
loss with better reason. One little maid, the only

daughter of the chief, told her companions that her

father had said the young white man was not so bad

as the others, for he had seen him set the imprisoned

Fijians free before he plunged into the sea and be-

came the prey of the shark. This gave me a faint

gleam of hope, for it showed me that my almost in-

stinctive act of freeing the captives had not passed

unnoticed, and on this slight rock I determined to

build.

Childish grief may be sharp while it lasts, but it

is never long-lived. My mourners, sincere as I be-

lieved them to be, soon wailed themselves out, and

breaking into little groups wandered away intent

upon the sports that now came uppermost in their

fancy. Rambling away in this direction and in

that they scattered and were lost in the forest, leav-

ing alone on the grassy plain the maiden whose

words had given me hope. Older than the others,

in fact just within the verge of womanhood, which

comes early in these sunny islands, she wished

longer time to think than her younger companions.
She was indeed of marriageable age and would un-

doubtedly have graced some young chief's house,

but for the fact* that her fancy was hard to please;

and as her fancy was a severe rule upon the good
nature of her powerful father she still wore the taubes,

those little plaits of hair which hang down before

the ears of the maiden as an outward and visible
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sign of her condition. I knew her least well of all

the youngsters, for she was a little too old for their

sports, and modesty had caused her to keep some-

what aloof, fearing from me also those insults with

which the rough sailors had affronted her. Yet on

this shy maiden sitting sadly by the stream, rested

my last hope. Making sure that she was indeed

alone, I stepped before the rock which had hid me
and softly called her by name, Finau!

She started, her eyes met mine, and with the

dignity of womanhood, which now for the first time

she assumed, she came toward me.

"How delighted the children will be to know
that you still live, "she said as one to whom the

chances of a wild life were familiar; "how much it

pleases me, noqui tau" and the charm of her calling

the forlorn wretch her friend made me feel that I was

indeed saved.

I led her up the gorge to my refuge, and there, se-

cure against the chance return of any of the young-

sters, I told her in low tones the story of my escape.

She told me more of the kind words which her

father had used concerning me, and that, seeing me
to be superior in breeding to my companions, he had

imagined that I must have been taken prisoner by
the others and held as a slave while entitled in my
own town to rule. This was a revelation to me,
this delicacy of a savage who could conceive such

an idea and yet refrain from speaking to me about

it lest he might touch upon a sore spot. She cast

about for some way of helping me, and at last she

bade me lie hid until nightfall, when she promised^
4
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to bring her father to the valley in the rock.
" Then

we can decide on some plan, for Na Saqa Levu is a

powerful chief and his command is heavy. But my
uncle Cikinovu is powerful, too, for he is the priest,

and he has always besought my father to kill the

white men, and if he should know that you live he

would demand that you be killed like the others."

She left me to a long day of weary anxiety and

watching. Sometimes near at hand, sometimes at a

distance, I heard the voices of the children and ex-

pected discovery at any moment. Not daring to

make another fire I stole about on tiptoe nervously

munching fruits, until, to my great relief, when I

thought I had yet many hours to add to that inter-

minable day, I found the shadow of the western wall

climbing up the face of the eastern cliff. The sun

set, the short and sudden twilight went out in the

blackness of night, then more grateful than the

cheeriest ray of the peering, peeping sun.

At last I heard the sound of some one coming up
the lower gorge, and though I hoped it to be the

chief prudence drove me to hide at the farther end

of the valley. There I waited motionless, until I

saw the sharp gleam of a spark, then in the bright

flare of a torch I saw that Finau had indeed kept

her promise and had brought her father to me.

Joining them I repeated my story, and wound up

by asking the protection of the chief.

Na Saqa Levu sat awhile in silence looking at

me keenly and critically. As if assured by this

inspection, he began with quiet dignity to question

me on matters which, to my anxious mind, seemed
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to bear but little upon my threatening fate. I had

told him much of the customs of civilization, about

which he never wearied of hearing, but now he

asked of things which he had never hinted at

before. He asked of our life, of the good and the

bad among us, and spoke of his fear lest contact

with our ways might work harm to his people. But

he promised to save me and led me to his house.

Together we passed through the shadows of the

jungle and just as the first rays of the rising moon
fell upon the quiet village, we threaded our way
through its lanes, catching glimpses of happy fami-

lies illuminated by smoky strings of candle-nuts,

and crossing the green without having met a single

soul I was safe within the chief's house.

Yet as I passed within, Finau whispered to me:
" You are my slave now, but that is only for your

safety, in all else you are free."
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ON TRIAL FOR MY LIFE.

night moved on slowly, as such nights of

anxiety always do. My tense nerves caught

every sound of the darkness, and led them tenfold to

my brain, like that ingenious piece of mechanism

which catches the tread of the aimless fly and hurls it

on the ear the tramp of armed battalions. I heard the

deep diapason of the surges booming on the reef far

out at sea; the placid ripple of the little waves slip-

ping and sliding up the thirsty sand
;
the chuckle and

gurgle of the stream as it fell into little pools on

its seaward way. The thatch about me seemed

alive with noise; unknown creatures seemed to

creep and crawl with uncouth noises: busybody little

hermit crabs scratched and scrambled on the mats;
and outside I could hear the hum of great beetles

which fly by night; by a new sense I was made
conscious of the noiseless sweep of the great bats

as they balanced and swooped through the air hunt-

ing their insect food.

But the night ended with the daylight, which

comes alike to those who sleep untroubled slumbers,

to those who see in dreams visions which terrify

but work no harm, and to those who lie awake

schooling their restless limbs to the attitude of re-

52
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pose, but fretting their anxious brains with cruel

forebodings of the ills the gleaming day-star may
illumine. The village began to stir, and I still

remembered that I felt the lack of the early morning

cock, .who is indeed a cheerful harbinger of day.

Instead I heard the long yawn of the dweller in the

next house as he stood at his door, and sleepily

looked out upon the chilly mantle of thin mist

which the first ray of the rising sun was gilding with

such colors as the magic chemistry of the ocean bot-

tom paints upon its shells. Slight at first I heard

the growing hum of life as the sleeping town awoke
to another day of careless life. The women chat-

tered as they carried their bamboo water-tubes to the

brook, and laughed and chattered as they returned.

The children scampered from house to, house, to

rouse their playmates to an early romp. From
the bathing pool came the shouts of the men plash-

ing the water in the cool bath which always starts

the day. The weird, uncanny noises of the night

yielded to the happy sounds of awakening village

life, which brought me greater fear. Still the chief

slept on as I had heard him all night long, heavily
as a hearty man should, yet uneasily as though his

mind were revolving grave cares, even in his sleep,

and I sat where slaves sit by the smouldering husks

of cocoanut in the firebox, as I had been sitting for

hours motionless.

A quick step sounded at the door, the mat was

drawn aside and there she stood backed by the red

of the sunrise, Finau whose slave I was; and as for

a moment the morning light flooded the dim corners
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of the dark house so did her coming fill my thought
with hope. Stepping within and dropping the mat

against the eyes of the curious, she softly whispered
to me the morning salutation

" Sa yadra" you are

up, with which the courteous Fijian always greets his

friend. In her hand she carried two cocoanuts, hold-

ing each by a little tuft of green husk still clinging
to the shell. A few deft strokes with the back of a

knife split the cap from the pointed end of the nut,

and handing one to me she carried the other to the

dais where her father still slept. No one can know,

except those to whose lot has fallen the delicious

dream of life within the tropics, what a cheering

draught is bottled within the green cocoanut freshly

plucked from its tree before the meat has had time

to grow, but clings to the shell like a thin film of

toothsome custard. Sparkling with hoarded strength
of the fruitful sunlight, tempered with the sturdy

vigor of the hearty tradewind, it brought me that

strength and courage of which I stood so much in

need, when I took it from the kind hands of my
little maid and poured its effervescent coolness

down my parched throat.

Na Saqa Levu, refreshed by his morning draught
and awakened to the daylight consideration of the

plans and cares which had vexed his sleeping hours

came toward me, and stood looking down upon me
as though striving to fathom some mystery, to find

in my face the answer to some question that engaged
his anxious thought. His was a figure which chal-

lenged attention
;

tall and finely formed and endowed

with the beauty of strength, it was yet his face
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which marked him above his fellows. That bore

not only the expression of intelligence, which indeed

is common among- the Fijians, but also that richer

expression which comes to gentle and to savage only
after diligent and critical thought and examination

into the meaning of things, and above all into the

workings of thought and the human mind. In

looking upon that grave and sober face all the

strange surroundings faded into the minor place
where of right they belonged, and I felt that I was

exposed to a scrutiny as wise as it was earnest,

and that if my preserver were to err, it would at

least be due to no lack of thoughtful consideration.

There was that upon his face which brought me

instinctively to feel that any remark I might offer

would seem but paltering with a profound matter,

and so it was that in silence I rose and stood before

him, man to man, mute before the dumb. Seconds

thus passed, perhaps minutes, in this speechless

search. What it might be that was stirring his

deepest thought I could not divine, but I felt that

it was something more than the mere life or death

of a shipwrecked sailor. At last he ended his

scrutiny with a deep sigh and passed out into the

sunny village, which was easier of comprehension,
and as he reached the door he halted to say:

" Do
not show yourself at the door nor even speak loudly.

When the time has come I will summon you to the

deliberation which shall settle your fate. If you
are honest in your belief that you can teach us the

best of civilization without its vices, you need have

no fear, at least I think so, for my power is too
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strong to be at once resisted with success. But

afterward? Who can tell when the hurricane will

snap the tops from the cocoanuts and leave the village

to starve? Think well what you will do, for it

were a thousand times better to die now than to

live and then die having ruined those who trust in

you."
So he went out and left us. But Finau, who had

sat silently watching this mute interview, dropped
her face into her hands and began to sob.

"
Mistress

"
I began in effort to console her.

But she darted to her feet and dashed the tears

from her long lashes as she spoke with a fiery side

of her nature uppermost, a side which was new. to

me.
"
Slave!

"
she said with a tone of scorn which yet

I could feel was no scorn of me. "Slave! Oh, are

you so weak a fool as that ? Did I not tell you that

I claimed you as my slave only that you might be

more free? And do you now call me 'mistress
'

as

though I would send you with those of ignoble birth

to sweat and toil in the yam patches under the sun-

blaze? Slave! You who know all things a slave

to us who know nothing? Slave! You who have

the strength of a man yet with it the quick feelings

of us women. You who speak my language, not

coarsely like the men of the village, but softly and

sweetly, like the wind blowing in the nodding

canes; so that when you speak my name in my ear

I hear it in my heart, you a slave ? And when you
call me mistress, that too I hear in my heart, and it

sets me ablaze with anger, that you so high should
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say 'mistress' to one so low, and believe that I

would so degrade you, a born chief, as to make you
a slave. Can you not see that it was the only

way I could save you? Did I not tell you last

night? Are all white men such fools or you alone?

No, I do not mean that you are a fool, perhaps it

was because you did not understand the words I spoke
to you in my own tongue, the only one I know."

Hereupon my little maid, her fire all burnt out,

again took refuge in tears, and sinking once more

to the mats covered her face with her hands. I be-

ing but a man and not knowing what all this pother

might be about, and withal being much filled with

the anxiety of my own situation, stood clumsily and

looked upon the movement of her gleaming shoul-

ders and the tremor of her glistening back as she

sobbed and sobbed again. So she sat weeping and

I stood uncomfortably, shifting from one leg to the

other and wishing she would stop and wondering

why she had begun; and rating myself for a clumsy
fool to hurt her feelings, when she was doing her

best to get me out of my danger, and all the while

puzzling my head to recall what I had said to cause

her outburst, for I had said but one word when she

interrupted me, and that word was with kindly in-

tent to stay her former tears.

Blundering therefore once again, as a man always
does with a tearful woman, I said after much vain

waiting: "Tell me, Finau, what have I said to

make you weep?"
"
Oh, my lord, it is not anything you have said,

for you are always kind."
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That relieved me mightily, for I know no man
who can cheerfully bear the burden of even one tear

from a woman's eye. So I asked: "Tell me why
you are crying. Perhaps I can help you."

"It is not you, my lord, it is my father."

"Yet he always treats you kindly," I hastened

to reply, for, indeed, it was noticeably true. Na

Saqa Levu was childless except for Finau, and he

cherished his motherless daughter with the tenderest

care, and was ever yielding to her whims, thereby

raising no little scandal among some of the old

women of the village, who held severer views on

the upbringing of children, and equally as much
offense among the old women of the other sex, who

practiced politics, having nothing better to do. All

of which the chief distinctly disregarded, and con-

tinued to subject himself cheerfully to the rule of

his imperious daughter.

"Yes, he is kind to me,
"
Finau lamented, "and

never would do anything to make me feel unhappy;
but he does without knowing it. Last night when we
had brought you hither I asked him what he would

do for my white man, and he said thoughtfully that

he had in mind a plan. So I bade him tell me the

word of it, but no, he put me off saying that it

was something a child could not comprehend.
And so it has been ever since the great canoe came
to us from beyond the horizon; I have found him

sitting alone in his house in sadness, and with the

mat drawn over the door which always used to be

open for all the people to come in, and for the chil-

dren to come and sit on the mats before him to lis-
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ten to the stories he would tell of the grand deeds

of our fathers. When I saw him thus sitting in sad-

ness, I would ask him what was the reason, and he

would always say, 'I am thinking,' but what his

thought was he would never tell me, saying ever,

'Run away, child, to your games with the other

children.' Some change has come over him and

what it is I do not know, only this I know that he

no longer shares his thoughts with me and has no

confidence in me because I am a child. But I am a

child no longer. I am indeed a woman, and if I

still wear these taubes of the maiden it is not for

lack of asking but only because I have not seen a

man whom I would prefer before my father, at least

not of those who have asked for me, and my father

has always told me that I need not go to the house

of any man to cook his meals and beat the tapa

cloth and weave the mats for him unless I choose

him. Yet when I do choose the man whose wife I

shall be, for him will I gladly on the day when he

leads me to his house, tie about my neck the fine

cord so that when he dies they may quickly strangle

me that he may lie softly in the grave in which they

lay him. My father treats me as a child unworthy
of his confidence, yet I am now a woman, and that

is why I weep when I see on his face that strange

look with which he but just now looked on you, for

I do not understand the thought that makes his face

look so, nor will he tell me the word of it because I

am a child."

While she spoke there sounded from before the

house the deep tones of the hollowed trunk which
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served for drum to call the men together to the

council house, where with democratic^ freedom of

speech they discussed plans for the common wel-

fare. The sound of heavy feet passing the house

came in to us and showed that the men were quickly

obeying the summons. Finau was silent and I had

no inclination to speak, for my pulse quickened, and

I felt a dry gulping in my throat as I recalled that

those feet were bearing savage men to sit in judg-

ment on my fate. The mat was drawn aside my
excited senses had recognized the step of the chief

among all the others before the mat was moved he

bade me come with him. 1 could see the village

bathed in sunlight, the women standing at the doors

of their houses, and the men making their way across

the green, some with the expression of those who
took hearty interest in this village parliament, others

lounging along in little knots as though the meet-

ing were as good a way as any to kill time. My
little maid whispered me to be courageous; and

then I stepped from the dimness of the house and

into the sight of the people, who then, for the first

time, became aware of my escape from the retribu-

tion which they had wrought upon the others.

For one moment as I stood in their sight I saw

the wave of hideous anger sweep over the people,

then I saw weapons spring into sight, and I was at-

tacked by a furious, howling mob rushing down

upon me. The men brandished deadly clubs and

swung them lightly about their heads; children ran

screaming to their homes, for they all loved me
and would not see me slain; women ran about in the
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crowd bringing arms to their husbands. Yells

pierced my ears as they threatened me with all man-

ner of torture, and death seemed hanging over me.

I noticed the foremost rank fall back against the

tight press of weapons behind them, and then I be-

came aware of Finau standing by my side and pois-

ing a long spear, while above the clamor arose her

shrill voice crying, "He is my slave, you shall not

kill him!" A moment later the deep voice of her

father was heard proclaiming
" Sa tabu" which

caused every weapon to drop and every voice to be

hushed, except one warrior who came late for the

fight and rushed upon the green yelling,
"
Kill him !"

until a loud shout of laughter at his mistake sent him

away in high dudgeon, and ever after he was the butt

of all jokes, and in return therefor hated me most

cordially though impotently. The words of the

chief had put a taboo upon me and I was safe, for

that dread prohibition was something that no Fijian

would ever think of contravening.

The men gave up their weapons to their wives and

resumed their interrupted progress to the council

house; but all were now eager to attend the deliber-

ations which promised an interest out of the common
order. As Na Saqa Levu led me after them to the

meeting-place the village children crowded about

me offering, one a drinking nut, another a wreath of

flowers, yet others fresh fruit or bright shells which

they had treasured. The grave chief smiled as he

saw hew welcome my appearance was to the coming

generation even if their parents thirsted for my blood.

Looking upon it as an omen of the success of his
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plans, concerning which I shared the ignorance
of the whole community, he hurried me on to the

great house, into which the last laggard had already

disappeared. As we entered the men clapped to-

gether their hollowed palms and greeted their chief

with the guttural cry of
" Muduo-wo-wo! " which is

their traditional reverence paid to a superior. Na

Saqa Levu conducted me to the dais of piled-up mats

at the end of the house and bade me seat myself, the

only other occupants of that post of honor being the

priest Cikinovu and himself.

Briefly he opened the session.
"
This white

man," he said, "escaped the richly deserved fate

of his treacherous companions. My daughter found

him in the woods and brought him to me. Last night
I kept him in my house and this morning you sought
to kill him until I put the taboo on him. What
shall be done with him?"

There was a lapse of silence such as rests on any

assembly when an unexpected question is flung at

them for debate. The closely packed rows of vil-

lagers sat upon the mats looking now at me and

then at one another to see who first should speak.

Some fixed keen eyes on Na Saqa Levu or Cikinovu

as if seeking to divine the purpose of these two lead-

ers of the state, for even among free savages there

is a large number of those who would rather follow

their leader on the popular side than be put to

the trouble of thinking for themselves. Others sat

as if ready to speak but desiring the pleasant flat-

tery of being urged to publish their views. Some

passed along the whispered invitation and some at
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a distance beckoned to one of the elders who sat

busily thinking. In time their efforts succeeded in

arousing his attention, he spoke.

"We have a white man. White men insulted our

priest by throwing him into the water, white men

stole our brothers and shut them in the middle of

the canoe, white men made holes in Fijians with

reeds that thunder and they died. Let us kill this

white man as we did the rest. Let him die and btf

eaten."

My blood seemed to stop in my veins and freeze

as I heard the cry that went up from cruel throats

as the speaker concluded his terse remarks. They
all shouted for my death. Another and another

spoke until all had spoken. Then Na Saqa Levu

turned to his companion on the dais with, "And
what say you, Cikinovu, priest of Na Sau?"

As was the word of the householders so was the

speech of the priest. He denounced the white men

as a race of lying thieves, he denounced all the new

ways and including me in the general denunciation

he demanded my death, and from all sides his demand

was echoed in a shout.

Last of all to voice his suffrage Na Saqa Levu

arose to speak. For the strength of the feeling that

was on him, the memory of his pledge to his daugh-
ter to save me, the upheaval of the plan that none

yet knew, all proved too strong for the man of action

to speak his mind sitting after the Fijian fashion in

council, and he spoke erect, in the only way in which

the man who is wont to act his thought can present

it in the feebler guise of words.
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"So you are all agreed that this man shall die.

I say he shall not die."

Cikinovu himself in rage led the chorus,
"
Let him

be killed, let him be eaten," and the roar of voices

was loud enough, but I could see many who opened
not their lips, preferring not to commit themselves

too deeply until they knew more of the mind of the

chief. I have seen something of the same sort in

more civilized parliaments.

"You have all said that this white man must be

killed because white men have killed Fijians. So

they have; and you have eaten two white men
for every one of our men who was killed. You
never think, and that is why the white men are bet-

ter than we are, because they do think. You have

taken the white man's goods; I have done better, I

have taken a little of his knowledge, and I know
what you do not, that even though different from us

in skin they are men just as we are. There is not

one of us would believe our own man Na Daulasu

in anything he says. Because one lies are all of us

Fijians liars? Yet that is the way you who do not

think judge the white men, because some have

shown treachery and done murder you think all do.

It is foolish, it is false, for with my own eyes I saw

this young white lord release our brothers from the

place in which they were shut up. Did he kill Fi-

jians? You who say it do not know what you are

talking about.
" As we came to this veibose I will tell you what I

saw. You, Tanoa, have a little son. A few days

ago he had a pain in his mouth until he could not
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bear it, this white man cut the flesh a little bit, the

swelling went away and the pain ceased. This

morning your son brought to the good man who

helped him when you could not, this wreath of

flowers that he might have a pleasant fragrance in

his nostrils while his ears heard you clamor for his

death.
" Your daughter, Na Ulivau, gave this man a bunch

of bananas thinking he might be hungry, you say
he must be killed. Which of you two best remem-

bers a friend, you or she ? Have you so soon for-

gotten that he healed her when she was bleeding
to death ?

"Listen, all you who tried to club him when

you saw him before my house and who seek his

death now. All the children clung about him and

besought me to save their friend alive. They know
a friend better than you, they are not yet old enough
to be fools, they do not yet think, they only feel

and their feelings are good.
"
Cikinovu has told you that he came to my house

and urged me to order the white men killed. I told

him that I had a plan, and he left me discontented

because I would not tell it to him. These were the

first white men I had seen and they set me to thinking.

I have thought carefully, and now that chance has

ordered it that this, the best of the white men, re-

mains alone with us my thought will come to some-

thing and we shall all be stronger and better than

any other Fijians. Go now some of you and fetch

hither the two boxes of the white man from my
house."

5
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The chief sat down on the mats, four men left the

house on the errand and the rest sat without moving,

pondering over what they had heard. Cikinovu

leaned over close to his brother-in-law and whis-

pered some earnest words in his ear which brought a

scowl to his face and a vigorous gesture of dissent.

For my part I was feeling somewhat more at ease

regarding my future, for I could see that the ora-

tion of the chief had caused them to waver in their

hot haste to kill me. The bearers then returned

with their burdens, two chests taken from the car-

penter's room aboard the brig. These they set down

before the chief, and took their seats. Curiosity was

now marked on the faces of all save Cikinovu, who

glowered in evident disapproval of the proceedings.

Opening the chests and drawing out a saw Na

Saqa Levu resumed his plea for my life. "You see

this? When I first showed it to you we all agreed

that it was one of the long knives which some of

the white men wore by their sides. I tried it and

found that it would not cut. Let the white man
tell us what it is and how it is used. Shall he show

us?"

The people, now thoroughly interested, gave a

brisk assent. Bidding one bring me a piece of wood

I grasped the saw and showed how it was used. So

with all the tools, I illustrated their use in order,

for I had some knack at carpentry. When my exhi-

bition was finished the chief took up his address.
" We are all fools. The white men are better

than we are because they know how to do many

things and we know only a little. They are not all
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our enemies, unless we make them so, and if we do

kill a few now how can we hope to resist the multi-

tude who will come to punish us? We have been

content to do just the same things that our fathers

did, and in just the same way, and we are no better

than they were. Now we have a white man who is

our friend, for he is the friend of our children. He
can teach us to do the things that the white men do,

he can make us wise so that we shall be fools no

longer. Then Na Sau will not be a simple little

village; but we shall rule all the towns about the

bay, we shall rule the whole of Kadavu and every
man shall be a chief. We have a white man who is

willing to teach us these things, shall we be fools

and kill him, or let him make us wise as he is?

Will you eat him, or will you make him our Turaga
ni cakacaka, our Lord of Industry?"
From every throat arose the cry

"
Turaga nl

cakacaka" and the momentous question was de-

cided. I was to live and be free and was to teach

them. Cikinovu alone withheld his assent, and

scowled at the entering wedge of innovation, to

whose rending he could foresee no limit. The veibose

broke up, the men flocked about full of questions,
and I might have passed hours with their insatiable

curiosity had not Na Saqa Levu carried me off to

his own house.

Finau, sitting gloomy in a corner, gave us a quick
look as the door-mat was drawn aside, threw her

arms about her father's neck and laid her nose to

his, then without a word ran out.



VI.

FINAU'S CHILDHOOD.

THE
storehouse which I had so long occupied in

my useless capacity as guardian of the stores

among a people who would never steal, was now as-

signed me as a residence, and the chief bade me take

all my meals with him. Others were as kind and I

was no little embarrassed by the number of my
would-be hosts. While I was hesitating which to

accept and even planning a sort of rotatory ac-

ceptance of all for the sake of good fellowship,

Finau decided me by appearing in my doorway
with a quick little command: "You must come live

with us; remember I can kill a slave who disobeys."

Although her eyes were twinkling roguishly as she

made this threatening announcement, I must con-

fess that I was mightily puzzled to find her to-day

jesting lightly about that which yesterday set her

ablaze with anger or something. These little out-

bursts, this shifting way of laughing and scolding

and glooming and scorning the same thing on as

many successive days, I never could understand; it

may have been because of the difference in race,

more likely it was because she was a woman and I

but a man, slow to make up my mind to anything
and slower still to unmake it.

68
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My house was as large as any in the village, for

it had been originally designed for the bure ni sa,

that roof whose hospitable shelter the Fijian ex-

tends to the visitor from afar. Because of its

it had been given the trader for the storage of h

wares, and a new strangers' house had been bui

elsewhere, and therefore my occupancy of it incon-

venienced no one. It was large and comfortable,

far more so than any structure would have "been if

built after our civilized ideas of comfort under that

torrid sun. For a foundation it rested upon a pile

of stones, undressed, yet fitted the one to the other

with a wonderful capacity on the part of the build-

ers for taking pains; the edges were all truly

marked, the sides fell in at a slight angle and the

height of this heap was four feet. Built upon this

stood the house, some forty feet long by thirty deep,

and with a height of fully ten feet at the eaves and

twice that in the clear at the ridge. The heaviest

rain could never penetrate its thatch, nor the fiercest

blast of the hurricane work it any harm. I saw

many another such house built, and while I could and

did help the builders to a knowledge of better tools

than they had, I could devise no plan of a house

which would in any way suit them better than this

which mother wit had taught them.

I felt somewhat gloomy notwithstanding my
escape, when I took possession of my house and

found it littered with box-lids and torn paper which

had wrapped the goods of the ill-starred Janet's

trading venture. But youth is buoyant enough to

recover quickly from such moments of depression,

<
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and by the time I had carefully put away all this

rubbish, which yet was of incalculable value in my
present position, I was whistling away as cheerily

s though no such thing as cannibalism had ever

en heard of. Perhaps it was not simply the buoy-

ancy of youth which threw off my gloom, for when

I was in the thickest of it Finau skipped up the

slanting log to bid me to dinner, and it was then

that she puzzled me as I have said.

It was not in my house only that I lived after

the fashion of my hosts, or the food either, but I

adopted their dress. To be sure I had the clothes

in which I had come ashore, and there were others

aboard the wreck of the brig, so that it was not for

want of coats and trousers that I adopted the sulu.

There were none of my own kind to keep me in

countenance with fashion, and as I thought it likely

that the natives knew better than I what was suit-

able in their warm climate, I packed away my
clothes in readiness for the realization of that hope
of escape which alone made me contented with my
lot at first. I felt a trifle ashamed of myself when

I first folded about my waist a fathom of gayly pat-

terned native cloth, and stepped out into the bright

sunlight, and it seemed to me that I could never rec-

oncile myself to the gleam of my white skin. The

sun did that, however, and spared me all further

trouble; the next morning after this first appearance
I awoke sore all over and found that my skin was

hot and red, and bunched with little blisters, and

I regretted my temerity in suddenly changing my
habit. A shell full of oil took all the soreness of
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the sunburn away, and in a few days I was so brown

that it would have puzzled a stranger to determine

my race.

Thus in house and food, in garb and skin, I be-

came for the time one of the savages with whom

rry lot had been so strangely cast. That my mind*'

did not fall to the level of the ignorance and fits of

wild barbarity which sometimes marked them, I owe

to my constant intercourse with the wise chief Na

Saqa Levu and his longing to rise himself and raise

his people. That, best of all, I learned to know

them as men and women far heartier, far more sin-

cere than any I had yet known, simple, forceful and

earnest, I owe to my little maid Finau, whose story

and mine I am now telling after all these years.

For all that the chief of a Fijian commune is au-

tocratic by the right of birth and the might of his

own trusty club, for all that the men of lesser note

yield to him the path, and crouch before him in

savage reverence, yet there is nowhere such a sim-

ple democracy in statecraft as here. Every house-

holder has a voice in the council, he may speak as

freely as pleases him, and do according to his in-

clination, if only he do not fail the commune in

battle. In every way save that squatting reverence,

Jack is as good as his master, and knows it and

shows it too. Even in the most highly developed

aristocracy children are natural democrats; in such

a democracy as this there is not, and necessarily
could not be, any difference in the upbringing of the

youngsters who pass their brief childhood in one

romping crowd, where the child of the chief neither

i
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asks nor receives any favors not accorded to the

others. The elders find pleasure in watching the

sports, and by little and little, instil that knowledge
of the woods and sea which is their only education.

These children speak the truth because they cannot

conceive any advantage in misrepresenting facts,

and when the truth might hurt the feelings of him

against whom it is directed, they compromise with

inclination by preserving silence. They never see

anything held as one person's strictly individual

property; but learn that all their wants will be sup-

plied from the stores of the commune, therefore

they have no motive for pilfering; ignorance of in-

dividual ownership proves their most effective bar

against covetousness. So they dance and play about

the town or wander through the jungle all the day,

and at night seek their homes, there to listen in-

tently to the talk of their elders, and gather the

lessons of their history. When sleep comes early

to their tired lids they crawl beneath the mats and

lie gently breathing, dewy with sturdy health and

smiling in their dreams until another sunrise calls

them to another day of simple enjoyment.
As with the others so with Finau, no difference

could be seen between the only daughter of the

chief, and the youngest chick of some large family

of the commons.

When a babe in arms she was borne straddle-wise

astride her mother's hip, with a kind arm thrown

about her and her own little hands resting, a lighter

shade, upon the dark and glistening skin, chubby lit-

tle fingers stretched out flat as though aware how
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little was the chance of taking a secure hold upoi

that warm surface shining with oil; or else confid-

ing with the simple reliance of childhood in that

strong arm of love cast about her, so little incom-

moded by its nodding and crowing burden, to which

the mother face bent lovingly down, and yet so ready
to press tighter the clinging little load of infant

womanhood. Long before the tender legs could

bear the tiny body, before even she had strength to

crawl about the mats, she was laid upon the up-

holding bosom of the quiet sea, and the kicking lit-

tle legs and the sprawling little arms, so weak upon
the land, pushed this wee, amphibious babe through
the water, bravely breasting waves an inch in height

only to be tossed like a chip of driftwood by some

huge surge with the tremendous height of two

inches, which rolled the buoyant little morsel over

and over, yet fearlessly chuckling and laughing in

the thoughtless glee of childhood; which we think

too young to think, and which yet may have strange

and beautiful thoughts of we know not what, and

may babble them to us by the contented hour, and

learn to forget them as it learns to articulate.

Then came strength to creep and then to stand in

swaying uprightness, and toddle from doting
mother's hand to fond father's loving grasp; who

clapped the little princess atop of all the royal dig-

nity, where she clung with all her ten little fingers

to the bushy hair, aye, and all her ten prehensile lit-

tle toes as well, and thus was borne in triumph, the

fairest crown ever worn by chief, king or emperor,
dominion or power on all this broad earth, for she
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was the crown of fatherhood; and her journey never

ended until she was carried to the council, and there

gurgled and scolded from her living throne, to the

no small 'disgust of the busybodies of petty state-

craft, who growled to one another but said never a

word, for the proud father was their powerful chief.

Then came the happy day when the wee toddler

spoke the word tina plainer than any other babe had

ever spoken it, and fully three weeks before the

most precocious child might fairly be expected to

develop her conversational powers. Grim old stu-

dents living on the fat of parchment rolls of ancient

time may stoutly hold that a child first says bekos

and means "
bread" in the Phrygian tongue, but every

loving mother knows against all the writers from

Herodotus down, that her babe's first cry was for

mother and always will be until mothers cease to

croon their darlings to sleep with loving lullabies.

So little Finau said tina, which means mother in the

language to which she was born, and the mother

cuddled her closely down and made much of her, and

then, loving her husband with a great love, she

taught the child to say tama to greet her father.

So she learned to talk and to walk, and took her

place with the other naked little children who lay

in sunny spots wantonly destroying bright blossoms,

or rolled in the warm sand of the shore, pelting one

another with the little hermit crabs, and showering
into a little dash of tears when some militant old

hermit stuck out his claw and nipped a tiny finger.

All went well those days until Finau was close on

four years of joyful age, when she lost her mother.
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Draudraukawai was fishing in the shallows with a

light net and did not mark the muraena hiding in a

spray of coral. But he marked her and, before any
one could prevent, this savage eel had driven him-

self upon her as an arrow leaves the twanging bow-

string. She fished no more in the tepid shallows,

for those on shore heard a piercing shriek, saw her

leap from the water and fall back with a crimson

splash, and before they had drawn her on the shelv-

ing beach, the blood had all flowed away through a

ghastly wound in the side and Finau was left

motherless.

Many were the days of mourning of Draudrau-

kawai and many were the treasures of cloth and mats

that were buried with her. But longer were the

days of her husband's mourning over her, for he

dearly loved her. So he drew close and closer to

him the motherless child, whose tears were so soon

dried in childish forgetfulness of her great loss.

He watched to fill her slightest wish and followed

her to all her games as though she drew him by a

leading string. For her sake on rainy days he filled

his house with her playmates, to whom he told all

the stories of the gods, and the traditions of the

past glories of their race; and perhaps made them
all the better Fijians for knowing this softer side of

their chief's nature, who yet was the bravest and

best fighter of Na Sau; and perhaps he too took

some benefit from free communication with the sim-

ple thought of innocent children; good men can,

where the bad and the careless see only foolish bab-

ble.
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Thus passed the unthought-of years for Finau,
who more and more, became a companion to her

father, whose great grief threw out strong ten-

drils of love about her. As she grew older she put
on the sulii to wear and plaited the hair of her

temples to hang in a five-fold braid before her ears,

the sign of maidenhood. She grew tall and plump,
her figure rounded out, and before she knew the

change that was working in her she was a woman,
for the hot sun and the wholesome trade-wind bring
them early to ripen, these islanders. Her mind,

too, was well formed by reason of the constant at-

tention of her father; and that care which he gave
to her and cheerfully spread out over her playmates
sifted upward in many families as hot water rises

in the pot through cold, and perhaps prepared the

soil for the growth of those ideas which later came
to Na Saqa Levu.

But that she had reached womanhood, he in the

pleasant daily lapse of time had failed to see. So

it was with real surprise that he received a visit

from a young man whom he remembered playing
with the other boys as it were but yesterday. And
the young man came right to the point, as is their

custom in all matters, whether matrimonial or

otherwise, being desirous to buy the maid, as is also

their custom and no shame, for by the amount of

the bid the swain can testify how highly he regards
the lady of his love. So to the chief all unexpect-

ing such a matter as this, the young man said:
" Of sharpened whales' teeth I have one necklace,

second only to that which makes you grim in battle
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and terrible to your foes. Of other whales' teeth

I have five
;
of mats one hundred and of tapa five

bales and each bale an hundred fathoms and each

fathom of the finest cloth that ever was beaten by
women of Na Sau. All these will I give you, that

you may give Finau to me to be my wife."

And Na Saqa Levu, never for a moment antici-

pating such a request, was a little brusque in his re-

ply and somewhat hurt the young man's feelings,

though he made up for it royally when his sensitive

courtesy afterward reproached him, though not giv-

ing up his daughter. He made answer:

"Why, you are nothing but children," than which

nothing could be more distressing to an ardent lover

who has just rehearsed an inventory of his assets.
" Finau is a child and so are you. Go back to your

games with the other boys and do not think that be-

cause your father has taken you to one little battle,

you have become a warrior and can have a chief's

daughter for your wife."

So suitor number one was dismissed with some

little injury to his dignity. But that night the chief

drew his daughter down beside him when the house

was empty of the village folk, and he spoke to her

much in this wise:
"
Finau, has Vivili said anything to you about

being his wife?"

"Yes, indeed, father; isn't it foolishness of him?
But I will marry no man so long as I can stay here

with you."

Being a man, and therefore a fool, and thinking
that young maidenhood would uphold spinsterhood
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even for ten fathers when the right man comes along,
Na Saqa Levu felt a sense of great relief, and was

more politic and more considerate in dismissing

suitors, numbers two and three and so on through
all the Fijian numerals up as high, I make no

doubt, as ruasagavulu, which is twenty. For she was

a comely girl, and as the bruit of her many rejec-

tions went abroad it spurred on many to make essay
for the unattainable.

As yet the right man had not come.



VII.

THE PRIEST IN OPPOSITION.

MY
life had little idleness in it, for my position

was that of teacher of useful arts to a people
so ignorant of the commonest things of civilization,

that I had to begin at the very bottom, as in a dame

school the youngest children begin with fingering

lettered blocks with pictures of apples to remind

them of A.

The brig was my first care, and I lost no time in

overhauling her to see what damage she had taken

from her beaching. When the savages had burst

aboard and captured her, the anchor was clean out

of the water and the wind and the send of the tide

had jammed her hard and fast upon the sands. Be-

ing an old ship and much eaten with the dry rot, she

was wrecked beyond repair, and the first capful of

wind to get up any sea must surely have torn her to

pieces. But there was value in her timbers, shat-

tered though they were, and finding that I could

not repair her the chief and I determined to break

her up. In this I sadly felt the lack of skilled

workmen, for all those to whom I entrusted tools

went to work so clumsily (and small blame to them,
for both the tools and their uses were quite unknown)
that I feared they would do some injury to them-
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selves or the implements, which were beyond replac-

ing. But the shrewd sense of Na Saqa Levu helped
me out, for he placed under my orders the matai,

the noble clan of canoewrights. They had never

before used any tools save fire and blocks of stone,

yet I found them ready pupils, anxious to learn and

remarkably apt at making acquaintance with axes,

adzes and crows. It was a pleasure to explain to

their comprehending minds the mysteries of the car-

penter's chest, for they laughed at their own mistakes

and patiently began again, all the while taking the

greatest care of the precious tools. In a short

while, the weather luckily continuing fine, we had

taken the brig to pieces and the timbers were neatly

piled above the highest water mark on the beach.

Save for some scraps of calico and my own lighter

skin, no one would have imagined that the Bay of

the Black Duck had ever been burdened by any
heavier craft than the canoes which lightly skimmed
its surface.

All those who, like the matai, took advantage of

my instructions or profited by my labor-saving

hints, became enthusiasts in my praise and really

amounted to a party of progress, which indeed they
afterward became. But there were some who
would have none of these things. They would

stroll along to where we were working and there

squat by the hour looking at us without a word or

even a single sign that they had any further inter-

est in what they saw beyond mere idle curiosity.

I had plunged heartily into my work as teacher, and

really enjoyed watching how my keen and quick-
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witted pupils sawed and planed themselves toward

civilization. So I used to call the attention of these

watchers to the progress that was made.
14 Do you not see how much easier this way is?"

"Yes. But what has that to do with us?" was in-

variably the dull and spiritless answer.

From odd pieces of the brig's metal work I had

mounted a tiny forge and anvil, and had made

clumsily enough a spade and a hoe. With these

new weapons of agriculture I started for the hills

in search of a yam patch, where I might exhibit

their utility. On the first patch I came to I found

a man laboriously poking the earth with a fire-sharp-

ened staff, and little by little turning up the soil.

"Where he made little mole-tracks of dry earth, I

took my spade and drove it into the soil, throwing

up the moist and fragrant loam. Then I fell to

work with my hoe, and cleared up more weeds in

five minutes than he could have pulled in a day.

Having finished my object lesson I offered to give

him the tools if he would undertake lo give them a

fair trial. He declined and went back to his toil

of sticking pins into the earth.

"Why!" said I in surprise, "they are better than

that sharp stick you are using."
" A sharp stick was good enough for my father

and a sharp stick is good enough for me."

So I had to go to another field where the laborer

was not so wedded to the ancestral sharp stick.

But this I have noticed in civilization as well as in

savagery, that when one finds opposed to his efforts

for advancement, the property of somebody's father,

6
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whether it be a sharpened stick or an article of faith,

he would better retire as gracefully as he can.

There was opposition to me, higher than those

who looked idly at my workers or clung to a stake

in preference to a spade, and I soon became aware

of it.

Cikinovu the priest had from the first discoun-

tenanced any dealings with the white men, and had

predicted evil, and the master of the Janet had as-

sisted providence in proving him a true prophet.

His mind was small enough to burn with hatred

against all white skins for the insult which had cast

him into the sea, and to have me unexpectedly make

my appearance under the protection of the chief

just in the midst of his own greatest triumph made
him an implacable enemy. Open revenge he dared

not meditate, for I was too high in the regard of

the chief and many of the people, but he was re-

solved to alienate them from me in some way and

then to pop me quickly into the oven, and I make
no doubt he eagerly looked forward to the feast he

would have in eating me. He was not at all in

sympathy with the progress of the village, for he

was a profound believer in the sharpened sticks of

the fathers and the policy which had grown about

them. Thus looking upon life it is small wonder

that he accounted for his bitter hatred of me on

the score of the time-honored customs of the coun-

try which to him and to others seemed the very best

customs that ever had been, were now or ever could

be; a belief not confined to the commonwealth of

Na Sau, and which has always led states to great
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grief whenever tenaciously upheld by their leaders.

Cikinovu did not leave me long in doubt as to his

feelings toward me, for he called at my house one

night in a sneering mood.
" Do you expect in time to become chief of Na

Sau, My Lord of Industry ?" he began when I had

paid him the compliments and the courtesies of the

occasion. "Do you think that free Fijians will be

content to be the slaves of a wandering white man
who comes none of us know whence? The chief

and the clan of the matai and some of the younger
men praise you to your face, indeed, but that is

because they seek to make use of you and to gain a

knowledge of the things you know. That done you
will see how different then will be the usage you
will receive. Now nothing is too good for you ;

the

bure ni sa must be given up to you, you eat always
with the chief, you ask for a thing and it is given

you. Know the truth, you are as much a slave as

any who goes out to dig the ground."
He was evidently bent on picking a quarrel, but

I was too conscious of my danger to be led into

such a trap as that, so I quietly said "the veibose of

Na Sau welcomed me as a friend, not as a slave, and

nothing you may say will alter that. As for seek-

ing to make myself chief, that is all nonsense and

you know it."
" Na Saqa Levu has no son," he resumed, still

harping on the one string, "and when he dies,

my son, his nephew, will be chief in his stead, after

the good old Fijian custom."

I had marked this son as a surly sort of a lout with
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just enough wit to follow out the commands of his

father, and not enough sense to strike out on his own
account. An eminently safe ruler under ordinary
circumstances but undoubtedly sure to be fatal

through absolute incapacity to cope with the up-

heaval of manners and life which the new learning

was bringing about. Not a pleasant prospect if I

was to live on the Bay of the Black Duck and Na

Saqa Levu likely to be knocked on the head any

day in a scrimmage. My mind was made up, in

self-defense I must go into politics and arrange
some way out of this muddle.

" Do you know what we do to white men as well

as other enemies?" I heard Cikinovu saying when

my mind had arrived at this determination.

"I beg your pardon," I said, "I was not attend-

ing very carefully and I fear lost some of your re-

marks.
"

The stream of his angry eloquence was flowing on

unchecked, and really I do not blame the old man
for his vexation, if he had the penetration to see

that all these first steps toward civilization meant

his complete overthrow. Progress always does

overthrow some one, and nobody stops to regret it

except the person overthrown, and his own imme-

diate following.

"I will tell you how we serve our enemies deliv-

ered into our hands. We seize them by the two

arms and the two legs and swing them back and forth,

to and fro, and dash their heads against a stone,

and that stone, all stained with blood, stands ready
before your house. And when we have battered in
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their heads we cook them and we eat them and the

time will surely come when we shall eat you.

"Why have you brought your white arts to us if

it is not to change our hearts into white hearts, and

bring your tribe down upon us from beyond the

horizon and then chase us as the tunny chases the

mullet? We do not want your arts. What have

they to do with us or we with them? With your

shining axes you can chop down a tree in the time

it takes to make a fire; in the time of our fathers it

was burnt down with fire in a day, and that was

just as well done."

Again these obstructionist fathers, better had they

never been parents.

"You lay your spells upon our children and they

come to us with many questions we cannot answer,

and when we ask them where they got the idea they

tell us, 'from the lord of industry.' Then they go
to you with their questions and you answer them,

and they look upon their fathers and their mothers

as fools, and think themselves wiser than we be-

cause they have learnt something we do not know.

Is this right ?

"
In one house to-day I saw a man putting one

pot on another over his fire-box, and I looked at

them, and behold each pot had the bottom knocked

out. These pots he had put one above another lut-

ing them with clay until he had reached the roof,

and when I saw him he was cutting away the thatch

and putting on still more pots. I asked him what

he wrought with the broken pots.

"'The lord of industry thus carries to the air the
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smoke from his blowing fire in which he melts hard

things.
'

''But,' I said, 'our fathers did not carry off the

smoke in broken pots.'

"'No,
'

he answered scorning me, 'our fathers

stifled in the smoke floating in the house and ran

out doors themselves with stinging eyes and smart-

ing nose. Of the two I prefer to put the smoke out

rather than have it put me out.'
" Thus he spoke, deriding me and making light of

the fathers, and this is all your doing. But our time

will surely come, and you shall not always lord it

over us; but you shall surely go to the oven, and I

hope that it will not be too late, and our people's

hearts have already turned white ere that time

come. You are but a slave and I shall eat you."
With that he stalked away in high dudgeon, and

I felt like respecting the old gentleman for his evi-

dent sincerity in doing his best for the old ways
which I was rapidly overturning. But I saw break-

ers ahead and knew that I had no plain course to

steer.



VIII.

THE KING, THE MAN WHO CAN.

WHILE
Cikinovu represented conservatism,

sullen, discontented opposition, only await-

ing a chance to spring into activity, Na Saqa Levu

stood for progress. Material progress is plainer to

see than the growth of new ideas in the mind, and it

was that which I first noticed in the chief. In every
lesson with tools he was my most diligent pupil and

worked longer and harder than the others, and that

too, without any abatement of his dignity, for in

that simple society it is the man who can, the man

cunning with his hands as with his brain, who takes

the lead; an incompetent chief, a slothful chief, a

drone cannot exist as king. So the king learned

to saw and to plane, and used up many feet of lum-

ber; he learnt to weld iron, and to shape it on the

anvil's bill, content to begin where every good
smith must, and that is at the handle of the bellows.

It was not curiosity but an insatiate desire to master

the new arts which led him to work hard with un-

familiar tools. The hard work and diligent appli-

cation all told, he was not only the foremost fighter

of the state, the king was also the most ingenious
mechanic.

In several little particulars which were trifling in

87
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themselves, I could see that the progress was not

entirely manual. He was habitually reserved and

self-contained in speech, a man given more to asking

pregnant questions than to expressing unformed opin-

ions of matters imperfectly comprehended. Yet from

the tone of his questions and the stray remarks he

let drop as we worked together over the forge, or in

the lumber yard, it was clear that he had some plan
in mind to which manual dexterity in the mechani-

cal arts of civilization was but a preface. He had

long since given over his questioning as to whether

this thing or that would hurt his people, indeed he

had learnt the distinction between use and abuse,

and acknowleged that many things were valuable to

his community if used in moderation, which in the

hands of the wilful or the ignorant might work seri-

ous mischief. This was not all done in a day. I

have not marked in my story the rising of the sun

on many days of industry, that would have been a

useless calendar; it suffices to know that several

months had rolled along over chief and priest and

people, and the white man who was the instructor

of such as chose new ways for old. In these months

the material progress had been great; what might
further engage the busy mind of my friend and

master I had yet to learn.

One evening Na Saqa Levu sat in my house, not

planning out the occupations of to-morrow as he

usually did, not talking at all, and seeming scarcely

to listen to the conversation of the others who sat

on the lower part of the floor. The best and most

advanced of my pupils had fallen into the habit of
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spending the evening with me, where they might

report their successes and discuss their failures and

learn the mistakes they had made and their remedy.

Ordinarily Na Saqa Levu took a keen interest in

such helpful talk, to-night he sat moody, and spoke

only from time to time to stop the cigarettes for a

whiff as they passed from one to another about the

circle. After some two hours thus spent he dismissed

the others curtly, saying that he wished to speak
with me in private. When the others had withdrawn

he began to speak as one takes up the thread of

speech but freshly interrupted.
"
Before you came," he said, "we tilled the yam

and watered the taro, we built houses and launched

canoes, we made nets of cord, and carved hooks of

pearl shell. You have taught us new ways of doing
these things, you have made it so much easier that

a man can now do in one day what he could not

before have accomplished in a month of steady toil;

but after all you have taught us nothing really new
in itself. Your ways of working are better than

ours, but is that the only thing which makes the

white man so much superior to us? I cannot think

it, there must be many things of which we know

nothing, and these are the things which we seek to

learn if they are good.
" When you came to us I ruled over a town of

simple wants. We lived happy and contented with

that which we could raise upon the hillsides and

along the streams, satisfied with the food which all

might have for the taking. You came and showed

us new things much better than anything we could
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make for ourselves, and we were no longer content.

We were filled with desire, myself and my people,
and now the old times have changed. You have

taught us much that is good, yet it does not fit our

old ways. It is here that you must help me, you
must teach me how to change our old fashions to

accord with our new knowledge.
"You have told me of revolutions among the

white people, of kings killed by their people who
refused to obey them any longer. At first I could

not understand it, for heavy is the command of a

chief. But I see the discontent which comes to us

with the white men's ways. Once my people were

contented, we all worked, for the chief is not an

idler; some built houses, some built canoes, some
killed fish and the slaves went forth all day to till

the yam and the taro and the sweet potato. The

product of each man's work, that which he had

made with his hands, that which he had cultivated

in the soil or drawn from the sea it was his, it was

mine, it was his neighbor's. No man had anything
for his own, he shared all things with all men, no

man was rich, no man was poor, all shared alike, and

the wants of every man were filled. How different

now ! Matau has a fathom of the white man's cloth,

he gave the white man for it so much copra, so much

pearl shell, so many nuts of oil
;

it is his, he does not

share it with his neighbor; it benefits one, not all.

Some make canoes by fire and sharks' teeth as our

fathers did, some make them with your tools, and they
can make a better canoe in a quarter the time, if

they make canoes every day they will make four times
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as many. Already they complain, they come to me
and they say this: 'Look you here! So and so

makes one canoe in two months, I make four. He

gets his living, so do I no more. Is this right?

Either give me four times as much substance from

the common store, or let me work one day in four

and count it not to me for idleness.' No longer is

each man willing to bring that which he has made

upon the village green at set of sun and divide it,

one parcel for each house and give to each alike.

He says: 'This have I made by my own hands, it

is mine, I will keep it.
' The builders of houses say

to the men who wish houses built, 'Give us of your

substance, so many heaps of yams, so many bales of

tapa, so much cord; then will we build your house.'

Men no longer give freely as brother to brother,

they exact something in return, and without that

they will not give. Some men have houses crammed
with goods; other houses are empty, and there is in

them not even a single fathom of tapa, but for

clothing the people wear bunches of grass. Thus
have old fashions changed to new which my people
do riot yet understand; nor do I plainly, but I have

a thought in my mind. Therefore do they grumble
in their own houses and therefore do they make com-

plaint in veibose in the council-house. Those whose

houses are empty say: 'Wherein do we differ from

the AH*** who toil as slaves?' and those with full

houses say: 'We are better than the chief, we have

more goods in our houses than he.
' We are chang-

ing, and we none of us understand as yet, but I

think I see an end.
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u
I wish not to see here a revolution such as you

have spoken of. I am chief, and chief I will re-

main; my father was chief before me and his father

before him and for more generations than our wisest

men can remember it was the same. I have no son

and the line must end in me, but it shall not end

until my time comes to die. To overthrow me
would mean the washing away of all the new knowl-

edge, and the growth of my people, and put in its

stead the son of Cikinovu, who never can do more
than open his lips to his father's word. He, as you

know, hates you for all the good which makes you
dear to me. That which I wish to see is, indeed,

a revolution, though not of the state, a revolution of

the mind of every man in Na Sau, to change his

thoughts from the old ways and to take advantage
of the new things. You chop down a tree with your
ax in less time than water will boil over a hot fire.

What does that amount to? One tree lesson the

hillside that is nothing; one idea more for us

that is something. You shove your plane over a

rough board, and as a long thin shaving drops to

the ground and curls up like a snake, and rolls

away blown by the breezes, the rough has become

smooth. What is that? The children string the

shavings in their hair for sport, you trample them

under foot as you work that, too, is nothing; you
have made smooth another rough place in our lives,

that is everything. But the stump remains where

you felled the tree; it is ugly, it may be dangerous,
in the course of years it may rot away, better is it

to lay a fire about it, until it is entirely consumed.
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Where you have been planing boards the shavings
lie upon the ground; they are not neat, the town is

no longer tidy, better is it to make them into a

heap and burn them. You fell the old trees of our

ignorance, you peel off shavings from our uncouth-

ness; but the stump and the shavings remain to fret

us, better is it to get them away where they will

do no harm. This you must help us to do, you
and I must do it."

All this Na Saqa Levu said in that grave tone of

deliberation which is habitual with his people. I

listened intently, for he had never before taken me
so deeply into his confidence. What he said was

fragmentary, of course
;

it was not completely worked

out, many points were left unfinished, but it gave
me a glimpse of the turmoil into which the new
ideas had upheaved his brain. I saw him groping
to find a way out of the perplexities which beset

him, and seeking a path which should lead to better

things. His earnestness and sincerity, the simplic-

ity of his purpose, filled me with respect for a man
whom from the first I had admired, and to whom I

had recently been drawn by the closest of all ties.



IX.

~ SAVAGE KING S DAUGHTER.

THIS
was not the only phase of my life in Na

Sau. The tale reads like the annals of a

polytechnic, it rings with the clink of hammer on

anvil, it echoes the blow of the axe and the hum-

ming of chips through the air. Sawdust and state-

craft, alike new to savage society, have engrossed a

large share of the narrative, as is right, but that

was not all of the life.

The children were my first friends, and despite my
manifold duties with their elders, the youngsters

clung about me at my work, and played with the

tools and cut their fingers on sharp chisels and mis-

laid the hammers and made merry bonfires of the

waste lumber, and were constantly in the way, spoil-

ing more than one good piece of work, and being

chidden therefor, yet ever returning to their care-

less mischief all quite after the manner of children

the world around, when work of the mechanical

sort is toward. I never blame them for any little

mischief they may work bless me, how would any
of us know how to drive a nail without splitting the

plank, if we had not as children bothered some in-

telligent, good-natured journeyman more or less,

as he sawed and planed and thwacked the nails to
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hold his work together? I never blamed these lit-

tle brown rapscallions for the bother they made me,

for I knew they were growing into the knowledge
which their fathers could acquire only by hard toil,

and many mistakes, carefully corrected many times

over until practice had made perfect.

For my own part you must not understand that I

was hammering and sawing every hour in my open-
air academy of useful arts. I was not altogether

given over to carpentry. Many a romp through the

woods did I have with the children as before the

massacre. A favorite sport of theirs was to visit

the little basin up the stream where I had lain in

hiding, and there to discover me afresh. It was a

sport whose interest never waned for them. As be-

fore they sat upon the little meadow plain, and

blacked their laughing faces into the guise of som-

bre grief and made me hide behind the bowlder

whence I had first spied them. Then they mourned

for me with comical earnestness most children find

some sort of cheerful pleasure in playing at funeral,

and these were no exception. When their lugu-

brious ingenuity had about exhausted itself and

they had decided to cut off a joint from the little

finger of each of them, after the usual manner of

mourning, it was my cue to show myself and be

rescued. I think it was almost real to them on

every repetition, for as soon as I lifted my head above

the sheltering rock, they rushed upon me tumult-

uously and rubbed their sooty faces against mine,

smearing me with affectionate black, and brought
me fruit to eat as though I were indeed wan and
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famished, and with the oranges and bananas which

even childish appetites could not consume they

pelted me and one another.

From these happy little companions I learned les-

sons in natural history, that wonderful mystery of

nature history of world-wide childhood which in-

vests all animals with feelings and purposes like

our own, and the ability to talk if only we had the

wit to understand the vocabulary of hums and

squeaks and cries and buzzes. I have often won-

dered how all this lore is handed down from gener-

ation to generation of happy childhood; it cannot

be by the elders, for we all grow so wise in our

folly that we scorn the wisdom of the babes. Thus
it was that I learned why the spider in his web

among the canes claps lean legs upon his great fat

sides, and why it is that the ant is caught in the

oozing beads of gummy sap on the trunk of the

bread-fruit. Their babbling tongues taught me how
the downy seed of one lowly herb floats away down
the wind and out to sea, growing smaller and smaller

as it sails away until it fades out of the keenest sight ;

but it goes on and ever on, dancing lightly in the

soft air until it reaches the distant line where sea

meets sky, and there it rests after its long flight, and

day and night it grows larger and larger, and at last

comes flying back straight to the herb from which it

sprang, the snowy frigate bird which brings the fair

wind, largest and swiftest of birds. From them, too,

I learnt to know the tree which drops the twigs at the

ends of its boughs, and as the twigs fall earthward

they change into flying things with four green leaves
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for wings, and two front legs like the claws of a

crab. Little children nowadays are all biologists

and systematic zoologists, but I am just old

enough to prefer the pretty science which knows

nothing of pappus, but sends the thistledown sail-

ing to leeward, only to return proud and strong to

the humble herb that bore it. And as for the leaf

insect, that is one of nature's little jests to raise a

laugh, and a pretty story for the children.

But Finau my pen must wait while before my
mind comes once again the pretty picture of her

growing womanliness, a picture whose lines I can

never weary of tracing over and over again. For

much was I indebted to the chief my friend, much I

owed to the light and sparkling friendship of the

children, greatest of all was the debt to my little

maid, who first gave me my life, and then made the

gift worth the having by giving me herself.

When first I knew her she was at that stage where

she felt ill at ease with the children whose company
she had outgrown, worse at ease with the women, in

whose society she was a trifle timid about introduc-

ing herself. Motherless at the time when a girl

most needs a mother, she hesitated
;
she dreaded the

plunge, which seemed to her a great one, for she

knew not what to expect; she hung diffident on the

fringe of familiar childhood, as a babe bid to walk

clings shyly to the mother's gown and longs yet

fears to take the feeble steps to what may lie be-

yond that familiar refuge. Discontented with child-

hood yet dreading womanhood, she hung jn the wind,
as we say at sea, until the time came for her to

7
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think and to act as a woman, and then the steps were

taken before she knew or knowing had time to feel

her timidity. Her last act of childhood was to join

the little band of wee mourners and bewail my fate,

the first of womanhood was to think out a plan

whereby I might be saved. An instant did it, this

step which for months she had feared to take. Then

shyness gave place to modest dignity and we were

drawn closer together. During the first few weeks of

our acquaintance I had made little progress toward

knowing her, she withdrew a little from the thought
of the children, and I always felt that what I said

to them fell somewhat short of her. Now she made

me her companion, her friend, she came to me

frankly with all her thoughts and doubts and won-

derings, and they were many, for in the rapid

change of the community, the women were shrewd

critics, and all leaned more or less toward conserv-

atism and the old ways.

"I can help you, Ratu Ritu," she said to me one

day as I was working alone at my carpenter's bench,

ratu being the ordinary style of respectful address,

and as for Ritu well, no Fijian tongue could mas-

ter the combination of consonants in my name, and

my little maid despairing of Richard had compro-
mised on Ritu.

"Of course you can, Finau," I answered; "but

how? This is not woman's work which I am doing
when I shape this refractory timber, and you do not

intend to fell trees and saw wood, do you?"

"No, no, Ratu Ritu; but I can help you if you
will only teach me what to do and how to do it.
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My father and you are working hard to change our

old Fijian ways; they seem to me good enough, but

since you have decided that they must be changed I

mean to think as you do."

"Why, you rabid little conservative, do you mean

to say that you think the old ways better?"
"
Why not ? They have served us, they served

our fathers
;

as far back as the very oldest and wisest

can remember they were the same old ways. Why
are they not as good as the new ways which we are

just beginning to know? But that is a matter of no

difference to me, old ways or new ways are all one

to me, but the ways which seem best to you and my
father, the two men for whom I care, those are in

my eyes the best ways.
"

"Well, Finau, you evidently are not very deter-

mined in your opposition. Think for yourself, and

you will certainly come over to our way of thinking.
"

"
I have no desire to think for myself. It is

enough for me that father and you say that the new

ways are best for Na Sau. And I do not oppose you,

I stand up for everything you do and I say it is

right, and the other women laugh at me. You can-

not know how ridiculous I feel sometimes when we

are at the pool in the morning drawing out water.

Some of the women laugh at you and your work, and

that makes me angry; and that oW Cikinovu often

comes to the pool and tells us that all these new

fashions will pass away and we shall be Fijians as

we always have been, and shall do things as our fa-

thers and mothers used to do. Then the women all

chatter loudly and agree with everything the priest
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says, and they go home and tell it to their husbands,

and some of the men grow dissatisfied and leave

their new work or else give it over to still the

clacking women tongues at home. It was only

this morning that one of the women said to me, as I

was dipping water: 'There are new ways and

new ways, Finau, until we have almost ceased to

be Fijians. Yet your Lord of Industry can find no

new way for this, but we Fijian women shall come

every morning to dip water as our mothers did and

thus shall not entirely cease to be Fijians.' She

sneered so as she said it, and all the other women
cackled in accord with her, as they always do,

that I was angry and I said to them all: 'The

Lord of Industry can find a new and better way of

doing this, I know, and I will ask him to bring

the water to us. And as to being Fijians still, I

know that he and my father seek to make us better

Fijians, that is all.' Now in my hot anger I have

said that you would find a way to bring the water

to us and you cannot, but we must go every day to

the pool to fill our reeds and the women will laugh at

you still more. Can you not teach me something

that I may teach it to the women and they may
learn new ways as well as the men?"

This was a thing which I had not thought of before,

and I had been so busy with the men that it had

slipped my mind to provide new methods for women's

work. As for the water question about which my
stout little champion had so recklessly boasted,

that gave me no difficulty at all. I bade her tell

the chattering women at the pool that for yet six
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days they should draw water, and on the seventh

day they would find the water flowing at the doors of

their houses. To dam the stream a few rods above

the town and to lay wooden conduits through the

streets was easily done, and Finau's boast was made

good and half the women were won over to the side

of the progress, because every drawer of water must

favor water-works.

I thought for a moment over what she had said

about occupation for the women and had to acknowl-

edge the force of her comments.

"Run home, Finaii," I said, "and bring me the

sulu you wore yesterday!"

"What, that old thing? It is all frayed along the

edges and torn besides and is no good."
" So much the better. That is why I ask for that

one."

While she was in search of the piece of calico I

hunted up a package of needles and several hanks

of thread and we met at my work-bench once more.

"See, Finau, how this string pulls out and leaves

the edge ragged. Now I will teach you how to sew

this calico that it will ravel no longer."

"And may I teach the women? I am so glad.

They all say that the white man's cloth is lighter

than Fijian cloth, but that it soon strings out and

is wasted. Now I can teach them some of the new

ways and they will laugh at us no more."

Sitting cross-legged on my carpenter's bench I

gave Finau her first lesson in sempstressy. I taught
her how to hem the ends of the cloth and how to

mend a torn place. When she felt that she had mas-
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tered the primaries of the art of the needle she went

rejoicing to share the knowledge with her neighbors,

and afterward I heard no serious complaint from

the women's parliament, which, indeed was soon

broken up by the introduction of the water-works.

Despite the assistance which she thus rendered

me Finau did not care for the revolution going on

in the town, truth to tell she took little interest in

it except as it engrossed the attention of her father

and myself. More than once it happened that she

interrupted some conference in which Na Saqa Levu

and myself were engaged with prominent men of the

town. She would come into the house where we were

deliberating and at first would sit demurely enough

making and lighting cigarettes for us; but she soon

grew tired of listening to our discussions for the good
of the state and thought nothing of breaking in with

the imperious little command: "Come with me,
Ratu Ritu."

"
But, Finau," her father would say,

" we are plan-

ning for the good of the state and we need Ratu

Ritu's help."

"But I need his help too," she would say, adding,
with an air of triumph, "he would rather go with

me and learn how we live than to sit here where you
all look wise and say such stupid things."

It would have been hard to determine which was

the more abject and devoted slave of our little

queen, her father or myself. He would give a comi-

cal shrug of hopeless resignation, the conference

would break up "prorogued by a higher power,"
and Finau and I went off to the woods or took
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canoe to the reef to catch fish or gather beautiful

shells.

On these excursions, indeed at all times when

we had opportunity for uninterrupted conversation,

she never tired of plying me with endless questions

about the life of the white women. She was inter-

ested in the most petty details of dress and occupa-

tion, of how they looked and what they did.

"Tell me this, Ratu Ritu," she said one day as

we sat on a shady bank of grass whence we could

look down upon the village and the calm waters of

the bay and the deeper blue of the open sea beyond,
and away to the end of the day. I was lying on my
back enjoying the beauty of the scene and she,

busily plying her questions, sat beside me twining a

long garland of fragrant yellow blooms, with which

to deck me.
"
Tell me this," she said, and her head

was averted as though she was looking for something
in the grass beyond her,

" how do your women

marry ?"

"Oh, they go to church," I said carelessly, for it

was a ceremony to which I had given no thought at

all, being young and never at ease with girls, "and

they wear white veils and orange blossoms and the

woman takes the man's hand, or he takes hers, I

don't know which; and then they are married and

go home and eat with the silver forks that their

friends give them."
"
So they take hold of hands and are married ?

?f

"Yes and oh, the man gives the woman a ring.'-
"
But does the woman put the white cloth over her

head and the white orange blossoms in her hair
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and go to this place where they marry and find a

husband there ?''

"Why, no, she marries the man she loves."
" But suppose she should go to this place and the

man she loved was not there, what would she do

then?"

"But he would be there."

"Why, is it a place where all the men stay?"
"
No, indeed, but he would be there because

you see she would not go unless he had asked her

first."
"
So he must ask her. What does he say to

her?"
"

I don't know what words he uses, but I guess he

tells her that he loves her and asks her to marry
him; something of that sort anyway."

"Well, if a man asks a woman to be his wife does

she have to say yes?"
"
No, indeed, she can do as she pleases about that.

She will not say yes except to the man she loves."
" But suppose she loves a man who does not ask

her?"

"Why then she just waits until he does."

"But suppose he never does, what then?"
"
Oh, she just lives to be an old maid and never

marries."
" Can she not go and ask him to be her husband ?"

"No, indeed, that would never do."

"We Fijian women do that."
" But white women never do except a princess, I

believe that she can ask a man to marry her."

"What is a prinsesi ?"
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"That is the name they give to the daughter of a

king, chief, as you would say."

"Why, I must be aprinsesi."

"So you are, the Princess Finau."
11 Then I could ask a man to marry me and that

would be according to your white custom as well as

after our Fijian fashion too."

Here the talk dropped, I still looked idly over

the bay, Finau silently worked upon her fragrant

garland. Conversation about the domestic details

of the old life always sent me into a reverie over

the home from which I was now so far and so hope-

lessly away. At first I was tormented with home-

sickness, now my better acquaintance with the life

I was forced to lead had brought me a measure of

content, and the helpful work which I was doing
made me satisfied with my lot, for though wild it

was not useless. Yet ever and anon some chance

question which Finau's curiosity led her to put set

me to thinking upon the old life and the advantages
which I had thrown away. While I lay on the soft

grass idly musing with a curious longing to see civil-

ization again, yet knowing perfectly well before-

hand that I should be home-sick for my happy

savagery, Finau began to speak once more with a

strangely softened tone in her voice which caused

me to look at her with curiosity and something
more. Though her hand rested on my outstretched

arm her back was toward me and I could not see

her face at all.

"Do you know, Ratu Ritu," she began, "who
hates you most in Na Sau?"
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"
Cikinovu, of course

;
he told me so.

"

"Well, this Cikinovu, who is my uncle, is most

anxious that I shall marry, that is, for political rea-

sons he seeks to dispose of me. Every few days he

brings young men from the other villages to my
father and they all ask to marry me. But my
father says that I need marry no man I do not love,

so to this one I say no and to that one no, until I

am tired of having to say no; yet I will not say yes,

for I have not yet been asked by any whom I might
love. So I say no and my father says no and the

priest my uncle grows more and more angry, but

contains his rage and fetches another to ask for me,
and again I must say no."

"You will not marry any of these wild suitors,

will you? I should be sorry to have you leave us."

"Would you?" she said and bent her gaze full

upon me for the first time in our talk. There was

that in her eyes, honestly looking into my heart for

the truthful answer to the question which needed

not the putting, there was that expectant attitude

which awakes even the dullest of men. Now I am
not dull, only inattentive; and when my attention

was attracted I saw whither the child's fancy had

strayed and for my own part I began to comprehend

why it was that rny homesickness had passed away.
In a flash I saw it all, with wonderment that I had

not seen it earlier. But though I am not dull to

see when my attention is called I am slower to

speak than those whose whole life has been spent

under a torrid sun which sends the blood through

the veins like wine; I am slow to speak and I
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must have time to think. A man of warmer temper
would have spoken then and there, I am slower and

perhaps last longer in the purpose of my mind.

Therefore, I said with all gentleness and kindness:
"
Let us go home

,
Finau

;
I have much to think

upon."
Whereto she sagely replied: "The eyes speak,

but the mouth is silent; it is a thing I cannot

understand." But she went down the hill before

me, having hitherto followed, which is the Fijian

station of honor to rank. Now she gave that place

to me, the slave had become master. As I parted

from her at her father's door she threw the finished

garland over my shoulder with the words: "Wear
that! You can think as Fijians do with the sweet

scent of Fijian blossoms in your nostrils. Now

go to your thinking, you slow-tongued, quick-eyed
white man. Think of me, Ratu Ritu."

"
I will," I soberly answered.

I went away to my house filled with great glad-

ness yet solemn before the decision I was called

upon to make. Finau loved me, that I knew. In-

sensibly in our close daily association I had grown
to depend upon her for comfort, to lean upon her

woman's wit, to look for her coming and to feel that

at her going she took something with her that was

more than her mere laughing presence. I called it

friendship, this blossom which shed its perfume on

the castaway; the blossom ripened, one breath of

sentiment on the hillside that afternoon had blown

away the petals which had served out their useful-

ness and my eyes rested on the undisguised fruit and
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I knew that fruit for love. Indeed I loved her, I

knew it on the instant. I was a man, she was a

woman; that was all. The man loved the woman,
the woman loved the man

;
therein is the history of

mankind. I was white, she was black, that was the

way the proposition would present itself to my
civilization; miscegenation my people would say,

despising me if I acted honorably according to my
love. She was the daughter of a chief, I was a

slave; that was the way the proposition would pre-

sent itself to her civilization;
" how she has thrown

herself away," her people would say. Which of

these views was the right one? Which view was

inverted by false custom? Were they not equally

awry from true manhood ? The woman loves the

man, the man loves the woman, so ran my thoughts

and through them breathed the fragrance of the

yellow Fijian flowers. She showed herself a wise

woman when she hung my neck with that garland.

There was much sober thinking for me to do. I

had to make a solemn choice in my life and I was

resolved to do it soberly. My prospects of return-

ing home were very slight; it might be years before

a vessel put into the bay, and even then I might

be hurried away to the mountains to prevent my
escape. Yet should the opportunity offer, what had

I to attract me at home ? My father was a firm

man when once his mind was made up, he prided

himself on his, inflexibility, and I knew him well

enough to feel sure that while he might forgive me
for my escapade he would insist upon my carrying

out his plans as regards the business. The prospect
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of leather tad driven me away from home, the life I

had been leading since then by no means inclined

me to look, with any greater pleasure upon that pros-

pect. On many accounts I preferred the life in the

islands to the home I had abandoned. If I were

married to Finau I might, by the favor of her father,

already kindly disposed toward me, acquire some lit-

tle position in the community, at the least I should

live comfortably in pleasant surroundings. Then

if the chance offered for me to go home I could not

accept it without abandoning my wife, and that I

could not be base enough to do; or else I might take

her with me, and that I would not be cruel enough
to do. Then too, I now knew that I loved her,

that made a difference. So with that thought

coming to my mind in the scent of her fragrant

garland I thought it all out, I made up my mind, I

chose Fiji and Finau.

That night I left my own house how lonely it

seemed all at once and went to call upon the

chief ready to ask him for his daughter, but unpre-

pared, for I did not know the etiquette of such mat-

ters with my associates. Just within the side door

through which I entered the house Finau crouched

at the hearth busy with some domestic cares. Per-

haps it was my face that to her quick perception
disclosed the thought within my mind, perhaps she

learned that which she anxiously longed to know

through that quick sense which women have; however

that may be, she gave one searching glance into my
eyes and then without a word seized my hand in both

of hers and placed it on her head.
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I passed on into the circle of light cast by the

flaming strings of candlenuts, made my respects to

Na Saqa Levu and sat down. I was desirous of

asking him for Finau and having the matter over

with, but I remembered how courteous the Fi
j ians are

and I feared to injure my plea by some clumsy
fault of expression. So I sat silent and the chief,

seeing that something grave was on my mind, fore-

bore to press me with that small talk which more
civilized people think tends to put a man at his ease

and thereby greatly err. The time passed by and I

failed to note its flight, so engrossed was I in my
thought, until the chief made a sign to Finau, at

which she fetched a bowl of ironwood colored by

long use to a deep violet within and placed it before

us. Cutting a piece from the dried root of the

pepper bush she put it in her mouth and chewed it

until it was fine fibre. This she put into the bowl

and poured water upon it; mixing it and straining it

carefully she dipped first to her father and then to

me a cocoanut shell brimming with the national

liquor yaqona, which excites a man's best thought
without robbing him of his reason. Then as each

slowly sipped his second shell she rested her hands

on the purple rim of the bowl, and looking quizzi-

cally for a moment's roguish glance at me and then

seriously at her father she began to speak.

"Tell me, father, what do you think I should be

in the countries beyond the horizon?"

"The heart is not changed by the town it lives

in, our fathers said. So I suppose that in the

lands beyond the horizon you would be just what
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you are here a regular little tyrant whom I dearly
love."

"
Oh, of course you would have to obey me any-

where, that is not what I meant at all. But I asked

Ratu Ritu to-day on the hillside and he told me I

should be what he called a prinsesi."
"
Well, you shall be aprin oh yes, prinsesi thank

you, dear, but I never can remember these foreign

names which you seem to learn so readily from

Ratu Ritu. You shall be a prinsesi here if only

you will tell me what it is and I can find it for

you."
"You dear stupid father, it is not a thing you

find. I'm a prinsesi already. She is the daughter
of a great chief that's you, don't you see; and she

lives in the largest house in the town and that's

where I live; and she can do just what she pleases

and that's I, you see, and I'm a. prinsesi.
"

"
Oh, is that all, well I am glad it is no worse.

I thought may be it was something hard to get, just

as it was last year when I had to set all the war-

riors scouring the hills to kill birds so that you

might have feathers for your rain cloak. This is

very easy, all that I have to do is to be a great chief

and live in a great house and you are a prinsesi.

Well, call yourself by any name you please you still

remain my dear little daughter, the only being I

care for."

"But, father, I do particularly wish to be aprin-
sesi."

"
Why is it anything so particular, Prinsesi Finau ?"

"
Because a prinsesi can ask any man she loves to
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be her husband, and the man I love does not ask

me, but only other men whom I do not care for at

all, and they keep me busy saying no every day.

For, father dear, I love Ratu Ritu dearly, dearer

than anything in life, even dearer than you; and he

loves me, his eyes say so, but his tongue does not,

for he fears to ask you for me. So I must be a

prinsesi that I may ask him, as I do ask him now
before you, my father. Ratu Ritu make me your

wife, take me to your home that I may make the

mats for you to lie on and chew the yaqona for you
to drink and be your wife and have you for my hus-

band.
"

With a passionate outburst of tears my little

maid was in my arms as I sprang to my feet, and

holding her to my breast I found the words and

cared no longer for the etiquette.
"
Aye, Na Saqa

Levu, what the maid has said is that which I came
hither to-night to say for myself, but sat silent be-

cause I am slow to speak and feared your displeasure.

But she has spoken, and the words she spoke those

words say I. Give her to me to be my wife, close to

my heart shall she ever be and no act of mine shall

ever part us, for I love her." Then I bent down
and kissed her on the lips, the first kiss she had ever

known, and from the way she clung to my lips I made

no doubt she found the kiss far superior to the rub-

bing of noses with which her people show affection.

"Sit down again, my children," said Na Saqa

Levu, and his tone was so mild that Finau felt en-

couraged to give me an ecstatic little hug before

loosing me from her embrace. "This does not sur-
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prise me at all," he continued. "I have watched

you together from the first and I have seen the bud

of my daughter's love coming into full flower, and

yours too, Ratu Ritu, though it developed more

slowly. You ask me for that which I value more

than all else that is mine. You shall have my
daughter to be your wife if you will promise to

cling to her and not to leave her alone when I am

gone and she would be left alone indeed. Promise

me this and you shall have her and shall be a

Fijian yourself forever."

The promise was readily given, honestly pledged;
and the chief made a trifling excuse about looking

at the weather to leave us to ourselves. That de-

light which the courteous savage felt too sacred to

look upon even with the loving eyes of a father, surely

no civilized person will so far fall below the savage

standard as to demand that I set it forth here for

his curiosity. Do as the chief did, go out and look

at the weather and drop the mat behind you on the

first love passages of myself and my Finau.

There are no such things as long engagements in

Fiji. When a man and a maid make up their minds

to marry the ceremony follows quickly upon the

agreement. So it was with us. After watching the

moon for an hour or more Na Saqa Levu returned to

the house whistling merrily as he crossed the green

and found us smoking and quietly chatting.

The Fijian part of the ceremony was settled out

of hand. It was arranged that in the morning I

should call Finau from the house and in the pres-

ence of her father and the whole town should clip
8
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the taubes from before her ears and lead her across

the green to my own house. The feast to all the

townsfolk would follow at noon. But the chief de-

sired to have a ceremony after the white man's

fashion as well, and I too desired it, for marriage
in my mind was too holy an estate to be entered into

lightly and with purely savage rites. So I ex-

plained to him all I could and taught him a trans-

lation of so much as I could remember of the mar-

riage ritual. When I explained that this was read

by a priest he took a keen pleasure in the idea that

Cikinovu, who hated me and the new ways I had

been the means of introducing, should be the one to

marry me and his niece and that, too, in the fashion

of that civilization which he so bitterly opposed.
What threats or cajoleries he employed upon the

savage old priest I do not know, but at earliest

dawn the chief came across to my house and told

me that Cikinovu had learnt the proper form and

would publicly marry us as soon as all was ready.

That scene I have never forgotten, the village green
crowded with wondering people, overhead the blue

arch of the morning sky, the waving plumes of the

cocoanuts, by my side my bitterest enemy con-

strained to Depress his scowls. From the house in

answer to my call Na Saqa Levu led my little maid,

garlanded with orange blossoms which hung in

ropes about her neck and down her arms. So she

came smiling to my side while the dew was still in

the morning air and in a few moments the priest

had spoken the words which united us and taught

the listeners what manner of thing it is, this love
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which man should bear to woman and woman to

man. Two rapid cuts with my sharp knife left

me with two tightly plaited locks of hair in my
hand, and as Finau went before me down the lane

of smiling friends and entered my house the Fijian

ceremony was complete. My heart and my home
were now in Na Sau on the bay of the Black Duck,
there were differences in skin and differences in

speech, but I was at one with the people who had

befriended me and I felt that they were entitled to

my best efforts to lead them to better things, for

Finau was mine and I was hers.



X.

THE FIJIAN PARLIAMENT.

THAT
evening conversation in my house in which

the chief had shown his longing for higher
and better things, was as momentous a matter as had

ever come to this savage state. When the mat had

dropped over the door behind him, I called Finau to

my side and asked her advice. I laid before her all

my fears and doubts and that ever-present sense of

my own great unworthiness to be the guide of this

simple, honest and truthful people. This I did be-

cause Finau was not only my wife, but my comrade,

the sharer not only of my bread, but of my thought.

Long into the night we talked and she gave me
words of rich encouragement, and led my flagging

hopes to greater strength. She called before our

minds the many things which I had done, and

showed me that while I thought them small to

nothingness, yet in their very smallness they were

great. She even bade me admire myself as a great

leader, for that I had led the wayward fancy of one

headstrong maid, herself to wit, and would not

hearken when I said with loverlike insistence that

she had led me first, and all the time. But when

her words had strengthened me she fell herself away
to fear and trembled at the dread of what her uncle's

116
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malice might accomplish. Mine was then the turn

to comfort, and I held her in my arms until she

sobbed herself to sleep. But I, wakeful under the

burdensome expectation of the morrow's business,

reflected in the darkness, and I knew that my wife

would have me act up to the best promptings of the

manhood in me, and, fearing no longer nor feeling

any more unworthiness to lead, I too dropped off to

sleep.

In the morning ere yet the sun was high enough

uplifted from its bath in the dark depths of the sea

to scorch the dewy blossoms, the town drum sounded

out clear and ringing, and its note came back faint

and low from every rocky face of the hills above,

as though good spirits of the air and forest were

called in council over the fortunes of Na Sau. In

the doorway of my home I sat upon the threshold,

and soon behind me came a soft whisper,
" Put back

your hand, my lord, within the door, for I am fearful

of this day." So my timorous brave little wife

within clasped my hand in both of hers, and I sat

watching the men go streaming to the council-

house, coming down the woodland paths where the

gossamers were hung with the jewels of the un-

broken night, strolling upward from the silver beach

or wiping their lips as they left their homes, yet

tarrying on the threshold one moment for a merry

jest with the children romping at their play within.

So they went across the green in little groups, two

hundred men and more, and last of all came my
Finau's father, who stood before me in the door and

said:
" Come to veibose. You are a Fijian freeman
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and your word is good, so come and teach your
brothers." Together we walked and he told me that

which I was to announce to the people.

Not a householder was absent from his place as

we entered the council-house, and Na Saqa Levu

seated himself upon the dais, with Cikinovu and

myself right and left on either side him. The
chief began to speak, sitting after the manner of the

land, and all listened intently as he presented his

case.

"You have all seen, men of Na Sau, the great

things which have been done for us since Ratu Ritu,

our lord of industry, has begun to teach us to

work with the tools which have made the white men

greater than we. You have all had an opportunity
to learn to use the tools and to do the old things in

a new and better way, and many of you are skilful

workmen, and it gladdens me to see it, for it makes

you better. But some have refused to learn and

have clung entirely and obstinately to the old ways,
and these I look upon as fools, and worse than

fools.
" Now listen while I tell you the list of the things

which the lord of industry has done for us, not now
a strariger but my son and brother to you all, a white

man but a Fijian heart. He has taught us to fell

trees with steel and to make smooth thin boards;
and a host of other things which we knew not before

when we patiently worked wood with fire and the

teeth of the shark, painfully and with much labor.

He has taught us to know the rock which we may
bake in fires until it sweats hot drops, which run
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together and cool and become iron, with which we

may make many new things never known to us be-

fore. He has placed hollow logs throughout our

streets and the fresh water bubbles up at the door of

every house, and the women no longer have to carry

it little by little from the pool. He has made us

wheels upon which a lump of clay spins around and

round, and as it spins the women make us better

pots than we ever had before. Wheels too, he has

made with which the fibre of the cocoanut may be

twisted in round cords stronger and better than our

old way of braiding it. He has made implements
with which our slaves may better dig our planta-

tions. He has touched our life and everything he

has touched has become better; I will not attempt to

name all the things which he has done for us.

"Those who are fools and refuse to learn, will

tell you that you cease to be Fijians because you
no longer do things after the fashion of the fathers.

It is false. Our teacher says that there was once

a time when his fathers did as we do, they found out

new things and became better; the sons tried to

know more than the fathers, yet they never ceased

to be white men without, and white men in the heart

within. So with us, we shall be Fijians in our ig-

norance as our fathers were ignorant Fijians, but

we shall be better Fijians if we learn things which

our fathers never dreamed- of. These grumblings I

can have no patience with, they are senseless and

have no meaning.
"But complaints have come to me which have

reason, I see it myself and I hear it from others,
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and it is the matter of those complaints which we

have come together in this place to-day to discuss.

Listen to the word of my thought and then let every

man speak that which seems best to him, as is the

right of every householder.
" The .new knowledge has done something more

than change the old and painful methods
;

it has upset

the old conditions and necessitated new ones you do

not yet know where to find. The old methods of

fire and sharp rocks enabled us to make one canoe in

two months, now we can finish one every two changes
of the moon's face, and make four in two months.

Formerly a man skilled at making clubs could by

diligent toil complete one between the rising of the

sun and its bath in the western sea, now the lord of

industry can put the wood into a machine which

spins it around and can make a hundred in a day.

Therefore arise two complaints; the worker in ca-

noes and the maker of clubs after the old fashion

say that their labor is useless; the clubwright and

the canoewright of the new knowledge say that they
do more work than the others, and yet receive only
as much as they. A change has come over Na Sau,

greater than the mere working of wood and the bak-

ing of rock until it becomes iron. Men no longer

bring that which they have made to the green and

share it with their neighbors. Each one works for

himself, and claims as his own that which he has

made. Therefore some have much substance, and

some have little or none, and thence arises discon-

tent.

"This is not all wrong, yet it is not all right, but
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there is in it something which is wrong, something
which is right. Hear then the thought of my mind

and consider well the plan which I propose. The

land which lies about the town, that belongs to us

all alike. Some have rights to a taro bed, some

have rights to a hundred cocoanut trees, some have

rights to this, some to that; but the land belongs to

all alike, just as the kai si who till it are slaves

neither to me nor to any other householder, but

to the town. Let us therefore in beginning afresh

under the new conditions, as we must, for we cannot

go backward even if we were so minded; let us

wipe out all these rights which confuse our purpose,

and I for the first surrender all my rights to the nuts

and taro and yam patches and candlenuts and sandal

wood, all my rights upon the land I give to the

people. Having thus cleared the land let our slaves

till it for us and place the produce in the common
store for the equal use of all. Let all that is neces-

sary for food be placed in the common store, whether

it be the fruits of the earth or the fish of the sea, and

let this store be divided equally, one portion to each

householder after the due portion has been reserved

to feed the slaves. Thus no one will want, and the

living of all will be assured. Then as to the things

which men make with skill, let there be another

system. Each shall make that which he best knows
how to make and he shall give of his surplus to his

neighbor in return for that which he most desires of

his neighbor's abundance and the two shall agree as

brothers what each shall pay for the other's goods.
I am your chief, but there shall be no difference be-
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tween us in this regard. By the custom of our

fathers I could say to any man who had a thing
which I desired: 'Take that to my house,' and he

took it and I gave him nothing in return; now I will

take a thing from no man without making a fair re-

turn to him, and I will not take it without his con-

sent. Thus it will come to pass that we shall each

be secure of our food, and for the rest, he who does

the most work and the best work, shall have the

greatest abundance.

"Another thing. Ships of the white men have

come into our bay, and for our goods they have

given us other goods of their sort. It is likely that

other ships will come, let us prepare for them.

The copra and the candlenuts raised on our land and

placed in the common store we shall give to the white

men all except such as we need for ourselves, and

the goods which we receive in return shall be equita-

bly divided to each householder, giving to each that

which he most desires. Nor is this all of my plan.

Our neighbors who live in the other towns might share

unduly in our prosperity, and take that which they
have not earned. Therefore let us attack them in

return for their many injuries inflicted in the past,

and thus we shall have the white goods to ourselves

when next a ship comes to the bay of the Black

Duck. We soon shall fight and show ourselves true

Fijians. Now have I told you the word of my
thought, let me hear what seems good to you, for a

chief who does that which his people do not wish

is surely not wise."

All this was new to the auditors, but they were
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quick-witted and keen, the premises were plain to

their observation and their comprehension easily

grasped conclusions even though they might not be

ready to adopt them and radically alter their mode
of life. There was short silence upon the conclu-

sion of the chief's address, for in a moment Ciki-

novu had begun to speak.
" Men of NaSau! when did you learn to admit

slaves to the free council of householders? Are you
all mad, that you will cease to be Fijians? Have

you no regard for your fathers and your race ? Are

you all fools indeed?
"

I am a Fijian. What are you ?

"You are all become white things, and are no

longer brave. You are no longer free, you are slaves,

the slaves of a slave. Better were it for you to dig

the earth as slaves of free Fijians in other towns,

where Fijians still are proud of their Fijian blood

and their Fijian ways, than be what you are, slaves

of our slave.
" Men of Na Sau ! You have heard the words of my

brother Na Saqa Levu, who once was a great chief,

but now what is he? The slave of a slave. He
has told you that men no longer live contented and

happy as they used to do, he has told you that some

have much and some have little, that men no longer

share as brother with brother. Little need is there

of his telling this, you all can see it in your own

houses, in the houses of your neighbors. He tells

you of a plan which will make you contented once

more and again prosperous. You are to give up

this, you are to give up that which was handed down
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to you from your fathers, and in return you are to be

fed, and other things you are to do after a snarl of

a system such as no other Fijian can comprehend even

if you can. You are not to be alone in your degra-

dation and your shame. You once had a chief to be

proud of, now he tells you that he will throw away
all that which makes him considerable, that there

is to be no distinction between chief and house-

holder. Why does he stop there, why does he not

tell you that there is to be no distinction between

chief and kai si ? Men of Na Sau! Are you Fi-

jians to stand that?
" The plan which he gives you is the plan of a

fool. He should plan in a different fashion. This

should he tell you; that he sees the grave mistake

which he has made, that he will undo that which he

has wrongly clone against my advice, that he will

return us as far as in him lies to the old condition

of free Fijians. Let him do that and all will be

well.

"Men of Na Sau! Let him give us the white

slave to eat."

A wave of excitement passed over the orderly as-

sembly as he finished speaking. Some muttered grim
threats against me, quickly answered by hot words

from their neighbors; thus I was able to make an

estimate of Cikinovu's following, whom I numbered

at thirty-seven, something over one in ten of the

council. A very respectable minority to be sure,

but a minority still, and it made me glad to know
that my teaching had not been lost. In the growing
din of voices Na Saqa Levu made himself heard.
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"
Brothers, hear the word of our white brother!

Masters, if you please, listen to your slave!"
" Months ago I sat in this council-house," I began

amid the most respectful silence, "and then you de-

cided not only to give me my life, but to make use

of me as a teacher, that you might learn things

which it is good for you to know. That I sit here

again to-day as your brother is no new act but in con-

tinuation of that which you began to do then. In

the busy months which have passed between much has

been accomplished. What that is you well know, for

it is you yourselves who have accomplished it, I have

but advised and guided you, you have done the work

yourselves. To men who know I put this question:

Are you less Fijians now because you can do more

with ease, than you formerly could with much labor?

Let some one answer."

The shout was deafening: "We are Fijians."
"
Is a man less a Fijian because he can do as much

as would heretofore burden ten Fijians?"

Again rang out the answer with no uncertain

tone:
u WT

e are Fijians, better Fijians than ever

before."
"

I knew that I could count upon your sober sense

to answer the sneers of Cikinovu. As to the plan
which Na Saqa Levu has just outlined I shall now
not say much. It is worthy of all praise, it will lead

you to a higher position, and will make you rulers

of all Fijians, each man a chief not over one town

alone, but lord over many towns. You sacrifice

nothing, you gain everything, and I know you well

enough to know that you will be at one with our
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chief in the expectation of becoming great. That

of which I would speak to you now is the coming
battle, a prospect full of pleasure to brave warriors.

In this I shall have a part, as in all your concerns.

Some of you, twenty-four in all, have learnt to use

the hard reeds which were on the ship; these will

form my party and we shall descend upon Vadratau

by land and fight as I have taught you; the rest will

go with Na Saqa Levu in the canoes, after the Fi-

jian fashion, and fight as you have been used to do.

But to all alike, no matter how you fight or with

whom, I wish to lay this heavy command: seek not

so much to kill as to take prisoners. The reason

for this I will not now tell you lest you scorn me,
for you know not what I am as a warrior. But to-

morrow I will tell you, when the battle is over and

we stand victorious on the green of Vadratau. Then

you shall know all, and you shall then decide whether

to kill the warriors you have taken, or to carry out

the plan I have in my mind to propose. Now let

every man see that his bow is well strung, let him

gather up all his arrows, and look to the barbs upon
his spear, for even as you are Fijians, so are the

men of Vadratau and they too know how to fight.

But first you must decide the question which brought

you here."

Before the words were well out of my mouth the

shout arose,
"
Let the plan of the chief prevail, all

shall be as he has said." The most important coun-

cil of a savage race had declared for progress.

That night the chief spent in my house discussing

the council of the morning and completing the de-
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tails of the attack upon the neighboring town. Fi-

nau never wearied of warning against possible treach-

ery on the part of the disaffected minority, but when

it came to the hazard of war, she was sufficiently

Spartan to spend much time and labor during our

conference in rubbing the barrel of my musket until

it shone like a mirror. But she said not a word

about the approaching struggle, and for that I was

ready to bless her, since I could not look at all com-

fortably upon the chance of death which might await

me; I was no coward, I was married, that was all,

but it made a world of difference.

Long before dawn I was aroused by Finau's light

touch and found my wife holding to my lips a fresh

green cocoanut, filled with sparkling liquor, than

which I know no better invigorator of a man's rest-

ing energies.

"Come, dear," she said, "make a hearty break-

fast, for you will need all your strength for to-day's

work, and no man can be brave and hungry at the

same time. Ritu, you must fight to-day better than

any Fijian or I can never hold up my head again,

for Cikinovu tells every one that you are a coward,
and dare not fight, but will hide in the forest until

all danger is over. So fight, dear, to-day, and come

back to me victorious, that I may be proud among
the women; but if you die my heart will burn up in

smoke. Now eat, while I go call your men."

And so fearing all things my little aide went to

assemble my force and stifled the fear that chilled

her heart. Savage women may be used to the sight

of spilt blood from early childhood, yet this one,
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though brave to all outward seeming, was in an

agony of terror for her husband and her father.

The warm darkness lay thick over the silent land

and the dull gleam of the peaceful sea as our little

party rested for a moment on the summit of the first

ridge, and strained our eyes into the gloom to see if

haply we might look upon our homes below. But

a moment could be spared for sentiment, with a sigh
I bade them march onward through the gloomy for-

est. Not a sound was heard, our very tread over

the soft vegetation was mute, dark gleams flitted

noiselessly over us as the curious vampires fanned

our faces in their search for food. For several miles

we travelled noiselessly, and came at last to a de-

scending slope, from which we could look out upon
the eastern sea. Just above the dark line of the

horizon faint bars of yellow were beginning to light

the sky, and we knew that in a few minutes more
the sudden dawn would be upon us. But we were in

time, Vadratau lay at the bottom of the hill still

asleep, yet in the morning gray sharp eyes might

pick out a little wreath of smoke curling lazily up-

ward in that calm with which the steadfast trade-

wind holds its breath to watch the glories of the

dawn. Shame on the ambition which leads hostile

armies to look upon the sleeping homes of happy
folk, and awaken them with horrid cries to death and

slaughter. But it is as well a bane of civilized as

of savage folk, and the morning marauders stooping
over Vadratau are no more to be blamed than the

great captains of history, whose names are immor-
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talized in stately edifices, reared to that god whose

worship is peace.

Long before the coming dawn had brought the

unsuspecting people out of the homes for which

they would have to fight that day, my party was

posted at every point about the village where thick

cover could be found, and thus we waited for the

shouts from the sea, that should tell us that the bat-

tle was joined. I with one other was in hiding close

above the village pool, and there we looked out

upon the women filling their bamboo canes with

water, and chatting as they toiled. Some even spoke
of the way water had been brought to the houses in

Na Sau, and wondered how such things might be.

The sun was scarcely its own breadth risen above

the sea when a distant shout of defiance heralded

the fleet of Na Sau, and at once the village was in

turmoil. The story of that battle I do not care to

write, my memory finds no pleasure in blood and

wounds and dying groans. Suffice it to say that the

men of Na Sau made a landing and were slowly

pushing the men of Vadratau back upon the houses

of their town, when our appearance and the dis-

charge of muskets in the rear created a panic and

the town was won. One of the attacking party,

eleven of the defenders, were killed, and many were

wounded, but none escaped.
All the prisoners were brought to the village green

and pinioned. Then mounting a log which lay be-

fore the house of the captive chief, I began the ad-

dress which I had promised in the council.

9
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" Hear me, men of Na Sau, and you too, men of

Vadratau, listen to the word I shall speak. You
have seen how that I have planned this battle so

that a town is captured, and we mourn the loss of

but one of our companions. You have seen me in

the fighting, when clubs rained blows, and arrows

sang in the air like birds whose song is sweetest to

the ear of the fighter. Tell me, then, am I such an

one as may address Fijian warriors?"

The clash of club on club rang along the green
and bade me continue.

"See, then, these our prisoners whom, obedient to

my command, you have saved alive, what shall be

done with them ? In old days you would have

clubbed them all and towed them home to Na Sau

behind your canoes, and what the sharks spared
would be your portion. Now you can put them

to better use, and make yourselves rich through
the labors of these men. You own their lives, for

you have taken them on the field of battle, will you
make these lives a benefit to yourselves or will you
cast them away? Shall I tell you my plan, the plan
of a man found worthy to fight by your side?"

Again the wooden clank of the clubs bade me pro-

ceed, and from the captives, who began to feel a

wondering hope of life, came fragmentary cheers.

"Hear me then, Fijians, conquerors and con-

quered. To you, men of Vadratau, I would give life

in return for your labor; to you, men of Na Sau, I

will not give the lives of these men, for those you
have won in fair fight well fought, but I would give

you their toil in order that our own burdens may be
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lighter. This is my plan: I should take from Va-

dratau every weapon of war, that they may not take

advantage of our mercy and plot us harm. I should

take the eldest son of the chief back with us, not as

a prisoner but as a guest, that he may learn the

ways of Na Sau; and I should leave two of the men
of Na Sau here as guests of the men we have spared,

in order that they may see that the undertaking is

carried out, and may also teach the new ways to

Vadratau. Let all the necessaries of life be free to

Vadratau, but let them send to Na Sau every month
so many measures of candlenuts, so many measures

of copra, so many bales of cloth, and in return we
will protect them against their enemies, and their

foes shall be our foes. Then there shall be peace,
and we shall heap up wealth against the next visit

of white ships with goods to sell. Men of Vadra-

tau, will you take your lives on these terms, and

promise to carry them out faithfully?"

The conquered king gave his assent, the elders

after him and the people with a shout, while their

poor, trembling women, struggled to place the feet

of the Na Sau soldiers upon their heads in token of

submission.
" Men of Na Sau, does the plan seem to you a

good one, shall the prisoners be set free?"

Some few clashed club on club, others gave more

lively assent with knives upon the captives' bonds.

Soon the opposing forces were most harmoniously en-

gaged in loading our canoes with the surrendered

weapons and great store of copra and candlenuts.

But no house was burnt in the whole village, no man's
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property was taken from his house, no violence dis-

graced the battlefield. Our fleet got under way,
we rounded the headland, and heard the laughing
call of our friends ashore; the first war party had

come back to Na Sau without its grisly tow of

corpses. It meant somewhat more than mercy, it

was the first dawn of the idea of civilized dominion

over tributary towns, Na Sau had made a beginning
toward its overlordship of the Fijians.

But my Finau clung about my neck even before I

was well ashore, and went proudly by my side to the

village green. Then within our home she clung fast

to me as though she had feared that I was lost for-

ever, and then she brought me food to eat, for I was

hungry.



XI.

WAR AND POLITICS.

WERE
I to recount the progress of military

operations which naturally grew out of the

changed conditions at home, my narrative would read

like an itinerary of the towns which nestled in every
cove of the bay of the Black Duck, varied by an

account of incursions upon the ruder hamlets buried

in the fertile valleys of the mountains. Having
made up his mind for a war of aggression, a politi-

cal conquest new to the people whom he designed
to subject, Na Saqa Levu pushed it vigorously to a

successful end. Every morning the fleet set out

and every night returned laden with weapons, and

great store of such products as would find a ready
market with white traders. Some of these battles

were fierce and bloody, in others a well-planned

surprise was well carried out, but in them all our

men held themselves in check, for they saw the im-

mediate advantages of the new policy, and town

green after town green was crowded with pinioned
lines of prisoners, ready to meet death with sullen

resignation, utterly at a loss to comprehend the

liberty which was given them. Such strange deeds

could not be done unnoticed. Men of different

towns meeting in the woods forbore to fight it out

133
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with clubs, but sat down together in wonderment to

gossip over the merciful victories of Na Sau
; women

meeting on the reefs held their nets and forbore to

fish, while one party told the other how their hus-

bands and sons were spared to them and their homes

were left unpillaged, nor was a single tree in their

cocoanut groves snapped asunder. The spreading
of the news was not without its effect, as we soon

saw. When we attacked the powerful town of Wai-

tovu, where we expected a stout resistance, we found

the women on the beach singing to us songs of

peace, and pointing toward a great heap of war

weapons of every sort. Landing warily, for we
feared surprise in the lanes of the town, we found

the men self-tied in long lines upon the green,

and the chief ready to accept our terms before they
had been offered. One morning a great fleet of ca-

noes bearing up for the cove of Na Sau gave us fear

that some were seeking retaliation; the fear was

groundless, the fleet brought us the submission of

Na Silai, in order that we might be spared the annoy-
ance of going to fetch it. In a short time the good
work was complete, every town about the bay, and

for half a day's march inland, had come under the

overlordship of Na Sau.

For the first time in the history of the Fijians

peace reigned between village and village, the la-

borers in the plantations quaked in no terror of mur-

derous surprise, the fishwives feared not to gossip on

the reef, and wayfarer meeting wayfarer gave cour-

teous greeting and went his way, nor trembled at the

thought of impending club. Na Saqa Levu wisely
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encouraged visits to Na Sau, the bure ni sa was filled

with men from other towns, who had come to see

the strange, new things. Everything they exam-

ined, everything they proved, even to the water-

works, until I was forced to put a tabu on the reser-

voir, for the wondering visitors more than once

narrowly escaped clogging the pipes by putting

chips in at the source, that they might convince them-

selves that it was the very same water which bub-

bled at the doors. With conscious pride in their

progress, the good folk of Na Sau explained all

things to their admiring visitors, who went home to

tell of the wonders they had seen.

Their dependence was not burdensome, and it was

made still lighter by the expectation extended to

them that when they had made progress in the new

arts equal to that of Na Sau, they should be ad-

mitted to an equal share in the responsibilities and

the profits of the new political and economical sys-

tem.. The deprivation of their arms was really the

only feature of their subjugation which might seem

a hardship, and this was in some measure compen-
sated by the enrolment of a small military force

from each town. Vadratau had from the first of-

fered to fight in our ranks and the system was

rapidly extended to arm ten men in each town under

the command of a Na Sau officer, who should be one

of the commissioners of the conditions of the trib-

ute in that town. The blowing of a conch shoulcj

be the signal of an attack by hostile people, and when
that sound was heard, each company was to rendez-

vous in canoes at the middle of the bay, ready to
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proceed to the scene of action. There were other

changes in the army, changes were made in the

ordering of the fleets for war, a simple system of

tactics was devised
;
but these are not the improve-

ments which it pleases me most to recall. I took

my share of hard knocks in those days and relished

them, I prided myself on my orderly fleet and army,
but now I have reached a time when any armed con-

flict of man and man seems brutish.

That which I do recall with pleasure and linger

long over the recollection, is the change in domestic

circumstances. I had a people to begin with neat

and clean about their houses and their town as

about their persons, they lived clean lives. I was

not called upon to devise any sanitary ordinances;

there never arose the need of laws to repress crimi-

nals, for theft was unknown, indeed unthinkable,

brawling never disturbed the village peace, and he

who had a controversy with his neighbor pleaded
his cause before the chief, and accepted his decision

or appealed it to veibose, and with the result abode

content. The idea of home aye the very best of

that which the Anglo-Saxon knows as home was

with them from distant ages. Such people were

eager to adopt such things as would lighten the bur-

dens borne by dear ones. To the open fire-box with

its swinging array of pots, succeeded the small oven

built of stone and clay ; baked meat formed an agree-

able change from boiled food, for hitherto they had

baked but one meat, the meat of the warrior. Now,
with greater diversity in their diet, they no longer

felt the need of human meat. Birds and fishes were
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jacketed with clay and baked in the fire, roasts were

taught them, new utensils made new dishes possi-

ble. To make a pot in the old days was a toilsome

task; only one in ten came uncracked out of the

fire, and beyond the town a pile of sherds told the

story of persevering failure. The potters' wheel and

the oven helped them to success; the methods only
were new, the style and decoration were their own,
for their ideas of art had been slowly developing
since time began. The spinning-wheel had sup-

planted the painful plaiting of fibre for cord, ropes

were made on the wheel instead of the toiling twist-

ing by aching fingers. Every man had his knife,

every woman her needle, and they were preserved
as the most precious treasures. Those who felt in-

clined were taught to write and to read what they
had written; it was hard for men whose fingers were

skilled to close more readily over the club than over

the reed, few succeeded; with a wise forethought
for the future the chief made the instruction oblig-

atory upon all children, both girls and boys.

Political changes were made necessary by the

unfamiliar extension of dominion. Each subject

town had its own veibose, with functions almost un-

impaired, saving always the rights of the overlord.

But matters of contention from time to time arose

between neighboring towns, matters of boundary,
matters of rights infringed, matters which formerly
would have been settled by resort to arms. Hence
arose a veibose vakaturaga, a federal council of chiefs,

new to Fijian statecraft. Each town tributary to

us was represented in Na Sau by a son of its chief,
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who passed his days part hostage, part student of new

manners. To the gathering of these young men
under instructions from the town-meeting at their

homes was intrusted the settlement of all interstate

difficulties, subject to the final decision of Na Saqa
Levu as overlord. Thus, without violently straining

the communal system, it became possible to admin-

ister fairly and wisely a complex federation of the

bay and hill towns.

In all this I have said nothing of Cikinovu. He
and his following of conservatives were a constant

annoyance to us. As we extended our power over

the neighboring communities he and his took full

advantage of the freedom of intercourse which our

system made possible; they visited the newly sub-

jected towns and played upon the ignorance of their

population to foster sullen opposition to our ways.

In Na Sau they sneered at every new thing, they

refused to accept it for themselves, and accused every

one of being no Fijian who adopted any labor-saving

contrivance; they made a great parade of following

the old fashions, and for a badge adopted the liku of

grass tied about the waist on a cord instead of the

much more comfortable sulu of calico which the

party of progress was glad to wear for its greater

convenience. In every veibose Cikinovu was hope-

lessly in opposition, he spoke to every question that

arose and denounced it, his constant peroration was

"give us the white slave to eat." Whereat the citi-

zens, who enjoyed a joke as much as any one, loudly

laughed, for that white slave was their leader in

battle and their friend and companion. A few were
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laughed away from the priest's faction, but when his

party was reduced to twenty-six, there it remained,

to the people at large a broad joke, to the chief and

myself a constant menace. Within our own town

this small minority might safely Have been disre-

garded; but it was different in our dependencies.

Na Sau had been led up to the new order of things

rapidly, to be sure, but gradually, and every step of

the way was clear. In the towns which had been

conquered, or had made their submission, there was

no such gradual growth, they could not see the suc-

cessive steps of necessity. Here Cikinovu found

many followers, and by steady intercourse with them

confirmed them in their opposition, and constantly

stung them with savage i ings at their degradation
as a conquered people whom the victors did not

think worthy of being eaten. To a white man a

sneer like this would amount to nothing, it stirred

the wildest depths of the Fijian nature. Thus, then,

the matter stood when the chief and I gravely re-

viewed the situation. Vadratau had been admitted

to enjoyment of the same rights as Na Sau, subject

only to a nominal overlordship of Na Saqa Levu, and

he wisely adopted a policy of non-interference; they
made their own common store of the necessaries of

life and their surplus was deposited with ours for

the equal interest of all concerned; they bore arms

once more.
f

At home and in Vadratau the party of

progress had a complete majority. If a veibose, of

all the communities had been held the conservatives

would have overwhelmed us, and already the sev-

eral towns, at the inspiration of the busybody priest,
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were asking that such a general veibose be held. The
situation had a fair seeming; it was, however, most

unstable.

"I wish to make all the towns like Vadratau and
Na Sau as soon as possible," the chief said to me
in discussing the matter.

" But how can I venture

to do it ? They are not ready for the change, they
do not understand our mode of life; to give them
freedom now, would be to let them sink back to

where they were before, with this great disadvan-

tage that they have learned just enough to do us a

great deal of damage if ever they should combine
to attack us, for we have taught them that lesson of

combination. If only we could find some way of

conciliating Cikinovu, he is responsible for all the

annoyance."
" Can you not lock him up ?" I suggested.
"
No, that would never do. It is meet that every

Fijian should think the thought of his mind and

speak it freely."

"Can you offer him nothing which will cause him
to look with favor on that which we do?"

" Indeed no. The only answer he will make to

me is 'Kill the white slave, and let us be free Fi-

jians as our fathers were.
' "

"Hear me, father," here broke in Finau, "per-

haps my council may be light but hear it, for I

shudder when I hear my uncle say evil things against

my husband."

"Why, daughter, do you think that you can deal

with heavy matters whose burden is almost too great
for your father ?"
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"
I am but a woman, my father, and I know well

that women do not speak in the council of the house-

holders, but the wise woman tells her husband that

which seems best to her, and he speaks in council

for himself and for her, and thus speaks wisely. I

am only a woman and I cannot fully comprehend
the new fashions which have so changed our life;

but there is one new fashion that is dear to me, and

that is the way in which my husband makes his wife

his friend, and shares his thought with me, there-

fore, I may perhaps speak of heavy matters which

bear you down."
" Go on, Finau. It is plain to see that you are

still my little daughter, before whose will I always
bowed."

"
No, father, not as a trifling child would I speak,

but as a woman whose greatest happiness is to bear

the burdens of the two men she loves. Make all

things plain to me, for I have a thought, it may be

of no worth, and yet again my woman's wit may help

you; what that thought may be I will not say until

you have told me all I seek to know, lest I err

through ignorance. Now tell me of these other

towns which are yours and yet not yours, do they
labor as before?"

" Of course, that I have conquered them works no

change. That J have -refused to eat my prisoners

does not make it right for them to eat my substance.

They work as before, no less, no more."
" Then of what they produce, what becomes of it ?

Is it theirs?"
" Those things which they need to eat are their
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own, they put them in the common store, and share

to each an equal portion."

"But the things they may not eat?"

"The copra, the candlenuts, the oil, the pearl-

shell, the things which white men seek to buy all

are brought to Na Sau to our storehouses."
"
So they must work for us and in return we give

them just the food on which they live, and even that

we really give them not, but let them raise it for

themselves. Father, father, do you not see that you
have made Fijian free men to be no better than the

kaisi? Suppose some one should do that to you,
would you be content or satisfied?"

" But what can I do ?"
"
Set them free once more. Say to each town, 'Be

free, you no longer are men of mine, take back your

weapons and bear them as free Fijians.
' Then if

they choose let them be as Vadratau."
"
Should I do that they would unite for my attack,

and Na Sau would be forced to serve others."
" That need not be. Show them promise of wealth

for them to share, and they will gladly unite with

us as Vadratau has done and not against us as you
fear."

" But this wealth, I have it not nor can I get
it."

"Are there then no Fijians save those who may
hear the sound when one stands on our beach and

blows a conch ?"

"Finau, you have lifted the weight, I know what

you would say, you mean that I should "

"Nay, Na Saqa Levu," I interposed, "take not
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the credit from my Finau. Listen yet a little longer

and hear her plan, which promises to be good."

"The plan which I have in mind is this," con-

tinued Finau, now thoroughly aroused and speaking

earnestly, yet not in her interest forgetting to give

me a grateful glance for my interposition.
"
There

are other islands besides Kaciavu and Fijians live

on them. Send a great canoe to them, prepared to

fight if necessary, but also loaded with the goods of

the white men, of which we have great store, and let

them bring home all the goods which the white

men buy. Then when a ship comes to our bay we
shall have much substance, and can divide an equal

portion to every man in all the towns. Make them

no longer like the slaves, show them that they will

have abundance of goods. Then will they be con-

tent with the new fashions and will no longer listen

to the words of my uncle, who seeks to destroy my
husband."

"The child is right," said Na Saqa Levu very

gravely,
"
the woman has found the way while we

men were still in the dark. If we can make the

people contented by giving them great possessions

we shall do better than if we had cut out the tongue
of Cikinovu. We can fit out a fleet and go to other

islands, and buy and sell and bring much home;
some we may make acknowledge us as their head,

and from such we shall receive every month a store

of useful things. In every island we shall say that

the white men fear the Fijians, and will visit no

bay save ours; therefore thf people will see that if

they wish the goods of the white men they must get
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them from us. And to the white men, when next

they come, we shall say that the people in the other

islands will surely kill them, but we alone will sell

them the goods they have come to seek, then will they
fear the others and their goods they will give to us

alone. Thus we shall have much and every man
about the bay of the Black Duck, when he sees that

there is plenty, will be contented with the new fash-

ions and all will grow better. The fleet will make
friends for me among the great chiefs of other isl-

ands and they shall know that I am lord over many
towns and have many chiefs who obey me, and in

case of need they will send men to fight for me,
and I shall have no fear of enemies. As Finau

has said so shall it be, and all will be well."



XII.

THE BUILDING OF THE SCHOONER.

IT
was poetic justice that I, who had run away
from home because I abhorred the prospect of

figuring out accounts of kips and hides, should find

myself engaged in figuring out accounts of another

and graver sort; not long rows of dollars and cents

which, if I set down wrongly, could be rubbed out

with the tip of my pen-knife, and all made good by a

pinch of pounce, but now rows of men and women

ready to hold me to an account of my stewardship,

figures which could not be rubbed away with the

accountant's art, and where no pounce could avail

to make good the marks^of failure. Grave respon-

sibility rested upon me, and I felt its weight and

my own unfitness to be the leader of an aspiring
folk to that civilization which I had so lightly cast

aside at the prompting of a boyish whimsey. Great

leaders, nor little ones for the matter of that, ac-

cording to their several abilities if only the purpose
still be worthy, do not fit themselves for their leader-

ship by plaiting sennit on a whaler's deck nor by mix-

ing with the rascals before the mast on an island

trader. Moses went out into the wild scenes of nature

to receive his inspiration, but he found a flaming bush

on Horeb which tipped his faltering tongue with

10 145
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fire, he did not seek associations among the low and

the vicious. I was called upon every hour to struggle

to pierce the indeterminate future in the effort to

see how this or that which I might do would work

a change for good or ill upon the people who eagerly

sought my teaching. I found new responsibilities

that were a heavy load upon me, I painfully discov-

ered all sorts of consequences that fairly stunned

me. They taught me that no act of life can be

trifling, they have all an awful moment when one

watches their influence spreading here in a placid flow

like a sweet child smiling in its sleep, and spread-

ing there in rolling waves like the scowl of an an-

gry man, and knows that he who made the stir is

powerless to stop it. He who affrights a hidden

frog lying in the grass and drives him with a sud-

den plunge headlong to the pool, and from the

plash and ringing ripples on the smooth water first

knows what he has done, and he who hurls a huge
rock to strike the water as far away as he can cast,

each makes an instant mark upon the pool, and

that fades out even as he watches it; but the ripples

line the bounding mud, which hardens into stone,

and ages hence when man and frog have mouldered

into dust and gone through countless cycles of life,

still the stone shows the ripple of the frightened

frog and the ripple of the rock tossed in idleness,

and the responsibility for this mark and for that

is a thing for geologists to ponder over and not to

know. With us the busy carpenter lays a board upon
his bench and saws it, planes it, shapes it to his

thought, and has made of it according to his design
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the crib of the infant, the chest in which the toiling

man stores his gains, the last box of all in which

all men come to rest
;
and there an end, he thinks,

and so do you, and so, careless though knowing,

perhaps do I. It came to me to put board on bench

without a thought of more than carpentry, to teach

the wild folk to saw and plane and drive nails and

make fair joints. But I could not see the conse-

quences, else had I shrunk abashed from the work

to which I committed the best efforts of my man-
hood when I first lifted the board upon my bench.

For the board was shaped and planed into a sudden

new growth of a people which had been waiting
since time was. I made a box on my bench but also

I sawed out a state, and the burden of my responsi-

bility weighed like a load upon me. So it is with

every man, whether he shoves a plane over the sea-

soned plank or toils still harder with his pen on

paper, or in whatsoever way he shows the activity

without which man must die, one thing he does, one

thing he makes, that which he had in mind to do;
what else he makes, or mars maybe, his keenest

sight cannot foresee nor can his inmost thought fore-

tell. And wisely so, for could we see the whole of

what we do even to the last ripple of the pool forever

engraved upon the rock by our own unwitting burin,

then should we fear to do at all, but idly sit all days
with folded hands, and for very relief from haunting
dread gibber like contented idiots at the welcome
call of death.

But Finau's plan to extricate us from the difficul-

ties which seemed to hem us closer day by day, did
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more for me than on the face appeared. I was

growing grave and moody with the unaccustomed

cares, I took them with me in my daily rounds

among the workers, they were with me at my meals,

and on the mats at night they lay beside me. Fi-

nau in vain sought to win my thought to lighter

things, she felt the change she could not define, and

though she never chided me, for indeed she knew

my care was most for her, she fell into the way of

sitting mutely all the evenings by my side, content

to draw my arm upon her shoulder, and there in

speaking silence aid me with that comfort which a

loving woman brings gladly to the man she loves,

nor needs the tongue nor eyeglance nor tender clasp

of hand to make it known. To her sympathy, to

her silent help, I owe all things. Now her ready
wit had given me just the medicine suited to my
needs, new occupation relieved my mind from the

corroding care, I had to plan new mechanical con-

trivances, and to work hard with my hands.

One change, and only one, we made in Finau's

plan and that was of my suggestion. In place of

voyaging in a fleet of canoes my plan was to build a

schooner from the treasured wreckage of the Janet,

or at least so much of it as could be used, and to

supplement its deficiencies by timber from the for-

ests on the mountain sides rising high above the

bay. Such seemed on all accounts the best course

to follow and the work began at once. Upon the

beach we overhauled the timbers of the wreck and

picked out all that were good to serve our turn.

When this was done I took a party to the mountains
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to fell the trees and haul them to the shore. Finau

of course went with me, and taught the people

whom we met the new accomplishments of the home

which she had learnt, and thus the mission spread.

My companions had often gone toward the moun-

tains intent on war, and had met in conflict in the

debatable strip, when mountaineers had come down
to battle to the sea for salt, without which they
must die, but upon the slopes and summits they had

never stepped. When they made this first visit of the

new peace they looked in vain for the blue which

they had often gazed on from below and asked the

mountain men where it might be, and stood in mute

surprise to see it on their own distant homes far be-

low. But it was not the haze of distance that we
came to seek else had we failed, it was timber that

was sought, and it was found beyond the needs of

one who would build a navy, and not merely one

tiny vessel. The men who,, lived in fertile valleys

of the hills received us well, and did their best to

help us in every way they could devise. Thus,
with many hands to aid the work, we felled the trees

and trimmed them into shape; and while the chips
were flying musically yet other parties dug in the

soil and hollowed out a road down to the plain be-

low, down which our burdened carts creaked arid

groaned yet served our turn.

Now Na Sau was rife with the sound of building.

From early dawn to mid forenoon, and in the tem-

pered evening until darkness put a stop to work, the

sound of the hammer rang out cheerily. There is

an echo of ship-building that no other work in wood
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can give. Carpenters building a house thwack and

thump, yet their hammers fall dull on unresponsive

plank, but a shipyard fairly speaks with the heavy
tone of the massy beetle driving home the stout

treenails as though they felt that every stroke meant

life to hardy voyagers, with the clank of the ham-

mers on the sheathing, with the voluble clatter of

the calking irons on the deck; to every blow comes

a lively answer from the growing fabric, which shall

push through distant waters, carrying a freight of

goods, a freight of human lives.

Not that I had any time to spare to sit upon a balk

of timber and listen to the clink and clank and mul-

titudinous clatter of the hammers; no, indeed, I was

busier than any, but I learned to listen to the sound

of the building, to know the tone of each striker,

and my ear grew quick to catch the sound of any

scamping blow. Thus while working hard myself
I superintended the work as much by ear as eye.

We laid the ways upon an easy slope, where the

beach sand gave upon deeper water with an even

stretch and no coral patch or rock stood in the way
of launching when the time for that should come.

Hereupon we laid the keel and keelson already
mortised to receive the ribs, the ribs themselves we
laid upon the ground in proper pairs, each port and

starboard where they could most easily be lifted

into place.

Then came the great day for the matai. Messen-

gers were sent to every town about the bay, to every

village in the mountains, to come feast with NaSau
in honor of the building of the great canoe. From
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every town upon the appointed day swift fleets put
out across the bay bringing guests and store of food;

along the bare crests of the mountain ridges long
lines of mountaineers came down with that swinging

gait of men who walk so much upon the verge of beet-

ling cliffs that they know not fear. All were made
welcome. Curious women crowded every house to

observe housekeeping new to them, or somewhat

known, to correct mistakes they had made. The
men gathered at the shipyard and felt the smooth-

ness of the dressed timber, and picked up beetles to

swing about their heads and test their strength, and

crack some merry jest about the use to which they

might be turned as clubs for war. Each trade played
host to its fellow tradesmen from the other towns,

and above all the matai guided the other canoe-

builders through the yard and explained everything
to be seen, what its uses were and how it was made.

This was in the early morning, while yet the shoals

of mullet etched the shining surface of the bay, for

men rise early who early go to bed, knowing that

the midday sun must bake the earth to idleness.

When the last straggling party from the mountains

had made its customary reverence to our chief,

when the shining bay was broken by no belated

canoe hurrying tardy to the feast, the signal to

work was made. The yard was cleared of the curi-

ous and the idlers, who stood back in interested

lines about our work, not near enough to incommode

the workers, yet near enough to see each stroke.

The matai of the other towns were asked to work

with us, intermingled with the men of Na Sau, and,
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if they were not competent to do the skilful work,
their willing strength was of some service. With con-

scious pride, and a sidelong glance at the inclosing

ring of spectators, to make sure that their high

post of honor did not pass unnoticed, the matai took

their appointed stations about the work, and briefly

showed each to his helpers from the other towns,

just the work of lifting and of holding they must

do. The master of my matai stood at the stern-

post, I at the stem, and Na Saqa Levu, in a group of

tributary chiefs, stood ready to give the second sig-

nal on his drum. Each station was inspected by
the master and myself walking down the keelson, with

a word of advice here, of encouragement there, and

so back to our places. The drum-beat sounded on

breathless expectation, willing hands and brawny
arms raised stem and stern-post and every rib into its

place, treenails were pushed through auger-holes

already bored, and the heavy beetles drove them

home, keel and keelson were bolted together, and

when the last sound of the hammering had ceased

to echo from the groves behind us I declared the

work well done, as indeed it was. Then, as had

been appointed, Na Saqa Levu made a speech to all

the chiefs and freemen of the assembled towns. He
told them of the plan of trade he had devised to

bring to all prosperity, he showed them that they

should be free of all control, united solely in the

bond of common interest, and that the vessel whose

ribs stood in their sight, like some whale rolled upon
the beach by restless surges, there to die and leave

his glistening bones, meant that to every man should
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be a house filled with good things much to be de-

sired, and each free man of the united towns should

be lord of chiefs and towns in other islands. He

spoke well, and by this one speech anticipated the

successful results of the voyage, and showed that

Finau had really solved our difficulty.

If you wish the tale of the building of our schooner,

go down by the water side where chips lie thick in the

mud, where salt and tar mingle in the nostrils,

where men sing as they work, where hammers clink

and clash from morn till night; pick your way
through fragrant piles of timber, among bales and

barrels brought from many distant lands, down

where men swear great round oaths in deep hearty

throats, down to the very edge of the water, and

there watch the ships building. Stroke for stroke,

plank for plank, there is the story of the building of

our schooner, a tale which needs not the retelling.

For heart of oak we used the stout ironwood,

which is in color like the richest mahogany that

has grown unreckoned centuries in the swamps of

Honduras, in texture like the ebony which breaks

with crystalline fracture like a pig of iron. For

pine we used dakua so even in its grain that a man

may drive his saw through fifty feet and never call

for straight-edge if he but follow the lines which

nature has drawn. Every seam was* calked with

oakum, and paid, not with pitch though that we

might have made shift to find^in the pine forests

but with the gum of the bread-fruit made into a

sort of putty with the chunnam of coral lime and

cocoanut oil; through this no water could soak, and
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as it never quite hardened a seam might strain and

yawn apart a bit, as seams must ever do in gale and

long-continued rough weather, yet would the putty

still close the chink as brittle pitch can never do.

On deck we showed a four-foot rail and below it all

was flush, save for the skylights of the cuddy, and

a little cockpit where the wheel was sunk in order

that the helmsman might be out of arrow's reach

below the bulwarks in case we had to fight our way
through a fleet of hostile canoes. Just forward

of the binnacle rose the hood of the companion
hatch giving on the cabin below. Most vessels have

the quarters of the crew separated from the master

by all the length of deck and hold, we were glad to

mess together in friendly democracy. At the for-

ward end, and well amidships there was a galley for

the cook separated from the general quarters by a

light bulkhead. On either side the cuddy were

bunks with sliding panels, and away aft was a tiny

stateroom for the master. Here a hatch gave ac-

cess to the hold in case it were not convenient to

open the main hatch on deck. We were rigged
with gaff-topsails fore and main, and a square fore-

sail for running down a fair wind. If I were writing
for sailors I should tell what pieces of the wrecked

Janet we used, and how we fitted them in
;

I should

give length 'over all, and breadth of beam and

spread of sail and tonnage. But those were things
that bothered me little at the time and not at all

now. I built a schooner in which I should have been

willing to circumnavigate the globe, and the less

said of grommets and cringles and maderwockers,
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both single and double, why the easier understood

it all will be.

When the schooner stood nearly completed on the

stocks I sat one afternoon looking with pride on her

graceful lines and clean run, and while I sat there

Finau came, never content to be long away from

me, but ever snatching a few minutes from her

other occupations that she might stand beside me,

not talking much or making any errand, but know-

ing well the help her very presence was to me.
"
Is she not a beauty, Finau ? What name shall

we give her when she is launched ?"

"Why, Ritu, do you name your canoes just as

though they were men and women?"
"
Yes, every vessel has its name, and you must

name this one, for the idea of building her was

yours. Have you forgotten how you told your fa-

ther about my ability to do everything?"

"But, Ritu, we never namex^ur canoes. We call

this one the 'big canoe,' and that the 'conch canoe,'

because it has those shells along its side, and others

we call after their captains, as 'Matau's canoe,'

but we never give them names as we do the chil-

dren. No, dear, you must name it yourself, for I

do not know how, and I fear lest the name I should

give might in some way bring ill luck, you know

some things are unlucky, and that we never can

tell except by experience, and I would not bring

the vessel to misfortune. No, dear, name it your-

self."

"Well then, I shall give her the luckiest name I

know. The schooner is yours, you suggested the
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idea of the cruise, and she shall bear your name,
'The Finau.'"

"Oh, do not call it that, Ritu. Anything else

but my name."

"Why not, dear?"
"

I could not bear it. I love to hear you speak my
name, your voice grows sweet and tender when your

lips move to its sound; but your heart would not

grow warm over the canoe, and its name you would

speak without tenderness, but as you would speak

any other name, and I could not bear to hear it

spoken so. And perhaps from speaking carelessly

of the canoe you might speak my name without

that sweet tenderness, and I should feel as though

you had struck me. I will name the canoe if you
wish."

"What shall she be called then, if I may not use

the sweetest name of all bright fortune?"

"Call it Na Lawedua, after the frigate bird, which

must be lucky for a canoe, since it is the bird which

brings the fair wind."
" A pretty name, Finau dear, and a pretty thought

to boot."

"See! There is one now!" she continued, with

her thoughts still running on the fable or fancy of

the frigate bird.
" Watch it as it moves its strong

wings slowly up and down, now it holds its wings
and skims low down along the sea, and now with-

out an effort it glides high in the air above us, it

circles overhead, and seems to look down upon the

great canoe to which I have just given its name."

Round and round, the great white bird, the larg-
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est in those lands, slowly swung on outstretched

wings with not a flutter of its plumage, and Finau

stretched her palms in air and called to the sky the

ancient prayer
" Dou kila, saka, mada ga me cagi

vinaka send us, lord, a fair wind." Then with one

flap of its broad wings the great bird soared heaven-

ward, poised one moment a white and glistening

speck against the blazing blue, then sailed steadily

seaward, and the schooner was named. As the bird

in rapid flight was lost in the tangle of the sky-blue

and sea-blue, a ripple on the mirror-like bay marked

the coming of the breeze which soon blew gratefully

upon our faces, and whistled sweet airs through the

dry rattle of cocoanut leaves.

At last all work was done, the last spike had been

driven, the last seam calked and paid, the rigging
all set up and the sails bent, the schooner stood

complete upon the ways ready for the launching.

Again the tributary towns were bid come to Na Sau

to make holiday over the launching of the schooner.

From every side they gathered as before and

crowded around the finished fabric.

In the bows stood the master of the matat, Finau

and myself. I asked her not to come, telling her

that while all would probably go well, yet there was

a chance of some accident, and that to that risk I

did not wish to expose her. "All the more reason,

then,
"
she said,

"
that I should be with you. Would

you be willing that I should be alone in any neces-

sary danger? Would you not rather share it with

me ?" Therefore she stood proudly by my side in the

bows, looking down upon the people below respect-
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fully standing behind her father and the other chiefs.

In the waist was a group of the matai ready to assist

me when we were afloat and their services might be

needed. All was in readiness, the ways had been

greased, the last ladder of communication had been

taken down, men stood ready at the blocks to knock

them away at the appointed signal from the chief.

I stepped forward after one rapid comprehensive

glance to see that all was right, I was just in act to

hail the waiting chief that he should give the order,

when all action was arrested by the appearance of

Cikinovu, who sprang before the people with the

war black on his face, with a knobby club upon his

shoulder and a liku of long black threads of grass.

He sprang out into the open space with wild jump-

ings, swung his deadly club about his head, and

beat it down upon the ground, and then began to

speak, a perfect orator, skilled to move his wild

auditors to a fury as I had seen him once before

when unnoticed from his lips I heard the story of

the killing of my former companions.
" Sons of Fijians, hear me, even though yourselves

have ceased to be Fijians, and are white within.

Listen, things of Na Sau
; listen, things of Vadratau

;

listen, men of Na Silai, of Waitovu, of all the towns

about the bay, if any men yet remain therein; listen,

men of the mountains, if any manhood yet remain in

your valleys. Hear the word which I shall speak,

for I am Cikinovu, priest of Na Sau, the last of the

old Fijians.

"You all stand here in Na Sau to-day, where are

your clubs? I see no spears, the whizzing of no ar-
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row delights my ear. Or are you captives whom we

men of Na Sau have not thought worthy of our eating

but have made you such as the kai si whom all disre-

gard ? If you are free Fijians, get your clubs, and I

will fight you all, alone, for such is right; thus did

our fathers to the strangers in our town and even thus

will I do. But you are slaves, you have no clubs,

no spears, no arrows; you dare not fight and I alone

am left, the last free Fijian; you are all slaves, the

slaves of a slave, lower than the kai si.

"You cannot fight, and I will spare you because

we are filled with new ways which our fathers never

knew and which make us to be no longer Fijians,

save only me. But hear me for the word I have to

speak. Town no longer fights with town, as brave

men should. Within our town all things are changed
so that men come wondering from other bays whither

the bruit of it has spread, they look in astonishment

on things which" no Fijian ever saw before, they go
back to their own towns, and they tell them there

that we no longer are Fijians as our fathers were,

and thus our shame flies along the wind even to dis-

tant islands. Because we men of Na Sau spared one

white man to be our slave shall we change all our

ways, shall we all become white at heart and slaves?

Must every custom dear to us and to our fathers and

their fathers before them, be given up?
" Look upon this great canoe which you came

hither to see glide for the first time into the water.

It is not a canoe of the Fijians, it is such a canoe

as the white men use
; they cannot fight, we kill them

when they come to us and eat 'them, save only this
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one and he is our slave. See the white man stand

on the white man's canoe; it is not his, it is ours,

for he is our slave. Go now, look at the path along
which the canoe must slide into the salt water. Is

that path wet or is it dry? Did our fathers launch

their canoes on paths that were dry or were they wet ?

"Hear me, all who once were Fijians! A time

there was before ever this slave came among us,

when we built canoes such as our fathers used to

build in yam plantings now forever gone, and only
their memory remains. They were not such canoes

as this, they were Fijian canoes and carried brave

Fijian warriors. Do you remember, Na Sova, how
one such canoe attacked your town and towed nine

bodies to be eaten at Na Sau, brave men themselves

and the best food for brave men ? Do you re-

member, Waitovu, the seven we took from you ?

And you, Na Silai, have you forgotten your thirteen

brothers? Those were fine canoes and not made
such as this. No, the matai went into the woods

and burnt a big tree down, they did not cut it with

the shining axes of the slave; they rolled it to the

beach; they hollowed it with fire and the teeth of

sharks; they rubbed it smooth with twigs of coral;

they put the bulwarks into place and sewed them

tight; the women wove the mats which were its sail
;

not a single tool of the slave was used, all was done

as brave Fijians knew how to do. When the canoe

was ready, how did they wet its path to the sea, for

it is not meet that a canoe should go over that which

is dry? They wet it with blood.
" Go look at the wooden path made for this canoe.
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It is not wet. Cocoanut oil has been rubbed upon it
;

slaves do that; Fijian freemen wet the paths for their

canoes with blood. Take the white man and wet

with him the canoe path and we shall again be free !"

"You shall not!" thundered out Na Saqa Levu,

as the excited crowd surged toward the ways.
" You

shall not touch him, he is my daughter's slave."

"He is not!" I heard a voice beside me, and saw

Finau leap upon the rail and felt the strong clasp of

her arms.
" He is not my slave, he is my lord, he

is my master. He has made your lives easier and

better. My uncle speaks lies. You shall not wet

the path with him, unless you first have spilt my
blood there for his to mingle with."

Swayed by the courage which rang in Finau's

clear voice the crowd surged back from the bows

and I saw them seize several of the kai si and rush

madly to the stern, where I saw them no more. Na

Saqa Levu, stunned by this odtbreak of old custom,

powerless to resist the sudden reversion to the old

barbarism, averted his head, for he had learnt to

look with disgust upon brutal murder. Shouts soon

arose, he gave the signal to the men at the shores,

I heard the ringing of heavy mallets, at every stroke

the schooner seemed to struggle to escape from the

scene of turmoil. She started toward the sea, a

shout greeted her as her stern splashed into a

smother of foam, she rose upon an even keel and

glided out upon the bay; but as I looked down from

the bows my Ijeart sickened at my hopeless task to

do for these wild people, for every glistening bubble

in the eddying foam bore a fleck of red.

ii



XIII.

A TALE OF LAKEBA MEN.

THIS
savage incident of the launching moved

me to a deep disgust. My heart was stiffened

with white horror, for in those infuriated cries of

demons whom I had learned to know as men, in the

murderous stroke of the clubs, in the frantic gestic-

ulation of waving hands, dying crimson the gentle

air, I saw the overthrow of my most cherished plans

for the advancement of the folk whom I had taught
so patiently and so honestly. I despaired of ever

working them out of their savagery, I could see no

ray of hope that they would ever make themselves

men of civilized instincts. As the bow of Na La-

wedua settled into the water and I felt myself being
carried away, the shore gave me but the picture of

the chief with his arms raised above his head, and

his back turned upon the scene of the massacre he

had been powerless to prevent. I could but feel that

all these months had succeeded only in teaching
these people new weapons for the gratification of

their cruel passions, that they had learned from my
daily lessons only how to be worse savages. Yet I

had no fear for myself, at least I cared not now what

might be done with me, my only fear was for the

slight form which stood beside me, and looked in

162
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scornful anger upon the demons below; how this

would touch Finau, how the mad mob might treat

her in this barbarous upheaval, these were things

I could not foresee. Beside me she stood upon the

rail like a carved figure, a figure of some ancient

goddess moved to the utmost celestial wrath, for her

lips were tightly compressed, her hand clung tight

upon my shoulder, though not for support, and her

eyes were fixed upon the shore.

There is an instinct which stands seamen in good
stead when their wits are gone. Scarcely conscious

of what I did my mind seemed to retain full com-

prehension of its responsibilities and duties, me-

chanically I watched the strip of water grow wider

as the schooner made stern way out upon the bay,

like an automaton I gave the orders to my crew and

soon we rode to an anchor and all was well
;
the

schooner which was to bring the best of civilization

was launched amid the worst of savagery, such is

the irony with which the event too often mocks the

well-matured plan.

But as I saw the flukes of the anchor plash the

water and grow broader with the plash, and seek

the firm white sand through the clear depths, as I

saw the stout cable come taut and rip the surface

with that soft swish which is the sweetest music to

the sailor standing on the top-gallant forecastle and

looking out upon familiar scenes not seen since

many stormy months of intervening voyaging, as I

saw the dripping cable sag once more, and the

schooner lightly rock in the tideway, being tender

because just launched, I sank my heavy cares deep
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within my breast. Then I felt the pride of the

shipwright who has just launched a beautiful vessel,

I felt the exultation of the master when he takes his

first command of a craft which he knows will do

credit to his seamanship. How does a sailor know ?

It must be a sort of instinct, for he knows it the in-

stant his feet touch the deck of a smart ship. As
builder and as master I felt proper pride in my work,
for I had launched a beautiful vessel; as well I

might, for I had kept before my mind those sharp
schooners which even then were famed for the dar-

ing cruises of the Sandy Hook pilots often as far as

Nantucket South Shoal, sometimes as far as George's
and more than once into the fog of the dreaded

Grand Banks themselves. So in the sailor's pleas-

ure I sank the cares of the despairing teacher, and

all the more because Finau, who had all a woman's
lack of interest in fine lines and saucy rake arid had

been watching still the shore while I had turned to

enjoy the schooner, now laid her hand upon my arm
and said, "Look, my lord."

Following her outstretched finger I saw the people

shoving their canoes down the beach with merry
shouts; I do not see how even they, habituated to

scenes of blood, could so soon forget the murder of

the slaves. But forget it they did, or seemed to,

and they shouted words of encouragement and con-

gratulation to us aboard the schooner.

"See my uncle," continued Finau as the canoes

drew near.
" He has washed the war black from

his face, he means no further harm to-day, but I

tremble for the long days that are to come, Ritu,
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for he will surely do you ill. Yet sink those thoughts

which your eyes have spoken to me who now begin

to understand them, though the others would not

even though you should speak them in the simplest

words, save perhaps my father, and even he, I some-

times fear, knows them on his ears alone not in his

mind. Put away those thoughts, my dear, until

some quieter time and meet my uncle and these

folks as though nothing had happened, and thus

perhaps the storm will pass over for the present.

Yet not forever so
;

I do not know, I cannot see to-

morrow until to-morrow's sun doth rise, and all the

breezes blow to my ears the echoes of the yesterdays
with never a voice from times to come, but in my
heart I feel that all this you do for these my people
will be swept away, and with it you and I shall meet

a cruel end. Oh, Ritu, why do you plan to raise a

people who are not worthy of your thought ? Take
this schooner you have built and let us sail away
together to the islands beyond the horizon where

the white men live, away from the fate that awaits

us here, and there let me be your slave among^your
people, for I should not be deemed worthy to be

your wife; let me do for you is all I ask."
"
Child, do you not know that your father trusts

me, here and there one of your people counts upon
me to lead him to a life he does not know, but only

dimly sees, and yet half-blind knows it to be better

than this he leads? Not for life nor even happiness
would I betray that trust. The work which I have

begun that will I continue to the end."
"
Oh, my lord, you are wise but we are fools, and
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you may toil in vain for many yam-plantings to

make us otherwise, aye, even to the time which

comes to all, when you shall be weak and cannot

hear and cannot see, but kneel upon the ground and

bi.d your son or some near kin smite you with a club

to end it all. But remember what I told you, for

here they come."

Shouts from the canoes were answered by my men

on deck. I looked over the rail and watched the

sun-glint on the dripping paddles and the sleek

arms that wielded them, and so the canoes swept

on, Na Saqa Levu and his tributary chiefs in the

foremost and in the second Cikiriovu, with his face

washed clean of its savage decoration and his long

hair once more peacefully wrapped above his fore-

head in a fresh strip of native cloth. To these two

canoes I lowered an accommodation ladder and al-

lowed their occupants to come on deck. To the

others, who pressed curiously about the vessel on

all sides eager to scramble aboard, I explained that

the schooner without ballast was too tender to

have them safely on her deck and that they must

all return to the shore and bring me many loads

of rock to put into her hold. While the canoes

were dashing shoreward on their errand I welcomed

my guests with not a hint that anything untoward

had occurred, except that Na Saqa Levu seized an

opportunity to whisper hurriedly in my ear, "You
act wisely. So act until we have a chance to speak

together privately." I took the visitors all over

the vessel, explaining the purpose of every con-

trivance, and they were attentive listeners. As they
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sat about the cabin deck our talk was interrupted

by the rattle of rock dropping into the hold, and we

went on deck to see the crowd of men of lesser note

stowed where they would least be in the way. Their

canoes were lashed in a long line and securely an-

chored, and when the schooner was ballasted to her

best lines I gave orders to get under way. My matai

were honored by being stationed one at each sheet

and halliard, and each in turn honored his friends

of lesser degree by inviting them to tail on to the

rope under his command. I had given them many
lessons in the duties they would be called upon to

perform, and the teaching was not lost, for they exe-

cuted my orders with the precision of men-o'-wars-

men. Hoisting the fore and main sails the master

of the matai whom I was training to be my mate got

the anchor, at once the headsail and the two top-

sails flew into place and the schooner darted forward

at a lively gait even in the' gentle air that then

sucked in through the mouth of the bay. I tried her

sailing on every point; she skimmed the water with

the wind free, she hardly sagged at all to leeward

when going close-hauled and her only fault was a

slightly weather helm, and that is no fault at all

compared with worse defects that might have been

expected. Calling my mate to the wheel, and

thereby making him the happiest man in all Na Sau,

I laid a course toward the open sea, and then had

leisure time to talk with the more notable of my
guests. They were enthusiastic in their commenda-

tions, and even Cikinovu was driven to a half ac-

knowledgment that the white man's canoe might
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have some advantages, and that was a great conces-

sion to drag from one so firmly set in his convic-

tions as he. Once clear of the barrier reef I beat up
for several miles along the coast, slipping into

one bay after another and slipping out again be-

fore the astonished people on the shore had finished

their shouting, and thus for several hours I gave
the schooner a thorough test. Then filling away for

the homeward run we were soon at anchor in the

cove of Na Sau, our guests had gone ashore, and un-

der other circumstances I should have felt that they
had learned another step along the path toward prog-

ress. The crew were busy on deck stowing the

sails and in the cabin sat Finau, Na Saqa Levu

and myself.

"It is not so bad as it seems, Ratu Ritu," said

the chief, speaking abruptly as though we had al-

ready been discussing the episode of the morning.
" From where you stood you could not see, but I

watched them all the while that meddling priest was

talking, and I know that not one of our people here

in Na Sau sprang forward to carry out his words,

nor even the best of those in the other towns, but

only such as he has always led by his lies. They
were the ones who did the deed. Our people were

taken by surprise, they have gone on in the way
which you have taught us until, like me, they had

almost forgotten the sacrifice which wets a canoe's

first path to the sea, they could not foretell what

was coming, and it was all done so quickly that

they had no time to protest, even had they felt in-

clined. Now that the deed has been done they think
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little more about it, not at all as you and I keep it

in our minds."

"But you might have checked it had you wished,"

I said somewhat resentfully. "You found time to

try to save me by a subterfuge, a flat lie, which your

daughter, my wife, had the true womanhood to cor-

rect, careless what the cost might be, for to her as to

me honor is a more desirable thing than life."

"Yet I did it to save your life."

"When Cikinovu calls me a slave I smile and

the men of Na Sau laugh heartily, for they see his

wicked spite. But you this day have told ail the

people about the bay of the Black Duck, and the

men from the mountains, that I am a slave. When
Na Saqa Levu calls me a slave, then am I declared a

slave indeed, and no more to be held in regard than

are the kai si. But pass that over. Why did you
not save the men who were killed? Are you chief of

Na Sau, and lord over all the towns about the bay,

and for as much distance toward the mountains as

a warrior can travel in half a day? Are you a chief

over all men that they should follow a mad babbler

like this priest and you be powerless to prevent?"
"But the men they killed were only kai si."
"
Then, chief, you have much to learn if you think

that life is not as sacred in the meanest slave as in

the noblest chief. Under the uplifted club chief

and slave are equal, it is only one thing they each

can lose and that menaced life can be no dearer to

one than to the other. When first you asked me to

guide you to better things I told you that you first

must learn to respect the life of a man, that you must
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not waste him by the club, but make him useful with

your tools and mine. Now you must start afresh

at the very beginning, and learn that lesson, or else

you can never hope to reach the better life."

"Never mind that, Ritu," said Finau, with tact

very grateful just then, for I was making no effort

to soften my reproof, and the chief was by no means

enjoying the turn which the conversation had taken.

"Father will learn from this, and will be more

watchful in the future to check anything which seems

a return to the old ways. And, as he said, it was

not our people who did this thing, but the wild men
from other towns who believe in Cikinovu and his

words, because they have not had the chance to see

how good you are. But the men on deck are sing-

ing, they must have finished their work, and will be

glad to go ashore to the feast which awaits us all.

Let us go, and remember that the deed which has

been done may not by bitter words be undone."

She was right, and we were men enough to trust

the wit of this woman so dear to us both. Not

another harsh word was said by us, the bitter thought
left our minds. Yet if the chief had only dared to

make a firm stand then against the bloody ancient

custom there might have been a different ending to

this story than an old man in a stuffed arm-chair

sadly looking back over leagues of years and roll-

ing sea.

Now that NaLawedua was fairly afloat, it seemed

best to go at once about the business on which we
had determined, for delays, always dangerous, would

be doubly so since Cikinovu having attained one
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conspicuous success would seek for more. Against
his machinations and the thoughts with which

he inspired his followers there was but one potent

argument, material prosperity for every man within

the limits of the federation. To secure this we

had but one plan, and that was to trade with remoter

islands in order that we might fill up the hold of

any trader who should chance our way. With what

we already had in store, one successful voyage of

the schooner would place us in a position to fully

load a much larger vessel than the brigs which then

plied in the island trade. No trader had visited

us since the capture of the Janet, but it was im-

possible to say when we might sight a royal on

the horizon, bringing success to the plans of the

chief. Therefore, the sooner we flew Blue Peter

the better.

Our trading outfit was easily supplied. When the

brig was dismantled her trade was put in store-

houses and a tabu laid upon them. Since that time

we had drawn from the store only such articles as

were actually needed in the pursuit of our plan or

for presents to tributary towns. Thus, I was able

to fill the store lockers of Na Lawedua with cali-

coes and tobacco, and iron enough to bring in copra
sufficient to load a fleet of schooners such as ours.

Much to the chief's chagrin, I insisted upon carry-

ing all the muskets and ammunition with me, not

only for the safety of my own party, but of those

left behind as well. At last the trade was all stowed

away in the lockers, the schooner was victualled

and the crew was shipped. The rest of the town
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was feasting, but Finau and I were spending the

evening in the chief's house.

"Whither you will sail I cannot tell you," said

Na Saqa Levu in lieu of sailing directions. "But

from the summit of the mountains behind the town

I once looked out to the northward, having won
the heights by hard fighting. Close at hand below

me lay the towns of the other side of Kadavu.

Then I saw the sea stretching out for many miles,

and in it was the island of Beqa, and then far north

I saw the distant mountains in Viti Levu. An old

man was with me, very old was he and very wise,

but he died long years ago, and the things which

he knew have gone from the memory of men
;
he

told me that Viti Levu was very large, so large

that a canoe could not sail around it in ten days,

but perhaps he lied, men do lie about distant things.

He told me, too, that these islands which we saw

were not the only ones on which Fijians live, for that

he remembered that a canoe came once into the bay
of the Black Duck in a great gale when he was a

wee boy. The men in it paddled laboriously up to

the beach of Na Sau, and then fell down as though

they were dead, and so they were not eaten. Yet

they were not dead, but only faint with hunger and

thirst, and after a space they came back to life.

And they, too, spoke Fijian, but they spoke it after

a different fashion from the men of Kadavu, and

it was hard to comprehend them. But my father's

grandfather, for he was chief then, kept these men
and fed them, and when the gale ceased gave them

store of yams and fresh water, and put them into
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their canoe and went with them past the other towns

even to the mouth of the bay, lest they should come

to harm. Being grateful, they said to him, 'We
are kai Lakeba, and to us you have given yams and

water, and you have not eaten us. We now shall go

home, and if we ever reach our home we shall tell

it to all for a saying that if any man shall come at any
time toLakebaand shall say that he is a kai Kadavu,
then will the men of Lakeba not seek to eat him, but

will give him water and yams.
'

So said the old man
to me, but whether it was truth or whether it was

lies I do not know, for he died when I was yet a

young man, and my father's grandfather died long
before him.

" And this Lakeba, whether it is an island or a

town or just a lying name of no place at all I do

not know, except that the old man said that it lay

somewhere in the direction whence blows the wind.

Yet I counsel you to seek, this Lakeba, and if you
do not find it it is well, perchance you will come to

other land; and if you do find it say to the men of

the place that which I have told you I learned from

the old man when I was young. Yet in recollec-

tion of their visit, and the name their leader bore,

there is always one among us called by that name,
and thus it happens that my daughter, like my sister

and my father's sister both are dead, each as

gladly die our Fijian women in honor of their hus-

bands bears the name Finau."

Yet another care remained for me before I could

sail, and that was my dear Finau, from whom I was

to be now for the first time separated. I longed to
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have her with me, she was eager to go, but after

carefully examining every chance that might arise

she herself decided that she must remain to watch

over the work which I had so far accomplished.
That last night we sat side by side on the mats of our

house, and she snuggled against my breast, and what

she said and what I said as we viewed our first

parting no curious man or woman shall ever know,
that is my sweet memory.



XIV.

THE ANCHOR'S WEIGHED.

WHO
has not sometimes idly tarried down

among the fragrant docks to watch some

merchantman cast off her warps and drop down

stream, and so to sea that lies in sight; and then to

other seas that more distant lie beyond the swelling

round that blocks the gaze, which all the time seems

piercing the profound until the eyesight fails, not

the distance, which looks as though yet stronger

eyes might pierce it deeper, and, after all, the

clearest eye or finest glass can never see beyond
a simple score of miles? Upon the wharf lounge a

knot of idlers drawn by man's natural curiosity to

watch the toil of others; they wonder what last

most important piece of business sends spruce clerks

hurrying down to speak some undistinguishable
words to the master leaning over the rail; they cu-

riously stare at a few who seem to stand weighed
down with care that may not find relief in words.

Upon the ship the sails new bent hang in the gas-

kets, Blue Peter flaps proudly at the fore and the

ensign drops in colored folds from the jackstaff.

Upon the quarter deck stands the master talking
with the pilot, whose duty is to take him clear of

longshore dangers, now and again he hails some
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friendly face upon the pier in a voice that tells of

fog and gale and sweltering calms beneath the

steaming line. On the forecastle stands the mate, al-

ready dressed in the coarse clothing of a man who
fears no work; he awaits the order, and meanwhile

he has a word with people of a meaner sort, who

gaze in silence on the dignity of the quarter-deck,

and then seek a word from the mate, in the hope
that when he in turn goes in command they may
follow his promotion and win some little glory

among the loungers by being of the favored few to

whom the master will wave his hand and say,

"Look for us in eight months to a day," and for

that eight months' space they scan the shipping news

for word of the good ship with which they may re-

gale their meaner friends in turn, and speak so

cunningly of tradewinds and doldrums on the line

and great circle tracks that one would think them

admirals retired or post captains at the very least.

In the waist stand the sailors in lounging poses, ever

a silent race except when their tongues are loosed for

that monologic form of speech which they call the

yarn; thus they stand and look idly forth upon the

town, with now and then a lifting of the weather

eye to the fluttering of the dog-vane, mere force of

ocean habit, and their hands hanging by their sides

are hollow crooked from finger tip to wrist as

though they had taken a lasting bent from the

halliards and the braces they had hauled upon,

from the sheets they had bowsed down, and the

multitudinous tacks they had taken in. The last

clerk with pen behind the ear and inky stains upon
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his sleeves comes bustling down from the counting-

house, quick orders follow, ready hands upon the

shore stand by to cast off the warps, proud to play
even some trifling part in the day's event, the dull

rattle of the windlass pawl is heard, the ship draws

slowly sternward, the sailors start their shanty to a

lively tune, faster glides the ship, the warps are one

by one cast off, she's in the stream, courses and

topsails drop from the yards as busy men like spiders

run about the maze of cordage, hanks rattle on the

stays as the headsails are hoisted home, the ship

feels the breeze, her sails begin to fly as yards are

pointed truer, she sails away and all the idlers

lounge off to other busy idleness. But on the wharf

still shyly waits a woman here, a woman there, and

strains her eyes to see the last of the stately ship
that carries all she loves in life to leave a sad sweet

memory; and as the last faint speck dips out of

sight, and not even a woman's fond imaginings can

raise it to gladden her heart by yet another glitter-

ing glimpse, she thanks with overwelling heart the

rough man of the longshore tribes who says with

rude kindness: "Heart up, marm, he'll come back,

they always do, leastways most always." And so

the ships sail out to sea and women day by day

grow weary of their sad ignorance of what gales

may meet their dear ones on the other side of the

world.

In civilization so; so in savagery and even more.

We were the first to clear the bay of the Black

Duck in search of that which no man knew, we
could not tell whither we might be bound, we could

12
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place no limit to our voyage, we were to sail into

a sunlit bank of ignorance as canoes sometimes

sailed into a bank of clinging fog and all at once

bewildered knew not how to steer for home, and

listened in dread to the humming of the conch

which might mean friend and might mean foe,

and in the smother none might know.
" We go to

seek Lakeba whence blows the wind," said we, and

others sadly said, "Lakeba is bujt a tale of the

fathers, and who knows where it is to be found, and

what it is if ever found? Instead you may wander

over seas where no land shows, and eat all your

food and drink all your water, and fail to find again

the well-known hills of our Kadavu, and so starving

and thirsting you may die and never see your homes

again. Or you may land on islands yet unknown

and wild people may fall upon you and never again

shall we see you. You dare too much, you never

will return."

Even in our crew were those who gladly went

upon the voyage on the sea that no man knew, yet

when the dawn came to the day of sailing they felt

a manly fear of that which might befall, a manly

regret for all they left behind. Here one sat upon
the beach fondling his children who knew not what

meant all the stir and simply laughed as at another

feasting holiday; and as such a child prattled

merrily of innocent sport and planned a merry

romp with his father, the father looked above the

childish head into the glistening eyes of the stooping

mother, and what eye spoke to answering eye is

the story which all the world around brave man
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going forth to face danger tells to' even braver wo-

man who hides despair. Others of the. younger men
stood in knots of warning friends and loudly talked

of this and that which they would do and in this

sort of bluster veiled their natural trepidation, yet

deceived their friends no more than they did them-

selves. Here one or two who either had no ties at

home, or more callous to danger, felt no fear, busied

themselves in all the little cares which press them-

selves on men who leave their homes.

With early dawn canoes put out from other towns

filled with those who were curious to watch our

start, glooming shadows on the livid surface of the

dusky morning sea. But as the sun drew nearer,

there sprang to life as in a flash of eye a narrow

band of light in the eastern sky, crimson in the mid-

dle part and fining down to filmy pink at either end.

While I gazed wondering whether this were omen of

our voyage or simple weathen-sign, the gorgeous sun

swelled into sight, and Finau laid her hand upon

my arm. "Come, my lord, the breakfast waits;"

she spoke as simply as though this dawn were as the

dawn of countless yesterdays happily spent, but her

eyes she turned away from me, and I knew why, and

in my heart I thanked her for it.

Though I had no appetite and little relish for

the food, I ate, for I felt the thought with which

Finau had toasted those slices of yam over the fire,

and I was resolved that she should not break down,
and lead us both to give way to the sorrow which

we each were mastering by a hard struggle. When
I pushed the remnant of the food away from me I
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looked up and caught my wife's eye and in an in-

stant we were together.

"Oh, Ritu," she said, "it is thus I wish to say

farewell to you, here in our own home away from

the sight of all, and clinging to you who are so

strong and good. I long to go with you and shield

you from harm, but I know it cannot be, and that I

can help you better by taking up a little of your
work here. I will indeed be brave, and I will do

every day this thing and that thing, as I know you
would do it were you here; it is only the little

things that I can do, but I will do them as best I

can."
"
I know it, dear, but do not make light of your

work. It is the faithful doing of the little things

which makes success; life goes on nobly to great

deeds if only the little things are done each in its

turn, but he who frets at the little things of life, and

scorns them for that they are little, always seeking

some great thing to do, fails of the great achieve-

ment he seeks and doubly fails of comfort and con-

tent by reason of the neglected trifles. No, dear,

do every day that work which lies next your hand to

do and you will be doing the work which I would

have you do, for that is duty."

"That will I gladly do, my lord, nor seek some

great achievement for which my hands are all too

weak. Most of all will I counsel my father in

every act that he may continue to deal with the peo-

ple as you have taught him, for I fear, Ritu, lest he

despond at the first reverse of fortune. Hitherto,

with you to guide him all has gone well, and he has
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been lifted up with success, but now you go away,

and he is left alone, perhaps to make mistakes un-

warned, and I fear the first unsuccess will cause him

to think his cherished hope hopeless indeed."
"
Yes, Finau, sustain your father, but do not for-

get the others."
"
Indeed, I know what you would have me do. I

will see that all do faithfully that which you have

taught them. When you tarry long away from us, I

will call to me the wives of those who sail with you,

and bid them think of the brave deeds our men are

doing, and the fame that will come to them at home

and in distant towns; aye, though my heart shall

almost burn away, they shall every day have encour-

agement."
"I trust you, my wife, I know that you will do

your best, and when I return successful from this

voyage we need never again be separated. Come

now, dear, we must make our parting, for by the

stir I know that all is in readiness, and it is not

seemly that I, who lead, should longest linger, while

the others wait my coming."
The sad parting was a brief one. What words I

said to her as she clung for very life to me, what

words she said to me wrapping her in my strong

clasp, I may not write, though my mind is filled

with them. After all these years my eyes still

plainly see the picture which fell upon them, as I

opened the door that we might go forth to our sad

business, and turned from the eager, chattering

throng streaming down to the beach, that I might
take one last look at the home which I might never
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see again. Sadly I shut the door and turned to the

work which lay before me to do.

Never had the beach of the cove of Na Sau seen

such a gathering as was there that morning, every

man, woman, and child from all the towns about the

bay and in the mountains had come to see the ex-

pedition start, and hazard some guess as to our

chances of return. Each man of Na Sau was the

centre of an admiring crowd, who listened eagerly

while he explained our plans, each differently, and

all most comically wide of the truth, although the

matter had been carefully rehearsed to them in

many a veibose. Upon the water was moored a

mighty fleet of canoes in orderly rows, .leaving a

straight lane down the middle, where, a stone cast

from the sands, our long boat lay at anchor, filled

with a laughing crew of merry boys, who were proud
to feel that by caring for our boat they were con-

tributing to the success of the great day. Others

disappointed of a place in the boat, pelted with

pebbles their luckier playmates, then tiring of that,

ran a small canoe into the water, parted affection-

ately from their friends ashore, paddled down the

water lane cheering with every stroke, slyly drew

the stake which moored a large double canoe of Na
Silai, which happened to be last in line, embarked

upon it with much form, hoisted sail and went ca-

reering about the cove shouting that they were

bound for Lakeba, heedless of the shouts of the

angry owners of the canoe.

The last partings had been said, the boys had

paddled our boat in to the shore and held it ready
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for the embarcation, my men stood by my side in a

knot, above us was a semicircle of chiefs, and be-

hind them stood in sober silence a throng of people.

Even the cruising boys hastily moored their stolen

canoe and swam ashore, where they hung like clus-

tered fruit among the leaves of the cocoanuts, that

they might be sure of seeing everything.

When all was so still that I could hear the clatter

of the claws of the little hermit crabs scuttling down

the sand, Na Saqa Levu stepped to my side and spoke
that all might hear.

"Fijians! I can call you that now, no longer

are we warring towns, but each lives in peace with

his neighbor. There lies the schooner which we
have built, here are the men who are to sail away
in it to bring back good things not for themselves

alone, not for Na Sau alone, but for each man of

you an equal portion. It is a great undertaking,

some of you fear one thing, some fear another.

Listen then, to the words of^our Lord of Industry."

Standing on a balk of timber so that all might see

me I began to speak.

"Friends, you know why we go a-sailing. We
go to seek Lakeba where are our friends since the

time of the fathers. Where Lakeba is you do not

know nor do I, but we shall some way find it. Or
if not we shall at least find other lands, and there

we shall get store of such things as we may sell to

the white men when next they come into our bay.

Now some of you have fears lest we shall come to

harm; listen, then, while I tell you that your fears

are groundless. Some think that haply strange folk
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may fall upon us and kill us all. In the schooner

are the hard reeds of the white men, and we know
how to use them and ten times our number could not

capture us. Others think that when we sail so far

away that we can no longer see the hills of Kadavu
we shall be lost like canoes in a fog, and cannot

find our way back home again. That is not so, I

have the implements with which the white men find

the paths upon the pathless sea, and with them I

might sail a year without a sight of land and at the

end come hither again without mistake. How long
our voyage will be we cannot know until it is ended,
but soon we shall return with store of good things

for you all which shall make you lords over chiefs

in many distant towns. Now it is time to part,

but remember we shall all return."

"Stay yet a moment," shouted Cikinovu, who
must always prate his opposition whenever many
people were assembled.

" Were I chief this strange

canoe should never sail away, but I am nothing
but Cikinovu the priest, the last of the free Fijians,

who always speaks boldly the thought within his

mind. The white slave is going away, he tells you

why, he tells you that he will return and make you
lords over distant chiefs. Lies, all lies. He is

going to sail away never to return and these our

friends, he will make his slaves in the far distant

islands of the white men."

"He lies, my uncle tells you lies!" I heard the

voice of Finau in the crowd calling thus to the

people. "My husband will return through storm

and wreck and every peril, for he leaves me here,
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and nothing will keep him from returning to me.

Shove off, Ritu!"

We took our places in the boat and pulled along
the lane of canoes, but we heard the voice of Ciki-

novu still shouting. "I may not stop the sailing,

but I tabu it of success. A gale shall smite the

canoe, and it shall sink before our eyes, even before

it leaves our bay."
I gave a skyward look, in the east the crimson

bar of the dawn lay still a glistening bank of fleecy

cloud, not another speck was in the sky. When we

reached the schooner, and began to shake loose the

sails, the people on the shore regained their cour-

age and forgot the priest's forebodings, they swarmed

into their canoes and shouted encouraging words as

they paddled alongside. We got the anchor and

with a light breeze headed down the bay hoping to

make a good offing before nightfall. One by one

the canoes which accompanied us gave a parting
hail and soon we were alone. Meanwhile the*

weather changed, the light air died away and we
were left in dead calm rocking to the heavy swell

that rolled in through the pass. The glass suddenly
fell and to be ready for squalls I reduced the

schooner to her snuggest canvas. The cloud which

had hung steadily in the eastern sky now came driv-

ing down the wind in great flecks which hid the sun.

Overhead all was leaden, around us the sea heaved

in long oily swells, over all the land and sea shone a

strange livid dullness which brought out distinctly

every object. As yet not a breath of wind had

come to move us to a safe anchorage. Suddenly the
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air was filled with a great rushing and roaring, I

saw trees snap and go floating through the air from

the crest of the eastern hills, I grasped the wheel

with firmer clasp and though the first fury of the

gale nearly laid us on our beam ends the schooner

righted and drove forward close, hauled and we an-

chored under the lee of one of the points which make
the entrance of the bay.

No sooner was our anchor down than one of the

crew crying out "the priest's tabu," leaped over-

board and was carried astern in the wild swirl of

waters. I mustered all hands and spoke to them

quietly to prevent the spread of the panic and by

quick action succeeded. When the rain began to

fall in huge drops that stung like pebbles we all went

below into the cuddy, for nothing more remained to

do on deck. There we listened to the crash of trees

on the near by shore, to the pelting of the rain on

deck, to the hissing of the water as it seethed about

the quarter and to the fierce howling of the baffled

gale. So long as our ground tackle held we were in

no danger and I soon convinced myself that we were

not dragging So passed the day, the night and

the next day without change.



XV.

THE PRIEST'S TABU.

THERE
is a savage grandeur in the fury of the

tropical gales impossible to conceive of unseen,

impossible to forget when once seen. The sky above

is a compact mass of swirling gloom from which

dart down great tongues of dense blackness as if to

lick up the puny earth beneath; round and round

about the zenith in a never-ending dance whirl these

clouds, now rising to vast heights above, now drop-

ping irresistibly until it almost seems that the solid

earth must flatten into powder and blow away if

once the dropping mass should strike. Not even a

vertical sun with all its utmost strength of torrid

rays can find a gap in the menacing destruction, not

a single shimmer of light can force its hopeful mes-

sage to the stricken land, all is dull and ashen with

a livid gloom against which the forest greens loom

black and fantastically distorted. The only light

is the jagged flash of the lightning which leaps
with many dartings, many angles, from the heav-

enly pole sheer to the horizon or hurls itself through
mid space and shatters trees and towering pinnacles
of rock into shivered ruin; worst of all are the

broad cascades of flowing flame that dash from

cloudy precipices and light for minutes at a time

187
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the struggling earth where even the mountains seem

to bend and yield to the overmastering violence, and

the trees like human things toss mercy-seeking arms

to the merciless gale. The hidden depths of the sky
are peopled with majestic voices which not even the

booming thunder avails to silence, the anger of the

wind, the mocking of the tempest, the sad sobbing
of the gentle breezes of happier days now powerless
to stay the might of their rude companions. No

living thing, nor man nor beast, dares venture in the

mad convulsion of the elements. The forest birds

which balance brightly clad in laughing air have

sought the ground like humbler dunghill fowl and

have burrowed into piles of wasting rubbish for

shelter from the doom that shrieks above; the gulls

and petrels have screamed in vain against the ap-

proaching storm and sought a sorry refuge in rocky
chinks and crevices of the shore whence beady eyes

peer out upon the waste their angry scolding cannot

stay; even the frigate bird has battled against the

gale until he, too, is conquered and soars away on

fugitive wing to seek sunnier seas. Man cowers in

his hut of grass and thatch, which bends and writhes

above him, threatening to involve him in the com-

mon ruin, but his cunning art resists nature's brute

violence, secure against the wind and rain he waits

until the storm is past even as do the birds. Through
his plantations howls the gale and snaps his cocoa-

nuts so that their leafy crowns go skirling through
the air like fabled birds to fall in ruin on some dis-

tant place. The rain moves on upon the sight like

a solid wall, the water falls in blocks completing
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now, and now effacing the ruin of the wind. Nor is

the fury a short-lived paroxysm; it lasts for days
and nights scarce gloomier than the stormy days,

and when its fury is spent and the cloud rifts show

the glorious sun once more whose rays draw shafts

of steam from the drowned and dripping earth then

men sadly creep abroad and mark how all the toil of

years has been overwhelmed into nothingness. But

being men they set to work to clear away the wreck

and begin again with courage all undaunted; and

nature, being kind and well disposed toward her

tropic lands, covers all the ruin with fresh growth.

So raged the gale about us and gave as yet no

sign of ceasing. But we were safe, though tempest-

tossed
;
that chance which stands a daring venture in

good stead had carried us to a sort of shelter where

our anchors held; the two cables had twisted as we

spun around in the whirling waters until they were

laid in one great hawser from cutwater to anchor

rings, but the bitts were firm and the anchor flukes

bit through the sand deep into the coral rock below

and so we lay secure for each moment as it passed,

yet fearing what assault the next might bring upon
our weakness. No watch was kept, for twenty
watches could have done no good as long as we lay

a feeble thing in the tempest's mighty hand. Now
one and now another would pick his way through
the companion hatch for a moment's glance at sea

and sky and shore, and dashing the salt: spray from

his smarting eyes and tingling cheeks would say
"
no change," and so in silence sat we all within the

cuddy nor even thought for listening to the tumult
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of the wind and water. Toward nightfall of the

second day, if one can say that night fell dark

upon a day that had not shone, the mercury which

had hung low now turned to rise. Not that it yet
had risen by even so much as a single notch upon
the scale but to the tapping finger the shining col-

umn gave a feeble upward leap scarce seen by the

anxious eye to which that timid movement brought

hope of sunny days to come, a leap so slight that

the finest vernier could not record it, but there it

was, the first gleam of hope.

Encouraged by this slender thread which spun it-

self into the rope that led the clue to better fortune

I ventured to creep along the deck with a life-line's

help and tended all the cares that needed me. I

slacked again the rain-taut gear and felt the tense

back stays whose diapason sang fierce melodies to

the screaming wind, for, helpless to slack them off,

I wondered would they stand until the gale had

blown its fury out or snap the spars and leave us

wrecked in port before our duty was scarce half be-

gun. The cables, too, I scanned with anxious eye
and thought of laying more chafing gear until I felt

their steely tenseness which never slacked the small-

est fraction of an inch where one could slip the thin-

nest sheet of paper in. Powerless, yet filled with

mighty hope, I crouched beneath the shelter of the

weather rail and watched the angry sky and raging
sea and the dark gloom of the suffering land. As I

stood in insignificance yet conqueror of the stormy

vastness, humble in my pride yet proud in my hu-

mility, there came upon my ear a human sound so
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low, so faint, so smothered in the din of nature's

shouting that I scarcely heard and hearing could not

bring myself to trust my ear. But my heart be-

lieved and leapt in agony, for the sound was one

which never failed to start the blood rushing on its

round and pouring back as though the heart would

overfill; it was the voice of Finau calling me. But

oh, how changed from her happy ringing tones; it

was the sobbing and the wailing of despair, and

whether real or such figment of the brain as some-

times comes wraith-like to men when unsuspected

death lurks near I could not tell. Heedless of the

beating rain and battering spray I stood erect and

strained my storm-blinded eyes shoreward against

the raging wind. Long I stood in dreadful expec-

tation, straining eyes and ears in vain. Despite the

darkness, despite the smothering storm, my eyes

seemed to pierce the obscurity even to the deeper
shades of the land, but nothing could I see. Suddenly
a vivid dart of lightning tipped every wave with a

spot of fire, again that cry smote my ear, nearer

yet fainter as of one fast failing through exhaustion,

the cry was my own name, "Ritu,
"

in despairing
tone. I caught a moment's glimpse of a head bat-

tling against the waves and saw in that flash the

sweep of an arm upon the water as of one who swims.

Little need to wonder how it came about, little need

to ask who it was, my heart told me truly that the

faithful one had dared every danger of the cruel gale

and the still more cruel wave to seek me out. No

longer thinking of my own danger I cast the life-

line adrift and coiled it on my arm and stood cling-
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ing to the fore-rigging as I wildly watched the

black sea. Loudly I called to the wild darkness

"Finau! Finau!" but the words almost strangled

me as the wind blew them back upon my lips. The
mad commotion of the elements fell unnoticed on

my ear; while that voice was silent all sound was

dead, all the world to me seemed mute in the still-

ness of death. Again I heard the cry, now close

below me; I saw a darker spot moving toward me
with the speed of wind

;
I cast the line, my only hope.

Quickly its coils paid off my arm, I felt a slight

strain upon my waist wfiere I had made fast the

standing end, a pull so slight that it could have

been nothing but the send of the sea as the rope

sagged down to leeward. In that moment of dull

despair my brain swam with doubt that I had heard

a voice or seen aught beside some floating cocoanut,

mere wreckage and flotsam of the gale. Well it was

for me that in my mind that doubt for even a single

moment abode and kept me from a reckless, hopeless

plunge into the sea, for in the distant there came a

tug upon the line that almost tore me from my fran-

tic grasp of the rigging. Some fathoms more or

less of the slightest line stretched out into the night

and roaring sea, at one end I, my wife at the

other, and I alone must win her back to me by haul-

ing in with my unaided arms, for I could not call to

those below. It seemed hours of agony as I strained

and tugged upon that slender line, winning now a

fathom and again by hardest holding clinging fast

to what I had won, but my hope was great so long

as I had a load to pull at all, for that meant life
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upon the waves. Then came a time when out of

the darkness a groping hand sought mine and clasp-

ing held for life or death
;
and then the others clasped

and then from very death I drew my Finau out and

hurried her across the tossing deck where now I ran

with steadfast foot though creeping when I first came

up, and so below to astonish the others to see two

come out of the gale when only one had gone to face

it. Then we sank exhausted and I had no thought

to do or act save the abiding peace that I had saved

my wife. But while I lay in the stupor of the worn

out man who has done well the trying work which

fell to him to do, I somehow felt the gentle touch of

woman's hand and raised my eyes to gaze deep into

the eyes of Finau as she bent over me; and all was

well, for we were once more together and I was firm'

we should not part again. But what we deepest

felt we seldom spoke and simply,
"
I have weighty

news, my lord," she said.

Some ran here and some ran there forgetful of the

storm and soon a smoking meal was ready to put

new life within us, the first hot food we had tasted

since the gale began. Being most of all a sailor I

turned to look upon the glass and found to my de-

light that the silver column stood the breadth of sev-

eral lines above the pointer, in token that the worst

was over and the gale would soon begin to break.

When all had duly fed we sat in curious attention

to hear the weighty news which Finau bore, news so

grave that to bear it she risked her life in every

mile of limb-tossing forest and almost lost it by the

hazardous plunge into the boiling sea.

13
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"When you sailed and the fleet of our canoes at-

tended you," she began her tale, "we forgot the evil

word of Cikinovu the priest and every one rejoiced

at the fairness of the start and looked forward to the

happy ending of the voyage. And when the wind

fell and we saw you rocking at the mouth of the

bay some even went to the priest and jeering said,

'Where is your dreadful gale, when every breath of

wind has gone and Na Lawedua lies tossing on the

shining water ?' But he in ancient proverb spoke:

'Till set of sun the day is never done,' and yet

another saying of the fathers, 'When the wind

lies dead under midday sun ten winds rush in to

bury it.' Some jeered still more, but others thought

upon his words and feared the upshot of that day.

But when the clouds began to blow across the sky
and the birds screamed and scrambled for shelter

into piles of brush, then some looked thoughtfully

at the sky as if to spy out the weather and some held

moistened fingers up to feel the first coming of the

wind. The sky grew darker and our hearts grew

heavy, and some at first of the weaker sort and, as

the panic grew, still others screamed up the town

and down 'The priest's tabu is coming now to pass!
'

until the town was filled with crazy screaming folk.

Now, what was I to do in such a doleful pass? I

stood upon the beach and showed to all who came

about me that you were watchful of the weather and

some sails you lowered and made others smaller;

and some felt better for the sight, too crazed with

doubt and dread to look for themselves until I bade

them. Then came the wind and all the people hurried
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home and barred their doors and were thankful for

the doors you made in place of flimsy mats that let

the rain come in; yet because the priest, cunning in

the weather, had prophesied a gale they felt con-

vinced that it was in judgment on the later ways
which gave them doors against the rain. Being
wise they barred their doors and kept their houses

dry, being fools they inwardly resolved to replace

hereafter the ancient mats and break the doors for

firewood. Alone upon the beach I watched and saw

the schooner bend down to the gale and then recover-

ing dart ahead, but whether into safety I could not

tell, for the rain came down and blotted out my
sight. Therefore I crawled back against the wind

and rain and sought my father's house, our own I

could not bear to enter while you were in such peril,

and there I found him cowering in deep despondency,
as I feared he would do at the first apparent stroke

of misfortune. He firmly felt that the priest's tabu

had brought the gale to punish all for venturing to

disregard the old Fijian ways.
" So we sat long hours in the house, not speaking,

thinking each our different thoughts. Then in the

howling of the storm we heard a sound as of one

clutching hold upon our thatch and then a sound

upon the door. I went to draw the bar which held

it shut and then came in a figure with a gust of

mighty wind that blew our lighted strings of can-

dlenuts into darkness and sent the fire in our oven

roaring up the chimney. When we made a light

once more our eyes fell on Cikinovu standing on the

mats, his liku with its threads of grass wind-tangled
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into a web, as when a clumsy child essays to weave
a mat not knowing how

;
the strip of mast round about

his hair was sodden into pulp that bulged and burst

asunder and smeared his brow with clotted lumps of

paper; upon his shoulder yawned an open wound but

he looked at us triumphantly.
"You scorned my words, Na Saqa Levu, from the

first,' he said, 'you refused to do that which I bade

you, thinking that you and your white slave were

wiser than all our fathers who have gone before.

This have you done new and that new thing have you
two made until a true Fijian coming hither would say
that no Fijians dwelt herein but stranger folk. You
see this gash upon my shoulder ? Even as I came along

against the storm to speak with you a pot dashed

by the gale broke upon me here and wounded me,
and had not your white slave taught the people to

lay bottomless pot on pot to lead the smoke away
I should have come unscathed as our fathers faced

fearlessly every gale without a thought of tumbling

crockery. That I am wounded by a tumbling bit of

fire-baked clay is little, it is much that you have

changed all our Fijian ways and made freemen slaves

in bondage to your slave. I have reasoned with you

privily and you scorned me for a fool, I have argued
in veibose and the people led by you have laughed at

me for a fool. I am no fool; on this last piece of

your folly I laid a solemn tabu and you see the gale
that blows upon the town fiercer than any you or I

have known. The slave will surely die within the

harbor mouth in the wreckage of his vessel, that is

fated. But you must promise me that you will make
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thhigs as they were before he came, make Fijians

follow once again Fijian ways and let us not disgrace

our fathers. Then the storm will spend its force

contented with the damage it has done.'
"
Just then we heard a voice as of one shouting

over miles of sea from one canoe into another and

something smote upon our door with one dull thump
and all was still save for the angry voices of the

gale. I held the string of blazing nuts away from

the extinguishing blast of the wind while my father

and my uncle unbarred the door, and, as it swung

open, there fell into their arms a senseless human

thing all torn by rain and bruised by strange mis-

chances, and as he fell he opened his mouth to

scream again *Na Saqa Levu,
' and was as dead. We

set to work to make a man of him again, and I was

first to know his face and moaned in anguish, for I

knew that he had sailed with you that morning and

I feared to learn yet longed to know your fate.

" At last he came to life and sat propped up within

these arms of mine and told in feeble voice of how

you sailed against the gale and safely anchored.

But when he told of how he deserted you in the hour

of danger, I let the coward fall and washed away
his filth from off my arms and breast, and Cikinovu

held him up to finish out his paltry tale.
" Then my father in his dejection spoke, for all

his plans of greatness seemed brought to naught and

dragged in slime and dirt: 'Often have you spoken,

Cikinovu, often have I disregarded what you said.

But you were right and I was wrong, and the storm

has taught me not to fight against the stronger.
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Therefore all things shall be changed back to the

good old ways of our fathers. Since this white man

may have escaped the gale you shall go forth and

bring him back, that we may deal with him as I would

we had at first. Yet Finau need not kneel for him

upon the ground and draw the cord about her neck

and give the end to me to pull as a wife does for a

husband whom she loves, for he is but our slave.

Now say no more but let me think.'
"
So Cikinovu stole away and with him crept off the

coward who had left you in your need. Then I, too,

faced the night and storm and my going passed un-

noticed by my father wrapped in bitter thoughts, and

so I looked my last on him. The remnant of that

night I spent within our house in agony, Ritu, for

you were gone away and all was gone to rack. Yet

as the gale still howled sweet peace came down upon

my heart, for I knew that what a man had done in

fear I could do in love. The wind still roared as

the day approached and I knew that the priest would

not yet dare to come for you. I made a bundle of

a little food and in the gale set out to grope my way

along the reeling earth, if haply I might find you
still alive to comfort me."

Long silence fell upon us all when Finau finished

what she had to say; deeply every man thought

upon the monstrous change of all our plans and each

was chary of being first to speak.

Then in a sweet pleading voice that grew to richer

strength as she saw she caught the mind of every

man, Finau herself spoke once more.
"
Matai! I know the master as only one woman

can a man. You know him as men know men, not
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with love indeed but with strength of confidence and

deep regard ; you know how good he is, how from

dawn till dusk he works for others and never for

himself; you know him better than the others do.

Speak freely every man. Will you yield him to the

priest when he comes triumphant in evil over good
to lead him back to death?"

From every throat arose the shout of "No," that

sent a thrill along the deck.

"Then my friends, if such is your decision," I

said,
"
hear the thought which comes to me in mind.

Let us act as though we knew no change of plan,

and when the gale grows weak we shall put to sea

and go about our business. Returning filled with

good things when our voyage has been accomplished
the fickle people will sway back to us who bring
them wealth, and all will go on as before and better.

If we should now return to Na Sau having accom-

plished naught but to weather out a gale, which any
sailor might with such a sfiip and crew as this, they
would taunt you with your failure and ask where

was your promised wealth, and nothing could be

done. Before the night is sped the gale will cease,
and with the dawn the trade wind's steady breeze

will bear us far from the ruin on the shore. And if

the priest essays to stop us we will make a trial on
the sea of the new ways against the old, and
schooner pitted against canoe, canvas opposed to

mats, let the wind speed the better to victory. He
cannot overtake."

And the master of the matai placed his hands in

mine and said,
" Ratu Ritu, we follow you," but

his and every eye was bent upon Finau.



XVI.

ISLES OF A SUMMER SEA.

AT
the dawning time of morning every sullen

blast of gale had died away, every cloud had

scudded off to darken other lands with tempest and

the only reminder of the wild commotion was the

boom and breaking of the waves that eat the shore.

Stars blazed above with mild effulgence glowing

hopeful promise to the earth below and the bend-

ing Southern Cross marked off the hours as they

sped. The fitful wandering breezes of the waning

night softly lulled themselves to sleep as a dim and

mellow twilight gleamed upon the eastern sky, so

dim at first that one knew not he looked on coming
dawn save for the deeper lines of distant summits.

Then a soft glow of dainty yellows lay upon the sky-

line like the glance that tips with gold the wing of

birds; now long fingers spread in rose and crimson

from horizon to the zenith as if reaching after pal-

ing stars. Glows of yellow gleamed in all the

wealth of ruddy gold, dainty pencils dipped in roses

grew to shafts and beams of crimson
;
one by one the

western stars glittered into nothingness before the

flaming of the coming day and the Cross of pain
and sorrow lost itself in glory. Then upon the sky-

line shone a spark of glowing fire, rose and swelled

200
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into the majesty of the brilliant sun, hung a moment
as if loath to leave the ocean, then uplifted, left be-

neath a tiny line of shining sky, and the waves al-

ready glowing burst into flame along the rippling

path that leads to brighter lands unknown. All the

land was veiled in a glowing mantle as the dripping

earth gave up her moisture, but the sound of conchs

from point and headland warned us that a day of

cares was toward. And the trade-wind, breathless at

the blaze of glory, now softly moved its gentle airs

and we knew our time was come.

In the dawn we were not idle, work there was for

all to do, cables needed clearing, geaf must be over-

hauled, every mark of tempest must be righted.

When the sun rose it shone upon a dainty fabric of

a vessel, anchor under foot and sails all set while

the men stood whistling anxiously for the breeze,

for out upon the bay they marked the distant gleam-

ing of a score of paddles, where Cikinovu hurried

out to drag us back to bondage. Standing at the

windlass and by every drooping sheet they looked

to windward for the weather and to leeward for the

swiftly darting canoe. All at once the cheeks felt

coolness and the hair was gently tossed upon the

brow, leaches shivered, booms and gaffs swung over,

the clanking windlass brought the anchor to the cat-

head. Another gentle draught, yet stronger, and the

schooner paid away to head her course; then the

wind came steady and we stood out on the bay
toward the pass and the freedom of the heaving
ocean. The canoe now nearer hoisted its mat sail,

took the wind and laid a course to outhead us and
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lay rocking where the sea-waves rolled in through
the narrow passage. We feared nothing that they

might do and soon rounded to a little to windward

of them and kept the sails ashiver to hear the mes-

sage which we knew already.

Standing on the deck-house Cikinovu raised his

voice across the gap of water and addressed my men
and me.

"White slave known as Ritu, your sailing is tabu

as I declared it, for the gale and tempest have shown

its folly. Rain and wind have washed away all

the new ways and we all are become Fijians as be-

fore. Men who sail with him, every word I say is

true
;
no more white men, no more white men's tools,

no more white men's customs will be found in Na

Sau, no more white men's hearts will make cowards

of Fijians. In the dashing of the tempest Na Saqa
Levu saw that he was wrong and he has gladly un-

dertaken to undo the mischief he has done. There-

fore turn about and sail your vessel back to Na Sau,

but first deliver our white slave upon my canoe

that I may take him to the town and there upon the

green may work his end as we should have done

long ago. So speaks the chief, Na Saqa Levu, and

heavy are a chief's commands."

And the crew of his canoe, with faces blackened

so that none might know them, slapped their thighs

with hollowed hands and shouted from strong throats

their savage cheer,
" Muduo-wo-wo.

"

Leaping on the rail I hailed him. "Speak on,

priest, and tell me more of this sudden change in

our plans. On the third day back when we set sail
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you tried to stay us and the people laughed you
down. Then you threatened us with tempest which

should overwhelm us in disaster even unto death.

But see! We float uninjured and none of us have

come to harm, save one poor fool and coward who
believed your words and leaped into the foaming
water and swept away astern and we lost that instant

all sight or cry of him. Now you come to over-

reach us with blackened faces, but I tell you,

priest, that we have greater cares than to listen to

your words."
" But Na Saqa Levu orders it and sends you his

command through me."

"Cikinovu, all men know you for a liar and even

though you spoke the truth they would not believe

you. I know men as well as you do and perhaps
I know a gale as well. The winds sweep down with

rain and lightning, they snap the trees and send

them dashing to the ground, but the wind can neither

break nor bend the purpos"e that a man has in his

mind. Na Saqa Levu is no tree that a puff of wind

should blow his head off. He knows more than you,

he knows the memory that white men mark on slips

of paper; had he changed his well-formed purpose
he would have sent me such a paper, not have trusted

his weighty message to a lying tongue like yours.

Have you such a paper?"
" Na Saqa Levu has no longer any white ways,

he does as his fathers used to do. Fijians have no

use for daubs of black upon a paper to send their

thought. But stand no longer talking. Come
aboard my canoe and let us turn back to Na Sau."
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11 Hear what my people say to your message,
Cikinovu. They shall speak, not I. And the

words they say in answer bear back with you to Na
Sau."

The master of the matai stood beside me on the

rail and shouted: "Hear me speak, Cikinovu, and

take my words to Na Saqa Levu. We sail with

Ratu Ritu."

We jumped back on the deck, and none too soon,

for a flight of arrows whizzed across the rail where

we had been standing and some flew quite across the

other rail and some stuck humming in the main-

mast or dangled from the sail. We heard a shout

as the canoe dashed toward us but our sails filled

and we stood out seaward while the spears and ar-

rows rattled on our rail and did no harm. Just by

way of lesson I bore down upon them and struck

the canoe near the stern and spilt them in the water,

then luffed beyond them to see them scramble aboard,

washed of war black by their ducking. Finau stood

beside me in plain sight of all and the men crowded

to the rail and jeered their wet opponents.
" New

ways and old," they laughed, "which is better?

Come and strike us at the stern and see if you can

spill us, but be careful lest you smash your canoe,

and have to sail with us to seek Lakeba.
"

When all was righted on the canoe and they turned

to paddle back balked of their wicked aim, Finau

called a word of parting.

"Listen, Uncle Cikinovu, and take my words

back to my father. I sail with my husband, Ratu

Ritu, and together we will seek Lakeba and other
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lands upon the sea. But tell him, not a single plan
is altered, we shall all return and bring wealth

to every man as was determined. Tell him that

truthfully and I know you will not dare wrest my
meaning, for too many hear it with you who will

watch your tongue when you return to Na Sau. For

yourself, remember this. Many times you have

sought to kill my husband, but every time I have

stood between. As it has been so will it be, and

woman's love and woman's wit will ever prove pro-

tection against your malice. Remember! "

So we filled away and stood out through the pass
and long we watched the slow dipping of the pad-
dles as the priest's canoe fared homeward. Steadily
we stood out to sea, for I was fearful of the peril of

hidden coral along the fringing reefs; we dipped
the last landmark of Na Sau behind the point and

then for the first time in many months I felt that

sense of freedom which comes to a man on a tight

vessel when it rises to the fbng waves of the ocean

and rolls and tosses though never to be shaken from

its course. All day long we skirted the shore about

five miles off and traced out the southern line of

Kadavu. As night drew on, the coast which all

day had lain nearly east drew up to the northward

and we could see no end to the chain of hills rising

peak on peak into the purple distance. For better

security I kept on two hours to the eastward and

then under short canvas hauled to the northeast and

so stood on during the night. At dawn the scene had

changed; Kadavu had disappeared, close at hand in

the west rose the forest-clad hills of Viti Levu where
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high mountains stretched away beyond the sight, a

few miles north lay the little island of Ovalau,
marked by a pinnacle of crag standing up in air like

a giant's thumb. The names were new to us as we
looked on unknown islands and only later did we
know what names they bore. Hauling to the east-

ward as the sun came up we rose the frowning crags

of Gau. Across a narrow sea we sped and marked

upon the northern verge the distant loom of land,

Vanua Levu, which stretches for a hundred miles

and more from east to west. Skirting close the

dashing reefs of Wakaya Lailai we glided past

Nairai and as the day was drawing to its end and

before our prow no other land appeared save one

high island, to that we bore intent to learn if there

Lakeba lay, or if not to find some man to point to

us the road.

The sun hung above the sea but by a swiftly

dwindling gap and already we could hear the waves

break on the reef and dash in seething spray ; already
could we see the waving leaves of cocoanuts upon
the shore and spy the houses nestling underneath,

when the sound of music came upon our ears mixed

with laughter and the noise of clapping hands, and

we saw a sail glide outward through the reef and

come about and bear toward us with plain intent to

speak, as greater ships on broader seas speak words

of friendly cheer as "Whither bound?" and "How
long on the way?" and " What's the port from which

you hail?" We hove the schooner to and as our

sails shivered in the breeze the canoe came gliding

past the stern and rounding in our lee dropped sail.
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Then one upon her rose to speak, a smiling man

with necklace round his throat of tapering teeth of

whales and on his arms the tusks of a boar. His

native thought of courtesy, as nourished in his sav-

age state, forbade the bluntness of the questions men

of greater polish put. And so
" Sa yadra, noqui tau

we greet you, friends," he hailed across the sea.

" Kai Kadavu we,
"

I shouted back in answer to

the question left unput and met smile with smile.
" Men of Kadavu from the town Na Sau whose chief,

Na Saqa Levu, stands as over lord of many chiefs

about Ga Loa Bay and many in the hills. We sail

the sea on mission to seek in Lakeba our friends

from the ancient days of the fathers, to give us yams
and water as our fathers did to them. Say is yon-

der spot Lakeba and are you one of those we seek ?"

"We will give yams and water," the smiling man

replied, "and be your friends if you will come to

shore, and I will track for you the passage in the

reef, but we are not the men of Lakeba whom you

seek, since that lies far yonder where the morning
sun first shines. But kai Kadavu ? How may that

be when you are white ? Yet somehow stories

strangely float across the sea. I seem to know a lit-

tle. A while ago it was rumored on our island as a

thing untrue, yet half believed, that a white man
lived upon Kadavu and taught the people many
things that made them strong. And are you he?

And does the water really spout through trees at

every house and women have to dip their pots no

longer in the pool ? For so the story went and our

own women murmured at their work and bade us
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draw the water from the trees. But we knew not

how and thought it but a lie of distant lands."
"

I am the one indeed of whom the tale has run

to you and if you doubt what the Kadavu men have

learned to do, just look at this vessel made by
them. But since Lakeba still lies far away, what is

this island where you live?"
" Koro it is called and the fathers say that when

the sea for days rose steadily and steadily, and

drowned the men and washed their plantations into

waste and gave their homes to fishes, the last spot

of earth that anywhere arose above the waste of

waters was the rocky summit of that mountain and

on it sat a little bird. But the water higher rose

and higher, and covered even that last resting place
and the little bird flew sadly round and round and

wept over Koro for that it was lost. Yet it came

again to light as the waters slowly sank, but the

bird has never learned to change its mourning note

and ever wails in the woods of Koro. But come to

land and tell us of the wondrous things you have

done, we long to know."

"Not now," I said,
"

it may not be. We first must

seek Lakeba and our ancient friends. Another time

we will come and spend whole days with you and

be your friends. But this Lakeba which we know

only from the sayings of the fathers, nor did we

know if there was really such a place until you told

us show us the path across the sea that leads to it."

"Sail thus," he said, with outstretched arm point-

ing along the empty sea, "and do not change your
course until a land appears beneath your bow and
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that will be the land you seek. Sail until you lose

the faintest glimpse of Koro at your back and then

as you sail you soon will see Lakeba rising from

the sea."

So parting then with hope of meeting at some

other time and wishing courteous thoughts to each,

the schooner filled her sails and leaped onward, glad
to know her destination sure; and the canoe, drop-

ping clear, raised her sail of mat and stood back to

the shore with music of laughter and of singing.

The tale they had to tell when they returned, what

it was I cannot say, for we never rested eyes on

Koro in the after days; but perchance a seed was

sown of better things that ripened into great achieve-

ment in the later times.

Still on we sped with all sails set, for we knew
the course was clear. Koro grew dim and blue be-

hind us and the sun went down and the warm dark-

ness of the gentle night crept en across the sea. The
stars began to glitter and our hearts were rilled with

happiness, for we knew that what we sought was

not a lying tale but really lay before us in the sea.

And as we sat upon the deck while the evening
hours rolled by, some one in idleness began to drum
his fingers on the tarpaulin tightly stretched across

the hatch, and hum some simple tune that turned us

all to music. Then Finau, sitting by my side upon
the deck, hummed to herself a little song and hav-

ing made essay to see how it would do she raised

her sweet voice to sing while the others thrummed
the time upon the canvas and held with deeper
voices the refrain. And this she sang as the night

14
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wind and her improvising thoughts led her voice to

new phrases.

Swiftly the shadows eat up the day,

Luff for Lakeba!

Softly the starlight smiles on the wave,

Luff for Lakeba!

Lightly the trade-wind breathes on the sea,

Weirdly the sea-fires sparkle below,

Dancing above them sails our canoe.

Ulu i Lakeba, Luff for Lakeba!

Twixt starlight and sealight swiftly we go.

Down through the darkness shadowed in white,

Luff for Lakeba!

Comes a great sea-bird noiseless in flight;

Luff for Lakeba!

Swift as a wild-star cleaving the gloom

Sweeps ever onward, lord of the sea

Na Lawedua, lord of the wind.

Luff for Lakeba ! Luff for Lakeba!

Twixt starlight and sealight swiftly we go.

Hear us, oh great lord, sons of thy sea,

Luff for Lakeba!

List to the prayer we offer to thee,

Luff for Lakeba!

Send us, oh great lord, favoring breezes,

Give us the fair wind following fast,

Bring us to harbor ere morning light.

Luff for Lakeba! Luff for Lakeba!

Twixt starlight and sealight swiftly we go.

The song had hardly ceased to echo from the lee-

ward darkness, idle fingers still were drumming out

its rhythm, some were singing still the new refrain

when we saw a steely gleam stretch across the sky
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before us. Then it mellowed as the light diffused

upon the heavens, showing ever more and more the

sea about us. Then the moon rose upward and

rested on the sea. On its shining face we saw a

shadow on the lower limb as though a finger raised

from out the sea in warning. But for us the shadow

meant no warning, it was a finger leading on, for we

knew it in the moment that we saw it as a sign that

there our goal lay on the water. It was Lakeba,

sighted as a shadow scored upon the moon.



XVII.

FRIENDS IN LAKEBA.

Q HORTENING canvas to avoid the hidden dan-

O gers of unknown, unbeaconed shores we slowly
sailed throughout the night until at last the boom
and humming of the surges on the coral wall warned

us of our goal at hand. In the moonlight glanced
and glittered banks of yeasty spray rising now
and falling, ever changing, like the surface of

a bank of fog at dawn seen by one on clearer heights

above. Back across the dashing barrier the moon-

light fell on summits scarred with lines and blots of

shadow deepening baseward into gloom and silence

which the day would wake to life and beauty. On
this scene the watching sailors gazed for hours tack-

ing slowly off and on, looking for the passage of the

quiet waters and the harbor of the land. Dawn
came on behind the island making deeper shades

upon its hillsides, cutting sharper all its edges on

the heaving sky, and its first faint gleaming showed

the gap where long surges rolled unbroken between

the points of foaming coral. Into this we stood

and in a moment lightly tossed on gentle ripples;

then slowly, scanning closely every fathom for some

patch of dangerous coral, we drew to shore and on

a slope of clear white sand we dropped our anchor,
212
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furled the sails, and waited for the folk ashore to

wake and see us.

Soon a slant of daylight darted down a valley

fair upon the cove in which we lay. Glistening sand

lined the little bay from rocky point to rocky fellow
;

two long lines of rising hills climbed in swelling

steps to the heights above; nestled in between them

a stream traced the line of its descent by a grove of

rich green foliage; at its mouth where the water

slid upon the bay lay in shadow many houses of the

sleeping town. As we looked upon the pleasant

scene, which seemed all the sweeter for the days and

nights upon the restless sea, the first sign of human
life appeared. To the door of a house that faced

the beach came a man just wakened from his sleep

and stood a moment stretching and yawning as he

looked upon the daybreak and the splashing schools

of mullet that tell of pleasant weather when they

swim at surface in the first rays of the sun. While

he stretched the sleep out of his arms and ribs and

yawned to fill his lungs with fresh and balmy air

his drowsy eyes fell on the strange vessel. Wonder-

ing if he had carried some dream of night time into

daylight he rubbed his eyes, then looked and scanned

the shapely hull and tapering spars of a craft whose

model he had never seen before. Filled with won-

der at the burden of the bay sprung up in the night

beyond his comprehension he lifted first the mat of

his doorway and called his wife to test his eyesight

and looked in double astonishment. Then from

house to house he went one way and she another,

and sleepy men and women much doubting, crept
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out into the morning and lost their drowsiness in

surprise, and ran down to the beach and sat there

gazing on us until a man came from the largest

house, and as he passed along the others crouched in

reverence which a chief alone can claim. Like a

man of action wasting little time in idle speculation

as to who we were and whence we came in mystery,

he seemed to give an order; men ran back in quick

obedience and we saw them push a large canoe

along the sands until she floated on the water; then

they manned her with their paddles, took the chief

aboard, and headed toward us.

Coming close to where we rode the paddle-bearers

rested, save for a random stroke or two to keep
from drifting, while all eyes were turned to scan us

closer.
" Sa yadra, saka" the master of my matai sent

the greeting hail.

"Greeting, sir, to you," answered one upon the

canoe, not the chief but in his stead a man who
bore a wand tipped with a bunch of threads of grass

which he waved in gesture before him.
"

I am the

talking man of the great chief Maafu who rules in

Lakeba and he bids me say that if you come for

war and have heard in distant lands how good he

is at fighting he will try you, or if for pleasure and

to make new acquaintance, he will gladly greet you.

Speak then without fear in either case."
" Kai Kadavu," spoke the matai

,
"we sail

"

"Hold and say no more!" It was the chief

himself who spoke in unusual interruption. "A
duty must be done. To shore, my men! And you
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await our return that we may honor the men of

Kadavu."

So to shore they swiftly paddled and across the

lessening distance shouted, "to" Kadavu," and the

men upon the beach strained their throats in won-

drous exclamation,
" Men of Kadavu our fathers'

friends and ours!" and danced and sang and shouted

out to us, "Greeting to our friends." Then they

gathered at the landing of the chief's canoe and

some pointed out to us and others seemed to ques-

tion. Suddenly all upon the beach was motion;

some ran to launch a fleet of canoes and others to

the town returning brought arm loads to the shore.

Then embarking, nor leaving woman, child, or man

upon the shore save one late comer who, nothing

daunted at his loss of ferriage, swam boldly out and

climbed aboard the hawser way which sailors say

makes good seamen the fleet approached our vessel

with friendly words and song and the sound of reeds

shrill piping, and the hum of slivered canes rattled in

the hand. From all sides they swarmed aboard us

while we stood in order, helpless in the rush of

hospitality. Too intent upon their duty to speak a

word to us or to sate their curiosity, they ran about

the deck and made a heap of dark brown yams, and

stacked in every chink a bamboo tube of water, a

tube and yam to every guest who came aboard.

When the pile was neatly ordered and the fleet was

tied astern then they passed by us in long procession

and gently laid nose to nose of each, as is their fash,

ion, and none too high and none too low, none too

young and none too old to miss the salutation.
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Then standing mute before us though voluble in

smiles, they waited for their chief to speak. Step-

ping from his people and standing by my side he

spoke.
" Men of Kadavu, friends from ancient days, take

the welcome that we offer, take the yams and canes

of water, count us for your friends.
" Men of Lakeba, hearken to a tale told by our

fathers, a tale well known. Many years ago, so

long ago that hardly the oldest can remember to

have heard it from aged men, our fathers sailed be-

yond the reef and my father's grandfather was their

chief, Finau his name, and sailed with them. But

on them as they sailed in sight of home a sudden

gale swept down in fury and blew for days and days
and the falling rain blocked out all sight. When
the tempest had run its course, some fearing, ven-

tured out upon the rolling mountains of the sea but

saw no vestige of the lost canoe nor did there come

to shore a single floating thing to tell their fate.

The wind blew rain upon them and they vanished.

For days our fathers mourned them and heaped up
bales of tapa and of cord and laid rich treasures on

the spot where my father's grandfather, the chief

Finau, would have lain had he died among his own.

Two sorrowing moons went by until a day when a

wanderer on the hillsides spied far out at sea a little

speck, and first he took it for a floating cocoanut or

some such thing that drifts from shore out upon the

sea and vanishes. But while he looked he saw it

grow in size and move apace and then he knew it

for a sail and shouting hurried back to town and
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told my grandfather, for, his father absent, he became

the chief. Though eyes were strained to seaward

no spot was seen by those upon the beach, but some,

more curious than the rest, climbed the hilly paths

and ever scanned the sea until their cries made

known that they had seen the thing. At last the

men upon the beach saw the tip of the sail, a tiny

dot upon the sea and sky nor yet on either, for so

things seem where sea meets sky and wets the dis-

tant clouds. Slowly it was lifted up, a little at a

time, and then all saw a great canoe lifted out upon
our sea to sail in sight of all, and doubt and hope
were mingled whether this were really Finau and

the lost canoe. Sailing rapidly it came in through
the passage of the reef into our bay, but they knew

it long before, for some had recognized a patch of

lighter grass upon its sail. Finau had come home

again and brought his men back safely and all was

well. But when they told the story of that voyage

they said that the gale drove them nights and days

past many islands looming through the rain, but they

could make no harbor for the fierceness of the wind

and dared not hoist their sail. They ate the last

scraping of the rind of their last yam, and tore apart

their bamboo water-tubes to suck the pith, haply

moist, and looked with hungry eyes each upon each.

Then the gale left them and they saw far away, like

a blue cloud in lowest sky, a distant land. Sailing

fast along the sea but slower than their pricking

appetites, they raised the land, put into a spacious

bay and when their canoe touched the shining beach

they all fell back as dead. But they were not dead
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for men were tending each and placing food and

water to their lips, their speech Fijian though of

deeper voice and harsher tongue than ours. Being
well treated by these dark yet kindly men they

stayed some days and then, restored to strength, set

out on their return and the chief who had brought
them back to life did not his work a single half and

leave the other half undone but gave them store of

yams and water, and so after much sailing they came

home. But they left it a saying to Lakeba that the

town was called Na Sau in Ga Loa Bay on the dis-

tant island of Kadavu, and they ordered that if ever

men of Kadavu should come to Lakeba that all men
should give them yams and water in memory of the

ancient deed of kindness and make them friends.

Even as the fathers have' commanded in the ancient

saying have we done. We know not who you are

except that you are men of Kadavu
;
behold the

yams and waters of Lakeba, we make you friends,

be friends with us."
" Maafu, chief, I thank you for your kindly greet-

ing,
"

I began. "Men and women of Lakeba, hear

the word which I have crossed the sea to say; chil-

dren, too, listen that when you are old you may tell

your children and perhaps those children's children

of this day. We are men of Kadavu, and in our

memory clings a saying of the fathers like the one

you have told to us and to prove that saying,

whether true or false, as men tell simple children

wondrous stories in the early night, we have set out

upon the sea. Your saying tells of a bay called Ga
Loa in the distant land from which we come, we
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know it well. A narrow pass gives entrance through
the dashing reefs upon a spacious bay, all hemmed
around by lofty mountains where tall trees grow as

grass on level ground. The town Na Sau lies on

the shore of this bay, we know it well; for, men of

Lakeba, it is thence we sailed to seek you out and

claim the ancient friendship."

"What, are you really of Na Sau?" the chief

could not restrain his curious amazement but burst

with questions in upon my word.
" Even so, Maafu. These yams and canes of water

have come back to the sons of the ancient men who

gave them to your fathers and in witness, hear. My
wife, the daughter of our chief, Na Saqa Levu, bears

the very name of your storm-tossed chief, Finau."

The chief bent to the deck and was in act to place

her foot upon his head in token of submission of

himself and his, but Finau stayed him.
" New ways

have come, Maafu, to "Na Sau," she gently said in

wifely pride, "since Ratu Ritu came to teach us

wisdom in the stead of our old folly. No longer
does a chief put foot upon the head of chief or

meaner man, but raises him and teaches him the

things that bring to all the greatest happiness.
These things will he teach you if you wish."

"Friends, come to shore," Maafu said, "and
share our homes. Men of Lakeba, remember that

our ancient friends must ask for nothing, but you
must see every want before they feel it and prepare
to supply it."

"Wait, friends, before you bring the canoes

alongside," I said, "remember that this vessel is
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your home as much as any house ashore, pray use it

as you will. Some trifling things we have, matters

of no account at all save for their novelty, which

we have brought to give our friends if we should find

you. Therefore wait until we can bring them out."

Then the deck began to look like a shop, such bolts

of calico passed from hand to hand, and to each

was given what a man's two arms could stretch, and

pipes and tobacco, and all were happy, and we went

ashore.

All that day was given over to sightseeing and to

making better acquaintance with our new friends

who lost no slightest opportunity to make our stay

a pleasant one. In the evening we were brought to

the council house which was the only one large

enough to accommodate the people who wished to

see us.

"This is not a veibose" said Maafu by way of in-

troduction,
"
but Ratu Ritu has told me some of the

new ways which he has brought to Na Sau and the

others have told you some, and so it comes that

each knows a little and no one well knows anything,

but all are anxious to know more. Therefore, if

Ratu Ritu will tell us all the whole story we will

gladly listen, and the things which are good for

Na Sau will be good for Lakeba, and he will teach

us to do them. Speak to us all, men and women,
Ratu Ritu, and make us wise."

For hours I talked, or so at least it seemed to me,

but the people never wearied or lost attention. I

told them the story of my boyhood, as well as I

could fit it to Fijian ways of thought, and thus in-
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troduced to them many details of life among the

civilized. Then I told them of the trading of the

Janet, the master's treachery and the doom it justly

brought upon him, the beginning of my labors in

Na Sau. Step by step I led them through the prog-

ress of my work, showing failures and successes and

the opposition of Cikinovu, even down to the sad

news of seeming failure he brought us on our day
of sailing.

When I finished Maafu spoke. "We have learned

it from our fathers as a piece of wisdom to hear a

thing one day and speak about it on the next.

There is much for us to ask, but we will leave it till

to-morrow when all have thought. Now let us sup

yaqona and so to bed.
"



XVIII.

BACK TO NA SAU.

MORNING
passed in meeting all the older men

of Lakeba who had each some questions,

more or fewer, concerning the many ways of the

white man and the way in which Na Sau in following
them had changed them to their needs. They were

shrewd questions, and showed a comprehending

spirit with an even keener desire than the men of

Kadavu to adopt new fashions if found acceptable.

No simple answer would content them, they must

know the reason for this and that and everything,

and the way in which it came to pass. More than

once I found myself at a loss to account for some-

thing that we learn to do in childhood, and doing
all our lives without a thought of seeking reason

grow to look upon it as the only thing to do, as the

best of all things that could be done. Thus we
sneer at simple Cikinovu, with his prating of the

ways of his fathers beyond change or improvement,

yet ourselves do nothing more than he did, only in

a gentler way. With Na Saqa Levu, there had been

no discussion, everything in civilization that was

accounted good, seemed to him and seemed to me

worthy of adoption by Fijians. But in Lakeba it

was different. I was set to defend our customs,
222
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something that I never had thought of doing; and

when brought face to face with some practice and

asked to show its reason, all at once I found I knew

no reason, and was forced to say like any old Fijian

"We do it thus because our fathers did." There

was humiliation in every such confession but no

shame, for I had done the best I could; but it

launched me on new thoughts and new methods

for the bettering of a people who trusted me as a

leader. Now I found that most of all I needed

leading and wise guidance, and there was none to

lead.

I told the trouble of my thoughts to Finau and

found in her, not for the first time, my best of friends

and wisest counsellor. "You have often told us,

Ritu, that the man who makes wise use of his mis-

takes is the man who surest reaches wisdom beyond

mistaking; take the lesson to yourself. I have al-

ways felt that something was not right in the work

you have been doing, not knowing, dear, with com-

prehension, which should lead me to say that is

wrong or this, but feeling as a woman feels and can

give no reason. Now you learn your error. Do
not despair of success, do not think that all is useless

because some things are wrong; mend the wrong

ways when we return to Na Sau, and feel in all

that you are leading us to better things."

I was in the plight of the geometrician when he

begins to doubt his axioms on which all his calcula-

tions are based. From full belief he does not rush

to utmost verge of doubt and erect his doubt into a

creed, and swear the part is greater than the whole;
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but each he weighs and studies, and one he finds is

true and to that he clings, and another being wrong
he blots out from the table, and yet another he can

neither prove nor disprove, but puts one side with

the Scottish verdict of not proven, and fears to use

it until broader learning has taught him to decide

its worth. The night before I spoke as teacher to

the people, speaking with positive assertion and

firmest faith in all my doctrine, now I humbly sat

within the council house as a learner with my pupils

for my teachers, a new sensation and a helpful one

to those who have the wit to learn. There is no

man so learned but that the meanest may instruct

him, and the wisest in the end is he who clings

closest to the teaching of his fellows, and draws new

thought from youth and age.

"As our fathers handed down to us for wisdom
thus we act," said Maafu, "not blindly, but be-

cause it seems wise to us. We heard you, Ratu

Ritu, as you spoke last night your words of wisdom;
now the time has come for us to speak in answer,

simple children in the ways of white men, for

through your words we first know them, yet wise

perhaps in the Fijian ways we practise. What you
said we heard intently, carried home to think them

over, came again with further questions, and now we

speak with little knowledge, but just what seems

the best for us.
" That which Na Saqa Levu asks of us we will

gladly do, for you are our ancient friends new found,

and bring us gifts of greatest value. We will fill your
vessel with our copra, with the shells of turtle and
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of oyster, until there is no room for more, since

those are the things you seek; and we will take the

goods you offer, cloth and knives and other white

man's goods new to us, and better than what we can

make for ourselves. More than that, if it be pleas-

ure, twice a year we will send a great canoe load of

these things to Kadavu, sailing without trembling
on the seas our fathers drove across in the black-

ness of the gale. This is simple, this is easy, and

for all we do we shall find full payment, or if not,

we do it for our ancient friendship with the people
of Na Sau who gave our fathers yams and water

and sped them home.
"
Other topics which we heard last night are differ-

ent, not so simple, not so easy. Neither 1 nor any
of my people are like your priest Cikinovu, and

blindly cling to all our ways because our fathers

practised them, and daub the war paint on our faces

to oppose the new ideas. He is wrong, a wild and

ignorant man who sees no good in anything that

differs from the things he knows how to do, yet is

he right as well, and has good reason to oppose the

sweeping changes. You are right though ignorant,

and he is right though ignorant, and both are wrong,
it seems to us.

" Think well upon what we say. Do not entirely

blame Cikinovu, for he is not wholly wrong, and

when you return to Na Sau closely scan your work

and see how it may be bettered. You have always
beside you one who bears an honored name in

memory of our tempest-driven fathers. Ask her ad-

vice in all things. Tell her frankly what you plan
15
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and she, being a Fijian, can tell you how it suits

the life of her people."

So Maafu spoke wise words of that wisdom which

we call common sense, and other speakers said much
the same and the meeting ended, and the people
streamed away from the council house to their

several tasks and pleasures. On other days we talked

in public or as man met man upon the beach or in

the forest, and with my new born zeal of learning I,

the teacher, scorned not the well-meant counsel of

the meanest man, but in those days learned more

than I thought was to be had by civilized from sav-

age.

The chief in business kept his word, and day by

day the hold was filling with the piles of copra
beaten hard for better stowage, and here a heap of-

mats filled with the mottled tortoise shell, and there

a growing pile of thin shell, all lined inside with

the substance of the rainbow turned into stone by
the magic alchemy of living things upon the silent

bottom of the sea. From other towns about the

island canoes came freighted with the precious car-

goes, glad to take one hundredth part their value

in the tawdry trinkets which to them were priceless.

Deeper plank by plank and seam by seam the

schooner rode upon the water until the hold was

full, and not a crack or crevice in the hatchway

opened wide enough to slip another flake of tortoise

shell in it. Then we sailed homeward, filled with

pleasant recollections of our stay and followed by

hearty invitations to come again, and I at least had

learnt much by the visit, and had lost much of that
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feeling of superiority over the people whom I taught,

which all unknown to me had crept upon my
thought. Humbled, filled with greater patience,

brought close to the simple grandeur of the thought

that men are men, I sailed for home resolved to fol-

low out the tangled threads of the skein I had

snarled and, if I might bring out all smooth and

clear, no longer following my way and thinking it

best because I knew it best, but following the better

way, whether I found it in Fijian life or that called

civilized. Maafu arid a fleet attended us beyond
the reef and shouted partings across a narrow gap

of sea.
"
Here, the stories of the fathers say, the

lost canoe was blotted out in driving rain. Here

you start in pleasant weather and the port you make

will be the same Na Sau to which they came in want

of all things. Here, twice a year, if you bring us

word that it pleases Na Saqa Levu, a canoe will start

from Lakeba, and the friendship commanded in the

ancient saying will be a living truth for us."

The fleet shook in the wind and rounding on the

other tack left us to sail our course alone. Upon
the southern sky loomed a distant land, and for

that we headed as a yacht follows the idle fancy of

its owner. Many islands we visited for a trifling

stay, just to see the people and be seen in case our

future plans should need them. The islands, which

we touched at on that happy cruise have faded on

the thought and yet remain in memory a name, with

here and there the fleeting glimpse of some smiling

face of merry man, or mental trick of landscape

flashing fair upon the thought, and vanishing at once
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to its utmost line; as one who, coming from the

colder out-o'-doors into the inner warmth upon a

winter day, sees in one glance the faces of his

friends, and then a fog bedims his spectacles, and

though he knows his friends are sitting there, he

cannot trace a single lineament or feature but only
distorted forms looming through the gray. So I re-

member that we called at Oneata, and skirted down

along the island chain that reaches southward even

to Vatoa, sandy spot where turtles scoop holes by

myriads in the warm sand, and leave their eggs for

earth and sun to incubate. Thence with foresail

filled by the following breeze we reached Matuku
and Moala, which some think Bligh sighted through
the furious gale years before, when the Bounty's
mutineers sent him in an open boat to voyage sheer

across the unknown ocean; for in his log is entered,

under latitude and longitude that roughly corre-

spond, that on a day of tempest and of rain, he sighted

lofty land between the sheets of falling water, and

soon drew near a laboring canoe whose people in

their deadly peril forebore to threaten, and as the

frail boat scudded past pointed wet arms toward the

dripping land and cried to him Mywollah. Next

we touched Totoya where a horseshoe of green and

towering hills enrings a charming bay where fleets

might ride. Thence with fair winds we stood to

westward, and from the sea uprose the outlines of

Kadavu's hilly crest, and home lay broad in sight

upon the bow.

Such was our home coming with our task accom-

plished and our hold stored with such treasure as
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would still the murmuring voice of all discontent

save that distrust of myself which I had learned to

feel. Yet what would be the welcome which we

should receive began to worry us with the land in

sight. While the Black Duck bay was still many
miles away at the western verge of that hilly line of

blue, we fell to earnestly considering how we should

land and what to do, for when we sailed Cikinovu

seemed to have won his way by weather wisdom and

by playing on the people's superstitions. Many
plans were suggested and discussed, to every man
indeed a plan, but nothing seemed to satisfy. At

last Finau, who had said nothing but listened to the

speech of others, said, "All this is idle talk. Some

say if this is so, we will do such and such a thing,

and others if that is so, we will do such another

thing. Now that is foolish, for since we know not

what is so, how can we judge wisely what to do?

We cannot. It is like the women going out to fish

who say to one another 'We will draw our nets in

such and such a pool,' and when they reach it there

is not a single fish therein, and so they go to other

pools they had not thought of, and carry home their

nets so heavy with the load that the shells which

trim the nets hurt their backs. When one plans
ahead about a thing he cannot know, he has to

change his plans, and all the care he spent on them

has gone for naught except to make him anxious.

My advice in this is to wait until we enter the bay
of the Black Duck, and get some news from shore as

to how things really are, for remember we have long
been on the sea, and many changes may have taken
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place. I cannot think that Cikinovu's triumph
lasted long, for the people are not altogether fools.

Yet if we find that it is really so, we need not land,

but go back to Lakeba and there remain, we shall

find a welcome there."

All night we held on toward the shore, and saw

the distant spark of fires lit by mountaineers. In

the morning early we left the heaving of the sea and

glided easily upon the placid waters of the bay, and

the people on the shore shouted signals of our com-

ing and every town launched its canoes hurrying to-

ward Na Sau. One hailed us and we shouted back

the wealth we brought, and he hurried on ahead to

share the news to all the rest, as we meant he should,

and shortened sail to give the message time to

spread and make our welcome. At last we came

before the cove and turned our prow in toward our

home, and the deep sound of conchs arose in greet-

ing and the sound of voices, and the great canoe fleet

paddled out to meet us, and nowhere did I spy the

priest but only in the foremost of the fleet Na Saqa
Levu looking outward anxiously, not at our depth
in the water, which interested most the others with

its promises of wealth, but scanning every face upon
our deck until he came in hail and shouted,

"
My

daughter, is she with you on the schooner, is Finau

well ?"

She showed herself upon the rail and we were

welcomed home.



XIX.

BOUND FOR THE UNKNOWN.

THE
unloading of the schooner amply served to

occupy the time of the people for the first few

days after our return, and the' sight of the treasure

as it was dug out of the gloomy hold and filled

house after house where it was stored ashore, quite

washed out the remembrance of the circumstances of

our departure. We had succeeded, that was enough.

The people who had been carried away by supersti-

tion and the gale, now were steadfast in their faith

in the heaps of copra, in the piles of pearl shell,

and the tortoise shell which they looked upon in

great astonishment. Cikinovu was sensible enough
to know that he could not argue against this wealth,

not at least while it was fresh in people's minds.

He preserved a discreet silence as far as I could

learn, for he neither spoke to me nor looked at me
when we met upon the beach; this conduct worried

me not a little, for I should have much preferred

his outspoken opposition. It was not that I was

turning coward or showing the white feather even to

myself, but I felt more soberly my responsibility,

and it made me prudent. The agony of that short

watching long drawn out, when I heard Finau's cry

coming to me through the gale, had turned me from

231
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a boy into a man. I felt then what separation meant

to each of us, and I nervously feared anything which

might leave her alone among her people whose life

she had outgrown. More on this account than on

any other I dreaded the silent influence of the priest,

and this did much to incline my mind to the forming
of another plan which promised to remove us from

every hostile influence.

But if the priest held silence not so the others.

Every night the council house was filled to hear my
recital of our trip, and a long tale it was. A Fijian

story must be long, it is not sufficient to leap from

one striking feature to the next, every gap must be

filled in with the thousand petty details of each

day's happenings, every new place, every new man
met must be described in full. Thus it consumed

many nights to tell the story of our wanderings, and

then there burst upon us a boundless flood of ques-

tionings. My men were called upon in turn to tell

the cruise as it had seemed to them, and by the time

that all was told there was very little of our voyage
which was not known to all Na Sau and most of the

people about the bay. As to the priest's tabu upon
the voyage, that was discreetly overlooked in our

success, and the only allusion which I ever heard

the people make to the events of the great gale, and

their sudden relapse to barbarism, was when some

taunted that man with cowardice who deserted from

the schooner, and compared his conduct wifh Finau's

daring plunge into the dark and raging sea to share

my fortunes when they seemed at lowest ebb. We
had succeeded, that sufficed to restore confidence in
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the new customs. But had we failed? How many
voyages could we hope to make and come home

loaded to the rail with treasure? What would fol-

low an unsuccessful voyage? Yet any voyage

might prove a failure, and then I and mine would

pay the penalty.

I said nothing about their conduct to the people,

for after all they were not so much to blame, but I

did hold Na Saqa Levu to a strict accountability for

his wavering. This was not until our story telling

was over and we could have our evenings to our-

selves. Finau, who felt his conduct deeply shameful

urged me to tax him with his yielding to Cikinovu,
but I preferred to await his voluntary explana-
tion. It did not come, but in its stead he seemed

to feel more and more ill at ease, and to shun being
left alone with us, and if such a case occurred he

plunged into voluble discourse on any trifling sub-

ject that arose.

At last one night, when no one was with us except

Finau, I broke in upon his nervous trifling talk with:
"
Come, Na Saqa Levu, do you think that you have

treated me just right?"

"How, Ratu Ritu,have I failed?"

"You know well that I know just what you prom-
ised Cikinovu on the night of the gale, and in

what words you authorized him to intercept me at

the harbor mouth and bring me back a prisoner for

cruel punishment."
** Do not blame me for that foolish weakness.

Remember how the gale came down in answer to

Cikinovu's tabu to convince me that what we did
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was not well for us. In the raging tempest he

came to my house and taunted me with his success

and the failure of my plans. The thought which

the sudden gale put in my mind, he put in bitter

words of scorn and reproach. His words were but

my own despondent thoughts. Then I thought you
dead and I mourned for you in mind, for I have

learned to regard you well. Suddenly came one of

your crew and told us that you were in a place of

safety, and a load was taken from my mind."
" You certainly took a strange way to show your

relief that I was not overwhelmed in the gale, for

it was then you delivered me to my worst enemy."
"What could I do ? All our lives we have

listened to Cikinovu when he told us what was

right to do or what was wrong. Since you have

lived among us we have always gone against his

advice. At first all went well, but after a while we

began to find difficulties and the people grew dis-

contented. We sought to find a way out of those

difficulties. You said, do this and that and all will

be well. Cikinovu said that nothing could be well

so long as we followed strange customs. We fol-

lowed your advice, and for yet another time disre-

garded what Cikinovu said. All other times he had

born it patiently, now he gave anger back for scorn,

and laid upon you the tabu of the gale. Before you
reached the harbor mouth the gale swept down on

you and us, and blotted all from sight. Then came

Cikinovu taunting me as I had scorned him many

days. I heard the wind howling on the mountains

and shrieking out upon the bay, I heard the heavy
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beating of the rain upon the house, I heard the

dull flight and heavy dropping of riven limbs and

twisted tops of trees. I feared the gale, and when

he bade me give you up I yielded in my fear, and

after that I would not take back my words, for just

as heavy as a chief's command is on the one who

hears it even so it lies heavily on the lips that speak

it."

" What said the people when this word was told

to them ?"
"
In the morning the wet drum sounded heavily

through the sheets of driving rain. Wrapped in

heavy mats the people waded through the lively

pools and reached the council house. Then I told

all that which I had told to Cikinovu in my house.

Many spoke but they all said one thing. 'Heavy is

the tabu. The rain falls heavy on us all. The

wind twists off the tops of our cocoanuts. The
broken limbs crush down our yams. The swollen

streams tear away our taro terraces. Heavy falls

the rain, heavy falls the tabu. The priest is right,

the lord of industry is wrong, let him suffer punish-

ment for leading us astray.
' '

"
Yet my schooner rode out the gale in safety, I

lived. When Cikinovu came to lead me back to

punishment, I refused to listen to his lying words,
but overturned his canoe and spilt him in the bay.

What said the people to that deed?"
" The gale had blown away and the sun was

clearly shining. Cikinovu started out in a great

canoe, and the rest of us sat upon the beach to

watch him. We saw the white sails of the schooner
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creeping out toward the passage, we saw you stop to

speak, and then before we knew it, we saw the canoe

overturned in the water and the schooner standing
out to sea. When Cikinovu came back to shore we
all went to veibose, and shaking with rage he told

what you had said. After he finished speaking I sat

long in silence, for I knew not what to say ; yet I

was glad that you had escaped death in the gale
and the death that awaited you ashore. But the

end I could not see, I was sore to think that I never

should see my daughter, for that she loved her hus-

band better than her father, as women do. After

long silence I said: 'I am of two minds and can

not speak. Let some elder say that which seems

best to him, but after all it will be words alone, no

deed can now be done.' Then spoke one and said:

'The rain was heavy, heavy was the tabu. But the

lord of industry still lives and sails out through the

entrance of the bay despite the heavy tabu. Heavy
was the rain, but it has not injured anything the lord

of industry has made for us or taught us how to

make. He was right and not the priest. Na Saqa
Levu has two minds and therefore falls into great

mistake when he says there are no deeds for us to

do but only words. We can do the things which

the lord of industry bade us, that he may be glad
when he returns with treasure. For so he said he

would return, even to Cikinovu who threatened.'

Thus others spoke and so it was agreed, for things

seem simple in the pleasant sunlight which looked

gloomy enough while the tempest raged. Now,

Ritu, my son, you know what happened. Do not,
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therefore, feel anger because we gave up hope in the

gale when all seemed gone wr

rong.
"

From this we turned to other things and I avoid-

ed expression of my feelings, for to tell the truth,

I did not know exactly what to think or how to

feel and I waited until I could talk it over with

Finau.
" Can we trust these people ?" I asked her when

we shut the door of our own house.

She hunted among the embers for a smouldering
husk of cocoanut and swung it round her head to

quicken the spark, but she gave no answer. In the

darkness I could see nothing but that dull red ring

growing brighter until it burst into flame, and in

the wheel of fire I then could see her face how

thoughtful it was. She touched the fire to the string

of candlenuts and sat down beside me.
"
No, Ritu," she said slowly,

" we cannot trust the

people nor my father; him least of all I think, for

as he stands the highest more doubts and fears must

come to him than to the others. Remember what

our friend Maafu said in Lakeba, do not try to

make the people anything but Fijians. Now alt

praise you for success, and there is great content.

But discontent will come again, and with it danger
from the whole people who will hold you responsible.

Bear Cikinovu always in your mind, for I fear the

evil he will surely do. Whenever you go past him,
he turns away that he may not have to look at you,

and he always passes you to windward as one hurries

by some tainted thing and does not look but holds

his breath until he reaches purer air beyond. But
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he never fails to stop and speak with me and draw

his finger on my cheek or down my arm, and wipe
it on white mast and profess astonishment that it

leaves no stain, and ask when the brown will all

come off and leave me white indeed. He has always
hated you because my father and the people have

chosen to follow your words in scorn of him, but

now he is all on fire within and seeks tenfold re-

venge because you toppled him into the water.

You are the second who has so insulted him; he

did not rest until he had destroyed the first, and he

surely plots double destruction against you for this

and other things. He will certainly kill you by
some means or other, and that fear is always in my
thought. Why can we not leave the bay in the

schooner and go find some other island where no

one lives and there spend our life in peace without

this constant fear?"
" Not for fear of what Cikinovu or the people may

do, Finau,that thought pleases me, but for another

reason. I have made mistakes in Na Sau that I can

hardly straighten out, and I am minded to begin
anew as Maafu advised. But that cannot well be

done here, and I should like to take a few with us

and make a fresh start, where we shall have no

jealousies and enmities to overcome. Would you
be willing to leave your home and father to go with

me in search of a new home?"
" When my father gave you up to Cikinovu that

night of the gale, I saw as in a flash of lightning

that I must choose between my father and my hus-

band. I chose you, dear, chose you forever, and
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ray home I do not care on what bay of what island

it may be, if only it be with you."
"Your love will carry you far away with me, per-

haps never to see again the bay of the Black Duck,
and the familiar mountains, but do you think that

any others would be willing to go with us to people
a new land ?"

"There are many men who would be willing to

follow you, and there are some of those whom I would

not take because their wives do not like the new

ways, therefore there would be dissatisfaction from

the start. But others would be contented, both

men and women, and as for the children, there is

not one who would hesitate to follow you anywhere.
Now tell me what you plan and how you hope to

execute it."

When the fragments of the new plan floating

through my mind were caught one by one and told

to Finau, she wove them quickly into place, and

what was scarcely planted in my thoughts she showed

to me compact and trimly fitting in its place, and

so much was due to her arrangement that the new

movement might be well considered hers.
"
There,"

she said -at last,
"

is something we can surely carry

out by the efforts of all together. Now we will

tell it to my father, at least you must; but do

not ask him if you may do so, but speak to him

boldly and tell him this is a thing you have de-

termined to do, and he must do such and such things

to help you. Then take it to veibose and tell it to

all the people, and ask for those who will go with

you; do not let my father speak it for you, but
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speak it for yourself, for you are indeed a greater
chief than he."

A few days later the people came to the council

house at the sound of the drum and while the men
were engaged within, Finau held a congress of the

women on the green, and spoke to them of the

things which I was presenting to their fathers and

husbands.
" Men of Na Sau ! I told you,

"
I began,

"
of the

things which Maafu told us in Lakeba, but your
ears were stopped, for not one of you has asked me
more concerning them, and you ask only of the

turtle not to be compared with the words of this

friend. I have learned much from Maafu, and

those are the things I wish to tell you. I have made
mistakes in Na Sau. I have not willingly taught

you anything that would do you harm, but I have

made mistakes. From the first I have tried to teach

you, not knowing that I had much to learn from

you. In all things I have bid you do this way be-

cause it was the way I knew of doing things in my
land, and I never stopped to think that perhaps the

way of your fathers was better suited to your needs.

Therefore is Cikinovu right in some things and in

some things wrong, even as I have been."

With these my words, unexpected and surprising,

my old adversary looked at me in complete amaze-

ment, and the people stared at him and then at me.

"Yes," I resumed, "Cikinovu is right when he

tells you I do wrong in leading you away from all

the customs of your fathers just because they are

Fijian, and leading you to my ways just because
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they are the fashions of my land. I have erred

through ignorance just as he errs through ignorance

when he condemns all the things which I have

taught you. You are none the worse Fijians be-

cause you have learnt to use the tools of the white

men, those lessons are good for you. But my mis-

take lies in this. Because in my land some have

much and some have little, I have fancied that such

must always be the case. Yet I might have learnt

from you if my eyes had only been humble enough
to see well that which I saw when first I came among
you. None of you was rich and none was poor, but

all shared the produce of the fields and the products
of their hands and all were contented, for the state

owned all things and gave support to each. Yet

the state was but yourselves and therefore you sup-

ported yourselves. We in my land are so wise that

we act together only in killing other folk; we look

upon that man as a dreamer who tries to tell us that

other goods than guns may be held in common to

the common advantage. Blind to what was best, I

have dona what I could to change your simpler life,

and that was wrong.
" Now listen well to what I say, for I seek to cor-

rect the errors into which I have led you, and I

know that you can succeed. Retain the knowledge
of tools which I have taught you, for they will help

you. Cherish your new intercourse with the other

towns, your neighbors, and help them, for in their

success you will find a help to yourselves, and con-

stant warring will but weaken them and you and

leave you a prey to any warlike town beyond that

16
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is bold enough to send a fleet within the bay. Let

all who have goods, whether at their homes or in the

general storehouses, give them up as your fathers

used to do, as you did yourselves until I taught you
otherwise. Then your discontent will cease and

you can be happy. But not with me. I have

aroused some opposition, there are some who have

hard feelings against me, I have made grave errors

and never again could I as teacher claim your full

confidence. Therefore it is best that I should leave

you to work this out for yourselves. My plan is

made. Finau and I will go away to live upon some

other island where no men yet live. Who is will-

ing to go with us and be my teacher in the things

he knows as I will teach him the things I know,

each seeking what is best? We shall find an island

somewhere suited to our purpose, and on it we may
begin anew with no jealousies to overcome. Each

shall do what he best can do, and each shall work

for all and therefore for himself. All goods shall

beheld in common for the common good of all;

there will be neither rich nor poor, and on fresh soil

we shall plant the best customs of your race and

mine, and make a new race which shall not be really

new but only the old Fijian working out its best and

highest development. I do not ask you to take me

for a leader or a teacher, I have yet too much to

learn, but only as a friend and fellow-worker. Who
will go?"
More than half my crew volunteered to join the

colony, and of the others nearly sixty; some were

steady men of family and some were youngsters
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who rather sought excitement than the sober cares

of those who seek new homes. My volunteers I

summoned out upon the green and there found Finau

with about a score of women who had volunteered,

and all were wives of men who stood with me.

These we chose at once, the others we bade go talk

it over with their wives and get their consent.

Some could come to no agreement, and these we cut

out from the list together with all but two or three

of the youngest men. Thus we reduced the number

to thirty families, which figure had been agreed upon
with Na Saqa Levu. None were old, not a man
had passed his thirtieth year, and all would make

good colonists. I was particularly glad to see that

those who had proved my aptest pupils were the

first to cast in their lots with us on the new venture.

Before we set sail to seek our new abiding-place,
we had one more encounter with Cikinovu, who was

only partly mollified by my frank confession that he

was not wholly wrong. It was agreed that all the

men should sail with me to find an island which

would suit and the women should await our report

before we made a final start. Finau went with me
of course. We were all upon the beach and ready
to go a seeking when Cikinovu addressed us. He
now was mild of speech and threatened me no more,
but said that I might live in Na Sau until the arrival

of some vessel which could take me away. This

expedition to seek an island on which to live was

foolish, and as priest he laid a tabu of disaster on it.

Whereat the people loudly laughed, though some
looked anxiously at the sky for signs of coming gale.
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None such appeared, however, and we stood down
the bay and out to sea. In our former cruise to

windward I had heard of no island suited to our

needs, therefore I decided to run over to the nearest

coast of Viti Levu, and try to learn from the people

of the great island if they knew of any little one

where no people lived. Rounding the western horn

of the bay, we soon had cleared the last point of

Kadavu and were heading straight for Beqa. Pass-

ing this island close enough inboard to hear the

shouts of its people, and to know by them that it

was not the place we sought, we kept right on, and

long before nightfall had passed within the reef of

Viti Levu, and lay at anchor in a black and slug-

gish river with a dense growth of mangroves be-

tween us and the sea, and a thick brake of canes

veiling the slimy banks of the stream. No man
had appeared, but voices were heard in the woods

above, whither the people had fled in fright. Land-

ing in the mud we spied a bright-eyed boy perched
in the crown of a tall cocoanut, and brought him

down to earth chattering with fear. Wrapping him

from head to foot in gaudy calico, we bade him seek

his chief and tell him we were no marauders as he

thought, but friends who would give him many
things if he would come speak with us. After a

little space, the chief and people came paddling

down the river in canoes, rather shamefaced at their

panic, and the chief men came aboard and to them

we told our errand.

"This river mouth is Deuba," said the chief,
"
and we see many of those who pass up and down
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the coast, yet we know of no island such as you
seek. Behind us live the fierce kai Colo in the

mountains, and though fighting them most times,

we sometimes meet in friendship, and they tell us

that not in four days' steady travelling could one

reach the other coast of this island, so we know it

not. To the eastward one comes to Suva Bay and

then Laucala and by the Rewa River to Bau where

live fierce warriors, and we thought that you were

men of Bau who sometimes raid even as far as this.

Westward extends a coast without islands even as

far as Nadroga, which we know of but have never

seen. There they may be able to tell you what you

seek, for their canoes have sometimes sailed clear

about the island, and they know the northern coast

where I understand are many islands."

Here we passed the night and the rude hospitality

was little compensation for the tortures we received

from the clouds of mosquitoes which swarmed all

night from the mangrove swamps.
In the morning we set sail on the early tide, and

in a few hours had entered the river at Nadroga, a

far more considerable stream than any which flows

into the bay of the Black Duck. Here we found a

fleet of canoes drawn up in double line on each side

the channel, and men were in them with blackened

faces who greeted us with warlike shouts. My people
clamored that we came in peace and bade them wash

their faces, for that we could kill them all and take

no harm ourselves if they wished for war, and by way
of illustration I shot a waterfowl flying overhead.

Thus convinced the chief came paddling alongside
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and boarded the schooner. He said he knew well

all the islands of the northern coast as far around

as Raki-Raki and northward to the Yasawas, but

none there was without its thick population of men
well trained to fight.

" Twice or thrice I have met

a man," he added, "white as you are, but who lives

as do Fijians. He is a great fighter, and he has

eaten more men than even I. He has told me that

far away to westward there are many islands where

men live as we do, but I did not more than half be-

lieve him. Yet it may be so, for he travels every-

where, about our islands at least, and has no settled

home. I have not seen him for now two years, since

he fought with us against the mountaineers and

killed many. Jaki is his name, Jaki man-eater we

call him. Could you find him he might help you
but I know not where he is or even if he still lives."

This Cannibal Jack, beachcomber and fiend in

ordinary, I had heard spoken of in the forecastle of

the Janet where some one said that he was last seen

in New Caledonia. Thither I determined to sail

in search of him, even though I had no chart and

only roughly knew where it lay. So we sailed from

Nadroga and when the sun went down, Viti Levu

showed but a faint speck upon the eastern sky, and

all the rest was barren sea. For days we ran be-

fore the wind and no land appeared. My people

murmured, for the vast unpeopled stretch of sea ter-

rified them who never before had been out of sight

of land. From morning until night they hung upon
the rail and watched the waves rolling onward with

the vessel, and grew sick of the sea and despaired
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of ever seeing land. They came to me with their

complaints, and I did my best to reassure them,

though I myself felt anxious lest I had made some

error in my calculations, and had passed New Cale-

donia to the north or south, and should sight no

land before we reached New Holland. It was

Finau who came to my relief, and bade me occupy
the men with other thoughts than idle gazing at the

sea and give them work to do, So watch by watch,
I taught them the seamanship of the marline-spike,

and showed them how to splice and wall and crown

a rope and turn in knots of all the much twisted

sorts, which boatswains on the whaling ships

teach green hands. Quicker passed the time when
it was spent with marline-spike and rope's end and

I heard no more complaints. A full week passed
in this voyaging, until late one night the watch

spied land ahead and we hove to near a dashing

foaming reef and waited for the morning to show
us where we were. The watch below gave up its

sleep, and all peered through the darkness at the

gloom which was all we saw of New Caledonia.



XX.

CANNIBAL JACK, THE BEACHCOMBER.

IN
the morning high mountains close at hand tow-

ered before us, and the ring of coral showed

no gap through which we might enter. To wind-

ward we could see the loom of distant land which

we had passed unsighted in the night, and the sight

brought us useless fear of the danger we had run.

To the south, the line of peaks extended out of sight

fading dimly in the blue with here and there a yet

more distant summit looming for a moment on the

eye, half seen and vanished at the next more intent

glance, by that trick of eyesight which shows a

distant object for an instant by a flashing glance
all invisible to the steady searching gaze. North-

ward the hills seemed no less high, and stretched

away for miles, but it was plain to see that they
came to an end, and there we might pass and on

the leeward side count on finding passages in the

reef. Skirting close the coral wall we stood to

northward finding not a single break in the line of

fleecy surges which we dared enter. After mile and

mile of such sailing, we reached a point whence

we could look out upon unbroken western sea, and

through the narrow waterways of the broken reef we

picked a dangerous passage, and then we saw to
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southward, stretching far away, the painted western

slopes of the island. Down the coast we stood

along the reef searching for an entrance, and some

we tried and gave them up because they led us to a

tangle of jagged patches and pinnacles of coral with

no safe course. After many hours of sailing, in

winds which boxed the compass as they were sucked

down deep valleys and spread upon the sea, we found

a noble pass and entered it to thread our way along
to shore.

The islands of the coral seas are all just so. The

tiny polyp buds from the scarcely larger parent

stem, a pin-point cell of life as wonderful as the

highest organism that directs intelligent labor to

construct massy breakwaters which some gale may
overwhelm despite the great intelligence that con-

structed them. Not so the coral. A tiny formless

sac of living tissue, with not a single organ dif-

ferentiated to the sight of strongest microscope, it

draws from the sea a single grain of the lime held

in solution, and makes of it a solid cell within the

living sac. Thus it adds a single grain of solid

matter to the wall uprising from the bottom, and

buds and dies and countless millions grasp each

their drop of water and draw from it one grain of

lime, and brainless in themselves, they die and

leave their skeletons in orderly array rising from

the bottom to the top like a forest of trees long dead

whose bark has rotted away and fallen to enrich the

mould, yet the tough stems and branches stand

many years, bleached to the whiteness of the pearl.

No single polyp in its sac can be made to show a
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single particle of fibre or tissue on which anatomy
can seize and say this is brain or ganglion or simple
reflex centre of sensation; brainless must be the

whole made up of independent brainless parts. Yet

wiser than the man of threefold brain and all sorts

of supplementary nerve-centres down his spinal

marrow, the polypary builds a solid wall in a hun-

dred feet of depth and raises it to the level of the

lowest tide, and that breakwater no gale can over-

throw. Solid in a ring about each island would be

its barrier reef were it not for rain and water from

the springs ashore, for a drop of fresh water kills

the polyp and stops its building. But the water

rolling down the island's windward slope floats on

the heavier water of the sea, and the steady trade-

wind blows it back from the barrier reef and sends

it swirling past point and point, until it goes to lee-

ward to strike against the reef of that side and eat

out gaps and yawning passages. Thus to windward

almost every island shows unbroken stretch of reef

with clear water between it and the shore, and to

leeward a broken reef and mid-water filled with

dangerous peaks of coral.

Through such a dangerous sea, five miles in

width, we slowly picked our way to shore from the

pass, its name Bulari, so we were later told. Close

to the fringing shelf of coral rock that lined the

beach, we found a tortuous waterway and a current

setting down the coast. With wind and current,

we dropped down and scanned the shore as we

passed it by, a rough and forbidding coast. The
mountains threw their shoulders to the sea with
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steep inclines and sun-parched growth of droughty

grass, or raised from the water gaunt cliffs of rocks

stained with dull hues, where trickling water of the

rains had washed across the outcrop of some ore.

Between point and point a narrow bay ran in to

meet a steep valley crowded by the hills on either

side, and there was growth of feathery cocoanuts

beneath which stood the brown thatched houses of

the race. From every village as we passed men

sprang to sight upon the beach brandishing clubs

tipped with green stone and chattered to us in an

unknown tongue, which it needed no interpreter to

teach us was a challenge to fight. We passed them

by in silence, for we could not ask our way of those

whose tongue moved to different sounds than ours,

but I trusted that the man we sought might spy the

schooner as she skirted every bay, and headland

and disclose himself. Nor was I disappointed in

this hope. We neared the southern end, the moun-

tain slopes grew longer and less bare, the valleys

were less crowded, and level plains began to stretch

along the shore. At last we slid around a point

and felt the tradewind blowing dead ahead, and

through a strait between the mainland and an out-

lying isle we saw the eastern horizon. We tacked

across the strait and saw the island covered with

spindling pines rising tall and straight with slender

girth. People ran out upon a little spit and chat-

tered, loudly calling when we came about and stood

away upon the other tack. Standing back in hope
to clear the isle, we saw a canoe come paddling
toward us, and a man stood in the bow and bent his
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palms about his chaps and hailed us with the cry

"ahoy," for he was white though grimed with dirt

and covered over with tattooed tracery of every un-

couth sort. We had found the man we sought, for

this was Cannibal Jack.

He was a monster, fiercer in his degradation than

his savage associates who never had enjoyed the

sight of better things. From this man, stained with

sin and proud of unnumbered crimes, we were to

seek our path to better ways. What matters it if

the paint be grimy of the finger board if only one

still may read the letters which show the path?

He spoke us as we shivered in the wind, and then

went on before to pilot us, and shortening sail we

followed and dropped our anchor in a little bay,

and bade him tell the people not to come near us.

This done he came aboard and spoke to us a tongue

that mixed Fijian and English, with a host of words

we could not comprehend until at last I bade him

speak Fijian alone, since he had forgot the civilized

speech. He was a shocking sight, worse than the

worst savage I had ever seen, because he had fallen

from better things and falling had gathered mo-

mentum, as falling bodies do, and gone below the

level of the people he consorted with. Clouted like

a savage man, his very looks had changed and from

the civilization he had forsworn, he brought to sav-

age life one look alone, a glance of low cunning

and distrust of every one. The lines upon his face

were brutish, as of one who chooses evil for his

daily thought, not because he knows no better, but

for that he knows the better and tears it from his
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life in scorn of all things good. He might have led

the folk he lived with up to better life, he chose in-

stead to lead their life and drag them down to lower

things. With ready wit, he taught them vices they
had never thought of and spent his time devising

new ways of villainy. First of all the race of

beachcombers, he roved across the sea from island

to island and left behind a trail of lowered lives, of

simple aspirations of savage man turned to wild lust

for thing's base and ignoble. Fearing nothing and

protected by his cloak of wickedness, he taught the

folk to look upon the white man as their leader to

unrighteousness. Them I do not blame at all.

Their simple lives have slowly grown under the

teaching of a mild necessity alone; no thought has

come to them of right or wrong; a thing that must

be done is a duty, to be done solely because to leave

it undone would lead to their own undoing; a thing

that must not be done is a tabu, not to be done, be-

cause its doing would bring on them punishment in

material form
;
these concrete instances have not

yet had time to crystallize into abstract thought of

right and wrong. Therefore, when one came to them,

willing to live their life and showed them that what

they thought that all must do might be avoided and

no harm come, that what they had been told they
must not do might still be done, and punishment be

defied, they followed him to novel liberty and saw no

wrong. But the man who would so belie his own
manhood and bewray the simple childhood of less

enlightened men I shrank from him in loathing, and

my people looked at him and then at me and
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wondered at the difference. Now as I look back at

that meeting it is deep pity that I feel and I bless

the fate that kept me from becoming such as he.

With him I bargained for the news we needed and

bought his chaffering tale of a distant northern

island by name, Valua. Here it appeared he had

met a kindly welcome, yet repaid his hosts by bring-

ing on them the treachery of a wild horde from an-

other land and harried them to extermination. And
the way to Valua, that also was included in the

bargain. He named strange islands of the northern

course, Erromango and Mallicolo and Nitendi and

Malayta. But for compass and chart of our new

voyaging he bade us ask on every island where is

the land of men with tails who pierce their ears so

large that they throw them over their ears when

they run. This clue, he said, should lead us to

Malayta and thence the way was clear, just out of

view to leeward.



XXI.

THE CRUISE AMONG THE ISLANDS.

ACROSS
our life had been smeared one dark

and filthy line which for the time marred our

thought. From the memory of my companions had

almost faded all recollection of my rude associates

on the brig, who met their death while striving to

wreak treachery. But now the sight of this fierce

beachcomber recalled to them the falseness they had

learned to associate with the white skin, and while

they did not deem me such as he, they drew a little

off from that frank company into which we had

grown; reason taught them that I was their friend

and companion to be trusted, but feeling, which

overmasters reason, bade them see my skin was

white, which they had almost ceased to notice, and

for the time include me in the class to which be-

longed the rascals of the brig and this monster who
led the savages into deeper depths of savagery.

Thus they drew a little off and sat thoughtful.

For my part I too drew aside to think my own

thoughts, and thus two parties stood alone. From
this little rift of no account itself and easy to be

closed there might, perhaps, have grown a breach

and no one know how it had come to pass nor how

to mend it, but each from his own side would look
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regretfully across the stifling bank of distrust and

doubt and envy.

We needed not the beachcomber's order to be

gone, no desire lay upon us to remain a single need-

less instant in such company ;
'even before his canoe

had touched the beach, we had our anchor up and

our sails were filled, and t^Jk and tack we fetched

across the strait, and past the reef and out to sea to

open water where we could lie our course. Then
when all the seamen's cares were done there fell upon
the sea that soft and mellow light as of rich gold
which comes before the setting sun, and takes the

place of twilight in the tropics where black night

closely follows brightest day. Filled with my own

deep thoughts I did not see the puzzled faces of my
friends, and the sfyy glances full of half formed

questionings which they shot at me, but turned

aside and leaned upon the rail to think my own

thoughts out, neglecting one who sat near me and

to whom participation in my thought was due.

This chance encounter with one of my own race,

amid wild scenes and people wilder made in moral

wilderness by his tuition, had thrown me back to

bitter contemplation of the high work I, in deep
and youthful ignorance, had essayed to do among

my companions. Maafu, with shrewd perception,

had seen one faulty side of what I did, and had

kindly censured me from his own point of view.

Then first it dawned upon me that I erred in hold-

ing myself as one who from a higher step reaches

down a helping hand. Perhaps I never put it plainly

to myself that I was high and they were low; I
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never thought of it until Maafu, counseling kindly
as any elder might counsel an impetuous youth, had

shown it to me, not so much by what he said as by
the sober words he left unsaid upon the lips, in-

deed, but loudly spoken in the searching glance and

courteous gesture. Those words spoke loudest to

me; I felt in them a reproach, yet not in them but

in my comprehension of them, a reproach not for

wilful error but for ill-considered action. From
that reproach and close searching of my thought, I

had come to the new and manlier resolve not to

look down to teach, but to stand shoulder to shoulder

with my friends and learn from them, and together
look upward to the something higher, and to reach

it by resting on the well-earned footing, and by tak-

ing only well-considered steps humbly watching lest

we fall to error. Such were the thoughts that

Maafu put in me; he showed that I must work as

simple man among simple men, not as something
set on high, obscuring all the way that leads to it.

A lantern is a good thing for the man who goes
abroad in the gloom of starless night, and helps him
to pick his path if he carry it by his side, but he

who follows a light borne far ahead falls into briers

and is torn and bruises tender flesh upon the rocks.

Now the sight of this man of wicked ways reproached
me. upbraided me; scourged me with remorseful

thought for the evil I had done unwitting, and
which never might be wholly undone, but leave its

scar upon unknown generations yet to come. If all

our centuries of civilization and knowledge and de-

velopment had but fitted us to become, like him,
17
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worse in our savagery when occasion offers than the

very men whom we despise as savages, what would

this civilization, development along unfamiliar

lines, knowledge of new things, work upon the life

and manners of those to whom I brought it? My
earnest intention had been to mold NaSau into like-

ness of the towns I knew at home. I had sought to

build upon the Fijian in a month, a year, all that

superstructure of Anglo-Saxon life into which we

have grown through centuries of slow development,

in war and peace, and at the end find that at its

best it is but a makeshift. This man had been de-

veloped by civilization into deepest savagery; into

what would that civilization develop the savages
themselves ? It helped me not at all to call to mind

that I had changed my aim, that now I sought hum-

bly to grow with my people to a natural manhood,
that even as I watched the deep deceiving sea it

was upholding us on our path to our future home. It

was well for us that I learned in time whither I was

leading those who put their trust in me, but the

steps already taken, if retraced, would leave the

footprints on the soil unto all time a byway to lead

others into the trackless tangle of doubt and error.

But those very footprints honestly made and never

to be effaced, were remorse to me when I saw the

cruel mockery of all I sought to do, when in place

of noble manhood I saw the loathsome body of

crime triumphant over good endeavor. So, steeped

in remorseful thought and despairing of the time to

come, I sought to pierce the unknown depths of sea;

the people sat silent on the deck thinking out their
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thoughts which drew them away from me, and be-

tween us sat Finau, anxious in the silence that over-

hung the ship, and by some woman's sense divining
the little vapor of distrust which came between.

"Men of Valua!" I heard her say, and in the ad-

dress brave common sense dispelled the banks of re-

morse and doubt. Not looking backward to the

home we left and its associations, but gazing for-

ward with hope and steadfastness to the new home
we sought, she called us by that name, men of

Valua. Doubt fled away.
" Men of Valua! What is this change which

comes upon our voyage. The night is coming when
we are wont to sit together and talk about the

island that we seek, to make our plans for living
in our new home, and to laugh and jest about what

each would do. Now you sit in silence on the deck,

and strangely look at the master, and Ratu Ritu

leans upon the rail in silent gazing on the sea as

though he sought to trace the shoals of fish as they
swim from island to distant island. What is this

change? You have seen a white man not worthy to

be our friend and he has told us of the land we seek,

and all at once there seems distrust where all was

confidence. What fools you are! The master is

not such as he. You have your thoughts away from

him, he too has thoughts away from you; I sit be-

tween not thinking in the thoughts of him or you, I

sit alone."

It was like the first draught in morning which

steals in from the sea and touches every night-time
bank of fog and it vanishes, not blown away to be
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seen as it rolls along, but vanished utterly. My
mood changed at her words and she no longer sat

alone, for I stood beside her, and looking up she

smiled at me, her end accomplished, and about the

deck that smile went contagious and rested on every

lip and we were one again, the rift was closed be-

fore it had wrought harm.
**

Master, Finau called me," I said to them.
" Yet that is not the word that should be used.

There is no master where all are one in purpose,

and each takes the lead in that which he best knows

to do. I sail the schooner because I best know the

art which finds the path across the sea where paths

are none. When we have reached the shore some

other man will take the lead and still another, each

doing best what he can do best. Yet he will be no

master nor yet shall I, for we are but brothers help-

ing each the other to better things. The husband

is not master of the wife nor she of him, but each

works to one end and some things he does and some

she, each aiding the other in the appointed way,

and being one they work as one doubly strong, for

they have the strength of two. So by working to

one end and no one master, but each doing well his

appointed duty, we shall be one with the strength

of thirty. And the thought which weighed upon
me as we cleared the land which holds that man of

my race was not distrust of you, but sadness that

one who has been taught to know and do the right

should teach to others that which is wrong."
No more was said, for some one idly drumming

on the deck let his tapping fingers stray into
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familiar time, and then we sang until the night had

deeper grown and in the darkness right ahead we
saw the darker gloom of land, and were constrained

to heave to for light to shine upon our path.

Morning showed us the islands and the many islets

from which our mentor bade us take departure, to

the southward Mare, Lifou right before our stem,
and to the northward Uea faintly seen. Picking our

way at dawn, we safely passed the dangers, and

when Lifou showed astern, we set our course north-

east for two days' cruise across empty sea where yet

we had to keep a never-ceasing watch, lest discover-

ing some new rock or coral reef, we might know it

first by the shock of wreck. But no such calamity
befell and on the second night, while yet no land

was seen, there came a faint glow upon the eastern

sky, and some said the moon was rising until we
chanced to think that the moon was new that night,

and had shown a slender crescent in the western sky,

and a tiny thread of light which seemed to encircle

avoid of darkness, and had sunk from sight beneath

the sea, new moon and old together, an hour after

sun. But I had thought of ship ablaze at sea, and

needing aid for men who had no chance between

the fire and the water, and hauled closer to the wind

and bore down upon the glow. All night it blazed

upon the horizon, growing brighter as we sped
toward it, and as the stars wheeled downward toward

the morning, we saw great flames lapping sea and

sky. Yet dawn disclosed no sight of blazing hull

or charred fragments floating on the sea, but the

sun shone red through a dense cloud of smoke, and
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as it higher rose to throw its beams upon the cloud

no longer through it we wondered at the eddying
curls of black with darting jets of white as of water

boiling into steam. Wondering we sailed on and

soon we spied a point of rock which we lifted until

we had drawn an island into sight, and a great vol-

cano smoking, and faint sounds came to us of loud

explosions. Terrified by the unknown monster, my
people clung to hear my explanation of the molten

centre of the earth breaking through the crust in

cones that flame, and throw out balls of rock and

sometimes break and let loose a deluge of liquid fire

on the land. Relieved of superstitious awe by the

explanation yet fearing still we drew near the land

at its farthest point from the cone, and there found

houses and people sitting on the sand as unconcerned

as though the fiery mountain were not bursting at

their back with incessant reports.

Here we landed prepared for war, but making

signs of peace which met with peaceful signs in

answer, and to meet us at the shore the people

brought down food and water. This we thought

was Erromango, but when we spoke the people

pointed northward, and then with comprehensive

gesture to include the place on which we stood and

the volcano and the land about, said Tanna. They

spoke a harsher tongue than ours but there were

many words the same, and the language of gesture

was indeed the same, which with quick-speaking

people goes before the word, so that men may often

talk without a movement of the lip. Here we

rested overnight and made acquaintance with the
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folk, and talked with them as best we could and

asked our way. When we asked where lived the

men with tails who throw their ears over their heads

in running through the woods they pointed north

and laughed, and fillipped their own ears to show

that they were not the ones. Then my people, filled

with the mystery of the fire mountain, told them all

that I had taught them of the molten core of earth

squeezed to the surface. But the men of Tanna

made shift to tell us of the great god who lived deep

in the hollow mountain, which some had climbed

that they might see its hollowness. There in a cave

he slept for months and years. But waking hungry
he stalked out by night and stole upon sleeping

towns and seized the people and took them to his

home. Then uprooting two mighty trees, he rubbed

them as men rub trifling sticks and kindled fire and

made his meal. This explanation being more natural

my people took to heart, disregarding all the truth

which I had told them as passing all belief, and

Finau scorned them for their folly, yet feared as

much as any to look upon the awful cone.

From Tanna we sailed northward and sighted Er-

romango and landed there, and then sailed on to

Vate, and by a chain of islands great and small to

Mallicollo, making friends at every place and leav-

ing little presents for our hosts. Yet ever in reply

to our question about the uncouth men who served

to guide us on our way, fingers pointed northward.

In our search over unknown seas, we were like be-

lated wayfarers who have no guide but Jack o' Lan-

tern. They know the cool thin flame a most prankish
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guide, certain to dance across bogs and ditches, and

lead their stumbling feet into miry ground and

thickets of arresting thorn. But in lack of better

light they trust the uncertain glow will chance at

last to lead them to the solid ground beyond where

they may find, at least, a dry resting-place, if not

the comfort of the farmstead. We followed Jack o'

Lantern over seas where no one knew the way. We
touched at many islands where the people had never

heard Valua's name and could not point the path.

They knew the name of their own land, and could

give some name to other land seen from their shores,

and that name might be or not the name that distant

land bore in the speech of its people. So we might
have sailed on forever in bewilderment, touching at

the thousand islands and the fertile islets of that

crowded western sea, and never chance to spy the

island that we sought or light on men who knew it.

The rude directions of the beachcomber of New
Caledonia were rude indeed to guide us over leagues

of sea, to sail so many days on such a course and

make a certain land and then more days upon an-

other course to other land and seek the way to land-

marks of people whose world is bounded by an eye-

shot. But a better clue he gave us in the fable

which he said would serve to guide us as we sought

unknown worlds.

To the people of each island there was no world

save that which they could see from their highest

mountain top. Their own land they knew; to every

bay and inlet and little cape and trickling stream

they gave a name as men, wiser in a larger sphere,
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give names to great divisions of the earth. That

was their world, their island home, and any land

that might lie in sight. Around it was drawn a

fence of coral to keep them from distant dangers,

and all within that fence was safe; but beyond its

shelter lay spread out a plain of sea that stretched

on every hand as far as a great canoe could sail in

two days' time, and there it ended, broke short off,

and there was nothing more save underneath a store

of clouds which oftentimes the wind pulled out and

sent flying over sea and land, and sometimes they

were wet by water dripping from the edge, hence

came the rain. As far as eye could reach and two

days' sail of great canoe was all the world of fact,

beyond was utter void, unthinkable because unseen.

Our course along the world of fact was blind

groping in the dark, for none could tell us aught,

but only warnings of the danger if we should sail

two days and reach the end of all things. How
we had come upon their world and whence, were

questions that puzzled them, but they refused to

believe our explanation that the world was larger

than they thought; some had seen us come down-

ward from the sky, and others had watched our rising

from the sea, and content with such explanation of

a vexing fact, returned to steadfast faith in their

world of littleness, as others do in greater things.

But beyond, above, below, and all about this tiny

world of fact, there lay a world of fancy, misty and

built on dreams which coming back to the dreamer

buttressed into greater show of solid stuff the dream-

land of his fancy. Without a chart we wandered
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aimlessly about the world of fact, in the world of

fancy we had a guide which led as true as hangs the

needle to its pole. To ask where dwelt the men with

tails who throw their ears over their heads, seemed

very silliness to those who sought for facts of solid

earth, yet to our end it led us as well as though we
had a perfect chart with latitudes and longitudes.

All knew the people whom we claimed to seek.

Their faces lit with bright intelligence as they

pointed north, but said that no canoe could reach

that land because it lay beyond the world with its

two days of sailing to the brink of nothingness.
But in the north these people lived, so all agreed as

they stretched their rounded arms and sinewy

fingers thereaway. But beside the fact of tails and

curious ears they knew nothing of these people,

whether fierce or whether mild or what they were.

But they had heard it in their childhood from the

oldest men they knew, men whose jaws kept ever

moving without sound as though they talked with

unseen people, who told them of the strange things
that lie beyond. And these old men had heard the

story in their far-away childhood from other ancient

men and they from others in a chain back to the be-

ginning of all things, and that is how men of nowa-

days know anything, it is handed down from the

elders to the young. Some explanation there may
be of dim memory of distant lands almost forgotten,
of memory of migration through the Malay seas

which is the nearest place where monkeys live. Yet

why should this one memory remain to all who have

so far forgotten that their fathers wandered that
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they draw the metes of earth just out of eyeshot?
It is a mystery as inexplicable as the memory that

kept alive to some upon the islands the name of

cattle, though neither their fathers nor their father's

fathers had ever seen horned kine; as the memory
that preserved the name of fire to people who knew
not smouldering coals or crackling cheerful blaze.

But mystery as it was, superstitious fancy of simple

minds, it served to guide us as nothing else could do.

From Ambrym and the riven rock we sailed in

haste and landed at the islands which showed to

northward, and then stood across to Merena and

thence to Vanua Lava. With no concern to speed
us on our way, we lingered at the islands which

pleased us most, tarrying here but over night, and

there loitering for days and weeks as the fancy
seized us, to make acquaintance with the people and

watch the way in which they lived. For, said my
matai :

" You tell us that you have much to learn from

us and we, I know, have much to learn from you.

Yet both may learn something from the people whom
we see." Thus we studied well the things they did

and how they did them, and talked them over, both

giving and receiving good advice. Uncertain what

the soil might be upon our island, save that it was

low and fertile, we gathered seeds of useful plants

which grew not in our former home, and learnt the

art to till them. Eager with new zest for learning

we studied everything that came beneath our eyes,

and put the loitering time to good account, not only
for the useful things we learnt, but for the simple

yet difficult act of learning.
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As we drew near strange lands, the people some-

times crowded down upon the glistening beach to

watch us, or put out in canoes to catch an earlier

glimpse for satisfaction of their curiosity; some-

times we found the shores deserted since the people

fled in fright, and then we had to search for some

cowering man or child to whom we would give tri-

fling gifts, and with burst of words he did not com-

prehend, and gestures more readily understood, con-

vince him that we meant no harm. Thus made our

messenger, he hurried off into the jungle and told

the others, and then from mouth to mouth the call

was loudly passed, and our hosts descended to their

empty homes to make us welcome. Some were

filled with fear at our approach, all with wonder,
but none as yet had turned on us with savage vio-

lence, for they had not yet learnt to associate

treachery, deceit, and murder with white skins. We
never landed on a new island without our muskets,

and always made precautions against surprise, but

no hostile threat had met us, no menace, no memory
of wrongs by strangers done to be avenged on the

next: to come. Coarse as they were black, rude with

the blunt frankness of children who have never learnt

to hide their feelings, they welcomed us in their own

way, and we looked at the spirit of the welcome,
not its uncouth manner. But as for danger to our

lives, we were safer among these savages than

among the ruder sort of people in lands of written

laws and more pretentious civilization.



XXII.

THE COMING OF THE SUNRISE.

A SLOW sweet change had been creeping over

Finau in these months of close company.
When first we met I found her a shy girl, out of

touch with childhood and not yet a woman, hovering
in the border land. Then came a time when, her

shyness gone, she met me with imperious little

orders to do this or that, sometimes pouting if her

commands were not at once obeyed, and then in a

burst of tenderness swiftly following on her pet,

making little of herself and begging me to pay no

heed to such a silly child as she. That passed

away in turn and in its place came a trusting con-

fidence and sharing of my inmost thoughts as I shared

hers. It is a pleasant picture that my memory
draws, myself at work about the town or in the

woods or on the beach, devising some new thing to

help my people in their daily round of toil, and

Finau, never far away, watching closely all I did,

and listening to my words of counsel. Then while

the others, each as best he could, were making trial

of the new device, and I had leisure time to stand

and watch their varied measure of success, Finau

would come to my side and rest her hands upon my
shoulder with fingers interlaced and gentle pressure

269
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of the palms to accent some question that had come
to her. Thus standing, she would ask the matter

out, not only what it was itself, but what new thing
it led to and what grew out of that, never content

until she knew it all, its reasons and its ends.

Pondering over what I told her, she still would

stand in silence, watching the efforts of the men, and

sometimes calling one by name, would say: "The
master says, do so," and if he failed to do it right

would go to him with further counsel, and if he

still made failure would call to me with that sweet

smile which ever lit her face when she spoke my
name, and say:

" Ratu Ritu, come place his hands

aright, he seeks to do but the tool is unfamiliar."

Those are the pictures of the handicraft days. As

pleasant are the memory pictures of the graver

cares, when in my house or his, Na Saqa Levu and

myself by night discussed our plans. Within the

circle of the blazing strings of candlenuts, she sat

a little space removed from each, as half apologetic

for intruding on the thought of men engaged in

business, yet marking every word we said, gazing

intently on the speaker with quick flashes of the eye
to note how something said impressed the listener.

Silent for the most part she sat, but now and then

when her father refused to be convinced, she spoke
with quick reproach,

"
Why, father, my Ritu knows,"

whereat the indulgent father shrugged his shoulders

with a smile and merry jest that he had hoped she

would not rule him with so strong a sway, now that

she had another man to govern. But she, noting

only the complaining form of speech and not the
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laughing twinkle of the eye above the moving lips,

would in a moment be all affection and throw her

arms about his neck for but an instant, and then

come to my side and see the jest, and laughing ask

us both if we dared disobey when she chose to rule.

Restraint thus broken, she would tell us what she

thought of all that we had said. And as she talked

the mirthful mood would change and upon her face

would steal an expression of grave interest and

weighty care, and more than once she saved us from

some error which our slower moving minds had not

foreseen, and helped us to a better plan, and took

no credit, but shyly shrank into herself when we

gave her words of praise. Thus she was my greatest

aid, my firm companion, my steadfast friend in that

friendship which alone can be unchanging when it

rests on tenderness and sharing of the inmost

thought. At first she sought for some great work
to do, and begged me to trust some enterprise to her

alone, but that soon passed away as she found that

she could help me most by light touch of hand or

gentler seeking out my thought, not following, not

leading, but going on with me with equal step and

at my side.

This love and evenness of life was not an instant

thing and from the first, yet it did come to me in an

instant after months of growth and silent unfolding
to fit me for it. She was always full of love, im-

petuous sometimes, always strong, and from the first

she raised me to a higher place as women do. I

am ashamed to make the confession, yet I accepted
her rating and looked upon myself as something
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higher; and so long as that thought lingered with

me, the fulness of love could not come. I was ever

tender, men sometimes feel a tenderness for women
as for some petted, weaker thing, and pass long lives

of happiness and think it love until they die, yet all

the while their hearts have never opened to give but

only to receive, and they talk of being one and,

blind, they still are two. So it was with me, I

could not see it at the time but now in retrospection
it is plain to see. But that night of gale and dark-

ness, the despairing cry across the sea, the black blot

upon the blacker waters, the agonizing strain upon
the rope, burst every fold of complacent self-deceit,

and I knew myself at last, and knew my wife when I

held her fainting on the deck, and shielded her from

the dashing of the spray. As one thinks in inex-

perience that he has seen all the secret recesses of

his nature even if he has kept them hid from others,

so thought I. Yet I had something more to learn

of love, and the lesson came to me upon this cruise.

Then it broadened for us both beyond the scope of

this single day, it took us deep into the past and

showed how love had raised the race to better,

nobler deeds; it carried us beyond the day of our

little life which we thought ended everything for

us and showed that love reaching to unnumbered

generations far beyond our count. Then we learned

that death was not the end as we saw our love and

life a helpful influence, mingling with other lives

and loves of others, to be a firm foundation for the

men and women of distant years to rest upon and

learn to look back their blessings on us as we on
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those who had preceded us, and then to look ahead

as we did now and find that human life is some-

thing greater than the folk who live it for a little

space, and help the future by the good they do or

mar it by their ill.

A change came over Finau as day trod on event-

ful day of this our voyage in search of a home,
where we might begin anew and grow to noble life,

noble at least in that it would not be hemmed around

by other growth, of thorns perhaps, to crowd and

starve the tender plant. She was the same in every

thing, yet different, with a difference that I could

not lay hold upon and ask why it was so, yet I felt

it all the time and cast my strength and love about

her closer. She felt the change herself though yet

she could not find a reason, but oftentimes I looked

up from the work I did to find her sitting thought-

ful with idly folded hands and eyes that spoke re-

proaches on herself, not clearly knowing why.
Then I would reach out my hands in invitation dear

to her, and she would sob upon my breast and say

no word. But when the sudden flood had poured
out all its tumultuous tears, she would raise herself

and smile at me with glistening tears upon her lashes,

and perhaps a drop stayed in its downward course

upon her cheek, and chide herself for idling and go
seek out something that she might do. A dozen

tasks a day she set herself, and started busily to per-

form each one, and always wearied of the task ere

it half was done, and fell into that strange musing
vein. At times she would advise me on some point

and before she finished what she started out to say,
18
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her lips would hesitate and the thought seemed

clouded in her mind, and idly toying with my
fingers she would lapse into silence and the thing

remain unsaid. At first I tried to help her out, to

suggest the word she seemed to seek, but it worried

her and so I fell into the way of holding her and try-

ing might and main to pass upon her troubled

thought quietness and peace which are the only rest;

and sometimes I succeeded, for she would turn with

loving look upon me and pass to plainer things.

She was always restless and sought change amid the

new scenes of our voyaging, and finding change she

tired of it and sought still greater change and noth-

ing long. It wearied her, and when we were alone

in the schooner's cabin or in the house put at our

service by our hosts ashore, her constant word was:
" Hold me, Ritu, hold me close to you, for I am

tired," and often thus she went to sleep, not with

the quiet slumber of the wearied frame, but with

little movements of the fingers as though laying

tender hold on something seen in dreams and on

her sleeping face smile waited on its sister smile,

and sometimes broken words would hang upon her

lips half spoken and my name most of all. Waking,
she would raise her lids to gaze upon my face with

strange peaceful eyes, and passing quite beyond
her happy dreamland would clasp me closer. She

would not leave me day or night, but found her

greatest happiness where I might touch her with my
hand, and often asked if she were in my way. and

told me how she clung to me closer and tighter all

days. She was filled with dull forebodings of some
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coming ill, the tempest would seize me on the sea

or savage men ashore, and she be left alone to suffer.

In vain I reasoned with her, I could not laugh at

her fears, they were too real. She would not be

diverted from her gloomy anticipation, but always

kept a watchful eye on every side, to be the first to

spy the doom approaching, and if not to be averted

by quick action then to be with me in disaster and to

share my end. But most of all she was ever weary,

worn out in mind by her self-inflicted cares, anxious,

and in all things despondent save my love.

Once and once only did the event make good her

forebodings, and that was at Vanikoro to which we

came in our northward seeking. Here the rude

people whose inhospitality had been whetted by
the massacre of La Perouse, fell upon us by night

and nearly overpowered us before we could fight our

way to the schooner. This treachery of the Vani-

koro men broke her down, the long tension through

that night of fearful watching proved too much for

her endurance, and she at last gave up. While we

kept our watch upon the schooner's deck, and listened

through the night to the howling of the savages

balked of their foul purpose, she was as intent as

any to guard against surprise, and more than once I

checked her in the very act to fire at the gloom which

her excited fancy tortured into shape of canoe steal-

ing down upon us. In vain I begged her to go be-

low and take some rest, but she always answered:

"None will guard you as I will, Ritu, and I must

stay. If the wild men should kill you when I was

not by to protect you, I should myself kill all of
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these who let you die. No, I must stay here to

watch." It was useless to attempt to soothe her,

for she was not at all herself, and any opposition

might have chafed her into a dangerous condition.

I could see that she had a high fever, for her skin

was dry and hot, her lips were parched, and her eyes
were brilliant even in the darkness. Therefore I

humored her and kept her by my side, where from

time to time she would doze off in little naps, and

wake with a start and seize her gun as if to shoot

the threats that were harmlessly shouted from the

shore. But the naps grew longer and the sleep more

sound and soon the morning dew stood in beads

upon us all, and her thirsty skin drank it eagerly
and she fell so sound asleep that we were able to

carry her below and lay her in the berth she used.

Then with the first gray of dawn, when we could see

the channel in among the coral patches, we stood

to sea and left the dreadful place. Yet the clanking
of the windlass and the creaking of the cordage did

not move her, and the long ocean surges did but

rock her to a deeper sleep.

I set the course by compass, for no land appeared,

and left the cares of sailing entirely to my crew; for

I must sit beside the sleeper, not that I could do

anything which was not better done by sleep, but I

felt less anxiety to sit and watch. The men about

the deck stepped lightly when each lay aft to relieve

the wheel, no sound was heard save the creaking of

the rudder on its pintles, and the long lapping of

the waves beneath the quarter, and mingling with

these sounds the deep breathing of the sleeping
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woman. For hours she lay without a change, with-

out a movement of the limbs, baking with an in-

ward fever which I strove in vain to break by use

of the coldest oil. Hours went by and at last she

breathed a sigh and moved, yet did not wake. Thus
the day went by without change, and toward night-
fall the master of the matai darkened the companion,
and coming part way down silently beckoned me
and I went on deck. There, close at hand, was an-

other land, and he sought to know if we should

tarry there. But now I had no thought to mingle
with new people and, therefore, bade him stand in,

but wait no longer than to find out if it were Ni-

tendi which, lying somewhere hereaway, marked a.

change of course in the route laid down for us by
the beachcomber. Even as I spoke a sail was spied

upon the sea and a canoe standing toward us. Soon

we drew close together and without stopping for a

useless word, we pointed toward the island and the

men shouted back to us
"
Nitendi!" Then we filled

the sails and took the trade-wind free, and laid our

course to northward and by west. Having seen all

well on deck, I went below to resume my anxious

watch.

Night drew quickly on and with the dark no

change in the sleeper. Worn by the anxious day
and sleepless night, lulled by the gentle rise and
fall as the following waves helped on the ship
toward the home we sought, soothed by the stillness

above, below, I found my breath sliding into tune

with the steady breathing of Finau, and I fell asleep
at my post. Long afterward I awoke suddenly,
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and with a bitter chill as though some ill, not yet

known, had just befallen. I stretched my hand out

to the berth and found Finau's skin soft and dewy,
and I knew that she was safe and made to fetch a

light. But her thin voice detained me.
44

No, Ritu, do not bring a light, but sit here by
me and hold my hands in your strong ones, for I

am so very weak. I feel as one to whom death is

very near and I do not fear it; but bring no light,

for I would not see anxiety on your face. I have

tried you, dear Ritu, in these last few days very

much, I fear, but I did not mean to do it. I have

not been myself and scarcely know just what I did,

as sudden purpose came to me and faded out almost

before I had started toward its accomplishment. I

have been peevish, fretful, like a pampered child,

not like a woman worthy of your patience and your
love. Forgive me, Ritu, for behaving like a child;

for, indeed, I am a woman and must suffer as a woman
does and gladly so, for it knits our perfect love into

something finer, so closely joined that it is one in-

deed."

Then sad, yet hoping, we two talked on throughout
the night and from time to time I tried to soothe

the pain and though it was beyond the soothing I

could feel her face drawn into a wan smile, useless

in the dark, as though to lift some part of the bur-

den from me. In the sudden gray of morning, when

the dull light gloomed through the skylight and the

little windows of the stern, 'and sifted down the com-

panion hatch so that we saw each the other's face,

she quickly raised her arms and clasped them con-
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vulsively about my neck and groaned, "Oh, Ritu,

this is death," and then fell back and the sweat in

beads stood out upon her.

"And, Ritu, when I am dead," she softly whis-

pered between the pain,
"
do not longer waste your

life among this people without love which turns

waste into fruit. Go to your own home, seek your
own people, and make yourself as great among them

as you have done with us. You can do it, for you
are good."

Quickly the day drew on, the light grew brighter

and we could plainly see each other. The last pain

passed, soon all was over, and looking up at me
with streaming eyes Finau whispered:

"
It was not

death, but life; new life to live long after we have

done our best." Just then the schooner settled

down upon a long sloping wave; through the open

companion there fell upon us three the first red ray

of the warm sun.
" The sun has risen," she faintly

cried in her great joy, "the sun has risen, Ritu.

Let us call him Sunrise, Mata ni Siga.
" A tiny

wail floated out upon the ruddy ray, out to the

world to join the mingled cry of all who live be-

neath the sun.



XXIII.

WE FIND OUR HOME.

THE
change which came upon the ship was won-

derful. The men no longer stamped their

feet with noisy songs when busy at their work, al-

ways with a thoughtful care for the little waif be-

low. . The helmsman stood to leeward of his wheel

hoping that in his trick he might catch through the

companion one glimpse of the "little lord of indus-

try." The mate forbade the men to come below and

much against my will forced them to sleep upon the

deck on spare sails, and they obeyed without grum-

bling, for they felt their comfort little worth com-

pared with the slumber of the little babe who slept

most times within his mother's arms, for even I at

first was hardly trusted with his weight. I brought

the mate below that he might see, and on tiptoe he

came up to the berth and looked upon the little mite

and said some words that in themselves meant noth-

ing yet showed the deep kind feeling of them all

toward me and mine, and on Finau's smiling invi-

tation, stretched out hard fingers over dainty little

hands, and then went up on deck and gathered all

the rest about to tell them of the new-comer, and

through the open skylight we could hear their ex-

clamations.

280
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In the morning we saw a low island on our course,

a spot of green trees rising from the glistening sand

and outer ring of foaming reef. To this we drew

and anchored, for Finau felt the need of some quiet

resting-place. Gentle people gave us friendly wel-

come and stilled all their shouts when we told them

of the freight we bore. This island had the name

Anologo, and close at hand upon the placi'd reef-

girt sea there lay a sister islet, Nupani, and both

people were as one.

With the second morning Finau felt well enough
to go ashore and suggested it on the plea that the

people would be anxious to see the child, and said

no word about her anxiety to show him off before

admiring friends. And I being just as keen as she

to put the child on exhibition said nothing of it on

my part as well, but agreed with her that our friends

must be consumed with curiosity and that it were a

shame to keep them longer in suspense.

Here we tarried while the pleasant weeks rolled

into months arid the child grew apace, for Finau

shrank from further voyaging and busied herself

with countless motherly cares. We were not idle,

we taught the folk who gladly listened to our teach-

ing, and perhaps it helped them to better enjoyment
of their life in the days when we had sailed away
and left them, two spots of human life upon a lonely

sea. Thus well-nigh half a year was spent and no

one spoke of departure until Finau herself told us

that she was ready to seek Valua and longed to bring
Mata ni Siga to his home. So we set sail leaving

many friends behind on the two islands sorrowing at
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our departure. But when the last reef was passed
and our prow was headed toward the unknown north-

west, the master of the matai said that the child

ought to be brought on deck that all might take

him for their chief in time to come. This I said

they should never do, that there should be no longer

chiefs nor any man better than any other save as he

proved himself. Yet I yielded to his pleading and

brought the child on deck that all might see him in

his proper state among his people, no longer on the

shore among a foreign folk.

So we showed the sea-born child his native sea

and at its vastness he gazed with all a baby's majes-
tic unconcern until his eyes, with many little snaps
from this to that, rested on the dazzling sun track,

and part it blinded him and part he sought to grasp
it in ten little fingers that showed all pink against

the brighter light. But when his fingers closed* up-

on their soft palms and grasped nothing in between

he began to whimper at his failure, and the men
who had crept quietly around us began to pass sibi-

lant cautions from man to man lest each by even

breathing might disturb the babe. But he, forget-

ting in a moment all his ambition to pluck the

blaze of glory from the seas, by little bobs and

duckings of the head and long stares at nothingness
and quick movements of the eyes, became aware of

the men who stood about and broke out into dimpled
smiles and little chuckling noises and quick dancing
motion of the arms and legs and each man took the

salutation to himself yet envied not the other's

share. Then each in turn came up to be newly
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presented on the occasion of the little lord's com-

ing to his own and to speak a word of congratula-
tion to us, and the little royalty sedately bore the

ceremony of presentation with a nod or smile for

each and for some a little bolder grasping of the

finger as though it were something designed from

all time for his amusement. Last of all the man
who could not leave the wheel but steered wild yet

uncorrected in his craning to see what was going on

and tried to lay his course by baby rather than by

compass card, was gratified to the highest pitch when
Finau brought the little Mata ni Siga for him to see.

But the baby born at sea, and therefore sailor by his

right of birth, stretched out one hand, then drew it

back, then gaining confidence by a look into the

mother eyes above, reached forth again and laid the

tiny shell-like hand upon the knotted hand that held

the nearest spoke and gently pressed upon it. The

helmsman, so gruff was he that none would look for

compliment from him, declared that Mata ni Siga
was a right sea-captain and took the wheel to bring
him back to course and the trifling word was greeted
with a pleased laugh from all. Thus Mata ni Siga
came to know his abject slaves and they to render

an allegiance to the little lord of industry, the little

master of the ship.

For days our voyaging lay over seas unbroken by

island, reef, or rock, still bearing northward and by
west and hoping every day to raise upon the bow
the line of green which should mark the home we

sought, for by the reckoning of the course bought
from the beachcomber we were nearly there. And
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Finau now began to long for land again and grow

weary of the constant sailing, for only on the shore

it seemed to her that she could rightly tend the

baby's wants, Yet never had child an easier cra-

dle than he, resting on a soft cushion of the feathery

down of fern and rocked by the even surges of the

motherly sea in gentlest mood as the long waves

rolled after us as we sped and raised the stern and

then with steady force slid forward to the other

part and let the stern sink downward on a smooth

incline. With such a cradle little wonder that our

Mata ni Siga slept with peaceful slumbers or wak-

ing, lay quiet without sound until his mother, whose

eyes were never long removed, surprised him count-

ing up the tale of his ten fingers new to him or smil-

ing at the shimmering smile of light that played
above him shot through the porthole from the laugh-

ing sea.

Still no land appeared though men hung watch-

ing from the mastheads when they learnt that Finau

yearned to see the shore of Valua. But on a day
the lookout hailed us and Finau brought the baby
to the deck to catch the earliest glimpse of home.

But land was not his cry. With arm stretched out

upon the leeward bow he turned his face to us be-

low and said he saw upon succeeding crests of waves

a spot of dark too distant yet to be determined.

We boomed the foresail out and set the course he

conned for us aloft and soon he hailed us with the

word that the object sighted was a canoe adrift upon
the sea, and after longer looking reported that there

seemed a man aboard. We sailed a little further
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and sighted the canoe from deck and stood close

aboard it, and seeing that a man was really there

we backed our sails and hoisted him aboard, and he

was lifeless save for a faint flicker of the pulse. No
need to ask what ailed him, ere we let the canoe

drop astern we looked it over and found no drop of

water nor even the paring of a yam which a man

might eat to keep himself from starving. Finau's

mother heart went out to the man even more helpless

than her babe; she had him brought below and laid

in a berth upon a pile of all our softest mats and

then she laid the baby's pillow in the same berth

that she might watch o'er both her cares at once,

the young and old. Then with a woman's wit of

how to tend the sick she bade all leave her and we
sat about the deck, and some told tales of canoes

that sailed away to fish and never more came back,
and we wondered if their fate had been to die of

slow starvation on the sea or whether they had

reached the land of wild people and found the mercy
of the shore as cruel as the ocean. After a little

space I went below to see if I might help, and

found that Finau, by ointment of hot oil of cocoanut

which carries food to the body through the skin, had

brought the man to consciousness and was giving
him to eat and drink in little morsels which should

win him back to life; and Mata ni Siga had fallen

into contented sleep with his tiny fingers clutched

upon the stranger's beard as though to claim him
for his man. The little changing of our course to

do this act of mercy to a starving man brought its

own immediate payment, for the setting sun dis-
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closed to us the mountain summits of a distant land

to leeward, which we had missed if we had kept our

former course and perhaps have missed our home and

blundered hopeless upon the open sea or come to

wreck upon some deadly reef.

Morning showed the land, high mountains stretch-

ing far away, red summits, leafy slopes of green,

froth of daching foam at the base; and this land we

knew was not the one we sought, for Valua, we had

been told, was low. Drawing closer in with coming

night we sailed into a bay and heard loud cries upon
the shore and saw men launching their canoes. But

Finau, fearing war counseled our retreat and the men
all stared in blank astonishment that she, the daugh-
ter of Na Saqa Levu, should turn coward. Reading
their thoughts as written on their faces she spoke
some words about the chance that hap-hazard spear

or arrow flying without any certain aim might harm

the child
;
and the men said nothing but put the ship

about, for they felt with her. And the unknown

people of that bay, perhaps they have a legend to

this day of how their fathers' bravery put to flight a

fierce and enormous monster of the sea who knows,

great myths believed for ages have less fact to rest

upon than a mother's anxious love for her babe.

Past other bays we held our course and peeped
within to hear the noise of hollow trees carved out

to serve as drums and find the people show a hostile

front and from these forbidding spots we sailed and

made no sign. At last we came upon a little cove

almost too petty to be noticed and from it we saw

a small canoe come paddling out and we waited to
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learn its errand. As the canoe drew near one in the

bow laid by his curiously wrought paddle and stand-

ing erect held toward us in his outstetched hands a

bunch of golden bananas in one and drinking cocoa-

nuts in the other. Thus we knew the people to have

peaceful thoughts and made them signs to lead and

we followed to the anchorage for an hour's stay,

just to learn our further path across the sea.

A merry laughing village it was of people lighter

skinned than any we had seen since leaving home,

and the tongue they spoke was so closely allied to

our own that speech was easy. They told us that

the island was so large and the people warred so

constantly that it had no name known to all but

each called it something different. The people

were not like themselves, they said, but very black

and short and fierce; but they themselves lived on

this bay where their fathers had lived a distinct race

for all time. We told them that we sought Valua

and asked the way with the fable that had served

as clue. Thereat they laughed uproariously and

called it a silly tale devised by silly men of igno-

rance. For how could men have tails, or having
them to what use could they put them, and as for

ears that could be thrown about the head their

neighbors almost realized the tale, for they pierced

the lobes with holes through which a man might
thrust his fist, if not his head, and but little stretch-

ing would make even that possible.
" But our black neighbors have firm faith in the

story," they said, "and believe that these people

dwell on Malayta."
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"Where lies this Malayta?" I asked at once, for

that was our last landmark and our home was within

sight from it.

"We have not seen it ourselves and do not really

know if there is such a place," they said, "for we
know it only through the surly talk of slaves cap-

tured in battle. Such tell us that when one stands

at the very end of our island, not on the beach but

on the hills above, and looks on a clear day wr ith

his face so turned that the wind strikes fair upon his

left cheek, he can just make out a distant island

lying on the horizon straight ahead. Then if he

reach that island he can see another distant one in

the same direction, and from the second one Malayta
lies in sight, the land of men with tails. But you
must know what stories are when told by slaves,

and how little faith may be laid on them."

Thus piloted we left our friends and left behind

some little presents which much delighted them, and

coasted down to southward.

The man whom we had picked up derelict had

been restored to sense by gentle nursing and now
sat upon the deck propped up against the rail; and

the food, the sunshine and the gentle wind were

bringing strength to him and now he was prepared
to tell us of his wanderings, for his speech was one

that all could easily comprehend.
" Malolo is my name," he said, "and my home is

on a green island of sand and cocoanuts. I went in

my canoe to fish for tunny just beyond the reef and

a great gale came up while I was busy at my work

and did not see it. The sail was blown away, the
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mast broken and the waves came close to swamping
me. But when I looked for home the island had

vanished from sight and I thought the world was

drowned as our fathers say it was in ancient days.

Without food, without water, I drifted on the sea, and

all day long the sun shone blazing hot and at night

I lapped the drops of dew which did not stay my
thirst. Then I knew no more until I woke to find

a gentle woman feeding me with soft bits of yam,
and a sleeping child with his little fingers clasped
in my beard. This morning to my wonder I saw

land, not the land I knew, and now I know there

are two islands in this world where I thought was

only one."

The men, when Finau told them what Malolo said

was true and that Mata ni Siga had not only slept

with tight hold upon the stranger's beard but wak-

ing crowed to him, all cried with laughing voices,

"Let him be Mata ni Siga's man." But Finau

saw a strange look in his eye and sent the crew

away on the plea that they would tire the man who
was as yet too weak for much speech, and then with

gentle sympathy hid his tears from all the rest and

learned that at his home he left a little son, and

that to leave him was his greatest pang. There-

after Malolo was accepted as the child's constant

attendant and the men's jest came true.

Sailing to the south we found the island of which

we had been told, and then the second, a group of

rocky lands, and on the eastern horizon the heights

of Malayta. But there we would not touch, for we
knew the people to be savage murderers, and we

19
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wished naught to do with them in any way but only

to avoid them. So we shortened sail lest we might

overpass our goal in darkness and stood coastwise to

the northward through the night, and in the morning
the heights of Malayta were but dim specks upon
the eastern sky and Valua lay before us, home at

last.

The island was as fair a spot as any we had seen

upon our cruise, a long low plain carpeted with rich

growth, and arched above with a thick roof of inter-

lacing leaves of cocoanut, and between the upper

green and lower the eye lost itself in long aisles of

gray and graceful shafts. Such it seemed from sea

as we sought a passage through the reef and came

to anchor in a sheltered leeward bay hemmed in with

shining beach of silver sand. Intent to scan still

closer the beauties of our new abode, we lowered

boats and soon were standing on the beach and some

stooped to pick up handfuls of the sand and let it

slide between their fingers as though they could not

feel that it was ours until they had grasped it with

the hands of possession, and others ran to climb the

trees and bring us nuts to drink. No sign of life

appeared, upon the beach was drawn no canoe above

the mark of highest tide, no smoke was curling up

among the trees, the island seemed a fertile desert

as we had been taught to expect to find it. Beside

a spring which widened to a pleasant pool and then

led out to sea through a little brook we found the

stain of ashes and charred fragments showing where

the ruin had been brought on happy homes by one of

my own race. But the rains had leached the ashes
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into the sand and ruin had but made a richer growth
of ferns and long trailing vines and bushes richly

clad in fragrant blooms to bid us welcome.

Beside the pool there grew four cocoanuts as

though set in the corners of a little square, and one

spied them and spoke a quiet word to another and

before I was aware of what was going on they had

thatched a roof and side of windfall leaves and then

they came toward us and said that they had built

the first house upon Valua for Mata ni Siga and bade

us enter. We took the child within and installed

him in his place and being gathered all together in

the largest, because as yet the only, house of Koro
Levu the town that was to be we fell to veibose.

Here I laid before them all my first plans which

were to make a careful survey of the land that we

might make the wisest choice of where to build.

This met with their approval, and leaving Malolo to

watch the schooner we put provisions on the boats

and skirted down the shore inside the reef ending
the circuit at nightfall of the second day. The
island was the same in every part, low and fertile

with a dense growth of cocoanuts, some twenty
miles in length by five in utmost breadth. Our
next research was made on land and we wandered

through the woods in little knots until we almost

reached the farther end and then a shout was passed

along and all came hurrying up to see what had

been found. In a vacant interspace between the

trees was found a dense thicket of canes and thorns

all growing so close that it would seem no living

thing could find a way therein. Yet the men who
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raised the cry stoutly said that they had seen a man
run slinking from tree to tree and in some mys-
terious fashion disappear in the tangle. Surround-

ing the little space we cut our way through the edge
and found within a squalid little village of half a

dozen huts and brought trembling to light a score

of men and their families all packed together.

When they had been made to feel that no harm

was meant they told us how they came to live in

such a place, and their story of the marauding party

and their escape by hiding in the tree tops confirmed

the story of Jack the man-eater, and when I spoke
his name they fell into a fury of rage. They came

with us as we searched the island and showed us

springs that we had overlooked and helped us in so

many ways that all felt well toward them and it

was decided to include them on equal terms in our

settlement.



XXIV.

WRECKED HOPES.

ALL
were eager to set about the work of build-

ing our new home and I had much difficulty in

restraining their ardent desire to be about something
which should involve chips and industry and give

them the tangible satisfaction of the workman who

sees his design grow beneath his lusty strokes. But

before axe could be laid to tree much had to be

planned and every plan had to be discussed at length.

Foremost of all questions was the one which

meets almost every colonist, the disposition of the

aborigines and what respect should be paid to their

rights of property. Those twenty families cower-

ing in the thicket were a derangement of our plans;

we had expected to find the island uninhabited and

now that we found people living on it we were not

inclined to withdraw, for the simple reason that no

other island offered such advantages. Some of the

hotter-headed of my party had often asked me why
we must find a deserted island, and why it would

not be as well to choose the island that best suited

us and drive its people off or hold them as our

slaves. Again and again I had told them that our

colony was one of new ideas and honest purposes
and that we could not build honestly on a founda-
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tion of theft and murder. Despite these protesta-

tions I now found myself confronted with the very

foundation which I had so often denounced. There

was fortunately no need of shedding blood, for the

people still weighed down with the terror of the

Malayta raid which had destroyed their state sub-

mitted apathetically to us as though wondering why
we did not kill them at once. But I had taught my
people so well that there was now no need to tell

any that these twenty families were the rightful

owners of every inch of ground and all that grew
thereon. So well was this understood that in our

councils no one spoke of it but put it out of sight as a

most unpleasant fact, and all spoke philanthropically

of the good that we could do the aborigines by in-

cluding them in our body. Thus at the very outset

our undertaking failed, like any other colonists we

began our honest life by robbery and the hypocrisy

of profession that we were acting for the best good
of the people robbed. By the right of might we

took their land to ourselves and by way of compen-
sation for the whole we offered them a chance to

labor to secure a share of what was theirs alone.

Fortunately they gave us no trouble, they submitted

to everything we told them with the same dull in-

difference, they listened without interest to the im-

provements we told them we would bring to their

lives, not one protested when we told them that his

cocoanuts were no longer his, they seemed com-

pletely broken by the treacherous catastrophe which

had ruined them and the only thing that served at

all to rouse them was to speak the name of the man
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who had visited them with such disaster. Not one

of us for a moment thought that this indifference was

but a mask for a thirst after revenge content to bide

its time.

After our exploration of the island by land and

water I had drawn a map of rough outlines yet one

which served to help us in planning out our work,

and the people looked upon it as a masterpiece of

ingenuity. On this map, which hung in sight of all,

we laid out the several economic divisions of our

state. For the town there was but one site availa-

ble, and that was on the bay where we rode at

anchor, and the only fault to find with it was that

it lay quite at the northern end of the island and

therefore left much tillable land of no avail without

division of the settlement. As soon as this site was

definitely determined on we set to work to build,

and laid all other cares aside except as we dis-

cussed them in the evening when all work was done.

Our town was built like the towns we knew at

home with the same thatched houses, only that the

houses were of better structure and partitioned off in

rooms by walls of wattle. Each house had its

chimney built of rock and lime, its fireplace and

oven. Windows pierced the walls to give light and
air to every room, and every house had its door an4

clapboard base to keep it dry in rains. In place of

the cramped and narrow green of Na Sau we laid out

a noble park around the spring and pool with one

side open to the sea and walks laid out in shade of

growing trees and some we planted new. On the

three landward sides of this park we built the houses
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in orderly rows with ample spaces in between, and

trees and beds of flowers. There were fifty dwell-

ings all alike in size, since we treated the people of

the place as we did ourselves; and my house was no

larger or better placed than the rest, for I wished to

avoid the faintest mark of any superiority. Within

the park was raised a great house for the meetings of

the colony and upon the beach were built large

sheds to serve as work-houses for those who plied
trades of skill.

The northern portion of the island for a mile of

its length was set apart as a park of common land

both to afford space for future growth and to keep
close at hand a reminder that mere ornament found

its use in our state where all were workers. Below
this tract the land was parcelled off in strips across

the island to be used as gardens and farms to produce

supplies for the settlement. The first farm was of

yams, the next of sweet potatoes and a strip of cocoa-

nuts in between thinned out to secure their better

growth. Then came farms of pines and plantains

and the different fruits we found already growing or

had brought with us. A gentle hill gave us a chance

to grow the taro, for from its summit welled a spring

which fed a stream. This hill we banked into easy

spirals and led the stream a half a dozen times

about, watering every bank for all its length before

we led it to its former bed, there to seek the sea

after having multiplied its usefulness a hundred

fold. Not even then had it done all its good, for

at its very mouth we cut away the brake of dry reeds

and planted there the juicy sugar-cane.
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Yet it is not on the subdivision of the land nor on

the ordering of our new abiding-place that most the

interest dwells but on the constitution of the little

state which guided all the work. We had drawn

away from former ties of home to seek a vacant

space in which to foster our best growth without the

cramping pressure of old prejudice. We were not

followers of a new doctrine, we cast aside nothing
of the old customs for the reason that it was old,

we adopted no new custom because of newness, but

each we weighed and wisely put to the test of its

utility and on that decision rested. Wr

e started on

the ground as men, each with a fair chance to equal
his neighbor, we had no chief even though the force

of habit led the others to address me with the def-

erence that one pays to higher rank. Instead of a

chief or king to be supported from the common
wealth each had an equal voice in what was done,

an equal share in all responsibility, and some were

called to lead in this or that as their fitness for such

temporary leadership was known to all. None
could say of any piece of land or grove of trees or

growing crops that they were his even though he

alone had worked upon them, but all things were

the property of the state and the state was but

another way of saying the whole people. My own

greatest difficulty lay in shaking from my mind the

prejudices I had brought with me from my distant

home. I felt that there should be some elected

magistrate or head of the commune with a fixed term

of office, I could scarcely conceive of men working
for a common store without some more pressing indi-
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vidual incentive. These and many other things I

thought upon, though humbly recognizing that I

was not fit to attempt to lead the state to my views

against its better judgment. Therefore I laid the

matter before the people in full assembly and toM

them what I thought and why.

They looked at me and looked at one another as

if they did not agree with what I said, yet hesitated

each to be the first to give expression to the disa-

greement with the views of one who had done so

much for them as I. It was Finau who after wait-

ing for some other to speak first gave expression to

the common thought. The men had by this time

grown accustomed to hear one woman's voice in

their councils and finding her suggestions uniformly

good, had of their own suggestion decided to in-

clude their wives in the future assemblies of the

new state. Therefore they were not surprised but

grateful when she spoke for all.

"
Come, Ritu, remember that those things you think

are necessary may not be necessary for us. In your
old home you found them necessary as I know from

what you say, because there are many things which

are not right yet the people cannot be brought to

change them. Therefore you need these rulers to

check the wrong before it goes too far. As for the

idea that each will sit idle and do no work unless

he has all that he produces, that is wrong as you
will find. From you we have learned to give up
some of our old customs because they were not good,

now do you learn from us."

With that the tongues of all were set free, the
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matter was discussed by every one and I found that

all these sober, thoughtful men, were convinced that

their state would be better off without any ruler,

even of their own choosing, and without anything

approaching individual ownership of property.

Yet I might have known, for it was by the intro-

duction of just that element that my first efforts in

Na Sau had come to disaster. Our constitution was

simple; the commune was to own all things for all

men, each was to do his best in that which he knew

best to do and the product of his labor was to bene-

fit all, from the common stock he was to draw his

support, and all matters on which dispute might
arise were to be left to the decision of the assembly

of all the people. In this arrangement the people

whom we found upon the island were to be included

and already they were in occupation of the houses

which we had built for them; to educate them to

full sympathy with our plans was our earliest care.

These things were not done in a day, we had

already spent many months upon the voyage and

the people were anxious to return to Na Sau for

their wives and begin the settlement for good. But

we thought it best to prepare the ground in readi-

ness for our future crops and to lay out the work to

be done by those left behind during our absence.

After the town was built we went to work with axes

and felled the trees that grew upon our farming

plats and brought the logs to a place to season in

readiness for future needs. The further clearing of

the ground, the burning of the stumps and the

grubbing of the roots we decided to leave to be
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done while we were away, for the rainy season was

coming on and we wished, if possible, to return with

all our people before the storms set in. It was

deemed best to leave ten men on the island and

these with the score of natives would form a body
of workers capable of doing much before we re-

turned. The ten volunteered, in fact all were de-

sirous of remaining, but we picked out the ten who
were promptest in making answer. That done and

a supply of water put aboard there was nothing to

detain us and we prepared for sea.

This time, at least, there was no croaking voice

of evil to chill us as we set off upon our voyage.
The ten who remained crowded about us as we stood

upon the sands, each with some last message for the

friends at home. The aborigines squatted on the

beach and looked at us apathetically, as they did

everything else. We who were to sail bade the

others show us our work completed when we re-

turned, and all had some merry jest to shout across

the widening gap of sea, as our boats moved toward

the vessel. We hoisted sail and stood around the

northern end of the island, and the people ran along
the beach shouting at us until we could no longer

hear the sound. No one had wished us ill, no

shadow of impending catastrophe dimmed our pleas-

ant parting, all looked fair and prosperous.

For a fortnight we sailed eastward seeing no land,

for I did not plan a direct return to Na Sau, but

sought in the other islands which lay to the east-

ward, the chance of finding some trading vessel

whose master might be willing to come to Kadavu
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to take the goods we had collected. After two un-

eventful weeks upon the sea, we reached the Friendly

Islands, and I found a trader there who was glad to

entertain my proposition and promised to sail at

once. Thence our course was plain, the wind was

fair and the thoughts of all were filled with antici-

pation of making a short stay at Na Sau, and of

hastening back to our happy home in the west.

We sailed a day and night out of Tonga with a

favoring wind, but with the second morning the wind

forgot to blow. All day long we lay upon the hot

and empty sea and rolled and tossed a helpless thing

on the smooth surges whose slopes seemed coated

with a slick of oil. Hot sun, hot sky, hot sea made

the vessel insupportably hot, the deck was hot

enough to blister the skin that touched it, the cabin

was an oven. All day long we looked out upon the

sea, and whistled for the breeze, but there was no

wind in the few light clouds which hung motionless

upon the glistening and upturned rim of the ocean.

Great whales floated into sight upon the unruffled

smoothness, and sighed wearily and sank without

a ripple. The birds which scream at the howling

gale and breast the strongest wind no longer flew in

fche dead stillness of the sky, but sat with folded

wings upon the sea, and gave no sign of life save in

the twinkle of their beady eyes; without motion they
came and went and others came to take their place.

The shark that followed close astern now lay in

the green water, a white length balanced in the

vessel's shade and only moved to keep himself

shielded from the scorching sun. Men grew fretful,
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peevish in the dead hotness of sea and sky and all

things, they found lazy fault with one another for

trifles of no weight, and too indolent to quarrel,

dozed dull defiance each at each through drowsy
lids. Waking from time to time in the fierce heat,

the baby cried and took no comfort in his mother's

fond caress, but fell to sleep in the middle of a wail

half wailed. Higher the sun climbed the sky to

the meridian altitude of torrid discomfort, slowly it

melted a descending path and as it fell lower set

the sea ablaze. But still no wind. The sun dipped
in the sea and sank from sight, and darkness came

down upon the sea with flaming stars. Huge sighs

were breathed upon the waters, weird in the dark-

ness. The sea was all aflame with light that glowed
with warm effulgence. Hour waited the slow com-

ing of hot hour, each hotter than the last: the men

whose watch it was below dozed wakeful ly, for

they could not sleep in such oppression; the men
on deck watched dozing at their post, for they

could not keep awake. All hot, no wind and not a

sign of change.
All at once I woke with a strange feeling as of

pressure lightened and of some change about to come.

No sign was there of wind. The sky was clear

through all its scope, the stars seemed drawn high

up to distant zenith depths, yet on the horizon they

seemed closing in, and the heaven seemed a great

cone bearing down upon the earth as though we

were some candle under the extinguisher. A long

sigh seemed to come out of the north, and then an-

other, and the stars were drawing closer along the sea,
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and rising overhead, until one almost fancied that

he saw them flying into outer void of space un-

known. While I watched the mystery of the night,

I heard the low whimper of the waking babe and the

soft crooning of his mother stilling him, and the

voices of child and mother were hushed when next

that sigh came out of north, borne to us through the

calm. Then a shiver crept over night and sea, and

I felt that danger threatened from the gloom. I

called the watch to shorten sail, but before they had

even reached the rail to cast off the coils, there

came a shriek and howl from the northward close

aboard, a solid wall of wind bore us down, until the

sails were in the leeward sea, and the water covered

half the deck which stood on end. It was no breeze,

there was no roaring gale, the stars shone brightly

overhead, and we were borne down by a silent might
and were struggling for our lives. Ready knives

parted the backstays, the masts snapped off, the

vessel struggled to right herself and throw off the

weight of sea. Then black clouds covered the sky

all in a moment, the sea began to rage and the

wind, balked of its silent attack, began to howl and

beat us with great buffets. Another snap told that

the bowsprit had gone by the board, a grinding,

crunching sound that set the ship athrill marked

the beating of the mainmast under the counter to

carry away the rudder. We cut the wreck adrift,

and then a mere dismasted hulk, with waves beating

over us as though to tear us plank from plank, we

drove upon the sea, the sport of angry hurricane.

As suddenly as it came the gale swept upward to
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the sky, the heavens dropt tears of pity at our

plight and then came dawn. The sun arose, the

storm clouds scattered, and the trade wind began to

breathe across the sea. In deep despondency we
looked by daylight at our wreck, and some wept
their disappointment and some said,

"
Cikinovu,

when we started, threatened us with a gale, and it

has come and left us thus." But Mata ni Siga

leaped in his mother's arms and crowed gleefully at

the rising sun, and Finau, ever at her bravest when

all looked the worst said: "We are not dead and

though our ship is broken, we may show ourselves

better than Cikinovu yet." Whereat we laughed in

the midst of our distress and some one asked her

where she would begin to show that superiority, and

she made answer "By getting breakfast," and so we

did.

None but a sailor would care to read of the jury

mast we fitted up of deck-planks, of the spare jib

that we set three-cornered upon the feeble mast, of

the rudder of odds and ends of timber nailed and

lashed together which we towed astern. Let it

suffice to say that we managed to sail slowly in our

crippled state, and kept before the wind for two

days looking out for some land ahead where we

might refit. At last we spied an island right before

us in the early morning and slowly hove it up to

sight. There was something about its crest of hills

which seemed familiar, and we debated amongst
ourselves as to what it was, until some one of better

memory said Lakeba, and so indeed it was. Now
this was an island that we knew well, and all the
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reef encircled waters round about it, and I knew

that just below the eastern angle of its reef, that

there jutted five miles out to sea, was a narrow pass

to quiet water, and for that I steered. The people
of the island saw us and put out in fleets of canoes

to see who we might be who came to them in so

strange a plight. Thus toward the pass both parties

headed, we from sea and they from land. I made
sure of fetching through the pass and headed directly

for it, for I knew that in a time of need, I could

count on but a slow response of my vessel to the

directing hand. The dangerous moment came

quickly on, the men stood about the decks, I at the

wheel and Finau by me took a turn of light cloth

about the child, and lashed Mata ni Siga close to

her mother heart. Before us foamed the reef and

we could hear the hiss and seething of its myriad

bubbles; just beyond that cruel line lay the quiet

water, and our friends shouting words of recogni-

tion to us; before us lay the narrow channel that led

to safety. In another moment we should have

reached that safety, but the tabu Cikinovu put on

us or that blind fate which tortures those who plan

for the best intervened, and we met a current glid-

ing down along the reef.

I felt it on the instant when I saw the bow fall

off an inch from the peak that I was steering for,

I threw the helm to meet it, but the crippled ship

was beyond all help. More and more the bow fell

off, no longer could we hope to make the pass. In

one quick glance I saw the people within the reef dig

their paddles into the sea, behind us I saw a great
20
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wave rushing down. Then I left the wheel and

stood beside my wife and child. Slowly the water

sank before us as though engulfed in some abyss and

void below, we lay upon a short and shining slope,

the rolling wave astern came tumbling down in

haste, before us rose a dripping wall of white teeth

and horns of coral. The wave was all about us, the

stern rose in sullen resistance, the crippled vessel

slid down the short slope, I saw the bow crash into

the wall, and crumple up like so much paper, and

then the water covered all and the sea was over us.

The wave sank again, not a timber floated of the

vessel, but of her crew all rose to the surface, some

bruised and torn upon the coral but all alive, and

the darting canoes picked us up and came safe out

of the smother. Last of all they found me floating

with my arms about my wife and child,
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MAAFU'S HELPING HAND.

ALL
were saved from the overwhelming sea,

the canoes of Lakeba dragged us from the

bristling wall of death; but who could save us from

the ruin of our hopes? Broken, beaten and over-

whelmed in disaster we landed upon Lakeba; Na
Sau was miles away across the sea, and even should

we reach it, we could hope for little aid to carry

out our plans with the curse of Cikinovu bearing
down upon us; farther still beyond our reach was

that green and lonely island of the sea, where ten

were waiting for us to bring to them their wives

and children. I could picture them as the days
went by working gladly in their proud zeal to show

us what they had done; then the glances toward the

sea as the time drew near for our return; then the

anxious days of watching for a sail that never

flashed upon the sight, the heart sickness, the hope

deferred, the weary waiting while hope turned to

despair, and then the dull dragging out of life which

has no further good to make it worth the living.

The vista of their hopeless suffering I could pro-

long until it lost itself in gloom, as on a canvas

the painter's perspective art shows long shadowy
roads extending far away, and yet one end is as near

the eye as is the other. But for myself and those

307
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with me I could see no future, all was bounded by
a blank, the only picture on my mind was our

grievous present plight. The vessel of our hopes

had vanished utterly, and drowned them with it;

silent in our deep despair we sat in the canoes that

saved us, and dull, under the stroke of the great

distress, none moved or gave any sign of life save a

great silent sob as the wreck came once again upon
his thought.

The paddles dug up the shining surface, the canoe

sped swiftly to the land, the men of Lakeba deeply

sympathizing said no word, but left us to our grief

until the grating of the bottoms on the shelving

sand showed us that we had been brought to shore in

the very bay, where once before we had come in all

the pride of successful enterprise. The friends we

found in our success, were now our friends in this

our time of direst need, and welcomed us with sad

sympathy and told us we were at home. Home?
Could we ever hope to see that home of promise far

down to westward ?

Maafu, foremost on the beach, came down to reach

his hand to help us from the canoe which ferried us.

Not a word said he of our disaster, but taking Finau

from my hands, he spoke a pleasant word or two,

not to her, not to me, but to the child who took

him for a new found friend in this strange world,

where all sorts of things happened beyond the infant

comprehension, but where men were friends to a

little helpless thing. So Mata ni Siga, knowing

nothing of our distress save that something made

his mother clasp him tighter, made friends with
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Maafu, who took him in kind arms and thus led us

to his house. In utter weariness we fell upon the

mats and slept, while the chief, knowing well that

nature had better arts of restoration than any care

of men, left us to make provision for the other ship-

wrecked men. A needless care it was, for as he

had done with us, the others did for the rest of my
companions. Each lay sleeping in the house of

friends, a silence rested on the village, the children

were enjoined to make no noise, men came hurry-

ing in from every town, and told each one what he

had seen whether from the shore or from his canoe

within the reef on which we dashed. Long hours

we lay in stupor too deep for sleep; nature drew the

weariness from our limbs and mercifully blotted

dreams from off our brains so that we might rest in-

deed. About the village green the people sat wait-

ing for the time of our awaking, and there I found

them when I woke. It took some time before I

knew where I was and what had happened when I

opened my eyes in the strange house and found

Finau sleeping at my side and the child lying with

wide open eyes thinking in deep silence those

strange thoughts of childhood which we never know.

Knowing nothing except that I was worn with

weariness, I went to the door and lifted up the mat

and heard the soft greeting of the waiting people.

Then Maafu came and rubbed us down with fresh

oil, and others did the same for my companions,
and brought us food and made us eat, and would let

no one say a single word of what had befallen until

we were refreshed.
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Then in the stillness of the afternoon we took our

places with the others on the green, and I told the

story of our wanderings from the day on which we
left the bay of their hospitality until this day on

which they saved us from death. No sound broke

the long narration save the chirping of the birds and

the murmured expressions of the people to show

astonishment at some things we had to tell and at

others pity. Thirsting to hear the interesting tale,

they sat attentive listeners nor noticed that the sun

began to throw long shadows, and the birds, who
filled with curiosity sat upon the ridge poles to watch

this strange assembly, gave little chirps and restless

flutterings of the wings, and then flew off to seek

their nests. The sun went down upon our tale and

then the people scattered to the evening meal, and

though the town was filled with visitors to see the

ship-wrecked men, there was no stint of generous

hospitality. When the meal was finished, all re-

paired to the council house and filled all its space
and clustered at the doors, while beneath the smoky
flame of candlenuts I finished up the tale with the

wreck which they had seen. But of the future I

said no word and what my plans might be, for in-

deed I had none, I could see no further than the

wretched plight in which we were. Then Maafu,
with a few words to recall to our minds the custom

which they had of always deferring action on what

they heard, in wise procrastination dismissed the

people to their homes, and so we went to bed, for

sleep and weariness had a hold too strong to be

thrown off had we been so minded.
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The next day passed in quiet conversation with

our friends, and though nothing yet was done, our

case seemed not so hopeless, for yesterday's ruin

is never so fearful as on the day itself of disaster.

The child was then the object of the most considera-

tion, and while he waked, Finau sat before the

door and the people gathered all about her to ask

the thousand questions which the sight of a smiling
babe puts in the minds of those who know the clasp
of baby love upon their hearts. The men spoke
words of congratulation to the mother as they

stooped to stroke the soft cheek of the happy child;

the women told her in a dozen voices, speaking all

at once, just how to rear him and what to do and

disagreed among themselves on every vital point of

infant management, and would have driven Finau

to distraction, but that she thanked them all most

kindly and paid no heed to any one, believing that

she knew best out of the promptings of her own
heart and sense. But the children came with lus-

cious fruits, and offered them only to receive the

scoldings of the womancraft for daring to give such

things to a nursling, whereat they sadly eat the

dainties themselves wondering what they could do

for the child; and Finau, seeing their pretty disap-

pointment, whispered some words to one, and he to

the next and then they scampered off in glee and re-

turned with bright shells and strings of little seeds,

red tipped with a spot of shining black, and these

they heaped about the child who crowed in delight
at all the richness. But when the little majesty
made up his mind to sleep, and rubbed his droop-
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ing lids with little fists, his mother brought him

within and laid him on the softest mats, and with

crooning melody and deft passes of the hands, lulled

him to sweetest slumber. Then she took her place

beside me as I sat dejected and alone, and by gentle

touch of hand and low voice cast upon my manhood
that tenderness which was the best of life to the two

who made up her world, the babe and me.

"Come, Ritu, dear," she said, "do not sit thus

grieving over wreck, which comes to all who sail

upon the sea. Yesterday we were worn with watch-

ing, and fatigue overpowered us so that we could

not think nor act, but only sleep. Now it is another

day, and we are all alive and the sea could only
wreck our vessel, not our hopes. Have courage,

dear, even as I have, that all will yet be well. The
child born on the sea could not die in the sea, but

was saved. His home is not Lakeba nor yet Na Sau,

but Valua, and though it lies over distant seas, I

know that he will return there to live to a useful

manhood and we with him. You are the leader of

us all, do not show yourself a leader only when

there is no need of leading and all is plain for any

simple man to follow out the path. Now, when the

path is hidden, seek our companions out where they

sit alone in their distress, even as you do, and if

you cannot show them yet the way, still bid them

remember that our distant home is waiting for us,

and men with brave resolve and fixed purpose can

always find the way even though at first they fail

many times over. Now go seek them all, and in

the comfort whioh you give to them, you will find
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new courage for yourself, even as I am helped by

speaking thus to you."
I did what she bade me do and helped myself by

helping others, and though as yet no plan appeared
to any one by which we might reach our home, we

all felt strengthened. Then evening came and with

it came the people from the other towns, by mountain

paths or in canoes and each brought with him food

for the entertainment of all. The council house was

filled again and all were ready to hear what Lakeba

had to say to us.

Hopeful, helpful words Maafu gave us in the

name of all his people. He spoke of the ancestral

friendship with Na Sau, and the far more lively

friendship that they had learned to feel for us when

we were there before. Now every man was ready
to help us in our time of need, and the only thing

to be decided was how that help could be used to

the best advantage.
"You have told us all your story," said the chief,

"
and from what you say I can see that your great

desire is to return to Valua; but first you must go
to Na Sau to take the families to the new home you
have founded. To reach Na Sau is easy, we will

give you a great canoe and while it will not be as

good as your lost vessel, yet it will serve to carry

you on the course our fathers took, and the way you

know, for you have already sailed it. Thus you
will reach Na Sau. But when there can you build

another vessel like the one you lost?"

"No," I said, "our tools are left upon Valua, ex-

cept a few, and they lie at the bottom of the sea.
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Not In a lifetime could we build a vessel with no

other tools than stones and sharks' teeth."

"Still Valua seems as far away as ever. Would

you dare to put out to sea for many days of sailing

in a canoe, and trust to find your home?"
I gave no answer, for I knew the dangers of a

wandering voyage without instruments to fix our

position, and a compass by which to steer. But Finau

leaped over difficulty and looked not at the means
but at the end.

" Ten men, Maafu, wait for us

upon Valua; ten wives and many children in Na Sau

wait for us. We must bring these together, we must

seek our home, and why should we not put to sea

in a canoe? At worst we shall get but a ducking,
and we can find the way having once sailed upon

it, and knowing all the islands which we must pass."

"Most of all I fear," continued Maafu, "what re-

ception may await you in Na Sau. Remember you
left with a tabu of disaster upon you, and you re-

turn beaten by the gale with loss of all your pos-

sessions. Thus your priest will boast himself vic-

torious, and the people will follow him and your
failure will outweigh all you have done. I fear

much that they will take revenge upon you now
that you are helpless. This will I do. We will

give you a great canoe large enough to carry all

your families to Valua. We will sail with you in

another canoe, and you shall show us the path to

Na Sau, and we will carry such treasure as you took

from us before, and Na Saqa Levu will think that

we have come to renew with him the ancient friend-

ship. Then if Cikinovu plots you evil, we will
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serve to guard you from the harm that he would

do.
" Much more was said to the same purport, and

all were hearty in their offers of assistance. Last

of all spoke Maafu once again before the evening
ended:

" Remember this, if you find you cannot reach

Valua and will not seek Na Sau where you have al-

ready suffered so much, bear this in mind that on

Lakeba you will always find a home and a hearty

welcome whether you come to us with many good

things or struggling in the waters for your very
lives."

Then followed days of preparation while the two

canoes were fitted out, and all were anxious to be

chosen to a place in the canoe which should accom-

pany us. Every one was ready to strip himself of

all his goods to provide an equipment, and our

canoe was loaded down with everything which

generous hands could force upon us. Soon all was

in readiness, and we left the crowds of people on

the beach who cheered us, yet felt a tremor at the

thought of dangers of the voyage; we passed out

through the reef together in the early day, and

traced once more the course along the chain of

southern islands. At last we sighted the well-known

hills of Kadavu and then the bay of the Black Duck

opened before us, we passed the heads and picked
our way through the channel.

Then along the shore rang the shouts in warning
of a stranger in the bay, for no one had recognized
us since they looked for our return as we had sailed

months before. Men crowded down upon the

beaches as we passed each little cove and I pointed
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out to Maafu each well-remembered spot. Paddling

up the bay we came at last to the cove we sought,

and turning in we beached the two canoes at Na
Sau. Men stood upon the beach with ^arms prepared
for battle, despite the signs of peace we made and

the words we shouted to tell them who we were.

First Finau leapt ashore and her father clasped her

in a long embrace, then the women rushed to meet

us and each seized upon her husband and their part-

ing was at an end; but ten stood weeping by them-

selves, for their husbands had not come, but still in

far Valua were watching wearily for our return.

The men drew back in sullen silence with Cikinovu

at their head and I was left alone in the reunion,

alone to stand by Maafu on the beach where seemed

no welcome for us.

But Finau gently put her father's arms aside and

chided him for a welcome that left me out and

drew him toward us. To me he was cold and dis-

tant, failure he had not the manhood to withstand;

but to Maafu he spoke the appointed words of

welcome, and led the way to the houses of the

town.

Then I saw how all my work had come to naught
while I was absent. The doors had been taken from

the houses, and mats hung there as of old, chimneys
no longer pierced the roofs, the water conduits had

been torn up in the streets. But for here and there

a rotting pile of broken rubbish, there was no sign

that Na Sau had ever known my honest efforts. I

needed the word of no man to tell me what had hap-

pened, I knew that Cikinovu had gained control
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and had undone all that I had planned. I had not

expected to find the change so quickly and so com-

pletely made. Finau saw it, too, as she walked be-

side me and every word spoke caution, she feared

that I would come at once to harm, she bade me
never leave the protection of Maafu and the men of

Lakeba, and watched her uncle with unrelaxing

gaze. As we passed our former home, now changed
in every way, Cikinovu turned to us and said with

a sneer: "Here is your house, it waits for you."
And Finau answered him: "Not so, this is not our

house. We are kai Valua, and we go to the bure ni

sa like other wanderers. Our house was not such as

this is, but was light and clean and the water bubbled

at the door."

Then came veibose in the council house and Ciki-

novu at once began to speak before any other, but Na

Saqa Levu checked him and told him that what he

had to say could wait until the story of the voy-

age had been told and the people had learned what

had become of their ten fellows who came not back.

He called upon me to tell all the things that had

been done and where we went and what we saw. I

told the story of our voyage from the day we sailed,

the names of all the places visited and the nature

of the people. I told them of Valua and our town

already built and waiting for us and the men we
left in charge. Next I spoke of our voyage toward

Na Sau, the promise of the trader to call at the bay
and buy the goods we had collected. Then I drew

the dreadful picture of the storm and wreck, and

the priest could not contain his words, but launched
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out into a wild chant of how he controlled the gales

and sent them forth to work his bidding.
"
Long months ago there rested on the sea a spot

of white and I saw it and the people too. I bade

them beware and have nothing to do with it, for it

would bring them harm and I, the priest, I

knew it!

"Then it grew and grew until it filled the mouth

of the bay, and it was a great canoe with many
sails, and the people being fools forgot my words

of warning, and the chief a fool with his people said

that it would do no harm but I, the priest, I knew

it!

" Then came men white of face with wicked hearts

and they threw me in the sea, they took the people's

goods and gave them other things. They gave
them mad water so that the people raved and forgot

their manhood, and the white men stole some of us,

and put them in the great canoe to make them

slaves in distant islands but I, the priest, I

knew it.

" Then I told the people in their madness, and

though mad they did not scorn me. We leaped

aboard the great canoe and no white man was brave

enough to throw me in the sea. We killed with

clubs, we killed with spears, our arrows sang the

song of birds as they flew against the white men.

We killed them on their great canoe, we drew them

to the shore and we eat them and I, the priest, I

knew it!

"But one escaped the killing and became our

slave, though I knew he plotted harm and warned
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the people but they would not hear me. Being
fools they followed him in all he did, they listened

to the words he said, but their ears were deaf to me,

and their eyes were blinded to the evil drawing

nigh but I, the priest, I knew it!

44 Then the slave built a canoe like the one on

which he came, and he took the best among us to

sail with him to make them slaves, our very best

and bravest. I told the people what he did, but

they were mad and laughed at me and said that I

was wrong and always wrong; but I was right for

I, the priest, I knew it!

44 When he prepared to sail, I took my stand upon
the beach and laid on him the tabu of the roaring

gale to destroy him. The gale smote upon him,

but I had mercy because the daughter of the chief

was with him, and I let him live. Then the people

laughed at me because they did not know my
mercy but I, the priest, I knew it!

"He started out to sail once more to seek an

island where he might hold our people slaves, he

the slave of us; and again I laid on him the tabu

of the roaring gale to destroy him. Behold the

wind on a distant sea went to sleep and slept one

day and then refreshed, it seized him and tore his

canoe to pieces, then he drove upon the reef and his

canoe went to the bottom, but I saved his life be-

cause I had mercy. Now you know that I was right

in every warning. You made your ears deaf to me,

you shut your eyes to every evil but I, the priest,

I knew it!"

The people were now in accord with the priest
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and his fiery chant stirred them. They shouted

with him at every recurrence of the refrain, and

glared at me as though I were some monster instead

of the friend they had always found me. The men
who had been with me, looked at them in amaze-

ment and disgust, and crowded round me fearing

some outburst. Maafu, fearing what the excited

people might do, seized the first opportunity that

offered when Cikinovu paused for breath and began
to speak.

The voice of a stranger drew their furious

thoughts to other things and all listened to his

words. He told them how we first had come to him

and claimed the ancient friendship of the fathers

and then he told them of our second coming and

how the men of Lakeba spied us, yet knew not who
we were, but put out in canoes and chanced upon
the wreck and saved us from the sea. Next he told

the story of the voyage along the southern chain of

islands and how on each he found that men had held

the name of Na Sau in high regard. He talked

them into calmer mood and then, the hour being late,

the people went to their homes and I, with Maafu, to

the strangers' house where Finau waited for our

coming.
"It must be clear to you," said Maafu when we

reached the house,
"
that you can not count on

safety here for even a single day. What will you
do when I must go and none will be left to guard

you ?"
" Maafu!" said Finau with a flash of that courage

which had often helped us in the saddest plight, "if
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no one else will go there are ten women here who
will not rest until they have found Valua and have

joined their husbands. My uncle may threaten this

and forbid that, but he cannot hold these women.

With Ritu to lead us we are willing to sail across

the seas. But we shall not be alone, the men who
have been in our company will not rest to see the

leader whom they love insulted and his work un-

done, they and their wives and children will go
with us. But even if they should not, there are ten

women who will sail, if only he will lead them."

It was not the danger which weighed me down
into abasement of myself despite the courage of my
wife and the protection of my powerful friend.

But I was brought to look upon the complete uproot-

ing of every honest work which I had done with this

people whom I thought to lead to nobler lives of bet-

ter purpose. I could not charge myself with negli-

gence, I did not think the blame lay all upon my-

self, yet where to place it I did not know. Was

every single thing in civilized life unfit for the un-

civilized? Did the fault lie in the teacher, in the

pupils or in the lessons? Why should goodness and

honesty when brought to the savage, good and hon-

est as he best knew to be, curdle into injustice, envy,

strife and all the wretched things that closed in

about my work ? My failure was complete.
21
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THEN
came a sad and gloomy time for me in

Na Sau, a time in which I seemed to have

lost all hold on life, and even Finau could scarcely

lift me for a moment from my deep dejection. Now
I asked for no leave to work for the raising of this

people, I would relinquish every ambition I had, and

they were simple ambitions after all, I would make

no stir in my little world if only they would let me
live in peace with my wife and child. From de-

lighting in the reformer's task I was willing now to

give up every custom learned in childhood and be-

come Fijian in everything, if only they would let me.

But even that was denied me.

I was early made aquainted with the disposition

which was to be made of me, and it came from the

lips of my old enemy. The greatest change of all

was in the altered demeanor of the chief. Na Saqa
Levu seemed to have lost all will of his own and

scarce retained the semblance of authority, but

Cikinovu spoke the words of all commands as

though the chief were not to be trusted with their

utterances. So in veibose on the second day Ciki-

novu spoke my doom and the chief sat by him on

the mats and looked about upon the people though

322
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never venturing to rest his eyes on mine, but at last

meeting the reproachful gaze of those who had re-

turned with me from Valua he kept his eyes fixed on

the mats. New lines had come upon his face, lines

of indecision, of doubt and hesitation; often he

stroked his unsteady chin with nervous hand; in a

score of little ways he showed how his will was

broken and subordinated to the stronger purpose of

the priest. It was a sad sight,
" White slave known as Ritu and sometimes called

the lord of industry, listen to the words which Na

Saqu Levu bids me speak," said Cikinovu. "From
the day of your coming you have brought new ways
to Na Sau and have changed the ancient customs of

the fathers and have held them up to scorn. You
have taught the people to be deaf to all my warn-

ings, you have taught children to hold their parents

in contempt, you have overthrown our happiness
and not years can bring back contentment to the

people. You are like your former companions
whom we killed, full of deceit and lying; we will

have no more of you.

"The people are always ready to follow a new

thing that pleases them by novelty. For a time you

succeeded, you led the people after you, you taught

them to give over their good old Fijian ways, your

praise was in the mouths of men until it was sick-

ening. Only I and a very few clung to the good old

customs and opposed the ruin that you brought upon

us, and because we were true Fijians you scorned

us until even the children lost respect for their

elders and mocked at me. You were our slave yet
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you would not work contentedly as do the slaves,

but stirred up each man against his neighbor and

worked far harder at that than if you had performed

the task of slaves with sharpened staff in the yam
patches. You were a slave and a disobedient one,

yet you made the chief your slave by some magic
that we do not know; he spoke to me scorning words

and I bore them, for though the lips that moved

were his the words were yours. But the others did

not know, they heard strange words from the lips of

the chief and they followed him in blindness know-

ing nothing of your magic which you cast on them

as well. Thus the town was changed so that the

fathers, had they come again to life, would not have

known it for their home and their children they

would not have known for Fijians.

"For a time all went well with you and no one

would heed my words. But a change came swiftly

on. You had taught the people to be discontented

with our customs, they taught themselves to grow
discontented with the ways you gave them. There

was no longer happiness, each spent days and nights

in the effort to overreach his neighbor and to fill his

house with goods which he could not use in all his

lifetime. All was envy, and peace could no more

be found. Then you turned your thoughts to our

ancient enemies and at your bidding the people

forebore to hate and with none to fight against they

lost their bravery and got cowardice. The discon-

tent grew greater, there was more unhappiness and

you planned to lead the people to greater misery

and as yet Na Saqa Levu was controlled by your
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magic and would not listen to the truth I told him.

You built your great canoe and launched it, you
took our bravest with you to seek Lakeba and I

upon the shore brought the gale upon you. Then
at last Na Saqa Levu saw that I had power as in the

old days before you came, he listened to my words

and the people with him. But you came back and

the chief and people fell away from my teachings
and followed you in all you ordered, you our

slave.

"You had done all the mischief you could do and

you sought some other place to bring it harm.

Therefore you choose some to sail away with you,

and being under the power of your magic they obeyed
with seeming gladness and the chief gave his con-

sent. But when you had gone and in our town were

thirty houses with no men therein then Na Saqa Levu

knew that I was right and had been right from the

first. He acknowledged all the strange power that

you had cast upon him, he confessed it all to me
and we talked it over to come to some decision and

we told it to the people and they listened to our

words. All the things that you had made and

taught the folk to use we gathered in a pile upon
the beach and each gladly gave them up, for the

madness had passed from them and we sought to be-

come Fij ians as our fathers were. Then when the pile

was heaped high up and all the people were gathered
I laid fire to the heap and it sprang into a blaze and

the fire burnt your corruption from our life; and the

things that fire would not burn we broke to pieces

in the ashes and sunk them in the bay and the little
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children of the water have hid them so that they can

bring no harm to others.
" Now you have come back and seek to work us

harm. What shall be our judgment on you I will

not say because my lips are formed alone to say 'Let

the white slave be killed,' and can say no other

word. Listen now and hear your fate from Na Saqa
Levu."

"
Slave," began the chief with trembling voice, and

it was the first time that he had ever addressed me in

such terms. "Slave, this we have determined shall

be done with you. I have promised my daughter that

you shall not be killed and that promise I will keep.

You shall live, but when the vessel of the white

men comes to our bay, as you have said it will soon,

we will not give him any of our goods nor will we

take any of his goods, but we will give you to him

to be his slave. Tell him and tell all the white

men that they may know it and hold it in their minds

that the people of Na Sau will destroy every white

man that shall in future time seek to enter the bay
of the Black Duck."

Thus far he spoke as one recites a lesson and the

words were those of Cikinovu, who gave triumphant
flashes of the eye upon the assembly while the other

spoke his purpose. But the chief now looked at me
for the first time, looked me for a moment full in

the face and I could see his eyes were weary with a

heavy sorrow, weak with irresolution of the man
who cannot cope with circumstances. Then he spoke

again in a voice that went to the hearts of all, and

the priest half started from his place in alarm lest
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all his work should be undone just at the moment of

success.
" Oh Ritu, I have loved you like the son whom I

have never known. You found me ignorant, un-

knowing good or evil or the great things which men

do and make themselves and their people great.

But you did not scorn me, you sat beside me and

taught me that I sought to know, you filled my
heart with new desire of the good. Never from you
have I heard any evil. But, Ritu, everything we did

of good has turned to ill, and I can no longer stand

out against them all. Cikinovu has proved the

stronger and you must go. Oh Ritu, I love you as

I would my son, and when you are gone and we

never more shall see you, then Finau and I will

spend our days in mourning and thinking over all

your words, and we will bring up the child Mata ni

Siga to revere you as one great and good who strove

to raise the people and failed because we were not

worth the raising."

Thus my mission ended. Darkness triumphed
over light with no promise of dawn. Ignorance

proved too strong for all our efforts. Na Sau hav-

ing sight of better things had chosen the worse.

Even before I could return with Maafu to our

house the news had flown to Finau who was waiting.

When we entered we found her standing in a knot of

women, the ten whose husbands had been left in

Valua; she had been talking with them and all were

filled with some high resolve. Finau, when she saw

us, left the women and told us that there was no

need to tell her of what had been done.
"
I know it
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all, a dozen will run headlong to spread the news of

ill where one will dally on the road bearing tidings
of good. From this day I have no father. I go
now to tell him so. Come you with me, and you,

Maafu, and these women, and we will show him

that he has had his opportunity and has wasted

it."

The little procession set out and on the green we
were joined by all the men who had been with me
in Valua, they and their wives no longer content to

remain in Na Sau. Thus we walked between silent

rows of lowering people who gave us no word of

cheer or sorrow, thus we reached the house of Na

Saqa Levu and passed within. He sat upon the

mats and by him Cikinovu. Silently we took our

place before the two and some one dropped the mat
within the doorway shutting out the curious people,

and the house was filled with gloom save for a

chance beam of sunlight straggling in through some

chink for the motes to dance therein.

Then I spoke to the two, in despair and mad with

the thought of parting I offered everything if only I

might be with Finau and the child. But the sacri-

fice of my manhood was offered in vain, the two sat

mute, my fate was sealed beyond the changing. I

would have pleaded with redoubled madness but

Finau interrupted.
"
Hush, Ritu ! I could never be contented to have

you on such terms even if they would grant them.

I have let you speak as you have only as a last re-

sort and that has failed and I a woman must tell

these men what I will do.
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"Cikinovu, priest and enemy of my husband!

You think that you have triumphed. You think

that you will be all powerful now that you have de-

stroyed my Ritu's work and taken him away from

me. Never were you more mistaken in anything.

There are lessons that cannot be burnt in bonfires

on the sand or sunk in the sea, these you cannot de-

stroy but they will grow in the minds of those who
have learnt them and in the end they will over-

throw you.
" Na Saqa Levu you have been a kind father to me

from my earliest recollection, you have loved me, have

done for me what you could
;
but now you take my hus-

band from me and all the love I bear you has changed
to hatred. I have come to tell you that I will never

leave my Ritu, nor suffer you to take him from me.

Father, father, why have you changed ? Why do

you follow all the evil counsels of the priest? I

cannot reproach you, for you have been to me both

father and mother, and now the end has come and I

leave you to follow my husband whom you honored

for his worth and do now abase, trusting in the lying
counsels of his enemy. I shall leave Na Sau, I

could never bear to be near you ;
I shall go to Valua,

myself, my husband and my child, and with us these

women whose husbands wait our coming, and the

otter families whom you see before you. You can-

not sta)' us for we are too many. We have a great

caroe to carry us, we know the way. But in all the

lontly years that remain for you with trouble crowd-

ing ?lose upon you for this day's work, childless and

miserable, remember that you threw away the better
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part, that I left you not by my own act but driven

from you. Now say no word, we go."

Back we went to our house without a word from

any and sat upon the mats waiting for some one to

speak. None said a word for many minutes, dumb
in deep distress until the child laughed upon the

heavy air, pleased with some fancy of his little brain

unmindful of the cares which gathered round him.

"Listen, friends," said Finau, brushing away the

tears that flowed in silence as she thought of her

parting with her father.
"
Listen to Mata ni Siga

as he laughs. The child has no fear, none should

hang upon us, for we are on the road to safety.

Hear the plan which I have in mind.
"
Ritu, dear, you have felt too grievously all this

affliction, you have been despondent, dejected, faint

of heart and weak of purpose. I could not consult

with you, but I have acted for the best, for it rested

on me to save my husband and my child. Do not

deny me, do not refuse to do just as I ask, for I have

planned it all as you would do were I discouraged

in the face of danger and you alone could save me
"
Maafu, I count on you to protect us while ve

stay here, to watch that no one harm my husbanft,

that no one try to detain us in this dreadful pla:e

which is our home no longer. Will you do that?'
" That is little indeed, Finau," said Maafu grave y,

"
to ask a man of Lakeba to do for one who beirs

the name Finau. I will do it gladly, no one slall

harm your husband or any one who goes with ?ou,

I and my men will see that you are unhind.red

either by the chief, the priest or any lesser mar
"
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"Master of the matai" continued Finau, "you
have told me that you have kept in mind the stars

which mark the course; on you I count to bring us

to Valua, where we have made a home.
"
Now, Ritu, this remains for you to do. Soon

the ship will be here. Do you go upon it and seek

the land of white men and get for us another ves-

sel and such things as we shall need. Then you
can join us at Valua and our home will be complete,
and the lessons which have been rejected here will

lead us all to happy lives. Make no objection,

Ritu, my plan is good. It is hard to part with you
even for this month or two, but I can do it for the

sake of all; but most for Mata ni Siga whom I do

not wish t'o have grow up like us poor Fijians in

ignorance, but he must learn the things that make

you good. Ritu, do not stop me, don't you see how
hard it is for me to speak at all or even think, and

yet I must do it. Just promise that you will do

what I ask and when it is done and all our sorrow

is past then you will thank me. Here, take this, it

will help you. I found these things upon the ship

after your companions had been killed. They were

bright, they pleased my eye, I took them for toys.

Tiring of them I put them by, in my little store-

house in the thatch of my father's house and only
now did I recall them, and I remembered to have

heard you say that they were used by white men to

buy the things they need."

She lifted up a corner of the mats and put before

me several sacks of gold, more than enough to carry

out her plans. Just as I took them there was heard
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a stir without and then the cry of a sail in sight.

The time had passed for deliberation, we must act,

and that right quickly, and Finau's plan went into

effect without demur.

The people who had cast in their lot with us hur-

ried to move their goods upon our canoe, and Maa-
fu's men helped with ready hands. The vessel drew

up to the mouth of the bay and I, half distracted,

tried to give directions to all at once. But Finau,
cool in all the commotion, put me gently by and

bade me tell the master of the matai how to sail

while she took charge of all the rest. As I told him
of the course the idea lost its wildness. I knew that

the islands lay in so thick a chain that he was cer-

tain to reach some one in a week of sailing, dead to

leeward. Reaching one he could pick his way, as

we had done before, with the advantage that now the

people knew him, and would gladly help him on his

course.

By the time I had given him his last instructions,

Finau and Maafu had accomplished all the other

preparations for our hurried departure. The two

canoes were launched and floated near the shore, the

people sat upon the beach waiting for the order to

go aboard, and their former friends stood looking at

them, uncertain how to act but opposing no resist-

ance, and as yet no sign of priest or chief.

The vessel was now well within the bay, and I took

a light canoe and stood out to meet her. I told

her master of the change of circumstances and

offered gold to pay my passage. He readily agreed,

being nearly of full hold, and hove his vessel to just
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off the cove, waiting to convoy the two canoes to

sea. Hastening to shore I told them all was done

and nothing now need keep us longer. The people
waded out to the canoes and climbed aboard. There

were no words of parting, silent people lined the

shore, silent people sat upon the decks and watched

the last of the homes where they had lived in happi-
ness. The shining paddles dug the quiet water and

threw it back in eddying, bubbling clods; the peo-

ple sat silent, filled with thoughts of regret at cut-

ting loose from all familiar scenes even with the

knowledge that a better home was waiting them. I

stood upon the prow and Finau with me holding up
Mata ni Siga to laugh and crow at so much motion

devised for his amusement. Resolutely she kept
her face upon the bay and gave no parting glance at

the town whose houses now were growing smaller on

the sight as we swept out upon our voyage with

Maafu's canoe beside us.

As we passed the sandy point where the cove gave

upon the bay two men stood there and looked at us,

shading their eyes beneath their hands. One came
down even to the rippling water and seeing him
Finau laid the child in my arms and clasped us both

and would not look to shore. Then I knew who it

was even before I heard the broken voice calling

over sea.
"
Finau, oh, my daughter, do not leave me. Come

back to shore and all shall be as you wish. My
little daughter shall rule me as of old, for your rule

was ever wise and led me to happiness. Come

back, come back, your husband shall be held in
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honor. Oh Ritu, my son, come back and be my
son indeed, bring back to me my daughter, my little

Finau, and we shall live so happily and I shall know
the baby love of Mata ni Siga. Come back, Ritu,

and you shall be
"

Cikinovu, grim and unrelenting to the last, laid

his hand upon Na Saqa Levu's lips and broke the

word he spoke. The chief fell to the wet sand as

one whose heart-strings break
;
he never moved.

Finau sobbed upon my breast, "You are all in all

to me, my Ritu, and my joy, Mata ni Siga.." Still

she sobbed in silence and clasped us in a strong

embrace of perfect love. Then she raised herself,

I could not trust myself to speak ;
she saw the peo-

ple in the canoe looking with grief upon the scene

on shore, for they had all loved Na Saqa Levu as

a kind father. To the men she said but one word

yet it snapped the cord that bound us to Na Sau,

the cord of grief. It was the order," Paddle."
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THE
two canoes ranged up alongside the wait-

ing vessel, the soft splash of the paddles

ceased, the mat sails rose to place, and the sailors

on our larger consort roughly sang as they swung
the yards to take the breeze. No other sound was

heard but the rippling of the parted waters, the

gentle lapping of the waves as they licked the deck

that joined our double hulls. Then from the swift

receding shore arose a cry, a long note of wailing

for the dead, a cry that hung in my memory for

long days and nights. The well-beloved chief was

dead, the people mourned, and the speeding exiles

mourned with them though filled with hope of better

days to come in a happier land. Still holding Mata

ni Siga in my arms, I cast a strong hold about Finau

and made no effort to check her flowing tears. Well

might she weep, for on the wet gray sand of the

shore, her father lay in death; forgotten then was

all his later weakness, his yielding to the power of

ignorance, his harsh rejection of the better life

opening for him and his people; the only memory
borne down the wind with that mourning cry was

of the father petting an only child, the father yield-

ing to every caprice of girlhood, the chief seeking

335
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light for his people. With this deep grief still an-

other found its vent in those tears. With favoring

wind the little fleet was drawing near the harbor

mouth where we must part and every moment of the

lessening time closer knit us together to make the

parting harder.
"
Oh, Finau, why must we part at all ?" I asked

in grief and dread anticipation.
"
Let the ship go

on her course and we go ours, together. I care not

for the life of my own people, having you and our

child, our laughing Mata ni Siga, sunrise of our

hopes of a bright day to come upon us all."
"
Ritu, do not make the parting harder. It must

be; help me to bear it."

"But, Finau, why must it be? Let us leave all

thought of other men and other lands, and live con-

tented, happy lives in Valua. I have read in Na
Sau the failure of my best endeavor, I have no hope
of doing better. Do not bid me leave you even for

a day, let us go together to lead contented, simple
lives in our new home."

" Can you so soon forget the lessons you have

taught us, Ritu, husband, father of my child, master

of us all who follow all your leading like children

confiding in your goodness? Can you forget? I

cannot. You have taught me to hope for better

things, to work that I might make our life a nobler

one; these lessons I have laid upon my heart and

now they are indeed my better part. Ritu, you
have taught me duty, and you have taught me duty
must be done. Cease repining, do your duty as I

shall do mine, the duty, is the same for each though
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for a little time it shall divide us. I will lead our

people to our home, our friends, our brothers and

our sisters in the new life we have chosen. Do you

go your way and bring to us the things that we shall

need that we may not be left helpless in our destitu-

tion of the means to lift us higher. Remember,

Ritu, it is done for Mata ni Siga, that he may be a

man to carry on the work which you would do. Be

brave, be honest, remember duty."

The other canoe then came close and Maafu from

his prow leaped on our stern and picked his way to

where we stood that he might make his parting.

With unaffected grief, the simple chief laid his hand

upon us, and bade us always bear in mind that we
should find a home in Lakeba in any need, and he

would gladly be to us a father. Then the motion of

the canoe underwent a change, we began to feel the

sea with its long roll that is so restful, the pass was

close before us, the waves came in from the broad

ocean, the master of the vessel hailed me from his

deck and dropped a swinging ladder from his taffrail,

the time had come to part.

With broken words I bade farewell to all the

friends who put their trust in me, I clasped each

hand in mine and bade them hope, even though hope
seemed lost to me. The one who was to sail with

me, had already climbed the ladder, I gave Finau

one last embrace, then laid her in the kind arms of

Maafu, seized the ladder as it swung toward me,
and in a moment was aboard the ship. As I looked

down from the rail it seemed that I must leap back

upon the canoe, but Finau's thought was quick to

22
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divine it, and she stood erect and raised to my sight

the laughing child and called to me: "You do this

for Mata ni Siga. Be brave and do it well."

The fleet stood out through the passage, out upon
the open sea to make an offing, Maafu's canoe

again approached the one which bore Finau, and he

returned to his own vessel. Here was the final part-

ing, three several ways we went, and I in sadness

leaned upon the rail and listened to the cries which

floated down across the sea as Maafu laid his course

eastward to Lakeba, as Finau bravely followed duty
and bore up to the northwest, as the ship which

carried me laid its yards well to sail southwest.

Fainter and fainter came the cries, the old Fijian

words of parting, Sa la' ki moce, you go to sleep,

which finds in every parting but a sleep which

wakes to meeting as the night is followed by the day.

Here was the final parting, three several ways we

went from our failure. I to the civilization of com-

plex wants and bitter strife and grinding poverty

which thinks itself the best, the only state for man;
Maafu to his simple savagery, contented with his

lot and seeking only to make his people happy;
Finau to an island where in time should be the sav-

age simplicity grown broader and uplifted by its

contact with the best of civilization. Far apart we

lay, three specks upon the sea of circumstance; the

last cries had long since been stilled when all at

once and faint and fine there came a sound as from

the sky, the single word moc-e, and I bowed my head

in uncontrollable grief, for there was a sleep indeed

which knows no waking.
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Sleep! Aye those weary days of lonely voyaging

passed over me as one who sleeps to whom come

dreams, who rushes headlong, driven by an unknown

might to dizzy verge of yawning chasm and tries

in vain to hold his flying feet from destruction, and

falls or leaps into the air and finds no chasm there,

but dances gayly after the airy shape of his loved

desire, and reaches forth to grasp the fond glitter-

ing thing, and finds himself wandering over a place

of rocks filled with hidden things of dreadful mien,

and then on beds of flowers, and then falls from vast

heights of air, and then burrows to the very core of

earth and gropes in dripping caverns down by the

roots of the sea. Sleep! Aye such a sleep as this

was mine for days of waking, nights of forment
alone upon the empty sea.

Indeed I was alone though surrounded by my
kind. I loathed them, shrank from contact with

them, could scarcely bring myself to speak to them.

Rough was their speech and grated on my ear so

long used to liquid sounds that drop from the ex-

pressive lips as honey drops from the horn of the

nodding columbine and sweetens all the air yet

leaves a lingering sweetness on its nectary. Coarse

were their ways, rude their demeanor. They
brawled about their work, and each in selfishness

strove to shift his own appointed duty on some other

one. With violence they strove against their fel-

lows and the arm of authority was held above them

like a murderous beam to terrify them into doing
what they ought. And were these men kind of mine ?

From savages, from wild men even at their worst,
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I had learned to look for better things than this.

Somehow all my life seemed changed, my face in-

deed was white but my heart was clean gone away
from such sort of life as this and turned Fijian or

something simple, genuine and sincere. I looked

upon them and their wicked imaginings as a child

being simple stands in terror and looks upon two

infuriated men brawling in a public place, and half

their venom fails to touch his innocence because he

knows not of their depth of wickedness, and the other

share but frights him and keeps him chained to the

spot, too terrified to move or do anything but look

with wondering eyes and feel deep wounds upon his

heart whose scars can never leave him.

After many scarce distinguished days in which

my one companion drew aside with me, and together

we sat long silent hours finding speechless sympathy
in the mute company, there came a cry from high

aloft of land in sight and soon we spied it from the

deck, the grim promontory which marks the gate to

Sydney harbor. One thing I sought when we came

to land, and that was to be alone with my fellow

and avoid the curiosity of the folk who had not

learnt the savage virtue of leaving to the guest the

courtesy of making such explanation of himself as

best suited him. It might not be as we wished,

the sailors spread some wrinkled version of my
story, and I was brought before one in authority to

give an account of the lost Janet. There was clamor,

when I told my tale, that a ship of war should seek

the bay of the Black Duck and punish Na Sau with

all its artillery. So clamored most the seamen and
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the trades longshore; but I, fired by the injustice,

opposed their clamor and said that the men who did

the wrong were the white men who had died by way
of honest punishment well deserved, and that it

would not be fair play to punish the officers of per-

fect justice, and to work more harm upon the simple

savages than had already come to them from the

white men. He in authority listened to my words,

and said that I was right and stilled the clamor by

swearing with a mighty oath that had the savages but

left a single one of the Janet's rascals still alive to

foul the seas, he would not sail a single contented

league until he himself had swung that one from his

foreyard arm.

Thus and in other ways I came to undue notice

which I little liked, and idle folk came to peep at

me as at some curiosity, and to ply me with ques-

tions put in idleness. I grudged them every mo-

ment which they stole from me, and hurried all the

faster my preparations to be gone from a life which

I found irksome. My companion, too, grew weary
of the bewildering maze of novelty whose meanings
he could not fathom, and his thoughts flew out he

know not where, but somewhere out to sea, to Valua

where his wife had gone to wait him. With such a

tug upon our hearts we dallied not, but hastened

to complete our errand and be gone. I bought a

vessel suited to our needs and filled her with such

goods as I thought would prove a benefit to our

colony, with tools of several useful trades, with

trifles to amuse and other matters to instruct. One

point I labored with in mind and could come to no
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solution but anxiously debated all its arguments
and consequences, and that was whether it were best

to isolate ourselves in our island home. But after

much deliberation in uncertainty, there came upon

my mind the word that Finau used as her most po-

tent argument, "for the sake of Mata ni Siga."

Then I clearly saw that I should not do a right

and manly thing to shut my people out from all the

world, and leave it to chance comers to find them

unprepared to act for themselves in choosing be-

tween the good and ill alike unknown. Duty was

plain to teach my friends that they were in a little

portion of the great world in brotherhood with the

whole, to teach them all the good, and to warn them

of the wrong that they might surely know it in what-

ever dress it came. Reasoning thus, I sought a

merchant who had the look of honesty, and told him

where Valua lay and bade him send a vessel once

each year with freight of goods I named to him, and

we would load it with the products of our home.

Then, the last detail of business done, I was glad to

leave the civilization which distressed me and my
companion, and I stood out upon the ocean spurred

with glad anticipation.

Two men together on a ship at sea to careless

thought may seem company. They are solitude,

for while one stands at the wheel and attends the

cares of seamanship, the other sleeps to fit him for

his lonely watch while his companion sleeps. Yet

out of our time of sleep, we each stole hours for the

sake of company to talk a little of the things which

we had seen in the port from which we sped, but
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most to fill the sky before our prow with cheering

pictures of our island home with its happy people

growing into rich enjoyment of the blessed arts of

contentment. We looked beyond our lives and filled

the island with a frank and manly race living free

as brothers to enjoy the gifts of nature without

hindrance, which, in the lands of the white men,

shut out the poor from all his rightful share in na-

ture's bounty. We saw this race not living like the

men from whom it grew, not idly taking what nature

gave and using it for the moment of the gift alone,

but skilled in useful arts and improving every gift

of earth and sea and sky to the utmost, not selfishly

and each for himself alone, but each working for

the good of all, and finding there his own best and

only good. They were pleasant pictures of a summer

sea painted in the brightest colors of hope on the

canvas of high purpose. They were real to us, our

hearts rejoiced in the work of our fancy, we could

trace every familiar line that made the houses and the

curtseying palms. They were to us not fancy but

real, as are the gleaming lakes, the refreshing streams,

the emerald grass which burst upon the eyes of the

thirsty wanderer of the desert. Like mirage they

passed away and showed us also naught but barren

desert.

Without a breath of baffling wind, with not a

single squall to vex the pleasant sea, we sailed along

for happy days which grew happier with every league

we put behind us, and then a scale of green upon the

sky-line we saw Valua. No breeze could blow apace

with our desire; we seemed to creep as we rose the
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island higher and saw the light glance and glimpse

through its aisles of tapering trunks; no thought
came to mar our deep enjoyment. There lay our

home and we were close at hand. We passed the

point which half embraced our little bay and looked

to see the people waiting for us on the beach or in

their haste manning their great canoe to meet us.

The beach was empty in all its silver span, and a

cold hand clutched at our hearts, and we looked

again as not believing our eyes and then turned

speechless with anxiety each to each. A cry v/as

heard on shore, a man ran down the beach and

plunged into the sea and then there came a flight of

spears antf arrows whizzing at his head, but he es-

caped them all and swam to us, and when I helped
him to the deck, it was Malolo whom we had picked

up a corpse adrift and brought to life.

I could not speak for dryness of the throat but I

held him by his wet shoulders and the water dripped
from him and made a pool upon the deck, but his

eyes read the anguish of my heart, and he answered

to the question that I could not put: "Yes, my lord,

both dead."

And the other rushing from the wheel asked;
"And mine, Malolo?" and again he said, "Dead; I

live alone."

Two strong men, weak as children in our grief,

we clung to one another and Malolo left us to

ourselves and brought the vessel in and anchored

her and hauled down the jibs. Then he came to

us.

"Tell us, Malolo," I said, "tell us all from the
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first that we may never need to ask again but nurse

our grief."

"You sailed away, Lord Ritu," Malolo's tale be-

gan in tones of sadness.
" You sailed away and left

ten others here beside myself. When we had

watched your white sails vanish out of sight, we
turned our thoughts to the work that you had left

to be done. We did it every bit, glad in expecta-
tion of the surprise we were laying up in store for

you. We did more; we taught the people whom
we found, at least the others did, I could not, for I

myself was but a learner. They told them what

you had done in their distant home, and what you

planned to do, they 'told them of the strange sights

of the voyage, but most of all they told them how

good you were. So day passed and day came, until

the days were numbered when you had bid us look

for your returning. We watched the sea and you
did not come though days of weary waiting went

by. One day in dawn we saw a little spot on the

sea, which we knew for the mat sail of a canoe, and

fearing harm we got our weapons. The canoe came

swiftly down the wind pointed for us, and we knew
not what raiding butchers might have found us out

for our destruction. It bore down on this bay and

surprised, the men saw women on it, but I, with

quicker eye, spied my little master Mata ni Siga
and I raised the shout of welcome. Then the people
landed and the men took their wives to their new
homes and showed them everything at once. The
ten who had remained upon the island were joined
in gladness to their families and none were lonely
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save Finau and I. Day after day she sat upon the

sand looking out upon the western sea, and watch-

ing for your coming to end her loneliness. Yet, in

the kindness of her heart, she saw that mine was

but an empty home, and she chose of the women of

Valua, one whom she thought the best and gave her

to me, and thus my home was no longer empty. So

passed the days of waiting and to us they did not

seem lonely, for Finau directed all the work and

bade us do this and that to please the master who
would soon come home, but though she kept us all

busy and cheerful I know the time went slow for

her, for she spent long hours upon the beach watch-

ing the sea and clasping tight the babe.
"
But all this while the kai Valua whom you found

here plotted a deep revenge, not that they had found

you and your people aught but kind, but they were

determined on the destruction of all, because they
were yours, and you were of the same race as the

man who had brought ruin to their former state.

To us they seemed no different from before; they
went about their work and every one had for them

some word of help or kind advice which they took

dully as they have always done. They gave no

sign of anything different from their former course,

and not the faintest suspicion came in the minds of

any. One night I woke to find myself fast bound

and gagged, and my wife then told me what was

toward and that I was spared because I was her

husband, but all the rest must die to quit them for

the slaughter which one white man brought to Valua

and himself escaped. I could not move, I could
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not lift my voice in warning, but lay there in the

dark and heard them creep upon the unsuspicious

sleepers in their homes and kill them. Then for

days the ovens never cooled, and when the last was

gone the people burned the town and sought another

thicket in which to live. To-day I heard the shout

that spoke a sail in sight, and I knew that you were

coming to your desolated home. I escaped their

watchful eyes, and here I am though they almost

caught me."

Story of vengeance of strong men, vengeance

righteous and mighty, vengeance for blasted hopes
and ruined lives. I cannot write it, let each un-

derstand it without asking the picture. Three

against twenty we stood on the island of homes

destroyed, we left it empty on the sea. Could men

brought face to face with such wrongs do less ?

Without purpose, without aim, without a thought
of how to pick up the broken threads of life, I led

these two upon the schooner where still floated at

the gaff in mockery, the sunrise flag which had

meant all my hopes. We got the anchor and stood

to sea and all night long I held the wheel and bore

eastward. The men came to relieve me, to bring
me food, I did not heed them, my thought was with

the dead.

With morning came merciful sleep to cool my
brain. I woke upon the second day and took some

food and faced the world again. Eastward my in-

stinct had led me in my madness, eastward still I

sailed when I began to think of what to do. My
beautiful bubble of the South Sea had burst, I could
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no longer live among the scenes of my greatest

happiness. I had money and that would take me
home, and as for the two who remained, I resolved

to leave them in the care of Maafu.

There came a day when Lakeba lay upon the

sight, and close at hand a noble merchantman

rocked upon the sea with backed topsail waiting for

the boat to carry me aboard,
" Lakeba lies yonder," I said to the two who wept

to lose me; "there lies a home and kind friends.

Sail you thither and say to Maafu that this schooner

and all it carries are a parting gift from me. Tell

him our sad story and ask him to receive you as

he would me. And now, Sa la' ki moce, you go to

sleep, happy dreams be yours; new homes, new ties

and when the grief has worn away, new families of

children and loving wives."

A few strokes of the oars and I was on the deck

of the merchantman, her yard swung round and she

took the breeze again. That night I watched the

sun go down upon an empty sea. It was indeed for

me an empty sea, Finau was gone, the child of sun-

rise came all too soon to sunset, and I was left

alone, alone.



XXVIII.

ALONE WITH MEMORY.

THE
last word has been written of that life

which ended for me half a century ago. The

sun has set, the long twilight is fast fading into

night, already the stars begin to shine, very soon

the day will end for me and I shall fall asleep.

With even step the night comes on, and as I wait

in longing for its coming to bring me sleep, I sit

and think here in my padded easy-chair, and the

stir in the streets below is nothing to me, the life

of men of nowadays excites my interest not at all, I

sit by the window that my eyes may rest on the

fading western glow. I live in the distant past and

take no longer heed of the years and the many
lands and seas which lie between. I live in a world

of memory and feel again the old joys, the old sor-

rows. So pass my days in peaceful waiting. The
children play about me, they come to me with all

their pains and pleasures, as children of another

skin did years ago when I was young, in the twilight

hour they group themselves about my chair and call

on uncle for a story. Then I tell them of the great

South Sea in its many varied moods, I tell them of

the life of free islanders and always hold their rapt

attention, and by little steps and pleasant ones, lead

349
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them on to learn the lesson that men are men the

world around. I make them feel that there is a

brotherhood which passes every boundary erected

by human science of unwisdom, which is not bounded

by frontiers of states, which speaks the common

tongue of sympathy. My time is short, I cannot

teach this lesson long, let me make the best use of

my time, for soon the candles must be lighted, and

with a little start they will wake to find themselves

learning lessons of another sort. Yet my teaching
is not all thrown away, they may remember little

things to warm their hearts toward honest effort

beaten down by artificial obstacles, weighed down
to poverty by a mass that nature never meant to lay

upon the backs of men.

Nay, light for me no candles. Let me sit by the

window looking to the last upon the faint glow out

in the west.

In the gloaming of my life I sit and think and

think. All the sorrow has turned to glory as the

clouds are shot with red from the sun already set.

All the pain and anguish have passed away, all the

disappointment is forgotten. One thought remains

and that is love, sweetened by the years, purified

and made more holy by the waiting, love that out-

lasts time, love that is itself eternity. That thought

is mine.

The last reflection of the glory of the day has

faded from the sky, the stars are glittering in their

dense array, now draw the curtains, for it will not

come to-night.

But some night, now or later, I shall sit here at
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my window with the glory of the western twilight

beaming on my sight. Then you will see a smile

upon my face and softly my lips will move to breathe

to all my last farewell to the world grown weary,
Au sa la' ki moce, I go to sleep.

A moment's sleep and I shall wake, though never

more to you. In the warmest latitudes of the world,

where thought lives imperishable, I shall sail across

summer seas. I shall raise upon the skyline, a fair

isle of living green set in rings of gleaming foam.

In hope and blessed certainty I shall stand onward

and see a happy people on the silver shore, reach-

ing out their hands to welcome me. Before them

all will stand Finau holding in her arms the little

child, and to my ears will come the sweet familiar

tones, and the words will be the old, old words
" Sa

yadra Ritu, husband, you are risen.
"

THE END.
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